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This study had two major purposes.

The first was to design

a family art assessment interview for use in Structural and Directive
family therapy and to develop an initial set of Structural and
Directive guidelines for interpreting the information and the art
products collected in the interviews.

The second was to explore the

usefulness of this tool in identifying Structural and Directive
assessment information in clinical interviews.

The expansion of the

field of family art therapy to include systems-oriented models was seen
as a valuable contribution.

General advantages of family art therapy

described in the literature formed the basis upon which more specific
research questions were formulated.
A Family art assessment interview was designed using tasks from
the existing literature as well as tasks created by the researcher to
fit the particular requirements of this assessment.

The interview was

administered and videotaped, and the videotapes were coded on data sheets
which had been designed from a Structural/Directive perspective.

IX

The interview was found to be effective and useful in the
clinical setting.

Both the interview and the art products produced

valuable Structural/Directive information.

The codings sheets for

the art products were considered adequate.

However, the data sheets

for the interview were considered impractical for clinical work.

A

new data collection and analysis form for the interview was designed
for use in clinical settings.

Research is needed to assess the use¬

fulness of the shorter, more open-ended coding form.
The possibilities of using the FAAT for training and educational
purposes were discussed.

The study concluded with an extensive list

of implications for future research which indicated a rich body of
information which has yet to be explored.
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CHAPTER

I

CVEKVIEW OF 1HE CHAPTER
In this chapter a rational is developed for research which expands
the use of family art therapy techniques for systems-oriented
therapists.

The rationale is drawn from the literature which links

the creative and therapeutic processes, in general, from the
literature on systems-oriented family therapy, and from work by the
researcher (Kurinsky, 1984) which explored the similarities between
artists' creative processes and systems-oriented theories about the
process change.

Advantages to systems-oriented family therapists of

using Family Art Therapy and the researcher's earlier work (1984).
The purpose and the significance of the study are outlined, including
its limitations.

Certain terms which are specific to the research are

briefly defined.

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

The sometimes enigmatic nature of the relationship between healing
and the arts has been a subject of interest to artists, philosophers
and healers throughout history.

Recently, it was the topic of two

conferences sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation on the Healing
Role of the Arts (1976) and 1977).

During these meetings, creative

arts therapists, artists and social service workers explored the role
of creativity and spontaneity in personal grcwth and wellness.

1

The
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proceedings of this conference included this conment by Michael Jon
Spencer on the importance of the arts in the healing process:
The need for the arts escalates in a crisis. A survivor from
a German concentration camp wrote that he would trade his
meager daily bread ration for art lessons. "Bread is needed
to an extent but it was the art lessons that really helped us
to survive in concentration camps. They helped me to salvage
my soul, my dignity as a human being." (1978, p. 2).
Whether or not one agrees that creative experiences are as vital as
bread, it is certainly true that creative expression flourishes in
spite of the most devastating conditions of poverty and deprivation.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that spontaneous or creative
activity is an important condition of wellness or growth even in less
severe conditions.
The similarities between the creative process and the healing
process have been further commented upon by art therapist Elinor
Ulman:
The psychological forces and mechanisms involved in
artistic creation are closely akin to those that underlay
the development of human personality as a whole; they are
no less complex, no easier to describe. Nevertheless, I
must offer a very brief statement about what is essential
to art activity. ... It means to discover both the self
and the world and to establish a relation between the two.
In the complete creative process, inner and outer
realities are fused into a
new entity. (1975, p. 13).
This study is based on the premise that the link described by Ulman
between the creatview and therapeutic processes has particular
relevance for systems—oriented models of family therapy.

A brief

discussion of the significant commonalities between artistic and
systems-oriented perspectives will be followed by an exploration of
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the advantages to systems-oriented therapists of using family art
therapy techniques.

Three major cannon concepts will be discussed:

the definition of change as the capacity to respond to situations
in new ways, the concept of reality as consisting of many, equally
valid perspectives, and the recognition of the importance of analogic
communications.
In systems-oriented therapies, a major indicator of a system's
functionality (in systems) is the capacity to change in response to
new situations.

This notion of the ability to generate new solutions

to problems is similar to Ulman's description of "art activity." Lynn
Hoffman's description of system change emphasizes this similarity:
Another way to look at these two processes [positive and
negative feedback] is in terms of what Buckley, following
Ashby, calls 'variety' and 'constraint.' Constraint is
synonymous with pattern, structure, regularity. It goes
away from a random state, toward what the systems theorist
Erwin Schroedinger calls 'negetropy." No living system
could survive without patterns or structure. On the other
hand, too much structure, too much 'negetropy', will kill
it. This is why there must always be, as Buckley explains
it, 'some sources of mechanism for variety, to act as a
potential pool of adaptive variability to meet the problon
of mapping new or more detailed variety and constraints in
a changeable environment' (1981, p. 51).
Another common thread shared by artists and systems-oriented
therapists is the concept of reality as consisting of many, equally
valid, perspectives existing simultaneously.

Both understand that

approaches which accept the concept of many equally valid perspectives
on the "real world" are more conducive to change than more exclusive
or absolute viewpoints.

Watzslawick, Beavin and Jackson describe a

concept of reality which closely parallels the artist's acceptance of
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multiple perspectives:
...reality is not something objective, unalterable, 'out
there', with a benign or sinister meaning for our
survival, but...for all intents and purposes our
subjective experience of existence is reality - reality is
our patterning of something that most probably is totally
beyond objective human verification (1967, p. 267).
Yet a third area of similiarity is the recognition by both of the
importance of analogic comnunication.

The term "analogic

communication" is one of a pair of phrases used to distinguish what
Watzslawick, Beavin and Jackson describe as the two basic kinds of
communication.

"Analogic communication" is that which occurs in

non-verbal and unconscious processes, while "digital communication" is
used in verbal, conscious and symbolic process.

In Pragmatics of

Human Communication (1967) they clarify these differences:
In human communication objects - in the widest sense - can
be referred to in two entirely different ways. They can
either be represented by a likeness, such as a drawing, or
they can be referred to by a name. ...These two types of
communication - the one by a self-explanatory likeness,
the other by a word - are, of course, also equivalent to
the concepts of the analogic and digital, respectively (p.
61).
The therapist's task in systems-oriented therapy is to assist
people in transforming perceptions of reality which are not useful to
them into ones which are.

Useful perceptions are those which help

people do their work as family members and individuals with a minimum
of pain and stress and, ideally, with a certain amount of pleasure.
The ability to maintain a world-view which accepts multiple
perspectives of reality is crucial to this process.

The use of

creative arts techniques, which stress non-verbal or analogic
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conmunication, enables the therapist and the family to (literally) see
situations from different perspectives.

Techniques which emphasize

the patterns and structures of a system, as well as provide access to
the symbolic and metaphorical nature of family members' verbal and
non-verbal behavior can increase the effectiveness of systems-oriented
therapy.
Additionally, analysis of the literature (see Chapter II) strongly
suggests a number of other advantages to using art therapy with
families.

The most important of these are:

1.

Family art assessment disrupts the family's stereotypical
concept of therapy and therefore engages the interest of
families who might otherwise be uninterested in therapy.

2.

Family art assessment engages children directly in the
assessment process.

3.

Family art assessment offers the therapist an opportunity
for a relatively non-interentionist, wholistic view of the
family.

4.

Family art assessment offers the therapist an opportunity
for the family and the therapist to coirenunicate directly
on the analogic level.

The common threads established between artistic processes and
those utilized in systems-oriented therapy, together with the above
benefits identified in the literature, established a rationale for
this study's attempt to develop systems-oriented family art assessment
techniques.

While the connection between art and systems-oriented

family therapy looking promising, no attempt to merge these two had
been made.

In an effort to explore and enhance this relationship,

particularly with respect to assessment procedures, this study focused
on developing one creative arts technique - the family art assessment
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for use in two computable models of systems-o riented family therapy
(the Structural and Directive Models).

In order to make the

advantages of this technique available to systems-oriented family
therapists, a systems-oriented approach to viewing and interpreting
the information was developed.

.STATEMENT OF HJRPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SIUDY
This study had two major purposes.

The first was to design a

family art assessment interview for use in Structural and Directive
family therapy and to develop an initial set of Structural and
Directive guidelines for interpreting the information and the art
products collected in the interviews.

The second was to explore the

usefulness of this tool in identifying Structural and Directive
assessment information in a clinical interview.
Although the advantages of using art techniques with families have
been discussed frequently in the literature (Kwiatkowska, 1978;
Wadeson, 1980; Landgarten, 1981 and Bing, 1970), guidelines for their
use in Structural and Directive family therapy had not been developed.
This study tailored existing family art assessment techniques to
Structural and Directive family therapy assessment criteria.

Several

different types of family art assesanents are available but the
majority of these rely on psychodynamic assessment criteria for
analysis.

Only Bing's Conjoint Family Drawing technique (1970)

attempts to approach family assessment from a systems-oriented
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perspective.

The development of a format for family art assessment,

using Structural and Directive assessment criteria, offered therapists
from these models access to family art therapy assessment techniques
within their particular theoretical frameworks.
This study added to the limited literature focusing on the
clinical use of art assessments in family therapy, thereby clarifying
and expanding what is known about existing techniques, as well as
introducing nw adaptations of these techniques.

It also identified

other important uses for the Family Art Assessment Tool (FAAT) beyond
the clinical field including its possibilities as a training tool for
beginning family therapists.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This study developed a single procedure for systems analysis of
the process and products from a family art assessment interview.
Suggestions for improving the procedure were generated and a revised
tool was developed and provided.
It was limited, however, to using and evaluating a
Structural/Directive art assessment tool with a small number of
families.

Because of the exploratory, descriptive nature of the

study, no attempt was made to compare the art assessment interviews
with other types of Structural or Directive Assessment interviews.
Garments were therefore limited to discussions of whether the
interviews confirmed the research quesitons raised in Chapter III.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
These definitions are intended to provide a working knowledge of
terns used in this study.

Further explanations of key concepts (e.g.

psychodynamic and systems-oriented family therapy) will be given in
Chapter II.

Assessment
The term "assessment" is being used to describe the process
through which therapists gain an understanding of the interactional
patterns, symptoms and resources of a given human system.

The term

"assessment" is used, as opposed to the term 'diagnosis' to indicate a
preference for the functional, systems-oriented approach to problems
as opposed to the medical, disease-oriented approach.

It is also

important to note that the assessment process is seen as on-going
throughout treatment rather than something which is finished before
treatment begins.

Directive Family Therm
"Directive Family Therapy" is the term used to describe the
therapy of Jay Haley and CLoe Madanes.

The term 'Directive' is used

to distinguish the Haley/Madanes model from other models of Strategic
therapy not utilized in this study.

Haley defines therapy as

"Strategic" when the therapist directs what happens and designs
specific interventions for each problem presented.

The task of the
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therapist in this model is to define a solvable problem, set goals,
design interventions and correct his responses according to family
feedback.

Another important concept in Directive Family Therapy is

viewing the symptom as a metaphor for other dysfunctional family
relationships.

Psychodynamic Family Therapy
The term psychodynaic is sued to describe those models of family
therapy which, although they recognize the family as the primary unit
of treatment, formulate assessment and intervention goals within the
"health-illness” paradigm as opposed to the cybernetic model used by
systems-oriented family therapists.

Dynamic principles of treatment

are acknowledged but utilized within a general systems rather than a
psychoanalytic framework.

Structural Family Therapy
Structural Family Therapy emphasizes structure and organization of
the system as the primary area of focus for assessment and
intervention.

Important structural components of the system include:

boundaries, subsystems and family hierarchy.

Systgn
A set of interacting elements in which the whole is seen as
greater than the sum of its parts; a totality of el orient s in
interaction with each other.
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Systems-Qriented Family Therapy
The term systems-oriented is used to describe those models of
family therapy whose theories are organized around the belief that
life's problems and the solutions to these problems are to be found in
the interactions of human beings within human systems (e.g. families).
Human systems are seen as containing the properties of all living
systems.

Systems-oriented therapists derive much of their terminology

from cybernetics and communications theory and use a model of
"functionality" vs. "dysfunctionality" through which to assess the
system as opposed to a medical model of "health vs. illness."

CHAPTER

II

OVERVIEW OF TOE CHAPTER
This chapter will review the literature on assessment in
Structural and Directive family therapy and the literature on family
art assessment methods.

There are four purposes for this review.

1.

To identify the general approach to assessment and the
specific assessment categories of Structural and Directive
family therapy.

2.

To compare these approaches to demonstrate that an
assessment tool can be developed which is compatible with
them both.

3.

To survey the existing family art assessment methods in
order to evaluate their usefulness for systems-oriented
models.

4.

To summarize the potential advantages of family art
assessment methods in the Structural and Directive family
therapy models.

The chapter is divided into four parts.

Part One reviews the

salient literature on assessment in Structural and Directive family
therapy.

Part Two reviews three articles which compare the two models

and comments on the compatibility of the assessment concerns in these
models for purposes of this study.

Part Three presents descriptions

of the existing family art assessment methods and critiques them from
a systems-oriented perspective, and Part Four summarizes the potential
advantages which family art assessment methods offer to the Structural
and Directive models of family therapy, and discusses specific
situations in which they might prove especially useful.
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PART ONE;

ASSES$511151LIN SmiCTORAL AND DIRECTIVE FAMILY TOERAPY
»IEW OF. PART ONE

Part One reviews the major literature on assessment in Structural
and Directive Family Therapy.

The section on Structural family

therapy discusses Minuchin's work, as well as some significant
articles by other important contributors to the field.

The section on

Directive family therapy reviews the work of its two main proponents:
Jay Haley and doe Madanes.
The purpose of this section is to identify the assessment concerns
in Structural and Directive family therapy for use in developing a
Structural/Directive family art assessment tool.

Structural Family Therapy;_CVecviow
This section includes a brief discussion of the overall philosophy
of the Structural model, a definition of the Structural dimensions of
family functioning and a description of the assessment process used in
Structural family therapy.

Structural Family Therapy?

Philosophy

Structural family therapy was developed by Salvador Minuchin and
his colleagues at the Wyltwick School for Boys, outside of Mew York
City.

Structural family therapists use a model for organizing the

characteristics of the family system which is similar to the model
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developed by Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1968) to describe other living
systems.

This model states that all living systems have visible

structures which, in order to function properly, must be organized in
a clear hierarchy.

The various subsystems must be arranged in well

defined relationships to one another, with appropriate boundaries
around them and in an order which allows the system to function
effectively without putting undue stress upon any particular subsystem
or individual.

It is generally accepted in Structural family therapy

that family systems function best when the hierarchy is organized with
the parental subsystem at the top, taking responsibility for the
effective functioning of the rest of the family.

Consistent with this

view. Structural therapists see reorganization of dysfunctional
hierarchies as a major goal of therapy.

Structural Family Therapy:

Dimensions of Family Functioning

Aponte (1976) identifies the major structural dimensions of
transactions as boundaries, alignments and power (or force), (p. 434).
Boundaries, as defined by Minuchin are:

"the rules defining who

participates and how." He explains their function as one of protecting
the differentiation of the system (1974, p. 53).

Boundaries are seen

as ranging along a continuum from "enmeshed" to "disengaged"
(Minuchin, 1974).

This refers to the interactional style of the

person, subsystem or family.

When the style tends towards lack of

differentiation or blurring of distinctions, the boundary is described
as enmeshed.

When overly rigid distinctions are made, and there is a
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tendency towards lack of involvement, the boundary is described as
disengaged (Minuchin, 1974).
Aponte (1976) defines alignments as, "the joining or opposition of
one member of a system to another in carrying out an operation."

He

defines power or force as, "the relative influence of each member on
the outcome of an activity" (1976, p. 434).

These concepts provide a

general framework for the Structural assessment categories which
Structural family therapists use in assessing family systems.

Structural Family Therapy;

The Assessment Process

The goal of the Structural assessment process is to define the
problem and locate the dysfunctional structure which is thougt to
maintain the problem.

The family is then helped to re-organize itself

in order to create a more functional family structure (Aponte, 1981).
Assessment, in Structural family therapy, is not seen as distinct
from other aspects of the therapy.

The process of probing or

assessing family structures is usually conducted throughout the course
of therapy, rather than in a separate assessment interview.

This

continual assessment process is used to revise and change hypotheses
based on the information generated during family sessions.

Minuchin

identifies six major assessment categories to consider in forming
hypotheses about family functioning:
1.

Family Structure - preferred transactional patterns and
the alternatives available.

2.

Family Flexibility - its capacity for elaboration and
restructuring.
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3.

Family Resonance - its sensitivity to individual members'
actions.

4.

Family Life Context - its sources of stress and support.

5.

Family Developmental Life Stage

6.

The Function of the symptom in the System - ways in which
the symptom maintains the family's preferred transactional
patterns (1974, p. 130).

Family Structure refers to the repetitive and reliable ways in
which family member behave towards one another.

Family Flexibility

refers to the family's ability to make adjustments and changes in its
structure when the need arises.

Flexibility is regarded as a major

prognositcator of family functionality.

Similarly, the family's

ability to adapt to changes suggested by the therapist is considered
an important prognosticator of success in therapy.
Resonance is the degree to which the system is able to respond
appropriately to individual members.

Resonance is indicated by the

degree of enmeshment or disengagement of the individual and subsyston
boundaries.

If the boundaries are overly enmeshed, the system's

responses will be too sensitive, involving inappropriately homeostatic
reactions to individual's attempts to change.

If the boundaries are

too disengaged, then the system's response to attanpts to change will
be increased rigid behavior which attempts to deny the changes.

The

effects of enmeshed or disengaged boundaries upon the system are
similar; whether boundaries are inappropriately enmeshed or
disengaged, the family is unable to respond to the changing needs of
family members.
Understanding the family's Life Context is the next important
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category in Structural assessment.

A family which is involved in

stressful relationships with other systems (e.g. the school or legal
system), has special problems which must be addressed in the therapy.
Cfci the other hand, family systems which have sources of support in
other systems (e.g. extended family, church), may be helped by the
therapists to mobilize these sources in effective ways.
The therapist's assessment of the family's ability to function
appropriately for their Developmental Life Cycle Stage is the next
important assessment category.

Family's often get "stuck" when

attempting to move from one stage of family development to another.
An awareness of the family's Developmental Life Cycle stage enables
the therapists to view individuals' behavior in a larger systemic
context.

It is also important for the therapist to be aware of the

stresses which many contemporary families experience as a result of
reorganizations involving divorces, and remarriges.

These families

may find themselves in more than one Developmental Life stage at a
time (e.g. rearing young children and launching adolescents).

The

understanding of the family's position in the developmental process
enables the Structural family therapist to conceptualize structural
and organizational solutions to structural and organizational
problems.
The Function of the Symptom in the family system is the last
Structural assessment category discussed by Minuchin.

The individual

behaviors of family members (including their symptoms) are seen, in
Structural family therapy, as serving some purpose necessary to the
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functioning of the family system,

in order to locate dysfunctional

aspects of the structure, the function of individual behaviors in the
larger systemic context must be identified.

A dysfunctional fanily is

seen as organizing itself to deal with stress in ways which may
sacrifice the individual's well-being to the system's stability.

In

order to alleviate individual stress, the family structure must be
reorganized to function effectively without that member's
self-destructive contribution.
These assessment categories form the basis for the hypotheses
formulated by Structural family therapists about the functioning of
the family system.

In Directive family therapy, it will be noted,

many of the same assessment concerns are present, although the
emphasis in designing interventions is slightly different.

Directive Family Therarv;_Qyema/
This section discusses Jay Haley and CLoe Madanes' work on
assessment in family therapy.

It includes a brief discussion of the

model's philosophy, a definition of the dimensions of family
functioning and a discussion of the assessment process used in
Directive family therapy.

Directive Family Theraw;_philosophy
Directive family therapy is the term used here to describe the
particular type of Strategic therapy which was developed by Jay Haley
(1976) and expanded by CLoe Madanes (1981).

Haley describes Strategic
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therapy (his term for the type of therapy he does) as that in which
the therapists takes responsibility for changing the family system
(1973).

Successful therapy, Haley states, is that which "solves the

problems of the client" (1976, p. 9).
This approach places less emphasis than Structural family therapy
on an overall theoretical orientation and more on designing specific
techniques and behaviors which are effective in solving clients'
problems (Stanton, 1981).

Considerable attention is also paid to the

social and political implications of the therapist's behavior and
their possible consequences for the client's recovery.

This has

particular relevence to Haley's philosophy about the assessment
process:
Part of the difficulty in beginning therapy properly has
been the confusion between diagnosis for institutional
reasons and diagnosis for therapy purposes. For an
institution, it was necessary to see a person alone and to
classify him as a diagnostic type. That procedure was
irrelevent to therapy and could even handicap the
therapist in thinking about hew to solve the problem. Now
it is known that the best diagnosis for therapy is one
that allows that social group to respond to attempts to
bring about change (1976, p. 12).
The issue of diagnostic labeling and its ramifications is discussed
further in the section on the assessment process in Directive family
therapy.

Di rective Family Therapy:

Dimensions of Family Functioning

The Directive model focuses less on a broad theory of family
functioning than does the Structural model.

However, although the

emphasis is on problem solving, this is, in part, because of the
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acceptance of the Structural model's dimensions of family functioning.
In discussing the importance of understanding family organization,
Haley states:
If the interaction stage of the first interviw is
conducted correctly, the structure of the family will
become obvious as they talk...If the family organization
has a child functioning as a parent to the other children,
this situation will become apparent (1976, p. 38).
It can be seen from this statement that Directive family therapy
accepts as valid the Structural dimensions of boundaries, alignments
and power.

The dimensions of alignments and power are considered

particularly crucial areas of family functioning in regard to the
assessment process (Haley, 1976).

Directive Family Therapy:

The Assessment Process

In Directive family therapy as in Structural family therapy, the
assessment process is considered inseparable from the treatment
process.

Certain basic assumptions about the nature of family

dysfunction characterize the Directive family therapy assessment
approach.

First, in a distillation of the Structural dimensions, they

assume that most family dysfunction is organized around seme sort of
cross-generational hierarchy which is creating inappropriate
boundaries, alignments and distributions of power in the family.
Another important assumption, contributed to the model by Madanes
(1981), is the concept of the Identified Patient's dysfunctional
relationships in the family as metaphoric comnents on other
dysfunctional relationshipships in the family.

The major goals for
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Directive family therapy could be stated ass
1.

Formulating a solvable problem

2.

Designing interventions which solve it.

3.

Giving directives to the family to change in ways which they
will accept (Brandon, 1981).

The assessment process in Directive family therapy consists of
formulating a solvable problem, and then forming hypotheses aobut the
system’s dysfunctional hierarchy and metaphorical comnents and the
ways in which they maintain the problem.
In order to formulate a solvable problem several steps must be
taken.

Haley states (1976) that the necessity for seeing the

presenting problem as an interaction within a social context is
paramount.

Individual symptoms are thought of as, "a type of behavior

that is part of a sequence of acts between several people" (1976, p.
2).

In defining a problem in this way, Haley also highlights the

importance of the therapist's participation in the social unit at
issue.

Both the therapist and other "helping" professionals must be

considered as participants in the social context according to Haley.
The next important aspect of formulating the problem is a
description of the problem which is change-oriented.

Haley points out

the difficulties which traditional diagnostic terms can create for the
change-oriented therapist:
Tb label a child as "delinquent" or suffering from
"minimal brain dysfunction" or to label an adult as
"alcoholic" or "schizophrenic", means that one is
participating in the creation of a problem in such a way
that change may be made more difficult. A therapist who
describes a family situation as characterized by a
"dominant mother and a passive father"...has created
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problems, although the therapist might think he is merely
identifying the problem put before him. The way one
labels a human dilema can crystalize a problem and make it
chronic (1976, p.3).
The last important issue in formulating the problem concerns
framing it in such a way that the therapist can work with it,

'flie

therapist must make sure that the problem is not defined solely in
terms of individual dynamics, which do not offer a broad enough view,
or in terms of social and political issues which are beyond the scope
of the therapy.

Once the therapist and the family have agreed upon a

definition of the problem and the way in which they will determine
whether the problem has been solved, it is the therapist's task to
design interventions which will help the family change the prohlen
behaviors (Haley, 1976).

The two other important aspects of the

assessment process in Directive family therapy involve hypotheses
about the family hierarchy and the metaphorical aspects of the
symptom.
Although both Haley and Madanes assume the presence of a
dysfunctional hierarchy, their emphasis is slightly different.

Haley

postulates a cross generational alliance, usually of an adult and a
child.

He states that these alliances are frequently secret and

denied, and the more covert the coalition, the more dysfunctional it
is in the family system:

"If there is a fundamental rule of social

organization, it is that an organization is in trouble when coalitions
occur across levels of a hierarchy, particularly when these coalitions
are secret" (1976, p. 104),
Madanes agrees that a clearly functioning hierarchy is an
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important part of dealing with the presenting problem.

Like Haley she

believes that in a functional family hierarchy the parents are in
charge.

However, she tends to see children's roles in the confused

hierarchy less as participating in coalitions with one parent against
another and more as an attempt to protect some member (or members) of
the family from issues which are too painful for them to face.

From

her perspective, there are frequently two conflicting hierachical
arrangements in the family - one in which the child is in charge when
s/he is exhibiting the symptomatic behavior, and the other in which
the parents are in charge when they are nurturing and caring for the
child:
When a problem behavior is metaphorical of their problem
behavior,... or when a child plans to be helpful to the
parents in indirect ways, there is an incongruity in the
hierarchical organization of the family. That is, when
the child carries out a plan to help the parents in
indirect ways...the child takes a position of leadership
in the family; this is incongruous with the fact that the
parents support the child, care for him, provide him with
guidance, and so on (1984, p. 5).
Despite the slight differences in these viws, both Haley and Madanes
believe that rearranging the confused hierarchy is an essential part
of dealing with the presenting problem.
The concept of the Symptom as Metaphor is the last significant
issue in the Directive family therapy assessment process.

Haley and

Madanes viw symptomatic behavior (or symptomatic relationships) as
comments on other current relatinships in the family or couple.

Haley

states that blocking that particular comment is an effective way to
allow the symptom to be handled in a more direct manner:
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To say that the problem is "resolved"... is to say that
the metaphor has been blocked and the couple is forced to
develop other ways of communicating with one another
(1975, p. 95).
The hypotheses made about the Metaphorical Corrment will have a direct
effect on the design of interventions.

Neither Haley nor Madanes

advocate commenting to the family about the way in which the symptom
informs other family relationships, but both use their hypotheses to
formulate interventions which will block the ineffective transactions.
Haley suggests relating to the analogic communication of the symptom
in a digital way.

That is, if a man is expressing fear of a heart

attack, his family is directed to respond to this fear literally by
collecting information on funeral homes.

This, he says, eliminates

the man's indirect behavior and forces a more direct communication
about what is bothering him (1976).

For Madanes, the assessment of

the metaphor enables the design of interventions which change its
meaning in the system (1984).
This concludes the discussion of the major assessment concerns in
Structural and Directive family therapy.

The next part compares these

two models in order to determine whether an assessment tool can be
designed which will be compatible with both sets of assessment
categories.
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PftKT WQ;—h. COTARISCN OF TOE ASSESSMENT CONCERNS TN STRUCTURAL AND
DIR]

S FAMILY THERAPY

flrepvjew
Part TWo will review three articles (Sluzki, 1983; Stanton, 1981
and Liddle, 1983) which compare Structural and Directive family
therapy.

Important points of similarity and difference will be

discussed and conmentary offered on the compatibility of assessment
concerns for the purposes of this study.

Sluzki's Comparison
Sluzki (1983) presents a framework for viewing the similarities
and differences among three types of systems-oriented therapies.

He

reminds us that different models of family therapy which appear to be
quite divergent can also be seen simply as different interpretations
of the same body of information:
As any sample of the family therapy literature can easily
demonstrate, each of these models tends to be presented as
the and not translation of the systemic paradigm...
It should be noted, however, that those models,... are
mid-level constructs placed in between general paradigms
and applied techniques (1983, p. 469).
He goes on to identify systems-oriented models as falling into three
main categores:

those emphasizing process, those emphasizing

structure and those emphasizing world view.

Those emphasizing world

view are not relevant to our comparison, and therefore will not be
discussed.

However, the difference in emphasis between process and
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structure is useful in distinguishing Structural family therapy from
Directive (a type of what he calls Strategic) family therapy.

Sluzki

points out that process and structure are in a complementary
relationship to one another:
Process is to structure as verb is to noun. In the same
way that verbs deposit temporarily in the noun the
substance of the action, process can be temporarily
reflected in structures (1983, p. 471).
It can be understood consequently, that those models (e.g. Directive
family therapy) which focus on process (repeating sequences of
behavior which delineate family rules and patterns) are defining the
activities of the structures, (subsystems and boundaries) which are
the focus of Structural family therapy.

Of course, the reverse is

also true - the structures can be seen as the repositories of the
activities as well.

Additionally, it should be noted that Directive

family therapy includes two main assessment criteria which Sluzki
would define as structural, i.e., family life stage and family
hierarchy, whereas Structural family therapy includes as least two
assessment criteria which can be defined as process oriented, i.e.
family transactional patterns and function of the symptom in the
system.

This complementarity of assessment categories would seem to

indicate that information collected through Structural assessment
categories could be used successfully by Directive therapists and vice
versa.
Stanton (1981) corroborates this idea in an article which compares
Structural and Strategic approaches.

In an attonpt to clarify the

distinction in clinical uses between the two models, he states that
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although there are certain theoretical differences, operationally the
inodels are quite compatible.

He offers a method for combining the

approaches which "draws upon the strength and particular applications
of each" (1981, p. 427).

He suggests that the most effective way to

combine the Structural and Strategic appproches consists of beginning
the therapy with Structural interventions, moving to a more Strategic
approach if Structural techniques are not working and then reverting
to a Structural mode if Strategic techniques have been successful but
therapy is going to continue over a longer period of time.
Implicit in his General Rule Number One (using the Structural
approach first) is the use of Structural assessment criteria as a way
of organizing the information about the family.

However, Stanton goes

on to suggest that in families where there is "excessive" homeostasis
the Strategic approach has less chance of engendering "resistence"
from the family and is consequently more appropriate.

In this case,

hypotheses emphasizing repetitive behavior sequences and closer
observation of homeostatic mechanisms would be more appropriate.

A

situation in which the therapist changes from Structural to Strategic
techniques during the course of the therapy may or may not entail
revising the hypotheses to emphasize more Strategic concerns.

In one

case, he describes changing from Structural to Strategic
interventions, while still working from a set of Structurally
formulated hypotheses.

In another case, the hypotheses are revised to

emphasize positive reframing techniques for current aspects of the
family's situation.
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For the purposes of designing a combined Structural/Directive
family art assessment instrument, Stanton's models confirms the basic
compatibility of these two approaches.

This would allow information

gathered in an art assessment interview to be utilized in either
model, depending upon which approach was used to begin therapy.
Howard Liddle's (1983) comparison of assessment and diagnosis in
six schools of thought also confirms the many similarities between the
Structural and Directive assessment categories.

He ennumerates the

general shared assessment concerns of the two models:

an historic

approach to therapy, a concern with normative family development, an
organizational epsitomology, recognition of the complementary,
interdependent nature of symptoms, the role of extra familial, wider
social contexts, and the role of the therapist as a therapeutic
instrument.

Another extremely important similarity which Liddle

points out is the kind of assessment data collected.

Haley (1976),

Madanes (1981) and Minuchin (1974) all question the reliability of
information reported by the family and prefer to organize therapy
sessions to:
produce in-session interactional data which serve as an
isomorph to the interactions outside of therapy. From
this viewpoint problans - defined in structural and
sequential ways - are most usefully and validly assessed
when they are elicited in the very context which will seek
to alter them" (Liddle, 1983, p. 30).
The importance of in-session data in these models makes them
particularly well suited to the family art assessment instrument.

As

will be seen in Part Three, family art assessment tools are designed
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to elicit this type of information, which may then be used in
Structural and Directive family therapy models.

gonslasion

The three articles reviewed above adequately demonstrate the case
for compatibility between the Structural and Directive (Strategic)
models of family therapy.

It is interesting to note, however, that

both Haley and Minuchin have also commented on this compatibility.
In response to a question from interviewer Richard Simon, Haley
elaborates on what he sees as the differences between Structural and
Strategic family therapy:
To me "structural" is a way of describing a family. The
term "strategic" defines a way of doing therapy in which
you plan what you do...
I think the way that Sal and I describe a family is
very similar in terms of its organization and structure...
The biggest difference between what Minuchin does and
what I do is that strategic therapy has an absolute focus
on the symptom (1982, p. 28).
The notion of Structural and Strategic therapies as in an almost
complementary relationship to one another is echoed by Minuchin in
another interview, also conducted by Richard Simon:
...what a lot of the structural approach was about - the
description of families as complex systems and the
transitions that families and their subsystems make
through time. From that perspective I developed a
methodology of change.
Jay's point of view deals more with the immediate
problem of change (1984, p. 29)•
Both these men discuss Structural therapy as a kind of theoretical
framework from which Strategic therapy was able to branch out to a
more specific focus on symptoms.

The complementait of these models
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therefore makes a combined assessment tool not only feasible but
appropriate.
Part Three discusses the major family art assessments available
and offers critiques of these assessments from a systems—oriented
perspective.

A critique of these assessments from a systems-oriented

perspective has not previously been done, so this analysis represents
a contribution to the field.

THREE;

FAMILY ART THERAPY ASSESSMENT TOOLS:

PRESENTATION AND

SYSTEMS-ORIENTED CRITIQUE

Qasrdffn
Part Three reviews the literature on family art assessment
techniques.

The work of the four major contributors to the field is

discussed in separate sections, each of which includes:

the

theoretical orientation of the technique, the goals as defined by its
originator, a detailed description of the way the technique is used, a
summary of its advantages and disadvantages (as described by its
author) and a critique (by the researcher) of the technique from the
systems-oriented perspective.
Part Three also includes expanded definitions of psychodynamic and
systems-oriented family therapy as they are used in this study and a
brief history of the development of family art therapy and evaluation.

Psvchodvnamic and Svstems-Oriented Family TherflPYJ—Pe^imUQns
TVo major groups of approaches in the field of family therapy are
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the psychodynamically-oriented and the systems-oriented approaches.
Although precise distinctions between these two are difficult,
important similarities and differences can be identified.
The major differences between all family therapy approaches and
other therapeutic approaches involve the epistomological shift from
thinking of change as a process which occurs primarily within the
individual psyche to thinking of it as a process which occurs within
interactional systems.

This is accompanied by a structural shift from

individual to family as the primary unit of treatment.

The process of

change, in this view, as well as the responsibility for creating it,
must encompass a broader context.

In family therapy models, the

individual is seen as part of a series of larger systems which
interact with and help to define individual behaviors.

Individual

behaviors are thought of as purposeful within these larger contexts,
and, therefore, the "meanings" of individual behaviors are defined
in terms of their usefulness in the larger system.

Consequently, the

notion of individual pathology deriving from inherent characteristics
of the individual is de-emphasized and the function of individual
behavior within the systemic context is emphasized.

It is not

intended to imply, by this statement, that family therapists were the
first to recognize the influence of context upon the individual.
Cultural school psychoanalysts like Harry Stack Sullivan, Freida
Fromm-Riechmann and Karen Horeny, as well as Alfred Adler, J.L. Moreno
and, more recently, Margaret Mahler, to name only a few, have
recognized the inseparability of the individual and his/her context.

*
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Both psychodynamic and systems-oriented models of family therapy
recognize the characteristics and behavior of the individual as
meaningful only when viewed as part of the system in which that person
lives.

Additionally, models of both orientations accept the concept

that internal experiences, such as feelings, thoughts and dreams are
created at least as much by interactional situations as they are by
individual, internal mechanisms of the psyche.

Most practitioners in

all schools of family therapy also accept von Bertalanfy's (1968)
description of the elements of all living systems as valid for family
systems.

This description includes the key concepts of:

organization, control, circular causation, equi and multi-finality of
outcomes and boundaries.
The two major areas of difference between systems-oriented and
psychodynamically^-oriented models of family therapy can be described
as differences in the paradigm used to organize information collected
about families, and differences in the techniques used to help
families change.

Psychodynamically-oriented family therapists,

although they focus on the family as the unit of intervention, use the
medical model (a health-illness continuum) as their paradigm for
diagnosis and treatment.

Consequently, they diagnose both individuals

and families in psychodynamic language, and formulate their
assumptions about families in terms of pathology.

The family is seen

as the "locus of pathology" and families are defined through
diagnostic categories such as schizophrenic, hysteric, obsessional
paranoid, etc.
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Systems-oriented practitioners use a cybernetic model as their
paradigm.

Family patterns are described as positive and negative

feedback loops which must be modified in order to change the system.
If a system is not working, or is "dysfunctional", a hypothesis is
formed as to the nature of the dysfunction in relation to these
repetitive cycles or the structures which maintain these cycles.
Systems-oriented models use the term assessment as opposed to the term
diagnosis in an attempt to differentiate between the medical and
functional emphasis of the respective orientations.
The second major distinction between these two orientations is in
the nature of the interventions designed.

In

psychodynamically-oriented family therapy, the major vehicle for
change is usually insight into or understanding of the problems by
family members.

Consequently, interventions are designed to promote

insight, explore feelings and increase understanding.

It is generally

believed that if people understand hew they "fit" into the
pathological system, then they will be able to take steps to change
this fit.
In systems-oriented therapy, the emphasis is more on immediate
behavioral changes, i.e., changes in the family patterns of behavior
anchor communication, and an assumption that families will create
meanings and insights out of these experiences of change.

It is

therefore not considered necessary for these meanings or insights to
be discussed as part of the therapeutic process as would be the case
in psychodynamic approaches.
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Although these definitions are not exhaustive, the distinctions
made are those most relevent to the focus of this study,

in this

study, psychodynamic models of family therapy are defined as those
models which focus on the family as the primary unit of treatment and
recognize the necessity of viewing individual behavior as part of the
broader family context.

Hiey utilize traditional psychodynamic

diagnostic categories within the medical framework in their diagnosis
of families and formulate interventions which promote insight and
understanding of family dynamics by family members.
Systems-oriented models are also defined as models which focus on
the family as the primary unit of intervention and recognize the
necessity of understanding individual behavior in a systemic context.
However, in these models, assessment categories are drawn from a
cybernetic framework of functionality and interventions are designed
to interrupt dyfunctional behavior patterns and redirect them in ways
which permit the family system to operate more effectively, and which
leave the family free to create their own meanings for the changes in
behavior.
The next section presents a brief history of the development of
family art therapy and evaluation.

Family Art Therapy and Evaluation;

History

The Family Art Evaluation developed within the larger context of
family art therapy, created by Hanna Yaxa I^iatkcwska in the 1950s.
Her methods are a synthesis of Margaret Naumberg's
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psychodynamically-oriented individual art therapy techniques, and
Lyman Wynn's Psychcx3ynamically-oriented Family Therapy Techniques
(19—) FWiatkowska's methods for diagnosis and treatment of families
were developed during her tenure at the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH).
While at NIMH, Kwiatkowska and Wynne investigated the role of the
family in the etiology of mental illness, especially schizophrenia.
Part of this project involved individual art therapy sessions with
schizophrenic patients, during which other family members were
sometimes present.

Rwiatkowska noticed the profound impact these

sessions had upon both the patients and their families, as well as the
enormous amount of information she could collect about family
dynamics.

Consequently, she decided to make family members'

participation in sessions manditory if they wanted to attend.

She

states that:
A number of...experiences in incidental particiations of
factions of families in art therapy sessions, offered such
a source of learning about families' relationships and
dynamics that family art therapy became an integral part
of the Adult Psychiatry Branch Program (1978, p. 6).
At the same time, family therapy had been made a prerequisite for
anyone admitted to the NIMH treatment programs.
As family art therapy was used more frequently, the techniques
were clarified.

Three basic techniques emerged:

family art therapy

as a primary mode of treatment, family art therapy as an adjunct to
verbal family therapy, and the Family Art Evaluation.
In family art therapy as a primary mode of treatment, Kwiatkowska
states, it is desirable to work with a co-therapist because the work
is so complex.

The structure of the sessions:
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...Depends largely upon the therapists' preferences,
personalities and theoretical views of family therapy. At
times, the therapists may, like the family, express their
own experiences pictorially. Such active participation of
therapists in the session has proved to be helpful with
certain types of families and in particular cases (1978,
p. 12).
Family art therapy as an adjunct to verbal family therapy is used to
help the family anchor the therapist move out of impasses, gain
different perspectives and sometimes to document the progress of the
therapy through the art work.

Kwiatkowska states that:

When family art therapy serves as an adjunct to verbal
family therapy, it is most important for the art therapist
to observe (when a one-way mirror is available) as many of
the other therapeutic sessions held with the family as
possible (1978, p. 11).
The Family Art Evaluation is the assessment tool, developed by
Kwiatkowska, which emerged as the third important method in family art
therapy.

It was used to assess families who were beginning family art

therapy or other kinds of family therapy, and also as a one-time
family interview for patients in individual treatment.

The Family Art

Evaluation was considered such a valuable tool that it was eventually
used routinely in all NIMH projects including:

the Family Studies

Section, the Adolescent and Family Section, the TWin and Sibling
Study, the School Project, the Short term Family Therapy Project and
the Special Project on Schizophrenia (where Kwiatkowska began her
work) (Kwiatkowska, 1978).
Subsequent work expanding Kwiatkowska's assessment technique has
been done both by her colleagues at NIMH and other art therapists.
The next section discusses Kwiatkowska's art evaluation, as well as
the work of Helen Landgarten, Harrient Wadeson and Elizabeth Bing.
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MIATKCWSKA'S FAMILY ART EVALUATION
goals and Orientation
Kwiatkowska's clinical techniques for interpreting art products,
as well as for assessing family dynamics, are based on the
psychodynamic principles which she adapted from Naumberg, and expanded
from her cwn training with Clara Thompson and Erich Froirm at the
William Allanson White Clinic in New York (Kwiatkowska, 1978).
As she sees it, the primary goal of family art therapy is the
exploration of family and individual dynamics through the medium of
art productions.

This is done in order to provide the family with

insight into its comnunication processes and dysfunctional behavior
patterns.

Although she acknowledges systems-oriented concepts of

family functioning, she apparently makes little attempt to use then in
designing interventions.

Hcwever, the framework of the interview,

i.e., the use of visual means rather than verbal ones to explore
family processes is conducive to systems-oriented, as well as
insight-oriented interventions.

Description of the Technique
The Family Art Evaluation (Kwiatkowska, 1978) is a structured
technique designed to be used as a prelude to family art therapy, as
an assessment technique for families in any kind of family treatment,
or as a one-time family interview with individual patients.

It

consists of a single one and one half hour session in which all family
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members are present, including those who might not otherwise
participate, e,g. young children*

The session is conducted by an art

therapist and another (family) therapist who functions as a
participant observer.

The participant observer should be either the

family's other therapist or someone involved in the family's
treatment.

S/he notes the process of the session, and makes conments

when appropriate.

Other members of the staff observe through a

one-way mirror and videotape the session.
All instructions to the family are given by the art therapist.
The therapist's information about the family is limited to knowledge
of their socio-economic background, educational status and ages.

In

this way an attempt is made to ensure that conclusions drawn from the
interview will be based as much as possible on observations and
interpretations of the art work.

The art therapist's first task is to

put the family at ease with the structure and materials of the
interview.

S/he begins by explaining that the purpose of the session

is to use the art materials as a means of self-expression and
coirmunication and not to emphasize the quality of the products.
People are then encouraged to learn about the techniques by using
them.

The therapist must be careful not to interfere with the family

dynamics s/he wishes to observe.

For example, if there are young

children present, the therapist must not offer help to the children
until the parents have been given the opportunity to respond to their
requests.

Although in family art therapy a variety of materials are

offered, the Family Art Evaluation uses only oil-based pastels.

This
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is done in order to ensure a quick, easy material which everyone can
use, to minimize mess, and to standardize the procedure for research
purposes.

The Evaluation itself contains six parts:

1) a free

picture; 2) a picture of the family; 3Jan abstract picture of the
family; 4) a picture started with the help of a scribble; 5) a joint
family scribble; and 6) another free picture (i.e. a picture with no
assigned subject).

The sequence of tasks is important.

The family

begins with a low stress task (the free picture) and progresses to a
high stress task (the abstract family portrait) and then, hopefully,
to some resolution of feelings through the remaining three tasks.
After each task, family members comment on each other's pictures.

If

this does not happen spontaneously, it is suggested by the therapist.
In Procedure One, the free picture, family members are instructed
to "draw a picture of whatever comes to mind" (Kwiatkowska, 1978, p.
87).

This is a warm-up and also a way for family members to introduce

themselves.

They are encouraged to make brief drawings because of the

number of tasks involved in the session.

In Procedure TVo, the family

picture, family members are asked to "draw a picture of your family
including yourself" (p. 87).

Again it is emphasized that these do not

need to be masterpieces, but that they should be drawings of whole
people and that each participant's best effort is acceptable.

When

finished, each person is asked to label family members, give the
picture a general title, date it and sign it.

The family portrait is

designed to yield information about family membership and members'
feelings about each other.
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In Procedure Three, the abstract family portrait, the family is
told to "draw an abstract family portrait" (p. 88).

The therapist

does not explain this request immediately, but waits for questions in
order to clarify the task.

S/he then offers a more complete

definition:
Now don't draw bodies and faces as you just did, but use
color, motion, lines and shapes to depict the personality
and the way you feel about or see each member of your
family including yourself (1978, p. 102).
When finished, each person is asked to label family members
represented, sign and date the picture.

This task is considered the

most difficult and stressful task in the evaluation.

Kwiatkowska

coirments that even "well-integrated" families find it difficult to
portray themselves abstractly and more "disturbed" families frequently
find it impossible.

This procedure usually provides more information

about how family members think and feel about each other, as well as
demonstrating members' capacity for abstract thinking.

She mentions

that in "schizophrenic" families, it is in this procedure that the
inability of family members to think abstractly and the concrete
thinking of the identified patient is most clearly revealed.
FWiatkowska does not define the terms "well-integrated" or
"schizophrenic" family so it is probable that she uses them in the
traditional psychodynamic sense.

This use of diagnostic labels, its

advantages and disadvantages, will be discussed later in the critique
of her work from a systems-oriented perspective.
When this task is completed, physical exercises are introduced as
a way of releasing some of the tensions built up during the abstract
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family portrait.

These exercises also serves as a warm-up for

Procedure Four, the scribble drawing.

The family is asked to stand

up, holding a pastel and to do arm exercises, as demonstrated by the
therapist.

First, they are asked to "draw in the air, long straight

vertical lines, swinging your arm up and down from the shoulder" (p.
88).

Next, they repeat this using the whole body.

A broad,

free-floating scribble in the air, which is done by both family
members and therapists is next, and finally they go to the easels,
close their eyes and do a scribble on paper.
the basis for a picture.

This scribble becomes

The final instructions for this task are:

"draw a picture using the scribble.

You may add pieces to it and turn

it any way you want in order to create something" (p. 89).

The

individual scribble, according to Kwiatkowska, is a way of loosening
peoples' defenses and is used as a vehicle for free associations.
Procedure Five, the joint family scribble, begins with the same
instructions as the individual scribble but after each person has
drawn a scribble, they are asked to look at all of them and tell each
other what they see.

The family then decides upon one of the

scribbles and uses it as the beginning of a joint effort.
is designed to activate family transactional patterns.

This task

The last

procedure, Procedure Six, another free picture, provides information
about family members' reactions to the interview, as well as sometimes
introducing issues previously avoided in the session.
Kwiatkowska has developed an outline for recording and processing
the information obtained in the art evaluation which includes sections
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on:

the setting, the family, the art productions, group process,

notable observations, subjective reactions and problems and
difficulties encountered (1978, p. 219).

She also offers some

additional suggestions for using the information to analyze both
family and individual dynamics.

It is important to remember, when

reviewing Kwiatkowska's tools for processing information, that her
ideas are based on individual and family psychodynamically-oriented
theories.
Kwiatkcwska states that a comparison of the first free scribble
and the last one often provides information on hew individuals have
handled the stresses of the interview.

A comparison of the individual

scribbles and the joint family scribble will tell you how the family
deals with the IP's dysfunctional patterns.
agree, disagree or ignore these behaviors?

Do family members accept,
Additionally, she has

observed that the abstract family portrait seems to evoke similar
responses from people with similar individual diagnoses.

For example,

people who have been labeled as "borderline" or "obsessive-compulsive"
often use symbols of hobbies or occupations to denote people (p. 103).
They may represent the mother by a stove because she cooks, or a child
by boats because he likes to sail.

These drawings offer a minimal

amount of abstraction but do create a sense of family life.

People

who have been assessed as "schizoid" or "schizophrenic" frequently
depict family members in colors or shapes which have only a
superficial connection to the individuals.

For example, mom is the

color blue because she has on blue socks.

If the therapist attempts
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to attach a deeper significance to these drawings, it will be denied
by the artist.
Kwiatkowska states that the use of the Family Art Evaluation and
family art therapy with "schizophrenic" families is particularly
helpful.

She notes that frequently, in these families, although only

one member is identified as the patient, the family's communication
and behavior patterns indicate that the IP's perceptions of reality as
fostered and encouraged by other family members.

She says that for

her, in working with these families, the use of art materials makes it
easier to distinguish thought patterns and communication styles, as
well as to observe family members collusion in the IP's dysfunctional
behavior.

Characteristics such as amorphous, blurred expectations of

reality, fragmented thinking, disrupted and disorganized
communication after initial focusing, and over-organized obsessional
and paranoid patterns are easily identified through the art work by a
trained art therapist.

Additionally, "schizophrenic" families often

engage in conversations in which the therapist is unable to
participate.

The "schizophrenic sub-culture" (or rigid boundary) of

the family makes it difficult for the therapist to join the system.
KWiatkowska reports that therapists often leave these sessions feeling
disoriented and confused.

The concrete art productions make it easier

to sort out the family's different levels of communication and find
v/ays to respond to them.

The art work also provides continuity for

the family from session to session.

This tangeble bond between family

and therapist is important when working with families who have trouble
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remembering or focusing on what happens from week to week.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Kwiatkcwska's Technique
Kwiatkowska identifies several specific advantages for the Family
Art Evaluation.

She states that she has found it to be a concise,

structured reliable procedure through which families can be assessed
for any purpose.

It offers a full and accurate view of family

dynamics which can then be used to plan treatment needs, to enhance
the therapist* s understanding of family dynamics when treating
individuals and to collect data for research projects.

In long-term

family art therapy, she repeats the Evaluation every six months in
order to provide concrete material with which to assess the family
progress.

The Art evaluation can also be used as a way of providing

another viewpoint when the therapist is "stuck" in working with a
family.

On the other hand, there are several types of families for

which she thinks family art therapy and evaluation may be
inappropriate.

Among these are highly intellectualized, verbal

families for whom spontaneity is difficult, and paranoid families who
are fearful of boundary invasions by the therapists.
Another problem which Kwiatkowska mentions is the speed with which
family dynamics are uncovered in family art therapy.

She cautions

therapists against making any interpretations during the initial
sessions, especially if the Art Evaluation is used in the single
session format,
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Critique Qf Kwiatkowka’s Work From A Sv stems-Qriented Perspective
FWiatkowska's use of the methods she developed stems frctn her
psychodynamic orientation.

One of the limits of her approach, from a

systems-oriented viewpoint, is the use of individual psychodynamic
diagnostic categories with families.

The use of these categories

hinders the development of a systems-oriented view of family
functioning not only because they were designed to described
individuals, but also because their assumption of "sickness" precludes
other ways of framing the family’s reality.

Although psychodynamic

labeling of the family may help the therapist to formulate his/her
expectations of the family’s behavior, these very expectations limit
the number of options a therapist may see and consequently limit the
possible number of suggestion offered for solving the problem.
Another major problem with Kwiakowska's work, from the
systems-oriented perspective, which is also found in other techniques
discussed later, is the use of interventions designed to promote
insight and understanding as the main types of interventions used.
She believes that uncovering "repressed", or at least, unconscious
material is the major goal of therapy and the family dynamics, like
intrapsychic ones, will be reorganized if family members gain insight
into what's happening.

Although it is undoubtedly true that the

promotion of insight is an intervention which works for seme families,
it is not the only way to approach the change process.

The

opportunities which family art evaluation presents for
behaviorally^oriented interventions needs further exploration.
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The next section discusses the work of Helen Landgarten, the
second major contributor to the field of family art assessment.
Landgarten offers sane alternative tasks to those developed by
Kwiatkowska and also identifies important questions to be used in
assessing family process.

LANDGARTEN'S FAMILY DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE
Goals and Orientation
Helen Landgarten, author of Clinical Art Therapy (1981), describes
herself as a "dynamically oriented" family art psychotherapist (1981,
p. 21).

She states that she bases her work with families on "family

systems theory" and cites Bell (1961), Bowen (1965) and Ackerman
(1958) as sources.

From this we may assume that Landgarten uses the

term "family systems theory" to refer specifically to Bcwenian and
psychodynamically-oriented family therapy.

She describes her approach

to treatment as follows:
During the family systems diagnostic evaluation and
throughout treatment, this author utilizes a here-and-now
family interchange approach through the art task
orientation. This techinque lends authenticity to the
assessment of the family*s mode of functioning; instead of
leaning on the reporting method, credibility is based on
the family's behavior as it is observed through a
problem-solving art task. The art work is concrete
evidence of the family interactional performance. Where
verbal dynamics reveal the family's manifest style of
coirmunication, non-verbal visual elements provide a
dimension for displaying the subtle mechanisms which are
in operation (1981, p. 21).
Landgarten states that the family process during the art work is used
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by the therapist to gain an understanding of interpersonal dynamics.
Hie family members' level of involvement and approach to the art work,
as well as assigned roles, alliances, behavioral patterns
communication systems and style are all apart of the family system
assessment.

At the same time, she states that the art products

provide the basis for "dynamic formulations" of individual family
members.

She does not explain this term, so we may assume she uses it

to mean a psychodynamic diagnosis.
art therapy as:

She summarizes the goals of family

"to help the family overcome rigid solutions...asking

the family to work together in new ways to risk new patterns of
communication and interaction" (1981, p. 23).
Landgarten's approach seems to combine psychodynamically-oriented
models of family and individual treatment.

Additional goals for

families include:
to become aware of their own actions and reactions, with
an overall exploration of the interactional network. As
one or more family members begin to change, the
established family system is weakened. At that time the
family art therapist acts as a facilitator to maintain a
balance during the family's phase of restructuring (1981,
p. 23).
She states that for the art therapist, the methods used for increasing
awareness and changing family patterns came from the "dynamically
oriented method of requesting families to create mutual art tasks with
a variety of themes..." (1981, p. 23).
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Description of the Technique
Landgarten emphasizes that diagnosis in family treatment refers to
assessment of the family system as a unit and the functioning of
members within that unit.

Her procedure consists of three parts:

1)

a Warm-Up; 2) a Non-Verbal Mutual Drawing; and 3) a Verbal Family
Task-Oriented Product.
the procedures.

She does not specify particular materials for

In the introduction and warm-up, people are asked to

draw their initials as large they can on the page, and then find a
suggestion in them for a picture.

The picture may be realistic or

abstract, may use any number of colors and may or may not stay within
the outline of the initials.

When finished, family members title

their pictures and discuss them with each other.

Landgarten

identifies this warm-up as similar to Kwiatkcwska's scribble picture
but less threatening because it begins with something known and
concrete.

It is designed to yield information on individual

personality, as well as possible subconsciuos messages about the
therapy or therapist.

She states that it is important not to deal

with this information during the first session.
The next exercise is the NonrVerbal Drawing.

In families of more

than four or five people, she asks them to split into teams for this
task.

How the split is made is important interactional information.

Each family or team is then asked to work together on one piece of
paper, each using a different colored marker.

They must create a

family drawing without conmunicating verbally with one another.

Each

person uses a different colored pen and takes turns working on the
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picture.

The therapist emphasizes that there is no "right way" to do

this task, every family does it differently.
completed, the family titles it.

When the drawing is

Landgarten describes this procedure

as a particularly quick way to diagnose a family because of the
richness of interactional information which is generated in a
non-verbal task.
The next procedure is the Verbal Family Task-Oriented Art Product.
She suggests a family sculpture made from modeling clay for this task.
However, if clay is unsuitable or unavailable, construction paper,
scissors and glue can be used, as can Rwiatkcwska's joint family
scribble.

The task is to create a joint sculpture in fifteen minutes,

each person using a different color plasticene for his/her part, and
to give the finished work a title.

The family may speak during this

task, which is designed to add to the interactional information.

By

observing family organization and communication during the task, the
therapist can formulate hypotheses about roles, alliances and
coalitions within the family, as well as gain a sense of the general
family "gestalt."
In processing the information from the family assessment,
Landgarten mentions several important considerations.

An

understanding of the process of the joint family tasks is crucial for
an accurate picture of family dynamics.

Hew the art form begins, who

starts, whose suggestions are taken, whose ignored, as well as how the
family works together (cooperatively, competitively or simultaneously)
are among the important questions to answer.
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The location of family members during the tasks is another
important aspect to notice, according to Landgarten.

Where each

person is located in relation to others, and how much space each
person uses in the art work, are significant issues here.
members' use of symbols is also significant.

Family

For example, do they

develop their own symbols or add to other people's art work?

How the

title is decided and who writes it on the picture is another
interactional aspect of the assessment which Landgarten mentions.
When the art tasks are completed, she suggests several questions
to ask the family in order to facilitate discussion of their work.
Who did the family members see as the leader, or person who took the
most active part?

How did they see the procedure evolved?

How were

their experiences in the art session similar (dissimilar) to those at
home?

Like Rwiatkowska, she cautions that, "concrete evidence of

family dynamics is extremely confronting" (1981, p. 29) and therefore
it is important for the therapist to use care in interpreting or
commenting on material brought out during the evaluation interview.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Landgarten's Technics
The advantages which Landgarten identifies are, in large part,
similar to those mentioned by Kwiatkowska.

However, Landgarten's

awareness of family dynamics does offer some additional benefits.

She

Garments that the structure of the family hierarchy, information about
alliances and coalitions in the family and the general family
"gestalt", or family interaction style, are particularly easy to
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observe with the "art task orientation" (Landgarten, 1981).

CRITIQUE FROM TOE SYCTEMS-ORi: a CM 3*! PERSPECTIVE
General Discussion
There are a number of ways in which Landgarten's formulations of
the information she collects raise difficulties for systems-oriented
work.

However, before discussing these, there are some general

quesitons about her technique which need to be addressed.

For

example, in her first diagnostic procedure, she asks people to draw
their initials on a page.

Hew is this handled with children who are

too young to draw their initials?
the therapist?

Do the parents draw them or does

What is the effect on the children of being asked to

do something which they can't do?

It seems that Kwiatkcwska's

scribble technique might be more universally effective even though, as
Landgarten states, it may be initially more threatening.

Another

question which arises and is relevant to all family art techniques
concerns the extent to which young children draw what is currently
popular among their friends.

Frequently, children will focus, in

drawing projects, on things which they are doing at school or subjects
of common interest in their peer group (e.g. airplanes).

How, if at

all, does this effect the usefulness of the art productions for
collecting family data?
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Sygtems-Oriented Discussion
Landgarten formulates some excellent questions for the family
discussion (e.g. who took the most active part, how was the art
process similar to what happens at home) but it is not completely
clear how the information generated is used.

She describes her

interventions as "dynamically oriented techniques designed to improve
coircnunication" (1981, p. 23).

However, she also cautions against

interpreting underlying symbolic messages and suggests instead
discussion of family dynamics in an indirect way:
During the initial stage of therapy, the art therapist
specifically avoids pointing out or interpreting the
underlying symbolic messages. Bringing attention to the
unconscious content is too threatening when trust in the
clinician and the process has not yet been established.
Therefore, the art therapist emphasized dynamics as she
suggested to the family that the manner in which they
functioned during the art task might well be analogous to
the way they operate as a family unit at home (1981, p.
35).
The implication here is that discussion of family interaction, inspite
of its "extremely confronting" quality, is less threatening than
discussion of unconscious material.

Apparently, she uses family

interactional patterns as a vehicle through which to arrive at the
more "important" unconscious material.

This perspective is the

product of her psychodynamic orientation, although the intervention
(asking how the art task was like what happens at home) is
systens-oriented.
Similar to Kwiatkowaks, Landgarten uses a systemic structure (the
art interview itself) to collect her information, analyzes the data
from both the systemic and psychodynamic perspectives, and then
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designs interventions which utilize primarily the psychodynamic
approach.

The next author to be discussed is Helen Wadeson, the third

major contributor to the field of family art therapy.

Wadeson's work

in developing a family art evaluation for alcoholic families will be
discussed.

WaPESON' S EVALUATION FOR ALCOHOLIC FAMTT.TF.fi

Goals and Orientation

Harriet Wadeson, author of Art Psychotherapy (1980), is the third
major writer in the field of family art therapy and evaluation.
Wadeson, who worked with Kwiatkowska at NIMH, has used family art
therapy and evaluation with families with alcoholic members, and with
couples in which one spouse has been diagnosed as "manic-depressive."
She has also used multiple family art therapy with "fluid" families,
i.e. families with changing membership (1980).

Wades describes her

approach as:
...humanistic, existential and phenomenological. I see
psychotherapy as primarily an education process to help
people with problems in living rather than as treatment
for disease. The educational process is not the
traditional cognitive model but rather an affectively
oriented facilitation of emotional growth (1980, p. 33).
Her general orientation and training is psychodynamic but she is also
familiar with family therapy theory and technique.

In her work with

alcoholics, Wadeson has used the concept of the "psychosocial heritage
process" in order to try to understand how alcoholism is transmitted
through generations in families.

Her development of an evaluation
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protocol for use with "alcoholic families" was done in conjunction
with the Center for Family Research, Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, at George Washington University Medical Center.
The research project was designed to investigate:
The family's psychosocial environment, to explain the
continuity of alcoholism over generations. The work is
grounded in the family systems tradition in which the
family unit is regarded as the locus of pathology in the
sense that the pathology becomes so intertwined with
ongoing family functioning that the problems cannot be
isolated from the rest of family interaction and behaviors
(1980, p. 224).

Description of Wadeson's Technique
Wadeson's evaluation is designed to tap a: "More global,
nonspecific, less conscious area of experience" (1980, p. 225).

The

evaluation was intended to explore the family identification process,
the transmission of family myths, the family's feelings about
alcoholism, and the effects of alcoholism on the family.
The evaluation interview lasts one and one half hours.
used are pastels and paper.

The media

There are three tasks assigned:

1) a

Symbolic Drawing of the Family; 2) a Depiction of the Maternal and
Paternal Grandparents in a Symbolic Way? and 3) a Depiction of Alcohol
Consumption in the Family as it Has Effected Your Life (p. 226) •
During these tasks, family members draw concurrently, facing away from
another so that they are not influenced by each other's work.

After

completion of the three tasks they face each other and explain their
pictures.
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The instructions for the first task ares "please depict your
family as a whole in a symbolic way" (p. 225).

The purpose of this

exercise is to study each member's perception of the family as a
whole#
half.

In the second task, members are asked to divide their paper in
On one side they are to draw the maternal grandparents in a

symbolic way, and on the other half, the paternal grandparents.

Then

they are asked to mark with a check which of the two more nearly
resembles their first picture.

The purpose of this to discover

"heritage dominance" from a grandparental family through "unconscious
pictoral similarity" (p. 226).

The third task (depict alcohol

consumption in your family) is designed to bring out family members'
feelings about how alcohol has affected them and to highlight the
pervasiveness of the influence of alcohol in their lives.
Among her interesting findings when using this tool, were the many
similarities in symbols used fcy family members.

In one family she

studied, three of the four members used trees to symbolize the family
and, in another, four of the six family members symbolized the
maternal grandparents with a church and the paternal grandparents with
a lake.

Wadeson states that the similarity in symbols is difficult to

explain, although this similarity in family symbols also occurred
among the "manic-depressive" couples whom she studied.

ADVANTAGES AND PISA LViViiy; GES OF WADESON'S TECHNIQUE
In general, Wadeson describes the contribution of art therapy to
family therapy as "...in its providing a vehicle for sharing of
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perceptions with the family and the exposition of fantasy material"
(1980, p. 281).

Like others discussed, she identifies the goal of

family art therapy as helping families to develop insight and
understanding in order to promote change.
Wadeson further identifies the usefulness of art "expression"
sessions in the stucfy of alcoholic familes as providing corroboration
for "verbal" family therapy sessions in shorter periods of time, and
as tapping unconscious identifications in families.

She also thinks

the families' drawings illustrate feelings about the effects of
alcoholism especially well:
the display of a family's pictures of these feelings
(about alcohol) gave an especially thorough view of the
complexity of the effect of alcohol abuse on family life
(1980, p. 233).

CRITIQUE FROM A SYSTEMS-ORX

EEBSEBCXIYE

Wadeson's techniques, like those of Landgarten and Kwiatkowska
demonstrate not only originality and competence as a family art
therapist, but also a grasp of the issues involved in family
assessment from the systans-oriented perspective.

With Wadeson, as

with the two other authors discussed, the usefulness of her techniques
for systems-oriented therapists breaks down at the level of designing
interventions.

Although it is likely that in actual practice more of

a systems orientation enters the therapy room than canes across in the
writing, Wadeson's descriptions of the use of the art productions
seem to be largely psychodynamically based.
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For the roost part, the tasks, themselves, are very suitable to
systems-oriented adaptations.

However, the Family Evaluation for

Alcoholic Families does present one technical problem.

Although

Wadeson describes this technique as a family evaluation and states
that the work is grounded in the family systems tradition (by which
she means Bowne's model), there are no conjoint tasks.

If this

strategy is deliberate, an explanation is in order; if not the
evaluation probably suffers from the lack of opportunity to observe
the families interacting in a structured way.

Esvchodynamic Models;

Summary

This concludes the discussion of the major
psychodynamically-oriented family art evaluations.

KWiatkowska,

Landgarten and Wadeson are the authors who have contributed most to
this field.

They are all aware of the necessity to shift from

intrapsychic to interactional dynamics when dealing with family
systems.

They all review and acknowledge the importance of family

theory in the practice of family art evaluation.

However, these

therapists all use psychodynamically based educational methods (i.e.
insight and understanding) as their primary intervention strategies,
although it is clear from their clinical examples, that they use
systems-oriented information more often than they realize.
Other dynamically-oriented art therapists whose work is quite
similar to those reviewed, include;

Rubin and Magnussen (1978) and

Sherr and Hicks (1975) whose art evaluations have been used at mental
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health centers, and Levick and Herring (1977) who used art evaluation
and therapy with patients at a day hospital.

Their articles are, for

the most part, variations on the techniques described on previous
page, together with clinical examples of how they were used.

Because

they do not shed any new light on the use of family art evaluation,
their work will not be discussed separately.

Family Art Assessment;_Svstems-Oriented Models
The volume of work done by family art therapists from a
systems-oriented perspective does not equal that from the
psychodynamic one.

Elizabeth Bing's Conjoint Family Drawing Technique

is the only article which specifically claims a systems orientation.
A discussion of this article follows.

Description of Bing's Technique
Bing's evaluation technique consists of a single conjoint family
drawing.

She states that non-verbal, interactional tasks are more

revealing than verbal ones (which is also mentioned by Landgarten),
and consequently her methods are designed to tap non-verbal sources by
combining non-verbal tasks with projective techniques:
The conjoint family drawing is designed to combine the
advantages of a projective technique with the advantages
of a non-verbal transactional, behavioral family task.
The processes of verbal decision-making about the format
of the pictures, the actual drawing together, and the
finished product seem to be reflections of typical family
patterns of functioning (1970, p. 180).
The Conjoint Family Drawing was used as the last task in a series of
structured interactional tasks in a family assessment session.

The
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other family tasks were:

building something together, choosing

teammates for the project, and Wastzlawick's rolling stone exercise
(1966).

Her findings are based on a study of fourteen families who

participated in this structured assessment session.
The materials used are large white sheets of paper (12 x 18) and
different colored felt tip pens for each family member.

Each person

selects a color which s/he uses throughout the drawing; no one may
change colors.

This enables the therapist to keep track of the work

done by each family member.

The instructions are:

You, as a family, draw yourselves as you see yourselves
new as a family. You can draw anyway you want, be
creative and spontaneous, and make people any size. You
can put than anywhere, they can be touching or separate,
you may draw yourselves or each other, anyway you think
best describes your family (1970, p. 175).
She notes that the instructions are deliberately ambiguous in order to
create many decision points for the family during the process.

The

observation of how decisions are made and implemented by the family is
the major source of interactional information.
During the task, Bing uses certain "process categories" to assess
the family interaction:

the organizing role, (who, if anybody

organized the drawing), the sequence (who takes the first and last
turns, etc.), the size of the person represented, the choice of the
person represented (whether people drew themselves or each other) and
the isolation of people in the drawing (physical distances between
figures).

Specific content and unusual themes were also considered,

although it is not clear exactly hew these were used.
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The Organization of the drawing reveals the family hierarchy,

in

her sample of fourteen families, she found that four families out of
fourteen had no single person who performed this task.

Two of these

families were ones with "unconventional family structures" (i.e.
divorced families), and in two of the families, although they were
intact, there was conflict between the parents about who would take
responsibility for disciplining the children.
The sequence in which people drew was a dimension which seemed to
be related to the hierarchy, although it was not necessarily true that
the organizer always took the first turn.

Bing found that if mothers

were the organizers they were more likely to give their children the
first turns, whereas father organizers usually went first, and also
chose to draw the same-sex child, if there was one.
The issue of relative size (of the person to the rest of the
family) seemed to represent the importance and status of the person in
the family and yielded more information than the absolute size of the
figures.

The dimension of drawing self vs. drawing others seemed to

be a pivotal issue in terms of distinguishing other family traits.

It

appeared that families who tended to draw themselves were families in
which the children took the organizing role, and which were more
conflicted and less cohesive than families in which members tended to
draw each other.

Fathers, as previously mentioned, tended to draw

same-sex children and to attribute to these children their own
problems, while it appeared that mothers preferred to draw well
siblings rather than the IPs, themselves, or their spouses.
Bing states that the most clinically useful information was the
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content and thanes around which the drawings were done.

Through

content, areas of concern to the families were identified, as well as
people s feelings about each other and unconscious family patterns and
dynamics.

MNPmPGES AND DISADVANTAGES

Bing identifies the major advantage of this technique as its
ability to combine a projective technique with an interactional one.
This quality, which has been carmen ted upon in sections on other art
techniques, is undoubtedly its main strongpoint.

Additionally, the

use of an art technique in combination with other structurally and
nonverbally designed techniques offers an interesting array of
perspectives from which to view the family.
The problem which arises from Bing’s article is her lack of detail
concerning several crucial aspects of her method.

She states that the

most clinically useful information generated was the content and
themes of the drawings but she does not offer any examples of how
these were used or any information about possible systems-oriented
interpretations of the content and themes.

The addition of this

information would make Bing's article more useful.

CRITIQUE FROM THE SYSTEMS-ORIENTED PERSPD wiwii
It is interesting to note that although Bing's conjoint drawing
technique is used as part of a structural assessment and she
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identifies systemic dimensions for study, when it comes to clinical
implementation of the information she, like other art therapists,
discussed, return to the intervention of insight:
therapeutic improvement is likely occur if the family is
confronted with their problems and helped to understand
their own feelings and behaviors. The conflicts can be
more objectively examined by the family members and
rational carmunication can reduce areas of conflict (1970,
p. 193).

PART FQJR:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Qyerview
In comparing family art assessment techniques with other methods
of family assessment and treatment, there are several features which
set it apart.

The major writers and practitioners in the field all

agree on six primary advantages:

1) a rich and accurate view of

family dynamics which can be obtained in a short period of time; 2)
the opportunities afforded the therapist to view both analogic and
digital family interactions and to formulate global hypotheses
concerning family functioning; 3) the ease with which unconscious
individual and family material is accessed; 4) the opportunity to
express feelings; 5) the tangible product which can be used to compare
and assess family functioning at the beginning, middle and end of
therapy, as well as to provide continuity from session to session; and
6) the opportunity to work with families through art who otherwise
might be unreachable.
The therapist's view of family dynamics is expanded through the use
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of a medium which illuminates family behavior in an unusual way.

in

verbal interactions, families use a particular set of resources.

In

requesting them to present information in an other than verbal way,
previously unrecognized strengths and abilities may be discovered.
Sometimes, simply looking at things in another medium helps people to
make necessary changes.
If we think of the assessment process as the co-creation of
reality by the family and the therapist then the introduction of
multiple perspectives assumes even greater importance.

When the

family and the therapist talk together, they formulate certain ways of
understanding the system; they reach an agreement which is useful to
them.

The presentation of information in unusual ways allows the

family and the therapist access to levels of interactions which may
not be accessible otherwise.
Non-verbal behavior is one good source of information about these
"analogic" aspects of communication.

Another one is visual images.

The symbols and metaphors, as well as the form and structure of the
art products, adds another dimension to those which the therapist and
family already have available.

CONCLUSION
A major proble which arises out of an examination of the
literature is the lack of interventions which utilize analogic and
systemic information obtained in art assessment interviews.

Although
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systems-oriented assessment is discussed by all of the major authors,
the assessments are formulated psychodynamically and are used, for the
most part, to generate psychodynamic interventions.

None of the

writers uses tasks which continue to work in analogic modes and no one
suggests ways in which families could begin to make use of these
techniques to help themselves when at home.
It would seem that the work which has been done to date has merely
scratched the surface of possibilities for expanding therapists'
access to analogic material from which to design systems-oriented
interventions.

Additionally, a means of evaluating the content of the

art productions from an interactional viewpoint is missing.

Being

able to use both the process and the content of the art therapy
assessment techniques in more systems-oriented models would greatly
increase the repertoire of all systems-oriented family therapists.
Chapter Three of this study discusses the design and
implonentation of the Family Art Assessment Tool which is intended to
fill this gap.

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTER

Chapter Three consists of three parts.

Part One is a description

of the research design, a rationale for its use, and the research
questions which were addressed in this study.

Part TWo describes the

development of the Family Art Assessment Tool, including the
determination of Structural and Directive assessment categories to be
used, development of guidelines for the Family Art Assessment
Interview, the written protocols for coding the data from the video
tapes of the interviews and from the art products, and a report of
findings from the pilot study which was done.

Part III describes the

clinical application of the Family Art Assessment Tool including the
population which was studied, the procedures followed in conducting
the interviews and coding the data and the method of analysis used in
analyzing the information obtained.

PART ONE:

RESEARCH DESIGN.

RATIONALE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study had two major purposes.

The first was to design a

family art assessment interview for use in Structural and Directive
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family therapy and to develop an initial set of Structural and
Directive guidelines for interpreting the information and the art
products collected in the interviews.

The second was to explore the

usefulness of this tool in identifying Structural and Directive
assessment information in clinical interviews.
The study was designed in two major parts which were consistent
with these purposes.
Assessment Tool.

The first was the development of the Family Art

This involved development of two different but

related components:

(1) the art tasks for the Family Art Assessment

Interview, and (2) a Structural/Directive coding system.

The complete

Family Art Assessment Tool is made up of the Family Art Assessment
Interview, and the guidelines and written protocols for coding
information from the Family Art Assessment Interviews and from the
arts products.
'The second major part was a clinical test of the Family Art
Assessment Tool which involved interviewing three families, coding of
these interviews by three experienced Structural/Directive raters, and
a critique of the instrument by these raters.
In this study, to test the usefulness of the art assessment tool
developed, videotapes were made of three family interviews in which
the Family Art Assessment Tool (FAAT) was used.

The videotapes were

then analyzed by three family therapists who had at least five years
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following questions in order to determine whether the FAAT was indeed
a useful tool for Structural and Directive family therapists:
1.

Can trained and experienced family therapists identify
Structural and Directive assessment information usinq the
FAAT?

2.

Do the art products provide additional Structural and
Directive assessment information unavailable from the
interview process? If not, do the art products enhance
the usefulness of the information collected during the
interviews in any way?

3.

What are the areas in which the FAAT needs to be modified
in order to better accomplish the goals in question 1 and
2?

4.

What are the possible directions for further research and
development which were raised by the use of this tool in
the clinical setting?

This was an exploratory study, as no Structural/Directive family
art assessment tool existed.

The development of this tool represented

an original contribution to the field.

The primary goal of such

exploratory studies is to, "develop, clarify and modify concepts and
ideas in order to provide researchable hypotheses for further study"
(Tripodi, Fellini and Meyer, 1969, p. 47).

Tripodi et. al. also

identify three subcategories of exploratory research:
1.

Exploratory descriptive research studies whose purpose is
to describe a particular phenomenon.

2.

Studies using specific data collection procedures whose
purpose is to develop ideas and generalizations.

3.

Experimental manipulation studies whose purpose is to
observe the potential effects of an independent variable
in a clinical setting.
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This study combined characteristics of all three categories.

The

research was exploratory descriptive research in its intention to
describe the use of the Family Art Assessment Tool in a clinical
setting.

It utilized a specific data collection procedure (the format

of the FAAT itself) and, consequently, had seme characteristics of the
second type of exploratory research mentioned.

It manipulated an

independent variable, the Family Art Assessment Interview, in order to
observe its effects on the collection and usability of the data in a
clinical setting.
As indicated above, this study also had characteristics of a case
study in that the raw material used for analysis was clinical
interviews.

Sax defines the case study as, "any relatively detailed

description and analysis of a single person, event, institution or
community" (1968, p. 288-89) and Good (1972) coiments on its
usefulness in research on complex social systems.

The use of a

systems-oriented assessment technique for conducting the interviews
dictates a primary concern with their organizational and interpersonal
aspects.

Bolgar (1965) also supports the appropriateness of the case

study method under these conditions:

"At the present time, case study

research has moved into a new, and to all clinicians, extremely vital
area, i.e., the psychotherapeutic transaction.

Here the "case" which
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EAKT.SWP; -2HE PEVELOFMEMT QF TOE FAMILY APT ASSESSMENT
INTEmaV AND CODING

TOOT,;

GUIDELINES

Overview of Part Two
Part Two, of this chapter, consists of three sections:

(1) the

discussion of the Family Art Assessment interview which is a series of
four tasks performed by the families; (2) the guidelines and written
protocol for coding the data collected in the interview and the art
products; and (3) the report on the pilot study which was done.
Sections one and two explicate the Family Art Assessment Tool
which is made up of the Family Art Assessment Interview, and the
guidelines and written protocol for coding the data collected in the
interview and the art products.

The first section includes:

general

assessment concerns and specific assessment categories in Structural
and Directive family therapy, the sources and rationales for the tasks
used in the Family Art Assessment Interview, the materials and
equipment required to conduct the interview and detailed descriptions
of the tasks used in the interviews.

The second sections includes:

guidelines and written protocol for coding information from the
videotapes of the Family Art Assessment Interviews and guidelines and
written protocols for coding the data from the art work produced in
the Family Art Assessment Interviews.
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SECTION QNE;

THE

FAMILY ART ASSESSMENT Trmwr^

general Assessment Concerns Common to structural and Directive Family
Theracy

The development of a successful assessment tool required a
thorough knowledge of the general assessment concerns and the specific
assessment categories of the models used.

This section lays the

groundwork for the development of the tasks used in the Family Art
Assessment Interview by ennumerating these concerns and categories for
the Structural and Directive family therapy models.

Additionally, a

rationale is provided for the relevance of the art interview, in
general, to generating Structural and Directive assessment
information.
The assessment concerns common to both Structural and Directive
family therapy, as discussed by Liddle (1983) are:

an ahistoric

orientation to therapy, a concern with normative family development,
an organizational epistomology, an awareness of the complementary,
interdependent nature of symptoms, a concern with the role of wider
social contexts and the production of in-session interactional data.
The structured format of any art assessment interview addresses
most of these general issues regardless of the specific art tasks
used.

The interview provides an excellent way to generate in-session

interactional data in an ahistoric context because of its emphasis on
verbal and non-verbal task-oriented activities.

Although some tasks

may generate information about what has happened in the family's past,
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the information is organized around the discussion of art tasks and
products, as opposed to the retelling of family history.

The art

tasks produce an enormous amount of in-session interactional data.
The family's developmental life stage is determined by observing
the composition of the family (who belongs, what ages they are, what
jobs they are pursuing and what grades in school they are in) as well
as the idiosyncratic events which the family has experienced.

The

appropriateness of the family's behavior to their developmental level
can be observed during the family's process around art tasks.

Do the

parents assign certain tasks to the children and if so, are these
tasks commensurate with their age and developlental stage?

If there

are children of different ages, are there distinctions among the kinds
of behavior expected from them?

These are some of the questions

relevent to the family's developmental stage which can be answered
during the art interview.
The function of the symptom in the system, the complementary
nature of symptoms and attention to the family's wider social context
are assessment concerns in Structural and Directive family therapy for
which it was necessary to design specific art tasks.

Although it is

possible that some information about these areas could be obtained
from any art assessment interview, regardless of its orientation, it
was necessary to design specific art tasks, geared to these models, in
order to ensure the availability of relevent information.
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.Specific Assessment Categories in Structural and Directive Family
Therapy
In addition to the general assessment concerns of Structural and
Directive family therapy, there are specific assessment categories
which are used to collect and organize the assessment information.
The Family Art Assessment Interview must include tasks which will
elicit information about all the assessment categories*

Both

Structural and Directive family therapists also emphasize the on-going
nature of the assessment process and the recursive nature of the
relationship between assessment and intervention in systems-oriented
therapy.

Therefore, in order to maximize the usefulness of the Family

Art Assessment Interview, it must be adaptable to different kinds of
families as well as responsive to the particular family being
interviewed.
These are six major assessment categories in Structural family
therapy:

family structure, family flexibility, family resonance,

family life context, family developmental stage, and the function of
the symptom in the system.

(Minuchin, 1974).

categories in Directive family therapy are:

The major assessnent
family developmental

stage, structure of the family hierarchy, and metaphoric canment which
the symptom makes about the system (Haley, 1976? Madanes, 1981).
It can be seen that all the major assessment categories used in
Directive family therapy are included in the Structural categories,
although it must be emphasized that the interventions designed in the
two models can be quite different.

However, an assessment tool which
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is organized around the six categories of Structural assessment will
also include the major assessment categories in Directive family
therapy.
In order to encompass the six specific assessment categories and
to be responsive to the individual differences among families, an
assessment interview must contain both standard tasks which are
designed to elicit information about the assessment categories; and a
section which allows the therapist to tailor activities to the
specific family being interviews.

The Family Art Assessment Interview

is designed to fulfill both of these requirements.

The next section

provides an overview of the sources used in developing the art tasks
for the Family Art Assessment Interview, and rationales for the tasks
for the sequence in which they are presented to the family.

Family Art Assessment Interview Elements;_Soy»Cc<?i? for the Tasks And
Rationales for their Use
The literature review revealed the existence of many family art
assessments:

Ulman (1965); Bing (1970); Sherr and Hicks (1973); Rubin

and Magnussen (1974); FWiatkowska (1978); Wadeson (1980); and
Landgarten (1981).

The majority of these assessments were developed

from a psychodynamic perspective.

However, it has been shown

(Kurinsky, 1984) that it is frequently the interpretation and
processing of the data collected that is the crucial elonent in
determining the model from which interventions were designed rather
than the actual tasks given in the interview.

It was therefore,
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appropriate to utilize, whenever possible, tasks which had already
been developed.

Almost all of the assessments reviewed contained

excellent interactional family tasks, which were designed by art
therapists with many years of education and experience.

It was

unlikely that designing new tasks would make a significant
contribution except in rare cases where appropriate tasks did not
exist.
The Family Art Assessment Interview is organized according to the
assessment categories discussed above.

Each task is arranged to

highlight particular Structural and Directive assessment categories.
However, it is important to remember that because of the analogic and
wholistic nature of the art activities, it is probable that each task
can and will contribute information about all of the assessment
criteria.

Although this may be problematic from the standpoint of

linear organization, it has the advantage of the allowing the
therapist to formulate hypotheses during one part of the interview and
test them throughout the series of tasks being offered, as well as in
the hypothsis testing step and in the examination of the art products.

The Family Art Assessment Interview:_Brief Task, Pespripti-P-DS
The four tasks of the Family Art Assessment Interview are selected
or adapted tasks from the family are evaluation procedures of various
prominent art therapists.

A surrmary of the derivation of these tasks

can be found in Table 1.
The Free Picture warm-up, Task One is taken from Kwiatkcwska* s
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TABLE 1 - FAMILY ART ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW
FOUR STEPS
Task

Description

Source

Task One - Warm-Up

Draw a picture of whatever
comes to mind

Kwiatkowska
Family Art
Evaluation
(1978)

Task TWo - Conjoint

All family members together
draw a family protrait

Bing
Conjoint
Family
Drawing
(1975)

Task Three - Conjoint
Family Sculpture

Individual family members
make sculpture of problems.
All family members together
attempt to change these in
a way that solves the
Problem

Adapted from
Landgarten's
Verbal
Family TaskOriented Art
Product
(1981)

Task Four - Hypothesis
Testing

Therapist assigns tasks
obtain more information
about particular areas of
family functioning

Kurinsky
(1985)
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Family Art Evaluation (1978); The Conjoint Family Drawing, Task Two,
is Bing's technique (1975); The Family Sculpture Task, Task Three, is
adapted from Landgarten's Verbal Family Task-Oriented Art Product
(1981) and the suggested tasks in the hypotheses testing section, Task
Four, are taken from various other family art evaluations which were
noted.

The specific assessment categories which required the

adaptation of Landgarten's Verbal Family Task-Oriented Art Product
Task were the function of the symptom in the system and the
metaphorical coirment of the symptom on the system.

Other techniques

are utilized in their original form, except where otherwise noted.
The four tasks in the Family Art Assessment Interview are:

(1) a

Free Picture, used as a warm-up; (2) the Conjoint Family Drawing, used
to reveal information on family structure, family resonance and family
developmental stage; (3) the Family Sculpture, used to reveal
information on family flexibility, the function of the symptom in the
system and the metaphorical coirment made by the symptom and (4) a
Hypothesis Testing section in which tasks appropriate to the
individual family system are selected and implemented.

These tasks

were selected from among all the possible tasks reviewed Chapter II
for their universality, and appropriateness for use with Structural
and Directive assessment categories.
The tasks are varied between those which are designed to be done
individually and those which are designed to be done as a family,
although the emphasis is on conjoint family tasks.

The purpose of

this to give the therapist a chance to observe family members in a
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variety of settings.

The differing patterns of family functioning and

individual behavior which may emerge will allow the therapist an
opportunity to consider the various relationships between the two in
greater depth.

For example, if a child is able to follow directions

well during the individually oriented Free Picture but is silly and
disruptive during the Conjoint Family Drawing, then the therapist has
in-session data as to a possible dysfunctional family pattern which
includes the child*s disruptive behavior.

Task One?

The Warm-Up

Task One, the Free Picture, is the warm-up technique used by
Fwiatkowska.

It was selected in order to allow the family to become

familiar with the materials to be used in the interview and to
introduce both individuals and the family as a whole to the therapist
in a low-key, non-threatening manner.

The Free Picture warm-up was

selected over Landgarten's Draw Your Initials warm-up (See Chapter
II) because it is not limited to people who are old enough to write
their initials.

Another warm-up technique, used by Rubin and

Magnussen (1971), is to have each family member draw a scribble and
then convert the scribble into a picture.

Although the authors state

that this technique has the advantage of "putting the non-artist at
ease" (p. 190), the necessity of turning the scribble into a picture
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Task 3WQ«-

The Conjoint Family Drawing

Task TVo, in the Family Art Assessment Interview, is Bing's
Conjoint Family Drawing.

The systems orientation of the Structural

and Directive family therapy models dictate the need for more conjoint
family tasks than individual tasks.

Therefore, with the exception of

the warm-up (Task One), the tasks are selected and adapted to maximize
family interaction or the interface of individual behavior with family
interactions.

The conjoint Family Drawing fits these requirements and

is also the only existing art assessment tool which has been developed
specifically for use in Structural family therapy.

It is used as the

second task in the Family Art Assessment Interview because of its
appropriateness for the observation of family process in a Structural
and Directive family therapy context, and because it offers family
members a fairly clear task to perform together.

This is important as

a warm-up for Task Three, the Conjoint Family Sculpture.

Task Three;

The Conjoint Family Sculpture

Task Three, the Conjoint Family Sculpture, is a technique which
has been adapted from Landgarten' s Verbal Family Task-Oriented Art
Product (see Chapter II).

This task consists of two parts:

an

individual sculpture on the effect the problem has on the particular
family member, and a conjoint family sculpture which attenpts a
cooperative solution to the family problem.

This task was adapted to

address the specific Structural and Directive assessment categories of
the function of the symptom in the system and the metaphorical comment
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of the symptom on the system.

This is the most abstract (and

therefore the most stressful) task in the interview.

It is placed

after the Conjoint Family Drawing in order to give family members a
chance to practice interaction with one another in a less stressful
way before attempting the more difficult job requested in Task Three.

I&gk-Foyr;—Hypothesis Testing
Task Four, Hypothesis Testing, is a task developed specifically
for this study which is intended to address the issue of the recursive
nature of the assessment process.

In this section the therapist has

an opportunity to suggest activities which will explore the ideas
which s/he has been generating throughout the rest of the interview.
This allows the therapist to suggest tasks and to observe whether
family responses to these tasks confirm or deny his or her ideas.
Hypothesis testing is placed last in the interview in order to allow
the therapist maximum time to formulate ideas and to consult with team
members or co-therapists if they are available.

interview Elements:_Materials and Hgutoenfe
The materials needed for the Family Art Assessment Interview are
sheets of 18 x 24
play dough.

newsprint, an assortment of oil-based pastels and

Oil-based pastels are used in order to provide a medium

which is simple enough for everyone to use but also versatile enough
enough so that those with more sophisticated abilities will not feel
limited by the material.

Play dough is provided for the Family
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dough is provided for the Family Sculpture rather than modeling clay
because of the ease with which it can be molded.
The equipment required for the interview includes a table, either
round or square which is large enough to seat all family members,
and several individual work spaces, either easels or tables at which
people may choose to work during the individual tasks.

Materials and

equipment are designed to provide sufficient flexibility of space and
medium without requiring elaborate or sophisticated equipment would
limit the usefulness of the Family Art Assessment Interview for family
therapists who do not have access to this equipment.
The next section provides a detailed description of the four tasks
which comprise the Family Art Assessment Interview.

Information will

include the approximate amount of time to be spent on each task, the
specific materials and equipment to be used, the instructions to be
given to the family, the behavior of the therapist during the task's
performance and the questions to be answered concerning the particular
assessment categories which are being addressed.

Family Art Assessment Interview Elements: Detailed Task Descriptions^
Directions to the Therapist and..Observation Suggestions - General
Information
The entire interview should take between one hour and fifteen
minutes and one and one-half hours, allowing for seme flexibility
according to the needs of a particular family.
The interview is conducted with only a minimum of denographic
information on the family in order to allow the interviewer the most
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open possible view of family functioning.

Although some interviewers

may find this uncomfortable, the advantages of a less biased viewpoint
justify this procedure.

Consequently, the Interviewer asks for only

peoples' names and ages and position in the family at the beginning of
the interview.

It may be necessary to listen to some case history

information from the referring agency but here, too, the interviewer
should attempt to keep the information to the minimum the referral
source will allow.
Throughout the interview the therapist functions as a friendly but
low-key advisor.

Family members' questions are answered as briefly as

possible and everyone is encouraged to participate in the activities
rather than engage the therapist in discussion about the tasks.

T3Sfc, one;_The Warm-Up
The first step in the Family Art Assessment Interview is to
explain the format of the interview to the family and to allow them to
become familiar with the materials being used.
When the family comes in they are asked to seat themselves
comfortably around the table.

The therapist then explains that this

interview will consist of a series of art tasks designed to help the
therapist understand the nature of the problon and the family
interactions.

S/he states that the art activities are a quick and

effective way of doing this and that no great artistic skill is
required on the part of family members in order to participate
successfully.

People should therefore concentrate on doing the best
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they can and not worry about how "good" the art work is.
Next, the materials to be used (18 x 24 newsprint, oil pastels and
play dough) are presented.

Each person is then given a piece of paper

and asked to draw a picture of whatever comes into his or her mind.
They are also asked to turn the paper over and title, date and sign
the work when it is finished.
task.

About 5-10 minutes is allowed for this

Although family members are not being asked to comment on each

others' work at this point, some time is allowed for spontaneous
conversation.
The Free Picture is a warm-up task designed to allow family
members to acquaint themselves with the materials and get used to the
idea of an art-oriented interview.

It is also designed to give the

therapist an opportunity to formulate general impressions of the
family and individual family members.

During this time, the therapist

should not take notes or answer any specific quesitons in regard to
the assessment but rather allow her/himself to experience family
patterns and observe the system functioning as a whole.

Some

questions which relate to general family functioning may be kept in
mind during this time.
The first important thing to notice is hew the family members
proceed after the therapist's instructions are given.
clarification?
it?

Do people want

How much clarification is requested, and who requests

Do children look at their parents for the signal to begin or do

they proceed on their own?

Do the parents look at each other?

Is

there discussion among family menbers or do people simply move into
the task
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Family members behavior while drawing is another category of
interest.

Do people keep to themselves, concentrating on their own

work or do seme or all of them share their work and exchange ideas
while drawing?

Are people able to perform individually or do some

people ask for help?
opinions to others?

Do some members offer unsolicited help and
If so, hew are they received?

Next, it is important to look at what people do when they have
finished their drawings.

Do they keep the drawings to themselves,

show them to others, attempt to participate with someone who hasn't
finished yet?

When everyone is finished do they coirment on each

others' work?

What is the general style of these comments -

supportive, derisive, respectful?

After the Free Picture is

completed, the next task - the Conjoint Family Drawing is introduced.

Task Two:

The Conjoint Family Drawing

After the Warm-Dp has been completed, a large piece of newsprint
is put on the table.

The therapist explains that the next task is to

be a conjoint family portrait.

Each person is asked to select a

particular color pastel, which s/he will use throughout the task.
About twenty minutes is allowed for this task.

When the family

members have chosen their pastels, they are asked to go over to the
paper which is hanging on the wall.

Then the instructions developed

by Bing for her conjoint family drawing technique are given:
You as a family draw yourselves as you see yourselves now
as a family. You can draw anyway you want, be creative
and spontaneous, and make people any size. You can put
them anywhere, they can be touching or separate, you may
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draw yourselves or each other, ary way you think best
describes your family (1970, p. 175).
Bing notes that her instructions are deliberately ambiguous in order
to maximize family interaction and decision-making during that task.
She has developed sane important process categories for this task
which are relevant to the Structural and Directive assessment
categories for which the Conjoint Family Drawing is being used in this
study.

These are presented with additions below.

The Conjoint Family Drawing task is used here to highlight the
Structural and Directive assessment categories of:

family structure,

family resonance and family developmental lifestage.
The important aspects of family structure to observe during the
task are:

family hierarchy, subsystems and boundaries.

Bing suggests

some process categories from her experience using the technique which
address the issue of family hierarchy.

She states that the way in

which the drawing activity is organized and the sequence in which
people draw reveals aspects of family hierarchy.

During the initial

family discussion about how to do this task it is Important to observe
the various parts played by family members.
first idea bout hew things are done?

For example, who has the

Does this person make

suggestions about hin/herself or about others? Who decides who is to
draw first?

Does the person who decides want to draw him/herself,

someone else or does s/he suggest that someone else be the first one
to draw?

Who does actually draws first?

drawers after that?

What is the sequence of

Do people plan how the drawing is to be done and

stick to the plan or does spontaneous activity take over?

If the plan
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is not being held to is there a person/persons and notices this and/or
objects to it?
In order to determine the subsystem functioning it is important to
notice how siblings deal with one another, hew parents deal with one
another and hew members of the different subsystems interact.
Questions to be answered by the therapist include:

do members of the

parental subsystem make joint decisions or discount or disqualify one
another?

Is there a complementary or symmetrical style to their

decision making process? When children need help or discipline who is
the primary person?

Is there a separation of roles in which each

parent performs certain tasks or is there an equality of tasks in
which neither parent assumes any particular kinds of tasks?

Is there

competition between the parents for the childrens' attention? Does
one parent appear to have an alliance with the sibling subsystem or
with one particular child?

Is there a parental child?

In regard to the sibling subsystem, it is important to notice the
cohesiveness of the children.

Do they function as a group maintaining

loyalty to one another or do they compete with one another for the
parents' attention.

Is there a high level of conflict among siblings

or do they cooperate?
Collecting information about subsystem functioning will also
inform the therapist as to the condition of the system and subsystem
boundaries.

If there are members of a subsystem who appear more

comfortable performing tasks with members of another subsystem (e.g.
if the mother prefers to work with the children instead of the father)
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then one might hypothesize an enmeshed boundary between mother and
children/child and a rigid boundary between mother and father.

Other

important clues about boundaries cone from the communication patterns
in the family.
When one person begins speaking, is that person allowed to finish
or is s/he interrupted in the middle of a sentence?
begun by one person and finished by another?

Are thoughts

Or, on the other hand,

is there one person who speaks for the whole family, or through whom
other people have to go in order to be allowed to talk?

Does a

particular family member dictate a mood in which everyone
participates, or are peoples' feeling states apparently unrelated to
one another?
Another important area to observe when looking for information on
boundaries is family members' use of space.

Do people spread

themselves out in front of the paper, or do they all try to crowd into
one area?

Who stands next to whom?

Are places assumed easily or is

there controversy about favorite spots (e.g. next to dad)?

Is there a

generally cooperative attitude about space and materials or do people
compete for space?
Family resonance is the way in which an individual's behavior is
received in the family system.

In order to collect information about

this it is important to observe the responses of individual family
members to one another.

Landgarten (1981) suggests several

interesting questions in this area.
accepted and whose ignored?

Whose suggestions and ideas are

Are some members thoughts given more
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attention while other's are down played?

Is there a rigid

distribution of roles so that people are always treated in a
particular manner no matter what they do?

What are individual family

members' attitudes towards the Identified Patient, if there is one?
Family developmental stage is the last aspect of assessment which
is observed during the Conjoint Family Drawing.

The family's

developmental stage is their place in the family developmental
life cycle.

The therapist should observe what stage or stages the

family is in (e.g. raising school-age children) and whether the
children are being given age-appropriate freedom and responsibility.
If there are young children (ages 0-5), are these children
sufficiently supervised to ensure their safety?

Are they included in

the task by their parents as much as possible?

Are they provided with

alternative activities when those being done by the rest of the family
are inappropriate?

Are they prevented from interfering with other

family members' participation in the tasks?
If there are elementary school age children (ages 5-12) do the
parents explain the job to them, or make sure they understand what is
expected of them?

Do the parents supervise their behavior while

allowing them to perform as independently as possible?

Are the

particular parts of the task which they are able to do especially well
identified for them?

Are they encouraged to participate to the best

of their abilities?
If there are teenage children (ages 13-18) are these children
allowed to participate in decision-making around tasks.

Are their
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ideas and opinions respected?

Are they helped to respect the ideas

and opinions of others (especially siblings)?

Are the parents*

expectations of how these children will participate made clear to
them?
When the drawing is complete and titled, dated and signed, members
are asked for ccnments about the drawing and/or each other's
participation in the task.

When this is finished, the next task, the

Family Sculpture is introduced.

TaskJftlcee;—The Conjoint Family Sculpture
After completion of the Conjoint Family Drawing, the family is
asked to go back to the table and select a can of play dough for the
next task, which is to be a sculpture.

The therapist then explains

that each family member is to create a sculpture which shows how the
problem (or symptom) which they have come to therapy about has
effected and is effecting their lives at the present time.

People are

asked to work individually and non-verbally (i.e. without talking to
one another) during this part of the task.
allowed for this part.

Ten to fifteen minutes is

When each family member has finished with

his/her particular sculpture, then the family is asked to reassemble
around the large table.
created.

Each person talks briefly about what s/he has

The therapist then asks family members to try, as a group to

change and combine the individual sculptures in such a way as to
eliminate the problem.

It is added that compromises in individual

situations may be necessary and that each person should try to work
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towards a solution which is not necessarily ideal but rather
"accceptable."
the task.

Fifteen to twenty minutes is allayed for this part of

When the family has reached what they consider to be their

best effort, they are asked to title the sculpture, and the task is
complete.
The Conjoint Family Sculpture is designed to illuminate the
Structural and Directive assessment categories of:

family

flexibility, the function of the symptom in the system and the
metaphorical nature of the symptom.
Family flexibility is the family's ability to change patterns of
behavior and interaction when circumstances require it anchor at the
therapist's request.

During the Conjoint Family Sculpture, family

flexibility is revealed during the second part of the task in which
members are asked to make compromises in order to solve their problem.
It is noted that the family's general flexibility will also relate to
the condition of the family structure so that while observing for
flexibility, the therapist also has an opportunity to check out any
hypothesis about structure made during the previous task.
For example, if the family identifies that there is a problem with
Mom and Dad spending time alone together, the therapist might
hypothesize an enmeshed boundary between the parental and sibling
subsystems.

If, during the interactional part of the Conjoint Family

Sculpture, someone suggests putting Mom and Dad closer together, and
moving them away from the children, family members' responses to this
suggestion will not only provide information about flexibility but
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also about the degree of enmeshment between the parental and sibling
subsystems.

If the suggestion is met with enthusiasm by Mom and Dad

and they begin to work on ways of implementing itr then it could be
hypothesized that the parental and sibling subsystems are not
particularly enmeshed, and that the parental subsystem has a fairly
good degree of flexibility.

If, however, as the parents begin to

work, seme or all members of the sibling subsystem object strenuosly
to the idea, or a high level of conflict develops within the sibling
subsystem, and Mom and Dad respond to this by abandoning their task,
other hypothesis might be formulated.

It might be, for example, that

the high level of conflict in the sibling subsystem is a metaphorical
corrment on a high level of indirect conflict in the spouse subsystem
and it might also indicate that the system does not have a high level
of general flexibility in responding to changes.
Enportant questions to answer in regard to family flexibility are:
Do some or all family members have ideas as to hew to improve the
situation or do people go "blank" when asked to do this task?
new ideas received by family members?

How are

Is there someone whose job

seems to be to find reasons why all new ideas are unacceptable or does
everyone seem to find reasons why new ideas won't work?

If one person

seems to be the designated "wet blanket", how are his/her remarks
received by others?

Are the conments accepted as valid or do other

people fight harder to make suggestions for change?

When and if

changes are decided upon, what are individual family members responses
to them?

Are their responses accepted, rejected or ignored.

Does the
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family function on a consensus model of decision-making about change,
a "majority rules model" or a dictatorship?

Is the decision making

model appropriate to their stage or stages in the family life cycle?
If there are children of varying ages are they treated differently
from one another or are all children lumped together under the same
set of rules?
Another important aspect of family flexibility to notice is the
family's responses to the therapist's suggestions and requests.

Do

people generally accept the suggestions and do their best to
cooperate, or do same or all of them seem to object, complain or
comply with tasks unenthusiastically?

Are there some family members

who seem to try to form alliances with the therapist around the tasks
at the expense of other family members?

Is there someone in the

family who seems intent on disqualifying the therapist?
The function of the symptom in the system is the next assessment
category to observe during the Conjoint Family Sculpture.

This

category addresses the relationship of individual symptoms or
particular dysfunctional patterns in subsystems to the functioning of
the system as a whole.

The symptom is seen not only as a painful

situation for the Identified Patient, but also as a solution to a
broader, or more general dysfunctional aspect of the family system.
For example, in the case mentioned above, Mom and Dad's inability to
spend time alone together, might be attributed (by the family) to
symptomatic behavior in one child.

The parents might tell the

therapist that every time they try to go out, a particular child gets
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sick or has a crisis.

It could be hypothesized that the function of

the child's symptoms is to protect Mom and Dad from becoming aware
that during their time alone together they are unable to get along.
The systems-oriented hypothesis sees the symptom as part of a
recursive cycle of behavior in the family,

in order to determine the

function of the symptom it is necessary to track the complete
symptomatic cycle through the system.

It is also important to

remember, as Hoffman states, that:
...when we say "symptomatic cycle" we must take care not
to think that is is anything more than an imprecise
analogy for what goes on in families., .Although we
have...picked out only one cycle associated with a
symptom, we are always in these cases dealing with many
interacting loops and cycles (1981, p. 202).
The first part of the Conjoint Family Sculpture task addresses the
effect of the problem on individual family members.

During this part

of the task it is important to observe the attitudes of individual
family members towards the task and tcwards the problem.

Do they

accept or reject the idea that the problems of other family members
create problems for them?

Are there family members who are apparently

uneffected by the problem?

The other important source of information

about the effect of the symptom will be the actual sculptures created.
These will be dealt with in the section on interpretation of the art
products.
The second part of the Conjoint Family Sculpture is designed to
reveal information about how the effects of the symptom on individual
family members mesh with one another.

As family members negotiate

with one another for change, the role of the symptom in maintaining
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dysfunctional family patterns will become clearer.

Important

questions for the therapist to answer during this task are:

How hard

does the Idnetified Patient seem to work to remain the center of the
family focus?

If efforts are made to allieviate or re-define his/her

position does that person seem to fight to maintain the status quo?
How much of the family's time and energy is involved in dealing with
the symptom or problem?

Who is involved in this activity?

Does the

problematic behavior involve everyone or just some people? Who, in
general, seems to be working the hardest to keep things the same? Who
seems to be working the hardest to create change?

How many of their

behaviors do family members explain as being caused by the problem
(e.g. I wouldn't have to do that, if he would only_).
The metaphorical comment of the symptom is the way in which the
symptom (or problem) symbolizes, or stands for other dysfunctional
relationships in the family which are not addressed directly.
again the art products will provide important information.

Here

The

interpretation of these products will be discussed in the second
section of Part Two.
During the Conjoint Family Sculpture tasks it is important to
observe comments made by family members alluding to metaphorical
content in addition to the other important assessment information
being collected.

Additionally, during the last five to ten minutes of

Task Three, the therapist needs to consider what hypotheses s/he is
interested in pursuing further in Task Four:

Hypothesis Testing.

If

there is a co-therapist or team available, the therapist might want to
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consult with than at this time.
When the Conjoint Family Sculpture has been completed, and titled,
the last step. Hypothesis Testing is introduced.

Task Fpufi_Hypothesis Testing
The last task in the Family Art Assessment Interview is designed
to allow the therapist to further explore areas of family functioning
which s/he thinks may be dysfunctional.

After a brief in-session

assessment or consultation with a co-therapist or team, the therapist
requests the family, or some part of the family to do one or two short
tasks to explore particular issues about which s/he would like more
information.

For example, if boundary issues are thought to be

problematic, the therapist might request various subsystems to do
drawings together.

It is impossible to discuss all the tasks which

might be utilized in this section.

However, the following are some

suggestions for tasks in areas where family dysfunction frequently
occurs.

Boundary Issues
If a particular pair of subsystems is thought to have enmeshed
boundaries, the members of each might be asked to make individual
scribble drawings and then jointly decide upon one of these to convert
into a picture of something.

This is a task from Kwiatkowska's Family

Art Evaluation (1978) which could be used to observe boundary issues
within a particular subsystem, as well as boundaries between two
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subsystems.

During the task, the therapist observes the degree to

which menbers of the subsystems are able to work independently
(without consulting one another) and the degree to which members of
different subsystems involve themselves in the activities of the other
subsystem.
This task could also be used to explore the possibility of rigid
boundaries among members because issues of rigid boundaries would
become clear during the negotiation part of the task.

During this

part of the task the therapist observes the degree of ease or
difficulty people have in reaching decisions, their ability or
inability to talk easily to one another, the level of conflict which
arises, and the effect of the task on other family members.

Clarification of the Family Hierarchy
If the therapist wants more information on the organization of the
family hierarchy, the family might be asked to choose a joint subject
to draw and then execute the drawing non-verbally.

The opportunity to

observe first the verbal decision making process and then the
non-verbal patterns during the task provides opportunities to compare
and contrast what people say and what they do in relation to
themselves and each other.

Function of the Symptom or Metaphorical Cement
In order to gain more information about the function of the
symptom or its metaphorical coirment on the system, family members
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might be asked to draw self-portraits of themselves now and/or as they
would like to be.

This is a task which is adapted from Wadeson's

diagnostic technique for couples (1980) and would allow the therapist
to observe how the family problem is effecting individual's feelings
about the pictures of themselves.
Another task which would illustrate these aspects is Wadeson's
Self Portrait Given to Spouse technique.

In this task each person

draws a portrait and then gives it to his/her spouse.

The spouse is

asked to make changes in the portrait which reflect the changes s/he
would like to see in the other person.

This can also be done not only

between spouses but also between sibling, and children and parents.
This use of the technique illustrates, once again, the effect of the
symptom on the individual and how other members in the family see the
problems (symptoms) as effecting each other.

Additionally, it offers

information as to how family members imagine that changes in other
family members would change their lives.
Hypothesis testing is the last part of the Family Art Assessment
Interview.

This section should take about ten to fifteen minutes.

When this has been completed, the therapist thanks the family for
their time and effort and the interview is complete.
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SECTICN M2;

gUIPELINES AND WRITTEN PROTOCOL FOR OODTNT, FOR mnT^
FPQM TOE VIDEOTAPES AND ART PRODnCTTS

Overview of section tvq
Section TVo consists of the guidelines and written protocol for
coding the data from the interview and the art products.

This

includes rationales for the questions used and for selection of
significant aspects of the drawings, explanations of the formats of
the data coding sheets and a discussion of the initial perceived
strengths and limitations of the coding guidelines.

Selection of .Questions Used on Family Art Interview Coding Sheets
In the Family Art Assessment Interview, the description of each
task is accompanied by specific assessment questions relating to the
assessment category being addressed.

These questions are recorded on

the written protocols used to code the information from the
videotapes.
Ihese questions were obtained in two ways.

The first was through

review and analysis of the process questions offered by the authors of
the art assessments discussed in Chapter II.

The questions which they

asked were examined and categorized according to the Structural or
Directive assessment category which they addressed.

For example, in

Landgarten's Family Diagnostic Procedure, she discusses the areas of
family functioning which she considers important to notice during each
task.

She states that during the Verbal Family Task Oriented Art

Product, it is important to pay attention to roles, alliances and
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coalitions within the family, (1981).

Similarly, she states that

attention to who begins tasks, whose suggestions are accepted and
whose ignored and how the family works together are important areas to
assess.

Analysis of these questions shows that issues of roles,

alliances amd coalitions relate to the Structural assessment
categories of family hierarchy, subsystems and boundaries.

Whose

suggestions are accepted and whose ignored relate to the Structural
assessment categories of family resonance and hierarchy.

These

questions were consequently included under those categories.
The other method of developing questions was by adapting existing
questions to Structural and Directive assessment categories or by
adding new questions where appropriate ones did not exist.

For

example, questions relating to the responses of family members to the
Identified Patient's attempts to remain the focus of the problem were
not found in any other assessment procedure.
added by the researcher.

These questions were

The questions are recorded on three sheets,

one for each of Steps Two through Four in the Family Art Assessment
Interviews.

Step One has no coding sheet as the therapist is not

supposed to record specific data during this step.

The formats of the

coding sheets are discussed below.

Format

for the coding Sheets for the Family Art Assessment Interviews

In designing the coding sheets there were three major
considerations.

First, the sheets had to record all the information

in a clear and usable fashion.

Second, they had to attempt to develop
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a recording process which parelleled the circular nature of the
interview process, and third they had to be of a size manageable for
use while viewing videotapes.

The next part of this section discusses

the formats for each of three Family Art Assessment Interview coding
sheets with regard to the above issues.

Coding Sheet One:

The Conjoint Family Drawing

The Conjoint Family Drawing is used to assess the
Structural/Directive categories of hierarchy, subsystem functioning,
boundaries, resonance and family developmental life cycle stage.

The

coding sheet for Task Ttoo is the most complicated one because of the
large number of assessment categories being covered and their
overlapping nature.

(See Appendix C, pg. 276).

As mentioned in the discussion of Interview Elements in Part One,
although each task is intended to focus on a particular assessment
category, the performance of each task generates information
applicable to several assessment categories.

Similarly, although Task

Two focuses on four distinct assessment categories, the cataloguing of
information about these categories is not necessarily a sequential
activity.

For example, although the question, (see Coding Sheet One)

"What is the sequence of participation in how the drawing is
organized?"

is listed under the category. Hierarchy, the answer to

this question may also have relevence to Subsystem Functioning or
Boundary definition.

Consequently, the coding sheet was arranged in a

single sheet format to allow the coder access to all categories
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a recording process which parelleled the circular nature of the
interview process, and third they had to be of a size manageable for
use while viewing videotapes.

The next part of this section discusses

the formats for each of three Family Art Assessment Interview coding
sheets with regard to the above issues.

fiodjnq Sheet One;—The Conjoint Family Drawing
The Conjoint Family Drawing is used to assess the
Structural/Directive categories of hierarchy, subsystem functioning,
boundaries, resonance and family developmental life cycle stage.

The

coding sheet for Task Ttoo is the most complicated one because of the
large number of assessment categories being covered and their
overlapping nature.

(See Appendix C, pg. 277).

As mentioned in the discussion of Interview Elements in Part One,
although each task is intended to focus on a particular assessment
category, the performance of each task generates information
applicable to several assessment categories.

Similarly, although Task

TVo focuses on four distinct assessment categories, the cataloguing of
information about these categories is not necessarily a sequential
activity.

For example, although the question, (see Coding Sheet One)

"What is the sequence of participation in how the drawing is
organized?"

is listed under the category, Hierarchy, the answer to

this question may also have relevence to Subsystem Functioning or
Boundary definition.

Consequently, the coding sheet was arranged in a

single sheet format to allow the coder access to all categories
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simultaneously and to maximize recording of information in pertinent
categories.
Hie categories of Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries required
the same set of assessment questions to be answered for several
different subsystems.

Alloting a separate column to each subsystem

would have made the coding sheet unwieldy, therefore the three
Subsystem Functioning and Boundary columns are arranged in overlays in
two columns.
Hie questions on the coding sheet are designed to be as specific
as possible in regard to family behaviors, and, when feasible, to
require only a single answer to each line.

Answer columns may

therefore be broken up into several different sections.

For example,

the question of "who offers suggestions and who does not" under the
category of Resonance, is divided into a section on who offers
suggestions with lines to record each person sequentially, and who
does not with another set of individual sequential lines.
Hiere is a section at the bottom of each assessment category
column for information which the rater thinks important which has not
been covered elsewhere.

Coding Sheet TWo:

Hie Conjoint Family Sculpture

Step Three is used to focus on the assessment categories of the
function of the symptom on the family system, family flexibility and
the metaphoric comment made by the symptom.

It is divided into two
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effect of the problem on the individual family members, and part two
is a conjoint family sculpture which combines the individuals
sculptures in a way which solves the problem.

The coding sheet for

this Task is also divided into two sections which parallel the two
parts of the task.

(See Appendix C, pg. 281).

Hie coding sheet is arranged in a single sheet format similar to
Coding Sheet Two.

However, the absence of multiple sets of answers to

the same questions eliminates the necessity for overlays on any of the
columns.
sculpture.

Part One of the coding sheet deals with the individual
It has one column subdivided into a question column and

its corresponding answer for each of the three questions asked, and a
bottom section for the rater's remarks.
Part two deals with the conjoint sculpture.

It is divided into

three columns, one for family flexibility questions, one for function
of the symptom questions and a third for recording of remarks by
family members considered to have some possible relevence to the
metaphoric cement of the symptom.
The col urn for the Metaphoric Coirment does not contain specific
questions because of the difficulty in developing questions applicable
to all families.

The Metaphoric Coirment is one assessment category in

which, it is thought, that analysis of the art products will add
information otherwise difficult to observe in an assessment interview.
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goaing Sheet Three:

Hypothesis Testing

The Hypothesis Testing task is the section of the Family Art
Assessment Interview in which the therapist gives a task/s which are
intended to expand the information about a particular area of family
functioning.

Because this task is structured during the course of the

interview, the coding sheet is designed to allow the rater to filing
the information required in the simplest possible way.
C, pg. 284).

(See Appendix

The information generated during this task is

idiosyncratic to the specific family being interviewed.

It was

impossible to develop quesitons similar to those developed for Coding
Sheets One and Two, which were universally applicable.

Instead, space

was allocated for descriptions of family behaviors which were analyzed
to discover whether they confirmed or denied the hypothesis developed.
The coding sheet, which is again the single sheet format, is
divided into four columns.

Column One is the hypothesis to be tested

(e.g. the function of the symptom in this family is to protect the
parents from spending time alone together), Column Two is the
description of the task to be given to explore the hypothesis. Column
Three is the description of behaviors which appear to confirm the
hypothesis and Column Four is the description of behaviors which
appear to deny the hypothesis or which are unexplained by the
hypothesis.
This completes the description of the coding sheets for data
obtained from the videotapes of the Family Art Assessment Interview.
The next section describes the coding sheet used to record data from
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the art products done in the interviews.

The coding of data from the

art products is the last step in the Family Art Assessment Tool and
completes the discussion of its development.

Coding the Art Products
The interactional data collected from the Family Art Assessment
Interview is an important source of information on family functioning
but the art products are visual metaphors for family functioning.

The

drawings and sculptures created provide opportunities to see the
situation through the eyes of family members.

The conjoint sculpture,

which represents the family* s attempt to solve the problem, provides a
visual representation of dysfunctional family patterns.
The utilization of information from these art products may add a
dimension to Structural and Directive family assessment which is
unavailable in other types of interviews.

The following sections

discuss the selection of significant aspects of the drawing and
sculptures to be coded for relevence to Structural and Directive
assessment categories, rationales for these selections, and formats
for Coding Sheets Four through Seven which are used to code the data
from the art products.

Selection of Aspects of the Pictures to be Fated;

CVecvietf

There has been a great deal of work done on the interpretation of
art work produced during family art evaluations:

Rubin and Magnussen
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However, there is almost no literature on the interpretation of the
art products from the Structural family therapy model and none on
their interpretaiton from the Directive model.

Bing (1970) in her

discussion of the Conjoint Family Drawing, coirments briefly that the
dimensions of "size of people" in relation to one another relates to
the family hierarchy and that the isolation of figures in the drawing
relates to the family's use of physical space (boundaries).

She also

remarks that content of the drawings is their most clinically useful
aspect but gives no explanation of this comnent.

KWiatkowska is the

only researcher who has developed a systematic coding system for
aspects of the drawings to be assessed.
The rating manual for the Dent-Kwiatkowska NIMH Family Art
Evaluation Study (1978) offers an organized and comprehensive list of
significant aspects of the drawings and an excellent rating system.
However, the rating manual utilizes psychodynamic assessment criteria
and is developed from a population of families, "one of whose
offspring was affected by any one of a variety of psychiatric
disturbances" (1978, p. 186).

In spite of these discrepancies between

KWiatkcwska's assessment criteria and population and those in this
study, her listing of significant aspects of the drawings was still
found to be the most useful one from which to obtain coding
categories.

Unfortunately, the analysis of the data from her study is

unavailable at this time so that the selection of significant el orients
relevent to Structural/Directive assessment categories is based solely
on the judgement of the researcher.

Some categories were selected
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because of an obvious significance for Structural/Directive assessment
categories (e.g. Prominence and Isolation of figures), some because of
an assumed relevance which, it is hoped, was confirmed or denied by
the results of this study.
In addition to coding the significant aspects of the drawings
relevent to Structural and Directive assessment categories, it is
necessary to code the developmental art stage of the drawer.

This is

important in order to place the drawings in a meaningful context.

For

example, if a drawing, or an individual's contribution to a conjoint
drawing, displays significant distortion of the figures drawn, it is
necessary to know the individual's developmental stage in order to
interpret this distortion.

If the person is in a stage in which

realistic representation is possible (e.g. schematic, dawning realism
or older) then the distortion may be considered to have significance
for assessment of possible dysfunction.

If, however, the person's

developmental stage is one in which figure distortion is expected
(e.g. pre-schematic) then his/her drawings must be assessed with this
in mind.

In order to determine developmental age, an outline

(prepared by P. St. John 1983) of Lowenfeld and Brittain's work (1964)
was used by the raters.
A discussion of the specific significant aspects of the drawing to
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Selection of Significant ASPOCtS to be Coded in Task One;

The Fr^

-Ei-cturg
Hie Free Picture is used as a warm-15) and also as a way for
individual family members to "introduce" themselves,

in addition to

coding these functions, the other important use of the free picture
for coding purposes, is to determine the developmental stage of the
drawer.
The significant aspects of the drawing chosen for coding here were
selected from the Kwiatkowska codes used for all pictures and those
specifically designated for her "Free Picture" procedure.
The developmental art stage of the family member is the first
thing to be coded in the Free Picture.

The drawing is assessed

according to the outline of Lowenfeld and Brittan mentioned above and
further assessments of the individual's work should take this into
consideration.

The specific codes selected for the Free Picture from

the Dent-Kwiatkowska rating manual were:

"emotional feeling of the

picture", "use of color", "indecisiveness", "incompleteness",
"stereotyping" and "rigidity", and "meaningfulness of the title."
Kwiatkowska states that coding of "emotional feeling" is "a
subjective dimension" (1978, p. 238) in which the rater must use
his/her own judgement.

The "emotional feeling" code was selected for

use with Task One in this study in order to provide the rater with
some information about his/her own impressions of the family members
as individuals.

These impressions are important in forming a

"gestalt" of the family which is part of the purpose of Task One.
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The next code selected is "use of color."

This is another code

which addresses emotional elements of the drawing.

The individual's

use of color indicates, in sane way, internal feeling states.

This

code was selected to be used in conjunction with the previous code.
The rater's own judgement of emotional feeling in the picture may be
substantiated or denied by a more deliberate look at the family
member's use of color.
The next code selected was "indecisiveness."

This relates to the

individual's degree of self-confidence and comfort with the materials
and was compared to the individual's performance as part of the family
group.

As a supplement to the code "indecisiveness" the code

"incompleteness" was selected, indicating an individual's inability or
unwillingness to create recognizable "finished" products.

This also

be compared and contrasted with the kind of work done by the person
during conjoint family tasks.

The degree of "stereotype" used and the

"rigidity" of designs were the next codes selected.

These were

chosen to indicate individual's flexibility and sense of personal
boundaries.
The last code selected to be used for this task was the
"meaningfulness of the title."

This code was selected to provide

information on the ability to integrate verbal and non-verbal
material.

A discussion of the significant aspects of the drawings
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.Selection Qf__Signifleant Aspects of the Drawing?

Task TWo:

The

Conjoint Family Drawing
The discussion of selection of significant aspects of the drawings
for Task TVo is organized around the Structural/Directive assesanent
categories on which this Task focuses.

Codes are discussed according

to their perceived relevence to Boundaries, Subsystem Functioning,
Hierarchy, Resonance and Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage.

The

first categories discussed are Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries.
Codes perceived as r el event to Subsystem Functioning and
Boundaries ares

"spatial relations", "continuity of lines" and

"divided picture."

"Spatial relations" includes the dimensions of

"closeness", "isolation" and "crowdeness" of figure placement.
People’s placement in the drawing in relation to one another, is
perceived to relate to their experience of the composition and
functioning of the families' subsystems and the kinds of boundaries
around them.

For example, if the parents in the family are drawn

close to each other, but separated from the children either by space
or by some obstacle, then it might be hypothesized that the spouse
subsystem functions well but that there is an inappropriately rigid
boundary between the parental and sibling subsystons.

The dimension

of "crowdeness" yields similar information.
"Continuity of line" includes the dimensions of "fragmentation
"jaggedness" of line and "constriction" of line.

The nature of lines

used in the drawing is perceived to relate to the condition of the
boundaries in the family.

In fact, lines may be a visual metaphor for
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the Structural assessnent category of Boundaries.

For example, if the

lines used to draw people belonging to different subsystems are drawn
differntly, this may be an indication of the different conditions of
the boundaries.

If there are lines which separate people from one

another, this may also be seen as a portrayal of boundaries.
Similarly, pictures which are divided in some way are seen as comments
on the condition of family boundaries.

Codes which are thought to

relate to the assessment category of hierarchy are:

"size of

figures", and "distortion in realistic representations."
"Size of figures" includes the dimensions of:
"diminution", and "prominence."

"exaggeration",

Figures which are drawn in an

exaggerated way or extremely large are thought to occupy positions of
influence in the hierarchy.

Conversely, figures drawn unusually small

may be considered to hold positions of little influence in the family.
This information could confirm or deny theories about family hierarchy
developed from observations during the interview.

Similarly, figures

placed in prominent places in the drawings are perceived as holding
especially important or influential places in the family hierarchy.
Distortion of particular figures in otherwise realistic
representations is perceived to relate to a dysfunctional relationship
between the drawer and the subject.

For example, a parent whose

features are distorted when drawn by a child may indicate some problan
between them.

The codes which are seen as relevent to the assessment

category of resonance are:
"sex differentiation."

"use of color", "facial expression" and
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Use of color"f also used as a code in Task One, relates to
individual family members' feeling states.

The importance of this

code in Task TWo is as an indication of individual's experience of the
family system as well as for use in a comparison with this code in
Task One.

Discrepancies in color use between these tasks would be

important to notice.

If, in Task TVo, people draw family members

other than thanselves, then the comparison of the individual's use of
color for hiir/herself and for someone else would be an important
comparison to make.
The code "facial expression" is also used to inform upon
individuals' experiences of themselves or others within the family
system.

"Sex differentiation", if not a function of developmental art

stage, is perceived to indicate awareness of differences among family
members.
The assessment category of Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage
has no codes that are directly r el event to it.

However, two codes

which are used to inform upon people's perspectives on the family
system could be seen as indirectly related to this.

These codes are:

"the type of portrait" drawn and "groundness" - whether the family
seen as grounded on a base line or floating in space.

The "type of

portrait" - whether people are presented as full figures, heads only,
stick figures, etc. and who is included in the portrait could be used
to indicate how family members view the current life cycle stage of
the family.

This code is also quite r el event to the categories of

subsystem functioning and boundaries.
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The code "groundeness" of the family might be taken as an
indication of how family members see their ability to perform tasks
(e«g» do they float around in an unorganized way or do they move along
a base line).
The next discussion concerns the ways in which Task Three and Task
Four were coded.

These steps are unprecedented in the literature and

consequently must be dealt with in a more exploratory and descriptive
fashion than Tasks One and Two.

Selection of .Significant Aspects of the Sculpture to be Coded
There is no literature available on the systematic interpretation
of sculptures done by families.

Landgarten, who reports having used

family scuplting techniques in family assessment, (Verbal Task
Oriented Art Product) comments on the products in a descriptive
fashion, utilizing her visual and art therapy training, but provides
no organized way of interpreting the sculptures.

Kwiatkcwska, in

Family Therapy and Evaluation Through Art (1978), has a chapter on the
use of sculpture in family art therapy in which she presents some case
material.

Her conments, like Landgarten's, are descriptive in nature

rather than detailing specific aspects of the sculptures which are
significant for diagnostic or therapeutic interpretation.

Kwiatkowska

does not use sculpture as an evaluation technique.
Given the lack of available information on coding categories for
the sculpture task, it was decided to rely upon descriptions of the
sculptures done by family members, and of the conjoint family

Ill
sculpture in order to collect data bout the assessment categories
addressed in this task,

The raters will describe the individual

sculptures and the conjoint family sculptures with an emphasis on
those aspects perceived as r el event to Structural/Directive assessment
categories.

The selection of coding categories for Task Four presents

another set of difficulties, discussed below.

.Selection of Significant Aspects of the Task:
Hypothesis Testing

Task Four:

The tasks in Hypothesis Testing can be either drawing or sculpting
tasks, and therefore, the development of a standardized set of codes
for this task is impossible.

Codes for the drawing tasks in Task One

and Task Two may be utilized when appropriate.

For sculptures or

drawing tasks for which the appropriate code have not been developed,
a description of the product with commentary on aspects relevent to
Structural/Directive assessment categories was done.

The next section

describes the formats for Coding Sheets Four through Seven and
provides rationales for their design.

Formats for Coding Sheet Four through Seven;

The Art PEPfefcs

The coding sheets for the art products present fewer difficulties
than those for the Family Art Assessment Interviews because they are
not being used to record interactional material.

The art products are

static and therefore lend themselves to a more linear coding sheet
format
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The format for Coding Sheets Pour and Five are based on those
developed by Kwiatkowska in the Dent-Kwiatkowska study (1978).

They

consist of a code and a rating scale which begins with zero and lists
all aspects of the drawing relevent to that code in numerical order.
The rater selects the number of the description which best
characterizes the drawing in question.

In this study, the rating

scales for Kwiatkowska's codes are modified when necessary to
accommodate Structural/Directive assessment information.

Seme codes

on these sheets were taken from other sources, or were developed
specifically for this study.

When codes not included in the

Dent-Kwiatkowska rating manual were used, rating scales were developed
modeled on the Kwiatkowska scales.

Coding Sheet Four:

The Free Picture

Hie codes for this step which were taken from the Dent-Kwiatkowska
manual are:

"emotional feeling of the picture", "use of color",

"indecisiveness", "incompleteness", "sterotype", "rigidity" and
"meaningfulness of the title."

The rating scales for these codes are

used exactly as presented in the Dent-Kwiatkowska rating manual.

The

other code for the Free Picture is "Developmental art stage" which is
the first code on the sheet because other judgements must be made in
the context of developmental stage.

ending Sheet Five:

Hie Conjoint Family Dewing
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addressed.

Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries are collapsed into

one overall code because of the overlapping nature of information
about these areas.
The codes relevent to Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries are:
"spatial relations", "continuity of lines" and "divided picture."

In

the "spatial relations" code, Ftoiatkowska's rating scale for
"isolation" and "cradedness" are used verbatim.

However, the

rating scales for "closeness" have been expanded to include a section
on the sibling subsystem.

The ratings for "continuity of line" and

"divided picture" are used as presented in the Dent-Kwiatkowska
manual.
Codes used for the assessment category of Hierarchy are:
figures", and "distortion in realistic representations."

"size of

The

Dent-Kwiatkowska manual does not use the code "size of figures."

The

rating scales for this code were developed by the researcher, with the
exception of the rating scale for the dimension "prominence", which is
taken directly from the manual.
The codes used for the assessment category of Resonance:

"use of

color", "facial expression", and "sex differentiation" are taken from
the rating manual but are expanded to include whether the family
member drew hin/herself or someone else.

There is also a section for

comparing use of color by a particular individual with his/her use of
color in the Free Picture.
The codes used for the assessment category of Developmental Life
Cycle Stage are:

"type of portrait", and "groundedness."

"Type of
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portrait" is taken directly from the manual", "groundedness" is a code
developed by the researcher for this study.

Sheet Six;

The conjoint Family Sculpture

As discussed in the section on selection of significant aspects,
this coding sheet will consist of a description of the individual and
conjoint sculpture done with conmentary on what aspects are seen as
relevent (by the rater) to Structural/Directive assessment categories.

goring Sheet..Seven;_Hypothesis Testing
The coding sheet for Hypothesis Testing was formulated differently
for each family studied, depending on the specific tasks assigned and
whether there are existing coding mechanisms for these tasks.
This completes the discussion of formats for the coding sheets for
the art products and also completes the description of the Family Art
Assessment Tool.

The next section will discuss the perceived initial

strenghts and limitations of the assessment guidelines developed.

PERCEIVED STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF 1HE INITIAL COPIES GUIDELINES
DEVELOPED
The coding guidelines for the Family Art Assessment Interview have
several important strengths.

They provide a method for systematic

presentation of the assessment categories in Structural and Directive
family therapy, which offers the therapist an opportunity to organize
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analogic aspects of the interview process.

This not only allows the

systems-oriented therapist (rater) to record the circular process, but
offers an opportunity to train therapists in how to make
systems-oriented assessments.
The most serious limitations of the coding guidelines for the
Interview focus around the coding sheets for Task Three:
Family Sculpture.

the Conjoint

The inability to generate standardized assessment

questions for this task may reduce the dependability of the
information obtained.

It is hoped that some specific questions

regarding the Function of the Symptom and the Metaphoric Comment may
emerge as a result of this study.
The coding of the art products according to Structural and
Directive assessment categories represents a first attempt, and
presents many more difficulties for the trained family therapist than
the coding of the interview process.

The development of coding

guidelines for assessment of the art products should, ideally, be done
by a therapist trained in both Structural/Directive family therapy and
art therapy.

Although this researcher consulted an art therapist in

developing the coding guidelines, the necessity of making the
information usable to family therapists with no training in art
therapy probably limits their depth.
Additionally, the importance of the art products in formulating
Structural/Directive assessments is currently unclear.
of their importance was one of the goals of this study.

Clarification
However,

because of the exploratory nature of the coding mechanisms, their
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relevence to Structural/Directive assessment was hypothetical at this
point.

It is hoped that this study will indicate directions for

further research in this area,

1116 next section discusses the pilot

study which was done to test the feasibility of the Family Art
Interview and the Coding Guidelines.

Plhgr giypy
■&KPQS3S

There were six purposes in conducting the pilot study:
1.

To see if the planned Tasks of the Family Art Assessment
Interview produced assessment information relevent to
Structural/Directive Assessment categories,

2.

To identify any problems with the implementation of the
interview, including any steps which were too difficult,
any instructions which were unclear, and any materials
which were unsuitable for the tasks in which they were
used.

3.

To see if the time frame (one to one and one half hours)
outlined for the interview was realistic.

4.

To see if the planned coding procedures for the Art
Interview sufficiently identified and recorded the data.

5.

TO expand the coding categories for the art products
through identification of additional significant aspects
of the drawings and sculptures.

6.

TO develop a training tool for training the raters to be
used in the final study.

Subjects
The pilot study was conducted with one family.

The family was a

lower middle class intact family of four (mother, father, boy aged 5
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and girl aged 15 months) from a rural community.

This family was

considered to be fairly representative of the type of families to be
used in the final study.

Procedure
The four steps of the Family Art Assessment Interview were
conducted by the researcher in the family's home.
equiptment was used to record the interview.

Portable video

The videotape of the

interview was then seen by the researcher and the interactional data
from Tasks Two through Four was recorded on the appropriate coding
sheets.
The art products were taken to the consulting art therapist, who
had not seen the interview, and information about the family was
generated from the art products.

The salient aspects of the drawings

discussed were then added to the coding categories previously
developed and the art products were coded by the researcher.

RSSVll£S

The pilot study confirmed the viability of the Family Art
Assessment Tool.

The time alloted for the interview was found to be

realistic, and the materials appropriate to the tasks.

The interview

steps were shown to be relevent and to yield data appropriate to
Structural/Directive assessment categories.

The coding sheets

organized the information in an efficient and usable format.
The drawings and sculptures done by the family were used by the
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researcher and the consulting art therapist to generate
Structural/Directive assessment information about the family.
Structural/Directive assessment

The

information generated from the

drawings was then coded into significant aspects of the drawings by
the researcher.

The information from the sculptures, although clearly

relevent to Structural and Directive assessment, could not be coded in
any standardized way.

It was decided to rely upon descriptive coding

until more information was available from the larger study.

The

videotape and drawings from the pilot were used later to train
the raters in the larger study.
This concludes Part Two of this chapter which has been the
discussion of the development of the Family Art Assessment Tool.

Part

Three will discuss the clinical application of this tool in a
community mental health clinic.

PART THREE:

CLINICAL APPLICATION OF THE FAMILY APT ASSES
TOOL

Subjects
The subjects were three families who consented to participate in
the Family Art Assessment Interview.

The only selection criteria was

that these families contain at least one parent and two children.
Family I was a family who had cone to the clinic on the advice of
their attorney following the removal of their six year old daughter
from the home because of alleged sexual abuse by the father.

The
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family had been in treatment with two therapists for sane time and the
therapists requested the assessment interview because they were in
need of a fresh point of the view on family functioning, as well as
some suggestion for treatment directins.

The family consisted of the

mother and father and two boys - Robbie, aged 4 and Eddie aged, 18
months.
Family II was a family who had been referred to Northampton Area
Mental Health Services by the Department of Social Services for a
family assessment because the father was requesting foster placement
for his 12 year old son, the Identified Patient.
of the father and his three children:

The family consisted

Dan, aged 12, Corrie aged 9 and

Donna, aged 7.
Family III was a family in which the mother contacted a private
counseling agency requesting help with her 7 year old daughter.

The

family assessment was done in order to explore family structure and
identify treatment directions as a precursor to entering family
treatment.

Procedure
The procedure for implementing the Family Art Assessment Tool
involved three parts:

(1) conducting the Family Art Assessment

Interview with the family, (2) viewing the videotapes of the interview
and the art products and coding the data and (3) analyzing the data.
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the Faroi.lv Art Assessment Interview
The Family Art Assessment Interview consists of the four step
procedure outlined in Part TVo of this chapter.
process was conducted with three families.

This four step

Following the pilot study

the first three families who agreed to participate were scheduled for
the Family Art Assessment Interview.

The interviews were conducted by

this researcher at the a corrmunity mental health clinic and were
videotaped.
Hie study provided for subjects rights and guaranteed
confidentiality.

The names and other identifying characteristic of

the drawings were blocked out and the drawings identified by procedure
and code number.

A written release was obtained frcm each family

allowing the videotapes to be seen by the raters and selected other
consultants.

Another release was requested to allow the videotapes to

be shown for training purposes.

However, this release was not

required in order for the family to participate in the study.
The procedure for conducting the Family Art Interview was used as
outlined in Chapter III with one exception.

During the Conjoint

Family Drawing, Bing's instructions include asking each family member
to use only one color to draw his or her part of the picture.

During

the first family interview, this instruction was accidentally omitted
by the researcher.
interview.

The instruction was given in the second family

However, when comparing the Conjoint Family Drawings from

Families I and II the researcher concluded that the drawing which did
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not restrict people to one color was much richer in information.
Therefore, during the third family interview this instruction was
again omitted.

VIEWING THE VIDEOTAPES AND ART PRODUCTS AND CODING THE

DATA

The procedure for tabulating and analyzing the data consists of
viewing the videotapes and recording the interview information on
Coding Sheets One - Three and viewing the art products and recording
the data on Coding Sheets Pour - Seven.
After completion of the three Family Art Assessment Interviews,
the three raters were trained by the researcher in the data collation
procedure using the videotapes and art products from the pilot study.
Each rater was also trained to identify developmental art stages using
the drawings from the pilot study and the outline of Lowenfeld and
Brittain discussed in Part Ttoo.

Each rater then viewed the videotapes

of the Family Art Assessment Interviews independently and coded the
data on the appropriate coding sheet.

The procedures for use of the

coding sheets are discussed below.

CODING SHEETS:

PROCEDURES FOR USE

Coding Sheet One
Before coding the interview, the raters watched each videotape
once straight through.

After this, they began the coding with the

data for the second task - the Conjoint Family Drawing.

The rater
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began by recording the answers to questions about Hierarchy which are
found in Column One of Coding Sheet One at the extreme left.

The

columns are arranged to follow the interviw format as sequentially
as possible so that raters began by recording answers to questions in
Column One and proceeded from there across the coding sheet to Column
Five.

However, as has been discussed above, the likelihood of

interactions having relevance to more than one category, required
raters to record behaviors in more than one column at a time.

For

example, in answering Question 2 in Column One (What is the sequence
in which people begin to draw?) a disagreement between two siblings
might occur over who is going to go first.

The way in which the

disagreement is resolved has relevance to Questions 1-3 in Column
Three (Boundaries) •

The information from this interaction was

recorded not only in Column One but also in Column Three
simultaneously.
In answering questions about a particular interactional style of a
subsystem, an overall impression is what is required.

Consequently,

the rater mode of variations in this style when answering questions.
For example, if the disagreement about which sibling is going to draw
first is resolved through negotiation between them, this was recorded
as a mark next to Question 2 in Column Three (do they negotiate?).
However, if another disagreement between the same two sibling required
parental intervention, then this was noted under Question 5 in Column
Three.

(See Figure 1).

In completing the Structural Assessment discussed in the section
on data analysis, each rater determined whether it was possible to
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characterize a general subsystem style (i.e. a style in which
situations are usually handled) or whether different dyads within the
subsystems had different styles which needed separate discussions.
Raters tried to be as specific as possible when describing behaviors.
If there were aspects of the interactions which were not covered by
the specific questions asked, these were recorded in the section
provided for conments.

Coding Sheet TWo
After completing the coding sheet for the first task, raters
proceeded to Coding Sheet Two - the Conjoing Family Sculpture.

Raters

began the coding for this task on the left hand side with Column One
which included questions on the individual part of the task.

Question

One concerned various family members acceptance or rejection of the
idea that the symptom effects them.

In this section the rater

recorded family members specific comments concerning the idea that the
symptom effects them (e.g. "It has nothing to do with me - it's his
problem.") as well as comments which implied an attitude about this
(e.g. "Well, I suppose, anything which happens to one of us effects us
all").
Question TWo also required inferences on the part of the rater as
to the possible relevance of family members' conments to their view of
how the symptom effected thorn.

Comments which were direct statements
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CODING SHEET ONE

Figure 1
II
HIERARCHY
Sequence in
which people
begin to draw

III
SUBSYSTEMS

1.
2.

John

3.

Jane

4.

BOUNDARIES

.

1

2.

Do they
Negotiate

Jane & John
Negotiate

3.

How?

1

5.

.

Jane &
John neg.
who draws
- Jane &
John neg.
who sits
where

3.
4.
5.

5. -Sally &
Jane need
parents
to settle
which
crayons
to use.
-Sally &
Jane need
parents
to
protect
drawings
from one
another.
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relevance to the effect of the symptom (e.g. "Life used to be much
easier") were recorded next to the name of the person making them.
Any behavior - verbal or nonverbal which the rater considered
significant but which was not addressed by specific questions was
recorded in the space provided under comments.
Information about the conjoint parts of the Family Sculpting Task
were recorded in Columns TWo and Three.

In Question One (who has

ideas about how to change things), the ideas which each person had
were recorded under that person's name in Column Two A (e.g. Mother
- Mother wants to spend more time alone with Dad) and the specific
responses of other family members to these ideas was recorded on the
appropriate line in Column TWo B.

If a particular family member had

no ideas or there were no responses by some or any family members, a
dash was placed in the boxes to indicate that there was no information
for this box.
In Question Four - the specific response of each family member to
decided changes was recorded next to each person's name in Column Two
B.

The choices for responses were limited to the terms offered -

accept, reject, deny, ignore, sabotage.

Any unusual aspect of these

responses was recorded in the space provided for comments.
In Question Five, raters recorded a brief description of responses
of family members to other family members attitudes towards decided
upon changes.

For example, if Mother's attitude toward decided upon

changes was to accept them, and father's response to this attitude was
to get angry at mother, then father's anger was recorded in Question
Five.
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Question Six concerned the family's general decision-making model.
Four choices were offered:

consensus, majority rules, dictatorship

and other.
A consensus model was defined as the whole family continuing to
work towards a solution until everyone in the family was in agreement.
A majority rules model was defined as the agreement of a majority
of family members being enough to make a decision.
A dictatorship model was defined as the decision being made by one
person (or one subsystem).
The category "other" was used if the family decision-making model
did not fit any of the above categories or it was a combination of
models.
Question Seven was a judgement on the rater's part as to whether
the family's decision-making model was appropriate to the family's
developmental life cycle stage.

For example, if the children in the

family were all very young, a dictatorship model, or a combination
dictorship/majority rules model might be more appropriate than if the
family had only teen-aged children.

Question eight concerned how

family members responded to suggestions from the therapists, if there
were any.

A brief description of these responses was recorded next

to the family member's name.
The questions in Column Three dealt with the function of the
symptom in the system.

Question One (was there an identified patient)
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Question Ttoo required an inference on the rater’s part as to how
invested the Identified Patient was in maintaining his/her role.
Question Three requested a specific description of the behaviors both verbal and nonverbal which the IP used to maintain his/her role.
In Question Four the rater noted how much of the time alloted for
the task the family spent discussing the specific symptom or problem
as opposed to trying to generate solutions.

Questions Five was

follow-up to this question concerning how active family members seemed
to be in keeping the discussion of the problem going.

Specific

behaviors of family members and attempts to continue the "problem
discussion" were noted here.

If the family did not spend anytime

discussing the problem, then this question was inapplicable.
Question Six also required the rater to make a judgement about
which family member was most active in promoting change.

"Who was

able to generate the most solutions", and "who worked hardest towards
a compromise", are examples of the information noted under this
question.
The questions in Column Four dealt with the metaphorical comment
of the symptom.

This was a very nebulous, non-specific category and

required the raters to record comments and behaviors by family members
which they thought to be relevant.

Raters relied on their clinical

instincts and did not concern themselves too much with visible
evidence for this category.

Visible evidence, if there was any, may

have surfaced in the coding of the sculptures themselves.
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Coding Sheet Thrpp
In Coding Sheet Three, Hypothesis Testing, the raters were
informed of the hypothesis the therapist was testing and the specific
behavioral concerns which prompted this concern before coding the
tasks.

The raters gave a description of the task performed and

commented on family members behaviors which, in their opinions,
supported or denied the hypothesis the interviewer was presenting.

Coding Sheets Four and Five
Coding sheets four through seven were used to record data from the
art products.

Raters began with Coding Sheet Four which coded

information about the Free Picture and circled the appropriate number
in each category, according to their best judgement.

Under the list

of numbered responses was a comments section which was used to note
any information the rater considered significant which had not been
listed in the numbered codes.
Coding Sheet Five for the Conjoint Family Drawing was completed in
the same manner as Coding Sheet Four.

Coding Sheet Six
Codng Sheet Six was used for the Conjoint Family Sculpture.

Since

no specific codes had been developed for this task, raters were
requested to describe the sculptures created, highlighting aspects
which were seen as significant.

Descriptions identified the subject

of the sculpture, if possible, the size, form, spatial relationships
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of objects to one another (if there was more than one object) and any
other aspects which the rater considered important to a structural
analysis.
This process was completed for each of the three parts.

Coding Sheet Seven
Coding Sheet Seven was used for the products from Task Four:
Hypothesis Testing.

The rater described the task(s) done, identified

any codes from Coding Sheets Four and Five which were appropriate (if
the tasks were drawing tasks) and commented on their relevance to
Structural and Directive assessment categories.
This completes the discussion of procedures for use of the coding
sheets.

A discussion of ha; the data was analyzed folla;s.

Data Analysis
The data analysis had five parts designed to probe the research
questions raised in Fart One.

The first part was the completion of a

Structural/Directive assessment, based on Coding Sheets One-Three for
the Family Art Assessment Interview, for each family by each rater.
The second part was comparison of the information on this
Structural/Directive assessment with data from the art products for
each family.

The third part was a comparison of the

Structural/Directive assessments of all three raters for each family.
Parts four and five consisted of discussions among the raters as to
the strengths and limitations of the Family Art Assessment Tool for
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Structural/Directive assessment, and possible ways to correct the
limitations and streamline the Tool for more efficient clinical use.
Part One, the structural assessment of each family utilized a
modified version of Minuchin's structural assessment, expanded to
include the Directive category of Metaphoric Comment of the Symptom on
the System.

(See Appendix D).

The assessments also included specific

examples of data from the coding sheets which were used to formulate
opinions.

For example, a statement about the condition of the family

system's boundaries included examples from Coding Sheet One:
Conjoint Family Drawing.

the

These examples were used in the comparisons

of raters' assessments of the families and also to compare the data
from the interviews and art products.
The second part of the analysis consisted of a comparison of the
Structural/Directive assessment done by each rater with a comparison
of that rater's interpretation of the coded data from the art
products.

The purpose of this comparison was to discover which, if

any, information from the art products confirmed or denied data
collected in the interviews, and whether any information was obtained
by coding the art products which was not obtained through coding the
interview.
The Third part of the data analysis was a comparison of the
Structural/Directive assessments completed by all three raters.

The

purpose of this comparison was to determine the interrater reliability
of the Family Art Assessment Tool.

The three raters assessments were

compared in order to determine whether or not similar kinds of
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assessment information were identified from both the interactional and
product components.
Parts four and five consisted of discussions among the raters in
order to generate suggestions for modifying the FAAT so that it is
more useful for the purposes of Structural and Directive assessment.
An attempt was made to pinpoint specific changes which needed to be
made and these changes were included in Chapter IV.

A discussion was

also held in order to determine whether there were certain questions
on the coding sheets which generated maximum amounts of information
about the assessment categories.

These key questions were utilized in

a steamlined version of the coding guidelines in order to make them
usable during the Art Assessment Interview as opposed to afterwards.
The increased clinical usefulness of the tool under these conditions
was also discussed.

SUMMARY
This chapter presented the development of the Family Art
Assessment Tool and the procedure for its clinical application in a
community mental health center.

Part One included the design of the

research, a rationale for the design used and the research questions
which were probed by this study.

Part Two presented the development

of the Family Art Assessment Tool, including the design of the Family
Art Assessment Interview and the Coding Guidelines for the interviews
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and art products, as well as the results of the pilot study conducted.
Part Three presented the subjects, procedure and data analysis used in
the clinical field test of the Family Art Assessment Tool.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter contains three parts which correspond to research
questions 1-3 stated in Chapter Three.
Question One:

Part I addresses research

"Can trained and experienced family therapists identify

Structural/Directive assessment information using the Family Art
Assessment Tool?"

Part I also includes a discussion of the unique

advantages of the Family Art Assessment Interview which were
identified by the raters.

Part II discusses research Question TWo:

"Do the art products provide additional Structural/Directive
information, unavailable from the interview process?

If not, do the

art products enhance the usefulness of the information collected
during the interviews in any way?" Part III addresses research
Question Three:

"What are the areas in which the FAAT needs to be

modified in order to better accomplish the tasks in Questions One and
TVo?"
Research Question Four:

"What are the possible directions for

further research and development which were raised by the use of this
tool in the clinical setting?" will be the subject of Chapter Five,
Implications and Conclusions.
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PART I - CAN TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED FAMILY THERAPISTS IDENTIFY
^TRUCTRAT/PIREgriVE ASSESSMENT INFORMATION USING TOE FAMILY ART
ASSESSMENT TOOL?

The Family Art Assessment Tool was designed to provide
Structural/Directive therapists with information on the key assessment
categories in Structural and Directive family therapy through the use
of art tasks which combined the interactional information of the
Interview with information obtained through observing the art
products.

Seven major assessment categories were identified and

discussed at length in Chapter II, (pages, 11-64).

These were:

Family Structure (subsystem functioning, boundaries and hierarchy),
Family Resonance, Family Life Context (sources of stress and support),
Family Developmental Life Cycle, Family Flexibility, Function of the
Symptom and Metaphoric Comment of the Symptom on the System.
The overwhelming amount of Structural/Directive information which
raters obtained from analyzing the videotapes, as well as the
dovetailing nature of these assessments made by the raters, confirm
the usefulness of the Family Art Assessment Tool.

The raters, all

trained Structural/Directive family therapists, were all able to make
Structural/Directive assessments and to substantiate these assessments
with relevent behavioral observations.

The slightly different

emphasis of each rater's assessment, surrounding a core of similar
hypotheses, allowed them myriad opportunities to formulate
interventions which might prove useful to the families.
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FAMILY I
MLB 2 ~ SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AMD

BfltTNDAPTRq

SPCXJSE SUBSYSTEM

Roles

Boundary

Boundary with Sibs.

Rater I Rigid, complementary
roles which flip flop

task 2 rigid
task 3 some
discussion

husband enmeshed
(daughter sex
abuse)
wife rigid

Rater II Rigid, complementary

disengaged
(rigid)

husband enmeshed
(daughter sex
abuse)
wife rigid

Rater III rigid, complementary

disengaged
(rigid)

wife disengaged
husband overinvolved

PARENTAL SUBSYSTEM

Nurturence Guidance
and control

Age ap.
Auton and

Funct. as
team

Bound amg.
parents

Bound, with
sibs

Rater I Father-nurt.
guidance
control
Mother-control
no guidance,
almost no
nuturence

Edwardyes
Robby-no

Yes-wife
leader

rigid,
ritualized
flip flops

Dad
enmeshed
Mom rigid

Rater II Father-yes

Robby-yes

Husband
follows
wife's
lead

rigid

Dad
enmeshed
Mom rigid

Rater III Father does
Mothercontrol
only

unclear

Mother
gives
directions
husband
carries
them out

Other-work
together,
both
involved,
only Dad
interacts
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

SIBLING SUBSYSTEM
Boundary

Age ap. interest and caring

level of conflict

Rater I rigid

no

none

Rater II rigid

no

none

Rater III rigid

no

none

.....
Rater I - Mom on top at first, in drawing , then Dad, then Mom at Dad's
request
Rater II - Mom on top in first task, Dad on top in second task.
Parents in charge of children in session
Rater III - Man on top, conflict over hiearchy detoured through
daugher
BOUNDARIES WITH SOURCES OP STRESS AND SUPPORT
Support

Stress
Rater I rigid-unrealistic attitude
towards court

enmehsed with therapists
.

,

.

,

,

•

,

.

«

Rater II rigid with court

overinvolved with therapists

Rater III clear with court

enmeshed with therapists
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FAMILY I
TABLE 3 - RESONANCE, FAMILY DEVELOPMEOTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE,
FAMILY FLEXIBILITY

reggnwcs
Resp. to IP

Resp. to one another

Rater I

no IP

Dad responds to kids
Mom and Dad don't respond to each other

Rater II

absent daughter

do not respond

Rater III

no IP (according)
to family)

kids respond to father
Mon and Dad have "mock" fight

msuL
Develop, Stage

Behavior appropriate
to stage

Maj, non-norm events

Rater I

Rearing young
children

Dad-yes
Mom-no

daughter's removal
supposed sexual

Rater II

Nest building

no

daughter's removal

Rater III

Rearing young
children

disengaged

sex allegations and
removal of daughter

~~

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY
Who can conceive
of changes

Express ideas abt.
change to other
family members

Conceive of
changes in the
Sculptures

Rater I

First both say
no then Dad has
idea

Dad can-Mom accepts
his ideas

Dad can-Mom goes
along

Rater II

Change judge

Yes

Blame court,
changes based on
changes being
Court's
responsibility
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (PONT.)
Rater III

Father and mother
work together to
express ideas

Dad can-Mom goes
along

Parents work
together, Dad
tells Mom does

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY tCONT.)
Who can make changes in
his/her sculpture

None of the above

Rater I

Dad tells Mem what to do, Mom
does it

Changes only represent
what's already happened

Rater II

NA

Blame Court

Rater III

Make verbal changes-agree
Then carry them out

NA

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (CONT.)
Family members resp.
to suggest, by
therapist

Do fam. memb.
discusses and
negotiate

Do fam. members
implement
therapist's
suggestions

Rater I

Mom objects to amt.
of time alloted,
then does it
Dad does tasks

No neg. one or
the other
decides

Yes

Rater II

They do the tasks

Yes

Yes

Rater III

Carry out tasks

One or the
other decides,
then they do
it

Yes
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FAMILY I
3SBLS .4 - FACTIONS OF THE SYMPTOMS METAPHORICAL ASPECTS OF TOE
^YIITOMS SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT INFORI-1ATIQN

Mom

Dad

Rater I

No verbal
discussion
of problem
When Dad
asks who
figure on
couch is
She says
"probably
Judge"

Rater II

Says problem
is with
Judge and
(metapho¬
rically)
daughter
must be
controlled

Up to court

"Sees"
Judge as
respon¬
sible (not
father)

Agrees with
mother (judge
is problem)

Rater III

See problem
as daughter
being gone

Mom

Dad

Mem says
daugther
must be
controlled
Mom sees Dad
problem

Mom says
daughter
must be
controlled

Mom's murderer

Mom's murderer

i

• •

t •

Father is
drowning, he
can't tell
difference
between Mom
and daughter
(he changes
daughter to
therapist)

NA

SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
Dysfunctional areas
Rater I

Spouse S.S. rigid complementary
Parental S.S. enmeshment of Dad
disengagement of Mom
Sibling S.S. lack of involve¬
ment with each other

Functional of Symptom
Mom has secret alliance
with court to keep
out of home, but Dad
relys on her to get
daughter back
Father's overinvolvement with children is
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TABLE 4 (CONTINUED)

SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (COOT.)
Rater I

attempt to engage wife
Rigid spouse boundary
way to avoid confron¬
tation
•

Rater II

Spouse S.S. inadequate
Parental S.S. father overinvolved especially with
daughter
Enmeshed boundaries, inability
to tell difference between
people

r

•

‘t

•

i

•

•

•

Rigid boundary way to
avoid closeness
Way to get love and
nurturence he needs
*

Rater III

'

j

•

•

Father's behavior is a
reflection of a flat
hierarchy
Attempt to engage wife
as partner

RATERS' METAPHORICAL FORMULATIONS
Rater I

Dad's abuse may be a metaphor for Mom's desire to be
without children (daughter)
Dad's overinvolvement with boys may be metaphor for desired
relationship with Mem
Examples:

Rater II

Parents not taking responsibility for problem with daughter
who is in competition with Mom with Dad
Examples:

Rater III

Mom takes Dad's sculpture (of daughter) and
knocks her head off - he calls her a murderer.

Mom says to sculpture of daughter, "sit on
couch!"
Dad says to Mem (when daughter's head fell off)
"You killed her."

Father showing overinvolvement with children - can't tell
mother from daughter
Cross generational boundaries
Examples:

Dad changed sculptures of daughter to therapist
(i.e. daughter into mother)
Dad gave daughter to mother (as mother gave
daughter to father to abuse)
Mem says to son, "you'll be eaten by a fish if
you swim to close to Mom."
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TABLE 4 CONTINUED

i&PS

Rater I

D/M

Dad

E/R

-W

S

Rater III

Mom

Daught. Daught.

H-

Rater II

GOALS

Aid parents to set clear
boundaries with kids
Aid communication skills in
parents

S

F

M

F

Daught.
Daught.
M
F
Daught. S.S.
M F S D S

Introduce negotiation into
spouse subsystem
Explore covert relationships
concerning return of
daughter
Explore hypothetical future
future with couple
Plan for return of daughter

Get family members to
recognize each other as
individual
Involve daughter in therapy
Strengthen spouse subsystem
Disengage therapists
Increase appropriate parental
involvement
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FAMILY II
TAPLS 5 - SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES

SKXJSE SUBSYSTEM
No spouse subsystem was present in the interview
Who Belongs

Nurt. Guid. and
Control

Age ap. Auton.
and respons.

Rater I

Dad, Debbie and
Mom (Debbie and
Man not present)

Apparently not, Dan
seems to be in the
middle
Dad has custody, tho'

No-Dad makes
suggestions
(clean up room)
but doesn't
follow thru
(Corrie says)

Rater II

Dad, Mom (divorced)
Debbie?

No Dad not active in
nurturing children
(they ask for more)
Does not instruct in
in compromising
skills (sibs say
he's tired)
Dad most active
parent-children
live with him

Too much Dad
does not offer
suggestions or
assistance when
sibs are stuck
over color play
dough to bring
home

Rater III

Father, Mother,
Debbie in some

No-father responded
very little or not
at all. Dan says
Dad needs to "sit
down and talk."
In fam. drawing
Dad offers little
guidance about who
should draw who and
so some people get
left out

All the children
are treated the
same. In
drawing Dad
moves boy to sit
between and join
younger sisters

-

-

Rater I

PARENTAL SUBSYSTEM CONT.
Funct. as team

Bound, amg. parents

Bound, with sibs.

No-Corrie says
fam. better if
Man and Dad

Enmeshed between Dad
and Mom (Mom and Dad
fight, don't get

Dad enmeshes with
Corrie, rigid with
Dan, Clear with
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TABLE 5 CONTINUED

PARENTAL SUBSYSTEM (COOT.)
didn't fight
Dan caught in

along, say Dad and
Corrie)

Donna (Dan asks
for response
doesn't get any,
Corrie always
agrees with Dad
Donna gets what
she ask for)

Rater II

No-ongoing
battle
described
disagree re:
child-rearing

Disengaged-divorce,
no compromise.
Spouse enmeshed
(fights)

Dan in fight
between parents
(enmeshed) Corrie
parentified,
Donna, left out

Rater III

No-children
reported
fighting

Enmeshed (Mcxn and
Dad), they live
"across the alley"
from each other and
allow Dan to go to
mother's to engage
her in what's
happening at
father's. Lots of
fighting e.g.
contact

Enmeshed with
Corrie (both draw
each other) both
witholding
Disengage with son
Dan says "I want
to draw Dad" Dad
ignores-Corrie
draws him. Maybe
clear with Donna.
Donna agrees with
Dad but not too
involved.

SIBLING SUBSYSTEM
Boundary

Age ap. interest and caring

between
Dan and
Oorrie
Enmeshed
between
Donna and
Corrie
Enmeshed
between
Donna and
Dan

Donna agrees with both of
them

Rater I

level of conflict

Corrie and Dan
(Corrie says Dan
kicks and pushes
Dan says she's a
liar)
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TABLE 5 CONTINUED
SIBLING SUBSYSTEM
Rater II

Rigid between
Dan Corrie.
Enmeshed
between
Corrie and
Donna

Some competiion re:
fight over play
dough. Some
cooperation
deciding who to
and what colors

boy vs. girls high

Rater III

Rigid between
girls

Some. Dan hugs
sisters, then slaps
Donna
Most part very
disengaged,
especially the two
girls
During Hyp. Test
girls don't speak

Not much. Some
between Dan and Donna
Dan makes snide
comment to her

Rater I

Cross generation hiearchies: Dan between Mom and Dad,
Corrie parental child
Dad and Mom symmetrical escalation
Corrie on top of sibs vis-a-vis Dad but all kids the same
in terms of freedoms and responsibilities

Rater II

Dad caught between parent, and Corrie parentified
Mom and Dad symmetrically escalating relationship
Flat hierarchy with sibs in terms of responsibilities

Rater III

Sibs have flat hierarchy from Dad - treat all the same in
seme ways but favors Corrie in others. Dan says he treats
girls better.
Mom, Dad, Dan enmeshed - cross generational hierarchy.
Also Corrie with Dad-parental child
BOUNDARIES WITH SOURCES QF STRESS AND.SUPPORT
Stress

Rater I

Enmeshed with Mem

Support
Rigid with potential helpersmissed several appointments
then came late
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TABLE 5 CONTINUED
BOUNDARIES WITH SOURCES OP STRESS AND SUPPORT (CONT.)
Rater II

Enmeshed in spouse struggle

Consistent absences caused
curtness from helping agency

Rater III

Enmehsed-Mother

Rigid-missed appointments
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FAMILY II
ML*? $ ~ RESONANCE FAMILY DFVKLQH1ENTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE
FLEXIBILITY

FANTT.Y

mSQWXK E

Respon, to IP

Respon. to one another

Rater I

Dad ignores him
Corrie snipes at him
Donna asks him for help

Dad responds more to Corrie
and Donna than to Dan. Dan
responds to Dad and Donna not Corrie
Corrie responds to Dad and
Donna - not Dan
Donna responds to everyone

Rater II

Dad and sibs are in
conflict with him

Dad is mostly silent to
children's statements but
more to Dan's

Rater III

Ignore him

Ignore, or say won't work,
skeptical

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE
Develop. Stage

Behav. ap. to stage

Maj. Non-norm events

Rater I

School-aged
children

Kids are, Dad's
isn't

divorce of parents,
6 years ago

Rater II

School-aged
children

Yes but family
identity not
formed

divorce, inability
of couple to develop
compr cmise

Rater III

School-aged
children

Smew hat yet
father should be
more involved

divorce, level of
conflict between
spouses
father dating

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY

Rater I

Who can conceive
of changes

Express ideas abt.
change to other
family members

Dan has clear
plan for himself
and Dad

Dan and Corrie
express their
ideas. Donna says

Conceive of changes
in the sculpture
No
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TABLE 6 CONTINUED
FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (CONT.)
Corrie has a plan
for Dad and Mom
and Dad and kids
Dad responds to
Corrie's plans,
not to Dan's

she doesn't know,
then agrees with
Dad or Corrie.
Dad says Dan
should behave

Rater II

Dan requests more
talk with Dad

Girls want Dad
happier
Dad wants more
cooperation from
ex-wife and Dan
to do what he's
suppose to do

No

Rater III

Dan suggests Dad
Change
Dad suggests Dan
Change

Dan and father

No. Unable to
eminent on each
other's
sculptures

.

■ ,

, .

...

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (CONT.)
Who can make changes in
his/her sculpture

None of the above

Rater I

No one. Dad doesn't
respond to Dan. Acts
overwhelmed when girls
suggest he take
responsibility for
changes

NA

Rater II

No one

NA

Rater III

No one

Father and son contradict
each other. Dan drops some¬
thing and bumps his head.
All kids giggle and are
distracted-no reaction
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TABLE 6 CONTINUED
FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (CONT.)
Family members respon.
to suggest, by
therapist

Do fam. members
discuss and
negotiate
suggestions

Do fam. members
implement
suggestions

Rater I

Dad is unable to
generate solutions
to play dough
problem. Repeats
therapist's ideas,
no follow-through

No

Appears to but
then undermined
by IP

Rater II

Follow directions
well. Dan undermines
compromise on play
dough

No

No

Rater III

Do tasks at beginning
Peter out at end

No

Yes to a certain
extent but
wondered if
father wanted
therapist to do
it for him
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FAMILY II
TABLE .7 - FUNCTIONS OF THE SYMPTOMS METAPHORICAL ASPECTS OF THE
SYMPTOMS SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

QF the. .CTEgfl
Ind. Memb. respoiVconception
of Problem

Rater I

Rater II

Metaphorical Cannents of
Symptoms on Family System
Dad

Corrie

Donna

Dad

Corrie

Donna

Dan
is
problem
Acts
over
whelmed
when
girls
say
he
should
Ignores
Dan

Says no
prob.
then
agrees
with
Dad
(it's
Dan)

Dad
Concern Tries
Says I Denys
lives
for Dad to
don't
he's
aero, is fear agree
prob.
know
with
alley of his
says
Then
both
from
inabilagrees its
sibs.
Mom. bility
Dad.
with
Conto take
Dad
Offers Dad
tells care of cern
soluand
for
Dan
them
Corrie tionDad
to
sit
same
down
move
as
aroand
Corrie
und
talk
table
then
takes
the
spot
himself

Asks
for
help
with
Dan
Ground
IP
(solut)

Initiates
action
without
waiting
for Dad
Canpetes
for Dad
with
Dan

Quiet
agrees
with
Corrie
about
Dan

Dan

Asks
for
more
talk
from
Dad
Fights
with
all m
family

Dad
NA
and
Mom
live
across
alley
from
one

NA

Dan
Trips
back
and
forth
acros
alley

Trips
back
and
forth
Mom's
and
Dad's
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TABLE 7 CONTINUED
FUNCTION OF THE
Rater III

Ignore
blame
children

Ignored
problem

Stayed More talk
away
from Dad
from
probblem
agreed
with
father
giggled
said
cat was
prob¬
lem

Mom and
NA NA
Dad live
nearby.
Dad tells
Dan-go
sit between
sisters

Dan's
attempt
to
get
Debbie
into
famiiy

QF.^SgSSMT TOEPBUKnOE
Dysfunction areas

Functions of Symptoms

Rater I

Parental Subsystem
Sib. boundaries rigid
Corrie's parental child
status
Dan and Dad's rigid
boundary
Inap. freedom and respon.
for kids

Dan's place between parents
keeps them in contact
Dan's misbehavior and girls
over concern with Dad's
welfare, is an expression
of concern for his ability
to care for then
Girls attempt to bolster
Dad's competence by
supporting him. Dan
attempts to promote
competence by asking for
help.

Rater II

Parent Conflict
lack of nurturence and
guidance from father
sibs inability to
compromise (high conflict
rigid boundaries) males
vs. female

IP's being caught between
parents keeps them together,
and activates a depressed
dad

Rater III

Father's rigid boundary
with son
Parents too close (enmeshed

Dan's misbehavior is an
attempt to make the family
whole again. Also attempt
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TABLE 7 CONTINUED

32TORIES q? ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (COMT.)
boundary)
Son's rigid boundary with
sisters
Girls rigid boundary with
each other
Rules are no good - Dad
no follow-through,
Dan sees Mom only when in
conflict with Dad
Dan expected to change all
by himself

to get father engaged with
Mom, himself and Debbie
Attempt to get father to
follow-through

Rater I

Donna's relationship with Dan and Corrie is like Dan's
relationship with Mem and Dad. When Corrie and Dan fight,
Donna agrees with both of them, thereby attempting to bring
them together the way Dan does when he travels back and
forth across the alley from Dad's house to Mem's house.

Rater II

The male vs. female conflict in the sibling subsystem seems
to be a mirror of the conflict in the parental subsystem.

Rater III

Corrie says Dad sits and relaxes, and people get left out
of family drawing.
Dan labels drawing "Parts" of an important family, meaning
somthing's missing.
MAPS

Rater I

1.

<5Q&S

M

w

Dad

Corrie?

Dan

Donna

2.

Mom -

Dan

3

Dad Corrie

Corrie
Dad

Clear boundaries among sibs.
Clear boundaries among
parents less conflict more
team work
Clarify Debbie's role in
family
More age appropriate freedom
and responsibility for
kids, especially Dan
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TABLE 7 CONTINUED
MAPS & GOALS (CONT.)
Rater II

1.

D
H- -W

2.

F- S
••••
d

-M

d

Rater III

1.

M= =D
Dan

2.

Dad
..
Dan/Corrie/Donna

3.

Dan

Debbie

Help father with depression
Help father be more active
with children, nurturing
skill, compromising skills,
follow-through
Enforce clear boundary with
ex-wife
Clarify issues with girl¬
friend, son and expectatations
Appropriate boundaries
between father and children
Strengthen sib. sub., lessen
focus on Dad, esp. girls
Reduce conflict between
parents
Father learn to followthrough
Father learn to care for
self while caring for kids
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FAMILY III
TABLE) 8 - SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
5FCUSE SUBSYSTEM

Rater I

Rater II

Rater III

Roles

Boundary

Boundary with Sibs

Rigid , complementary
She, "emotional one"
He, " rational one"

Disengaged
She constantly
puts out
information, but
doesn't respond.
She describes
him as having a
wall around him

Mom and Luke Luke speaks for
Brian and Luke rigid
Mom and Taimry clear
Brian and Tammy sort of clear
Rigid - children
and parents don't
speak much.
Children don't ask
questions

- — zj-r

Wife-kids initiating
and directing
Husband-spirituality

don't speak to
each other at all
made separate
family drawings
no discussion,
no expression of
anger

Rigid, complementary
mother "works hard"
father "no response"

Disengaged-final
drawing mother
changed father to
be more engaged

enmeshed - Mom and
son (Luke comments
on her to cool her
out)
Father disengaged
from kids
Mother sometimes
ap. with kids

PARENTAL. SUBSYSTEM
i

Nurturence
Guidance
and control
Rater I

Age ap.
and
Auton

No
Not always.
Mom
displeased
with Luke's
behavior but
but allows it
to continue

•

»

<

,

.

,

Funct.
as
team

Bound
amg.
parents

No-no
communi¬
cation
them,
except
for

Disengaged
no cojrmunition about
parenting

,

Bound.
with
sibs.
Mom
enmeshed
Brian
rigid
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)

PARENTAL SUBSYSTEM (PONT.)

with playdough but
not when
he mimics
Mon does
everything
Rater II

No-do not
instruct
children
to coordinate activities.
Mon more
active

Yes

Rater III

Yes-except
for when
Luke gets
away with
taking
play dough

No-no
discussion^
left
alone

No-don't discuss
hew to do things
together

disengaged
Man
instructs
sibs

rigidLuke
doesn' t
tell thorn
problem
with
sister
during
task

No-each
acts independently

disengaged
Father
hardly
notices
anything

rigid
with
father
clear
with
mother
(water) •

SIBLING SUBSYSTEM
Boundary

Age ap. interest
and caring

Level of Conflict

Rater I

Rigid

No

High-unable to
agree on task.
Tanxny makes Luke
small
he strangles her

Rater II

Rigid

Yes-argue about
spending time
together. Can share
crayons

high-cannot do
things together

Rater III

Rigid

No-no interaction

low in session,
small discussion
about final task.
low conflict
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)

Rater I

Mom seems to be in charge verbally.
and does things her own way.

Rater II

Mora's on top with Tanroy close behind.

Rater III

Mom, then Tammy, Luke and Brian.

But Tammy draws first

WimmESJim SBEKES QF .SWSS AtjD.gjPPQBT
Stress

Support

Rater I

Enmeshed with wife's
brother who lives with
them

isoloated from other people,
enmeshed with church

Rater II

enmeshed with brother

enmeshed with church

Rater III

enmeshed with moving,
can't clean mess

clear-family sought help
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FAMILY III
MLS 9 - RESONANCE FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE ST Aft F
FAMILY FLEXIBTLTY

Response to IP

Response to one another

Rater I

IP is not focus of interview

Mom makes requests of
Brian-no response
Kids ask Mom - she
tries
Brian tries to respond
to Tammy
Luke ignores Brian
totally
Distant but conflict,
relation, with sister
Tries to cut Mem short,
keep her on ground

Rater II

Focus in interview more on
couple and situational
conflict

Little interaction most
of the time
Family members follow
Mom's lead on their own

Rater III

No IP. Marital discord is
the problem

Luke tries to have a
tornado ccme thru to
keep things status quo
Father tries to add
spiritual aspect to her
dream
He says she works over¬
time

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE

Rater I

Developmental
Stage

Behavior ap.
to stage

Major non-norm.
events

School-aged
children/nest
building

No, Mon tries
(unsuccessfully)
to provide
everything

Reconstituted
family, only married
two years. 3 moves,
2 years
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TABLE 9 (CONTINUED)
family DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE (COOT.)
Rater II

School aged
children/nest
building

No, not settled,
living out of
boxes, not
building nest
Not enough
communication to
organize the
family

Divorce and re¬
marriage-only two
years old

Rater III

School-aged
children

Yes and no

3 moves, two years

children obediant,
family chaotic

E^iLELEmnim
Who can
conceive
of changes

Express ideas about
change to other
family members

Conceive of
changes in
sculpture

Rater I

Man suggests
almost all
Brian wants
more spiri¬
tually and
pos. change
himself

Mom expresses herself

Mom directs
these

Rater II

Mom changes
her self
sculpture to
be warmer
Dad puts him¬
self more
central-a
spiritual
warmth
Luke allows
his food to be
altered

Mom speaks about
changes
(I'll will change
my face to smile
and make heart warm")
Others comment on her

Mon divides
Luke's food and
both parents
suggest he add
what he desires
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TABLE 9 (CONTINUED)
FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (PONT.)
Rater III

All contribute
to changes in
sculpture.
Then Luke wants
it to be a mess
again

Only Mom and Luke
can really express
themselves verbally

All add from their
own sculptures

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY (PONT.)
Who can make changes in
his/her sculpture

How handled if none of
the above

Rater I

Mom does all changes

NA

Rater II

Able to make changes in
coop, fashion with Mom
most active

Mom is leader

Rater III

Same as previous question

NA

FAMILY
Rater I

Fam. members respon.
to suggest, by
therapist

Do family membs.
discuss and
negotiate
suggestions

Do fam. members
implements
therapist's
suggestions

Rater II

Unable to do conjoint
drawing
Mom 2nd guess
therapist
Brian follows along,
concerned with "doing
it right"

No

Partially-can't
make conjoint
drawing. Luke
doesn't draw
family at all
Sibs agree to
joint taskdon' t do it

Rater III

Mom takes them and
outguesses
therapist and over¬
compensates
Father just followed
instructions

No-in fam.
sculp, add to
Mom's ideas.
Didn't even talk
during drawing

Mother over¬
anticipates
them; otherwise
carried out all
tasks
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FAMILY III
lESPLEj 10 - FUNCTIONS OF .THE SYMPTOMS METAPHORICAL ASPECTS OF THE
SXMFTOMS .SUMMARIES QF ASSESSMENT INFQRf'lATIQN

FRICTIONS OF THE SYMPTOM
Ind. Merab, respon/conception of Problem Metaphorical
Comments of Symptom's on Family
Dad

Tam

Luke

Says
he's
the
problem
but...
Says
Mem
works
overtime

She
and
Luke
fight

Anqry
at
family
not
enough
food

Mem
Rater I

Rater II

Talks
about
it
indirectly
Asks
Brian
for
help.
She's
a work-■
alcoholic
Tries
to become
orga¬
nized
to
clean
up
mess

Mom:
"I
work
until
I've
accom¬
plish
enough"

Says
he's
the
problem

Fights Anqry
'cause
with
brother family
is
boring

Mom

Dad

Tam

Luke

Makes
Size no
Mess
good
(life
spiri- of
food
tual
her
is a
comp. fama mess) Sun
to
ily
About
(Son)
center bro. is
hus.
"boin
of
warmConcern ind. ting
up:
sculp (borthat
"I
leave torind.
thounado
ght it sculp. Mom
remain out
would
of
be hone unchanged drawsweet
mg
home"

Outside
forces
threaten our
family
"Done
nothing
but
clean
up
messes

Sun
NA
(Son)
of God
is center of
family
When
family
goes
out
for
water:
"leave

no
food
famiiy
is
boring
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TABLE 10 (CONTINUED
FUNCTIONS OF TOE

Rater III Afraid
to
assert
them
When
changed
husband's
draw"ing
she
liked
him
the
way
he is
but...

Denial Fights
to seme with
extent. Luke
Says he
may be
part of
problem
but...
Religion
as
answer

iL&QHTJ.

He becomes
snide
and
disqualifying.
Wants
to
mess
up
Man's
sculp.
says
only
things
worth¬
while
is win¬
ing a
kick
ball
game

for
two
years

me
here
all
alone"

messes
packing
and
unpacking
boxes
(not
enough
love)

When
NA
family goes
out for
water:
"leave
me here"
Spirituality

tornado
not
enough
food

STIMMARTES OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

Rater I

Dysfunctional areas

Functions of symptoms

Spouse Subsystem-rigid
boundaries inability to
to communicate love
Parental Sybsystem-over¬
involvement of I'tom,
underinvolvement of Dad
Resonance-inability of
members to respond to one
another's needs, no cohesion
Sibling Subsystem-rigid
conflictural boundary

Luke's behavior attempt to
"ground" Mom
Item's behavior attempt to
elicitresponse from Brianinfinite oscilatting
series (she pursues, he
withdraws, she pursues
more etc.)
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TABLE 10 (CONTINUED)
.SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION]
Rater II

Disengagement of all family
members
Lack of parental structure
for kids
Issue of control vs. warmth
No decision making in either
spouse or parental subsystems

Lack of involvement pro¬
tects family f rcm mana¬
ging anger and close¬
ness. Examples: chil¬
dren don't voice disa¬
greements. Mother
smiles when talking
about anger

Rater III

Marriage
Boundaries among all family
members
Mother's uncontainment

Parents' marital discord
serves to help keep
their loves a mess,
therefore unable to be
close, therefore lives
remain a mess, viscious
cycle

SUMMARIES (OQNT.)
RKTERS' METAPHORICAL FOUNDATIONS
Rater I

Mother's experiences of life as having no boundaries
(everything is all messy), including her ability to limit
herself maybe a corrment on the family's inability to
complete nest building stage.
Examples:
"workacoholism, gushiness which Luke tries to curtail, and
her continuous effort to organize things.
Tairmy's exaggerated sense of her cwn size in the family
maybe a corrment on her experience of the chaos in the
family and a cry for help.
Brian's wish for spiritual warmth to "solve" family's
problems maybe a statement of unwillingness or inability to
become personally involved (fear of getting close)?
Luke points out lacks - Mom's lack of clarity, Tammy's lack
of cooperation, Brian's lack of involvement, his own lack
of nurturing.
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TABLE 10 (CONTINUED)

mm

SUMMARIES OF ASSESSMENT
Rater II

(cqbt.)

Wife states every woman wishes to change her husband but...
(maybe saying and not saying she needs his help).
Husband wants to be the spiritual (Sun), center of warmth.
Maybe Metaphor for his fear of/desire for closeness and
worry over lack of control.

Rater III

Mom's use of messes may be a comnent on her experience of
not enough love.
Luke's comment on food maybe the same thing. His desire to
send a tornado through the changed sculpture seems to be a
homeostatic statement.
SUMMARIES (COOT.)

•

»

1

•

GOALS

MAPS
Rater I

Bring Brian into spouse and
parental subsystems
Relieve Mom of some of her
work (replace with something
else)
Kids-age appropriate
autonomy and responsibility.
Promote family cohesion.

B

1.

.... M
Luke Tammy
T

2.

MIBIL
Rater II

1.

Help couple identify and
make decisions
Enhance verbal skills of all
except Mom
Mom to share family

H-ll-W
F
M
D-ll-S

Rater III

1.

MotherlFather

2.

MlF
boylgirl

3.

N= 1 =F

4.

Luke
Family

religion

Loosen spouse subsystem
boundaries
Back boy off Mom into peer
group
Test boy's IQ
Focus on marriage
Father more involved with
kids
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Although information was often interpreted slightly differently by
different raters, they were always able to formulate
Structural/Directive hypotheses.

This kind of divergence illustrates

the complexity and circularity of the assessment process in
systons-oriented work and the importance of maintaining a
hypothesis-testing stance during the treatment, as opposed to
formulating static diagnoses.

The different observations which

raters’ made upon which their Structural/Directive assessments were
based, far from being problenatic from the systems-oriented
perspective, simply provided more opportunities to formulate
hypotheses.

A major intention of the study was to create a tool which

had the ability to identify information from a specific theoretical
framework, as well as to increase the perspectives of reality from
which this information could be used.
Tables 2-10 summarize the results of the Structural/Directive
assessment information obtained for each family.

Tables 2, 5 and 8

summarize the raters' assessments in the categories of Family
Structure, and Family Life Context in the three families, Table 3, 6
and 9 summarize their assessments in the categories of Family
Resonance, Developmental Life Cycle Stage and Family Flexibility and
Tables 4, 8 and 10 summarize the assessments of Functions of Symptoms,
Metaphorical Aspects of the Symptoms and the Summarize of Assessment
Information which raters completed.

These tables support the finding

that raters were able to successfully identify Structural/Directive
assessment information in all categories.

More detailed discussions
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of the individual cases, including explications of the similarities
and differences among raters, can be found in Appendix F pages
364-633.
The success of rater's ability to identify assessment information
seemed to result both from their ability to bring their previous
training in the Structural/Directive model to bear in using the coding
sheets and Structural/Directive assessment forms which were designed
to elicit this information.

The questions on the coding sheets were

organized around behavioral examples which demonstrated the family
dynamics in question.

For example, in the category of parental

subsystem functioning, the questions concerned hew the parents
interacted with each other in relation to the children.

Specific

questions included, "Do the parents make joint decisions and then
include the children?", and "Do the parents back each other's
decisions with the children?" Rater's Structural/Directive training
assured that they would be able to make the clinical connections
between the specific behaviors in question and the assessment
category.

The coding sheets assured that raters would be answering a

comprehensive set of behavioral questions which systematically
explicated each of the seven categories.

The design of the coding

sheets could be compared to a learning program in which the raters
were asked to proceed in an organized manner and in which the
information accummulated from one step to another.

The final step in

the program was the completion of the Structural/Directive assessment
form, which summarized all the information collected, and asked for
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conclusions from the raters as to the possible significance of this
information.
Although the coding sheets elected Structural/Directive
information, sane minor limitations of the structure and organization
of the forms were noted.

These are briefly discussed here with more

detailed provided in the discussion of specific changes to the coding
sheets, pages 98-118 of this chapter.
The relevance of the questions asked to the assessment category
under which they were found, was more obvious in some categories than
in others.

For example, in the category of Family Functioning

(subsystem functioning, boundaries and hierarchy) some behaviors could
be linked very directly to particular family functions.

The question,

"what is the sequence of participation in how the drawing is
organized", in the category of Family Hierarchy, clearly produced
information relevant to the category of family Hierarchy (see Tables
2, (pg. 135), 5 (pg. 141) and 8, (pg. 149).

However, the

interpretation of the significance of this Structural/Directive piece
of information was frequently dependent on the individual rater.

The

significance of this finding will be discussed more completely in
Chapter Five, pg. 254.

In Structural/Directive categories which did not generate
questions which were so behaviorally specific, (Family Resonance,
Metaphorical comments and Functions of the Symptoms) the information
was still consistent with the Structural/Directive model.

In these

cases, the questions seemed to point a rater in a particular direction
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pertaining to the assessment category but did not require as specific
information.

The categories which concerned metaphorical comments by

family manbers, individual responses to the problem and individual
family monbers responses to each other were categories in
which the questions asked seemed to elicite more generalized responses
(See Tables 4, 7 and 10, pgs. 139, 146 and 153).

Additionally,

categories which seemed to require more of an initial judgement from
raters, also produced varied responses which, although they were all
clearly Structural/Directive in orientation, seoned to depend on
individual rater's definitions of the terms.

(See Table 3, pg, 137)

Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage, "Is behavior appropriate to the
life cycle stage?").
The question of whether more behaviorally specific questions could
be generated for these categories, or whether they are, because of
their highly analogic nature, incompatible with more digitally
oriented questions, is one which should be explored further.

It

should be noted, however, that the raters' critiques of the coding
sheets indicated the need for a less specific, rather than a more
specific format in which more was left to the raters' ability to
supply the relevant information without long series of redundant
questions.

These issues will be discussed more completely in Part III

of this chapter, pg. 118-122 and in Chapter V, Part II, pg. 259.
The successful identification of Structural/Directive assessment
information from the Family Art Assessment Tool, represents an new
contribution to the field of family therapy.

As discussed earlier,
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previous art assessments have all been psychodynamically oriented.
The design of an interview and coding instrument which allowed the
data to be interpreted from a Structural/Directive perspective made
family art assessment, with all its advantages, available to
therapists with a systems orientation.

The implications of this for

other systems-oriented theories will be discussed in Chapter Five.
The study also produced some evidence of the particular advantages
of the Family Art Assessment Interview itself, aside from the format
of the data collection and analysis procedures, for
Structural/Directive family therapists as well as for other
systems-oriented family therapists.

Raters' discussion of these

unique advantage follows.

Advantages of the Family Art Assessment Interview
Raters thought that the Family Art Assessment Interview had
several unique advantages which distinguished it from more purely
verbal structured interviews.

These fell into three general areas:

advantages from a Structural/Directive theorectical perspective,
advantages for the families, and advantages for the therapist.

Advantages from a Structural/Directive flieoceticaj, Perspective
Raters thought that the interview offered the opportunity to
approach structural/directive assessment concerns in non-threatening,
enjoyable ways.

This was evidenced by the fact that all the families
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surprising this was.

They also remarked that the interview was not

nearly as bad as they had expected", "wasn't painful", and "wasn't
hard.

Raters conmented that although the interview did explore

problan areas directly in the Conjoint Family Sculpture, most of the
ways in which the information was collected were indirect, focusing
more on family patterns of behavior than family problems.

This was

thought to be useful because of the clarity with which these patterns
could be seen, as opposed to a more problem-oriented interview in
which the focus is often narrower and less informative about general
family functioning.
For example, in Family I, it was noted that both parents seemed to
have some hesitancy about talking about the problem directly, although
Dad was willing to name his conception of the problem (that the
daughter had been removed from the home).

However, in all the other

tasks, which did not address the problem directly, the parents did not
seem to be at all uncomfortable.

The contrast between their behavior

in the other tasks, and in the sculpture task was very useful and
offered raters several perspectives on family functioning and the
couples' relationship which they might not have had the opportunity to
observe otherwise.
The structure of the interview, and the tasks themselves were also
thought to be unusual because of the ways in which they upset people's
expectations of what the interview was going to be like.

This

prevented people from behaving in certain preconceived ways, allowing
the interviewer more opportunity to see typical family behavior
patterns.
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At the same time, the interview offered several situations in
which parenting skills and the relationship process between the couple
could be seen directly.

This was considered particularly important in

families where a child had been identified as the IP because it gave
the interviewer the opportunity to observe the parents with all
children (not just the IP) and in situations which were not focused on
explicating the IP's problem.
For example, in Family II, in which the son (Dan) was Identified
Patient, the structured tasks allowed the interviewer a clear view of
Dad's interactions with his son as well as with his other children,
which provided a context for Dad's complaints.

His difficulty in

leading and organizing the children was observed in situations in
which they were offering no resistence, as well as in the hone
management situations which Dad identified as problematic.

This gave

rater's the opportunity to see, not just guess, at the circular nature
of the family behavior patterns.
All raters thought the interview did a particularly good job of
exposing metaphorical, expressive, and analogic material, both during
the interview and in the art work produced.

Additionally, the format

of the interview, allowed the therapist ample time to sit back and
observe the family.

The art products, which remained after the family

had gone, offered excellent opportunities to organize the information,
which are often unavailable in other kinds of interviews.
In Family III, for example, the large amount of information
offered by the art products in terms of themes and metaphors in the
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family allowed a more balanced view of the family situation than
merely observing the interactions would have.
presence was extremely powerful.

In the interview, ffom's

Her concern with doing tasks

completely, anticipating the therapist's instructions, and attempting
to express herself fully, captured raters' attention.

However, in

viewing the art products, the complementary nature of the couple's
relationship could be assessed in a cooler atmosphere.

This enabled

raters to avoid a blaming stance towards one family member.

As Rater

II pointed out, the family concern over "control vs. warmth" could be
seen to be a very mutual concern, as opposed to an attempt by Mom to
keep everyone under her control.

Advantages for Families
The interview was thought to have great potential for families
with certain characteristics.

Raters identified both unusually

non-verbal and unusually verbal families as ones which might be
particularly suited to the Family Art Assessment Interview.

For

unusually non-verbal families, the interview offered exposure to
alternative means of expressing themselves, perhaps enabling them to
form solutions to family issues which were not produced through
conversation.

On the other hand, in families in which conversation

was used as a way to avoid or obscure solutions to family issues, the
interview offered the opportunity to function in a more effective
manner.
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Family I, Mam and Dad were either unwilling or unable to express their
views of their situation very extensively.

However, they were, by the

end of the interview, able to suggest a task (draw a picture of where
they'd like to be in the future), which they felt would help to
clarify how they saw things.

In Family III, Mom (and perhaps the son)

stood out as exceptionally verbal in contrast to Dad and the daughter
who spoke very little; however, in looking at the art products, all
families members' contributions were equally informative.
Families which had children from birth to age twelve or thirteen
were also seen as ones for which this interviw might prove especially
helpful.

Eaters thought that the use of art materials offered

children opportunities to express their points of view which they did
not have in verbal or verbally oriented situations.

Children who did

not want to talk or who felt unable to talk about situations were able
to make drawings and do sculptures (e.g. the daughter in Family III).
Children who might otherwise be considered too young to participate in
a therapy session were able to be included, and contributed valuable
information to the interview (e.g. the four year old son in Family I),
and children who were, in fact, too young to actively participate in
the interview were able to be present within a structure which allowed
them acceptable activities, and allowed the parents to interact with
them (e.g. the 18th month old son in Family I).
The question of at what age children would be come uninterested in
participating in an art interview was controversial.

Some raters

thought the interview would be inappropriate for adolescents, and that
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with families whose children who were all adolescents, the Family Art
Assessment Interview might not be useful.

Paters thought that

adolescents might think that the tasks were silly, or simply refuse to
do them.

One rater pointed out, however, that sometimes adolescents

who are Identified Patients, prefer a situation in which the focus of
the interview is on something besides them.

In that situation, the

Family Art Assessment Interview might be quite appropriate.

Advantages for Therapists
The Interview was also thought to have some special advantages for
therapists.

These included:

its versatility, its ability to free the

therapist to observe the family, its presentation of information in a
way which is not structured by the therapist, and the concrete
evidence which the family leaves at the end of the interview.
All raters agreed that the interview was an excellent way to
conduct an initial assessment, and they also thought that it was an
excellent tool to use at other times during therapy.

Raters

commented that, because of the art products, it would be an excellent
method to track the changes in therapy over a period of time.

The

interview could be done as an initial assessment, sometime during the
course of the therapy, and at the end of therapy, providing an
extremely interesting method of evaluating what had happened.

It was

also noted that the interview would offer the therapist a way to
obtain a different perspective on a family with which sAe was having
difficulty, at any time during the course of therapy.
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Another way in which to use the interview, which raters suggested,
would be to show the videotape, or pieces of the videotape of the
interview to families as a way of helping them to formulate goals, and
or to change behaviors or family patterns.
All raters agreed that the art products offered another unique
advantage to therapists.

In addition to the enhancement of

metaphorical information mentioned above, they offer a chance to
review impressions formed during the interview from a different
perspective.

If the therapist is planning to review a videotape of

the session, the art products enrich this process.

However, if the

therapist is unable to videotape the session, then the art products
can offer a concrete check on impressions formulated during the
interview which would tie otherwise unavailable.

This, in conjunction

with an in-session coding procedure, which will be discussed belcw,
would offer the therapists a somewhat more varied perspective on the
family, even if the use of videotape or a team were unavailable.
The structure of the interview allows the therapists more
in-session observation time than other interviews, since the family
spends a certain amount of time working on tasks in which the
therapist is unnecessary.

Not only does this allow the therapist time

to view the family, but it creates a situation in which the therpist's
actions interfere with family behavior less than in other types of
interviews.

This relatively noninterventionist stance can help the

therapist who tends to be over-involved to become less intrusive.

The

fact that the interview is not structured by the therapists may help
the therpist to process information in less stereotypical ways.

The
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therapist may find hin/herself thinking about the families' behaviors
in ways which are new or unfamiliar because of the opportunities for
varied perspectives offered by the interview.

In this way, the

interview may help to jar the therapist, as well as the family, out of
familiar, or dysfunctional patterns of thought or behavior.

PART II - DQ THE ART PRODUCTS PROVIDE ADDITIONAL STFXJCIimAL/DIRECriVE.
onavattabt.f: from the interview process?

Overview of Part IT
Part II includes a brief discussion of the general usefulness of
the art products and examples of hew these products supplemented the
interactional data for various raters about the different families.
The discussion of the individual tasks is followed by a summary
comparison of all raters assessments of the dysfunctional areas of
family interactions for all three families with information from the
art products which supported or denied these assessments, and a
summary of the usefulness of the art products.

For those interested

in following a particular case in more detail, Tables 11-46,
accompanied by in-depth discussions of each rater's assessments for
each family, will be found in Appendix F, pgs. 364-633.

General Discussion
Hie art products, which were viewed by the raters after the tapes
of the interviews had been coded for interactional data, served as an
excellent source of supplementary information about the families.
aspects of the products which seemed to yield the most useful

Hie
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information were those which could be considered to correspond most
directly to Structural/Directive assessment categories.
in the Conjoint Family Drawing, the codes:

Specifically,

closeness, isolation, and

size and prominence of figures which were visual metaphors for
boundaries, hierarchy and subsystem functioning seemed to offer more
information than more ambiguous categories like use of color,
fragmentation, facial expression and sex differentiation which were
not so directly tied to Structural/Directive concerns.

This was

considered to be partially a result of the experimental nature of the
coding process for the art products and partially a result of raters'
inexperience in interpreting art products.

These issues will be

discussed more fully in Part III, the critique of the FAAT.
However, in spite of the above mentioned limitations, the art
products added a large amount of new and supplementary data to the
interactional information collected in the interviews.

Examples of

art products which highlight the ways in which this happened will be
discussed below with a view towards exploring the particular
advantages of the products created in each task.

DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL APT TASKS
Task One - The Warm-Up
The warm-up picture was used to collect information about
individual family members.

Additionally, although the coding sheet

did not request this specifically, raters also used these pictures as
a way of comparing and contrasting different family monber s

FAMILY II

Figure 2

Dad's Warm-up
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attitudes, personalities and perspectives.

This information tended to

supplement and add to information of Family Resonance, which is the
Structural/Directive assessment category which most nearly addresses
family members individual characteristics.

The information from the

Warm-up pictures generally added information about individuals that
was not directly addressed in the interactional assessments.
An interesting example of the way the Warm-up augmented
information on individual family members' characteristics is Rater
II's assessment of the father's Warm-up picture in Family II.
Rater II thought that the father's Warm-up Picture indivated a
desire to initiate things and make things happen, which was supportive
of the assessment of Dad as needing parenting skills which he did not
have.

Rater II also remarked that the rocket ship firing but not

getting off the ground might indicate the father's rage and
frustration about not being able to manage his family.

This

information was important because it added to the rater's assessment
of Dad's incompetence a perspective on how that incompetence might be
affecting him emotionally, allowing for a more complete picture of the
interaction between the individual and the family systems.
The other important way in which the Warm-up picture functioned to
enhance the interview information was to compare and contrast
different family members' attitudes and perspectives.
particularly noticable in Family I's Warm-up pictures.

This was
All raters

commented on the difference in viewpoint which seemed to be expressed
by the Warm-up pictures drawn by Mom and Dad.

Rater Ill's comments on
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Figure 3

Dad's Warm-up
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FAMILY I

Figure 4

Mom's Warm-up
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Mom's and Dad's pictures illustrate this especially well.
Rater III stated that the couple in Dad's picture was disconnected
and that they seemed to lack shared sexuality because of the absence
of bodies in the picture.

She stated that the title "Mickey and

Minnie" seemed to imply something which was not stated-something which
was missing.

This possibly denoted something missing in the

relationship.
The portrayal of the mouse pair as exactly alike, suggested to
Rater III the possibility that the father felt that the husband and
wife were the same (the same person, no boundary) which would also
account for the low level of conflict between them which she noticed.
The sense of isolation in the drawing suggested the couple's isolation
from the world, again pointing out the boundary problems noticed by
Rater III in the family assessment.

This family, she stated,

incorporated the "outside world" into the family and thereby
neutralized the usefulness of potential helpers.

Rater III thought

this drawing suggested the father's interest in the couple's
relationship, although it highlighted many possible problems.
Rater III commented that Mom's drawing of the truck symbolized her
distance from the family - both her husband and her children.

While

Dad's drawing suggested possibilities for fantasies about the
relationship, Mom's drawing seemed to indicate a desire to remove
herself from the situation.

Rater III also remarked that the drawing

emphasized Mom's apparent role as the assertive member of the couple.
These examples demonstrate the richer perspectives on family
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menbers desires, views, feelings, which raters developed from viewing
the art products.

The Conjoint Family Drawing
The Conjoint Family Drawing yielded a large amount of information
which both supplemented raters' previous assessments and added new
information,

this was the art product from which was collected

information on the largest number of Structural/Directive categories,
and, in some sense, might be seen as the most versatile of the art
products.

It offered information on individuals (because each person

drew individually), information on the system as a whole, and on
various subsystems within the family.

Although the task did not ask

for specific information relating to the family "problem" or
"symptom", the drawings were found to contain some commentary on this
as well as all the other categories which it was assumed initially
that it might address.

The Conjoint Family Drawing was found to be

the most useful single art product in this study.
An excellent example of how this task highlighted information
which was not seen in the intervisv, as well as offering information
on the family problem, subsystem functioning and boundaries, can be
found in Rater II • s assessment of subsystem and boundary information
in Family I's Conjoint Family Drawing.
Under "general family closeness", Rater II assessed family menbers
as presented as individuals without much closeness among any of them.
He stated that the parents were next to one another but not in a group
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FAMILY I

Figure 5

Conjoint Family Drawing
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(e.g. touching).

He also noted that although no figure or object

separated them, there was a relatively large distance between r«tam and
Dad.

Additionally, Dad was seen, by Rater II, as facing in a

different direction from Mom and moving away from her.
Closeness in the sibling subsystem was seen by Rater II as mixed.
The boys seemed to be grouped together, but they were separated by a
great distance and two figures from their sister, who was placed on
the extreme left behind Mom.
Cross subsystem closeness was quite apparent, according to Rater
II.

He saw Mom and ELise protrayed as together because of their

similar stance and full-faced view, although they were too far apart
to have been considered a group.

Similarly, Dad and the boys seemed

to be grouped by their profiled view and the direction in which they
were moving.

Rater II also noted again, the isolation which seemed

exist between Mom and Dad.
Pater II stated that the picture showed a family in which all
members were fairly disengaged and in which the parents were
particularly unrelated to each other.

He also noted that while

information from the interview indicated the father's overinvolvement
with the daughter, the mother's attempted intervention had not been
evident to him.

The mother's position in the drawing between the

father and daughter indicated to him some attempt on her part to
intervene in that relatinoship.

The information from the drawing,

indicating Mom's positions in between the daughter and father
considerably changes the vi^7 of the family which might otherwise had
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been formulated by Rater II.
The addition of the hypothesis of Mom's position as being between
father and daughter is especially interesting when compared with Rater
I's assessment of the family members' positions in the Conjoint Family
Drawing.

During the interview. Rater I had hypothesized the

possibility of Mom's covert alliance with the Court to keep the
daughter out of the home.

The information in the drawing was seen by

her as corroborating this hypothesis.
The fact that Rater II revised his assessment to agree with Rater
I's as a result of viewing the Conjoing Family Drawing shows the
complementary relationship between the interactional information and
the art tasks.

Information which was collected from the interview by

Rater I was corroborated when she viewed the art products, and that
same information, which was not collected from the interview by Rater
II was added to his assessment as a result of viewing the art
products.

This example confirms the potential of the art products to

both add and supplement interacitonal information in the Family Art
Assessment Interview.

The Conjoint Family Sculpture
The Conjoint Family Sculpture was the task which families seemed
to enjoy doing the most.

The information collected from this product

was extremely interesting because it was sometimes quite different
from the information collected from other tasks.

For example, in

Family I, the interaction between the couple was assessed, in the
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FAMILY III

Figure 6

Conjoint Family Sculpture
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Conjoint Family Drawing, as Horn being in charge and Dad following her
lead.

However, in the Conjoint Family Sculpture this seemed to flip

and Dad was seen as being in charge, with Horn following his lead.
Again, this led to an expanded view of the spouse subsystem.
The sculptures themselves, in Families I and II, did not seem to
yield quite as much information as the interactions around them.
However, in Family III the sculpture which was created yielded an
enormous amount of information which not only added to but summarized
the family system and its problems in an amazing manner.

Rater I's

assessments of this family's sculptures illustrate this point.
Rater I described Dad's individual sculpture as the "sun" (Son) of
God with rays of light radiating from it, because (Dad stated) the
family needed more spirituality.

She described Mom's sculpture as

quite elaborate and containing a number of different parts.
Brian with a cold (blue) heart and a wall around him.

Mom made

She made a

sculpture of herself with an "angry hat" amidst a mass of chaos and
confusion.

She added to this yellow rays which represented

threatening outside forces (like the public schools) which she hated,
Tamny's (the daughter's) sculpture, as described by Rater I,
represented the problen of fighting between her and her brother Luke.
The sculpture was of two figures bumping each other.

The figure which

she made of herself was about twice the size of that of the brother
Luke's sculpture was of the inadequate and unacceptable food in the
house; it consisted of a banana, and a few grapes.
Pater I characterized the changes which were made in the
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sculptures as being made under Mom's direction.

First, Mom changed

herself by taking off her angry hat and changed Brian by taking out
his cold heart.

She then transformed them both into a long continuous

yellow form, which she labeled as "a pair of arms encircling the
family." She then suggested that Luke make some good food and put into
the "circle” of the arms, and that Tammy make her brother bigger.

The

children did these things and then Rater I described Tammy as
re-working her sculpture so that she and Luke were hugging instead of
fighting.

Mom then proceded to throw away a great deal of the "mess",

organize the rest into a "filing cabinet" (play dough can) and make
some plants to put in the house.

After all this had been completed,

Brian moved his "Sun" into the center of the family and arranged its
rays outside the arms.
The complete sculpture, as described by Rater I was:

the arms

(Mem and Brian) encircling the hugging kids, the "Sun of God", the
good food and the neat house.
Rater I noted a number of elements in this sculpture as having
relevance to Structural/Directive assessment categories.

All the

individual sculptures seemed particularly relevent to the individual
family members' concerns.

Mom's angry and frustrated figure seoned

able to express the feelings which she seemed hesitant to discuss
directly in the interview.

Brian's "sun" implied, again, his hope

that he would be able to get help with his problons from spiritual
sources.

Tammy's sculpture stated clearly what she thought the

problem was, although she had not been able to verbalize this in the
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interview.

Luke's sculpture seemed an almost classic representation

of the deprivation he apparently experienced in the family.

The

Conjoint Sculpture seemed to be a fantasy in which all shared of a
better life, although it was definitely orchestrated by Man.
The metaphors created by Mom and Luke of chaos, anger, lack of
nurturance and support and threat from outside sources support the
assessment of the family's rigid boundaries with each other and with
the outside world.

Luke's sculpture supported the assessment of a

dysfunctional parental subsystem which was unable to supply
appropriate nurturance, guidance, and control.

Morn's picture of chaos

and confusion supported the assessment of the family as being unable
to complete the "nest building" stage of family development.

Brian's

reliance on outside sources for help supported the assessment of his
lack of confidence in his inner resources, and emphasized his position
as distanced in the couple and in the family.

Tamny's sculpture

revealed her ideas about what was wrong at home, which had been
previously unstated, as well as supported the assessment of her as
having inappropriate power in the family.
Rater I thought that the ability of the family to conceptualize
changes and then to execute them revealed a degree of flexibility
which had not been seen before and which contradicted, to seme extent,
the assessment made of rigid boundaries among the subsystems and
supported Rater Ill's assessment of family boundaries with sources of
support as clear because the family sought help.
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Hypothesis Testing
Ihe Hypothesis Testing art products were all valuable in that they
added information about the area which the interviewer was interested
in exploring.

Since the products varied from family to family, it is

difficult to make any general remarks about them.

An example of the

ways in which the products form the Hypothesis Testing tasks were
useful will be taken from Rater I's assessment of Family II's task.
This example demonstrates the ways in which Hypothesis Testing art
products enhanced areas of the assessment process which were not
completely clear from the interview.
The aspect of family functioning which the interviewer was
interested in exploring was the sibling subsystem functioning, and the
children's perceptions of a "hypothetical" future.

The task was

described to the children as to draw a picture together of their ideal
family; the way the family would be if they could have it any way they
wanted.
Rater I noted a number of aspects of this task which we re relevent
to Structural/Directive concerns.

For example, the children were

unable to perform the conjoint activity.

Instead, each child drew

his/her own picture on the same piece of paper.
Rater I described Corrie's picture as two stick figures
representing Mom and Dad.

Corrie's description of this was that she

wanted Mom and Dad to get along.

Rater I noted that this was a

comment on the same theme which Dan had apparently been highlighting
in his trips back and forth across the alley, but which Corrie had not
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Figure 7

Conjoint Family Sculpture
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mentioned before.

The figures of Mom and Dad were almost touching,

although Dad had a frown on his face and Mom was a tiny figure
floating in the air.
Rater I stated that Dan drew Dad and Debbie "getting married,"
These figures were both smiling and grounded on a base line, conmented
Rater I.

Dan's drawing was placed in the middle between Donna and

Corrie but closer to Donna than Corrie.
Donna drew a picture of Dad smiling which she described as Dad
"being happy,"

Rater I commented that the children's drawings seemed

to make a comment on family developmental stages as well as their
wishes for the future.

As a group, they could be seen as past (Mom

and Dad getting along), present (Dad and Debbie being together) and
future (Dad being happy and alone),

The absence of the children in

these pictures was also noticeable.

None of the children's fantasies

about an ideal family entailed changes in or for themselves.

And, in

spite of the fact that both Corrie and Donna agreed with Dad and Dan
was the problem, their drawings both described Dad as the one who
needed to change.
The children's inability to make a conjoint drawing, stated Rater
I, supported the hypothesis of a dysfunctional sibling subsystem, and,
perhaps, poor modeling from the parents.

However, the hypothesis of

Donna's enmeshment between Corrie and Dan seemed to be denied by a her
position in the drawing.

If anything, the drawing tended to support a

hypothesis of Dan being in between the two sisters.

The hypothesis

testing task was designed to explore the sibling subsystem and offered
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new information on Structural/Directive concerns, which could be
explored further in subsequent interviews.
The drawing also supported the hypothesis of a dysfunctional
parental subsystem and of a problematic transition in the
developmental life cycle.

Dan's position as a central focus of the

family also seemed to be supported in this drawing.
This completes the discussion of value of the individual the art
products.

The case material offered attempted to highlight examples

of the rich and varied additions which the art products made to
rater's assessments.

What follows next is a summary comparison of

raters' assessments of families' dysfunctional areas with information
from their assessments of the art products which supports, addes to or
denies these assessments.

This comparison attempts to emphasize the

full impact of the art products on the Family Art Assessment Tool as a
Whole.

COMPARISONS OF RATERS' ASSESSMENTS OF DYSFUNCTIONAL AREA WITH
INFORMATION FROM THE ART PRODUCTS

Peneral Discussion
The comparisons made in this section are summarized in Tables
47-49, pgs. 193-211.

The comparisons focus on the raters' assessments

of the dysfunctional areas as a way of highlighting similarities and
differences in raters' assessments of the interactional information
and the art products.

This was done in order to gain some sense of
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DYSFUNCTIONAL
AREAS
ASSESSMENT
INFORMATION
FROM INTERVIEW

ART TASK

SUPPORT DENYS, ADDS TO

RATER I
Spouse subsystem rigid
complementary

Warm-up
Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis test.

Parental subsystem enmeshed of Dad with
children

SUEPQlt - Dad makes
relationship picture.
Mom does not
SypSQlt “ Dad facing
facing away from Mom
As^S-tg - couple
unable to make ind.
sculptures (enmeshed
boundaries) Fluidness
of all fam. boundaries
(change figures by re¬
labeling)
Adcjs_tg - Mom allows
Dad to take lead-roles
reversed
SypPQlt “ Mom makes
Dad with kids she's on
raft away from him
doing different
activity

Warm-up

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SUBPQlt " Dad grouped
with boys separated
from Mom and moving
away. Dad and boys on
different level from
Mom
B§oy - Elise is behind
Mom, away from him
Deny - Elise made very
small by Dad-he sees
her lower in hierarchy
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Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Parental subsystem disengagement of Mom
from children

Warm-up

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

- Dad in
between Mom and boys.
Mom and boys on
different level,
looking and moving in
different directions
£§D¥ - Mom is next to
Elise, in between Dad
and Elise, on the same
level (some parental
functions)
SUEBQlt “ Mom knocks
Elise's head off and
sits roughly in chair.
SuppQlt - Mom draws
herself away from
family, doing
different activities,
with line around her.
Mom's ambiguity about
identifying figure of
Elise.
" Elise's size
much larger than
everyone else-Mom sees
Elise as very
important

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Sibling subsystem disengagement of boys,
extreme disengagement
of sister

SUEEQlt “ Dad makes
sculpture of Elise as
problem (Mom makes
empty chair)
SyppQit - Mom makes
Dad nearer boys,
makes herself away on
raft

Warm-up Pictures
Conj. Fam. Draw

None
SugpQit - boys not
looking at each other,
grouped with Dad
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Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

SiJEQQIk - extreme
separation of Elise
from boys
None
SUEBQIt “ boys grouped
with Dad not relating
to each other

RATER II
Spouse subsystem
inadequate

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.
Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Parental subsystem father overinvolved
especially with daughter

SUEBQIt “ figures in
Dad's pictures figures
face away from each
other in same
direction - agreement
but no interaction.
Cartoon characters fantasy of
relationship but
primitive.
SUPPQlt - father and
mother are isolated
from one another
“ Mom follows
Dad in this task
SUEPQlt - No emotion
illustrated by Mom or
Dad

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw,

SUPPQEt ~ Father
attending to children
on a different level
from Mom who is on
daughter's level but
not relating to her
- No one is
smaller or larger lack
of any central or
leader manber is
evident Mother is
between father and
older daughter.
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Conj. Pam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Assess, does not
describe mother as
interceding.
SUEBQlt - Dad calls
Mom murderer, sees her
as responsible for
loss of Elise
SUEPQlt “ Mom related
to father and younger
sibs but isolated from
them. Only parental
function of father
identified by Horn.
Mother isolated and
passive while father
attends (younger)
children

RATER III
Rigid boundaris between
spouses

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Enmeshed boundary between
father and children

“ couple in
Dad's picture are
disconnected. Lack
of shared sexuality no bodies (?). Both
looking in same
direction, not at
each other
SyppQ£t ~ No spouse
subsystem shown.
Isolation - lack of
sexuality in parents
p§DY _ Dad gives Elise
to Mom (emphasizes
fluid boundaries)
SUEEQlfc - As in fam.
drawing, Mom and
father separated by
space, where they are
looking, different
activity

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SliEEQlfc - father more
aligned with two boys
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Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Rigid sibling subsystem
boundary

Warm-up Pictures
Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Enmeshed boundaries.
inability to tell the
difference between people

Warm-up Pictures
Conj. Fam. Draw.
Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

than wife. Father
with boys - over boys
Father uses similar
colors to draw himself
and children.
Dgoy - Dad gives Elise
to Mom
“ Dad, Robbie
and Eddie are drawn
together
None
SUPEQIt - Siblings
presented as individ.
and separate figures.
&dds_to - brothers
seen crowded although
not touching.
None
Dgrjy - Two boys on
same raft
SUPSQlt ~ separated by
activity
SUEBQlfc - Mom and Dad
look exactly alike.
they never argue
None
SUEpoifc - fluid
boundaries demon¬
strated by changing
identities of
sculptures
None
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DYSFUNCTIONAL
AREAS
ASSESSMENT
INFORMATION
FROM INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

ART TASK

SUPPORTS, DENYS ADDS TO

RATER I
High conflict in
parental subsysten which
triangulates children

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SyPEQlfc “ All children
in between parents
&d3s_fc2 “ parents
drawn very small by
Corrie and Donna
None
SyEBQlt - All
children's drawing
concern Dad being
happy. Corrie draws
Mom and Dad getting
along

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Warm-up Pictures
skills by Dad Inappropriate freedom and
responsibility for kids
Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

tension, possibly
underlying frustration
about difficulties
he's having with
parenting (Dad's)
SyPDQlt _ Family
members floating. No
sense of cohesion, no
leadership. Dad
drawn very small by
Corrie
£&3s_£2 - Corrie's
SUDPQlt " Dad's
sculpture of Dan as
problem - takes no
respons. for family
problems. Family in-
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Hypothesis Test.
Corrie as parental child

Warm-up Pictures

SUPEQlt - Corrie warm¬
up shews her over¬
involvement with Dad's
welfare (I love Dad)
^d§_to - Corrie's
over concern for Dad
raises possibility she
sees him as the IP.

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SlJPEQlt - Dad and
Corrie are grouped
together
Support - Corrie's
alignment with Dad
over making Dan the
problem (eventually)
SUPPQlt ~ Corrie's
drawing of Mom and
Dad getting along
indicates her wish to
be out of the middle

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Rigid boundary between
Dad and Dan

ability to do conjoint
sculpture no organi¬
zation offered by Dad
None

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.
Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

SliEEQlt - Dad's color
use-inability to
express strong
feelings, make it hard
for him to talk to his
son.
SUEEQlfc “ Dan's color
use like Dad's - might
make it hard for him
to talk to his Dad
“ Dan's line
around himself. Dad's
separation from him.
SUPDQlt “ Dad makes
Dan as problem, Dan
makes Dad as problem
SUDPQlt - Dan makes
drawing of Dad and
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Debbie - wants someone
to help him with Dad.
Dad rejects idea.
Sibling boundaries rigid

Warm-up Pictures
Conj. Fam. Draw

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

None
SJEDQlt - Dan draws
lines around himself
and Donna. All
children looking out,
not relating to each
other
SUEEQlt “ Children
couldn’t make sculpt,
together. Focused on
Dad not each other
SUEEQlt “ Children
couldn't do conjoint
task. All made
separate drawings.

RATER II
Parent Conflict

Warm-up Pictures
Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Lack of nurturence and
guidance from father

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.
Conj. Fam. Scul.

None
£UEPQ£t - Divorced
parents are separate
ends of picture. All
children are between
Mom and Dad. Dad too
small in family,
Corrie too big
(parentified)
None
£dd§_to - All children
worry about Dad - want
him to be happy
SUEBStt " Issues of
overall performance
for father-fire and
colors express rage
and frustration
SUEPQlt " Dad too
small in family
£UE£2££ - Inability
to do conjoint task.
Dad makes Dan as
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Hypothesis Test.

Siblings inability to
compromise - high
conflict, rigid boundaries

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.
Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

problem - takes no
responsibility for
leadership
&&s_t2 - inability
of siblings to do
conjoint task (no
guidance from Dad)
MS-tQ - Children
inappropriately
worried about Dad, all
children's drawings
focus on his happiness
QgQY - Donna's drawing
as composite of Dan's
and Corrie's - looks
to siblings for
guidance
SUPPQlt - Dan and
Donna drawn with lines
around them
SypPQft - Inability to
do conjoint task.
Corrie's alignment
with Dad over Dan
as problem
SapPSlfc “ children all
make separate drawings
all on subject of Dad.

RATER III
Parents too close
(enmeshed boundary)

Father's rigid boundary
with son Dan expected to
change all by himself

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Q§OY - Parents sepa¬
rated by all the
children

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

None
SUPPPlt ~ Corrie's Mom
is really small, very
close to frowning Dad.

Warm-up Pictures

SUEBQIt “ m one is
around him (rocket
ship) metaphor for
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Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Son's rigid boundary with
sisters
Girls rigid boundary with
each other

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Rules are no good - Dad
no follow through

Warm-up Pictures

shunting off Dan. Jr.
SUEBQIfc - Siblings are
presented as isolated
figures. No connec¬
tion Dan central yet
isolated (line around
him) Donna isolated
by line
SUEPQlfc - Dad made
Dan, not self as pro¬
blem - not Dan in
relation to anyone just Dan in isolation.
Dan made Dan an
elephant - large and
unreachable.
SiiEEOlt “ Father disa¬
greed with Dan re:
marrying Debbie
SUPPQlfc “ Corrie's
extreme loyalty
towards Dad. (I love
Dad)
D§oy - Donna's compo¬
site picture indicates
possible enmeshment
SUEESlt “ All sibs
presented as isolated
from each other. Son
is central yet
isolated
Family can't do
conjoint task - no
guidance from Dad
SUEEQlfc ~ Didn't make
conjoint drawing
Support - Dad's warm¬
up picture suggests
Dad's image of himself
as "strong" parent.
He directs children,
yet isolated from them
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Conj. Pam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

SlffiBQlfc - Father is
small - smaller than
mother - helplessness,
distance from children
Father was drawn so
small yet in session
talked about how
important he was. Dan
and Donna are big children in charge.
Family can't do
conjoint task - no
help from Dad.
SUPPClt - Children
can't do conjoint task
- no help from Dad.
Drawings reflected
children's wish for
appropriate hierarchy.
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DYSFUNCTIONAL
AREAS
ASSESSMENT
INFORMATION
FROM
INTERVIEW

ART TASK

SUPPORTS, DENYS, ADDS TO

RATER I
Rigid spouse subsysten
boundary

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Parental subsystem overinvolvement of Mom,
underinvolvement of Dad

SUEPQlt “ Mom's and
Dad's warm-up pictures
illustrate complemen¬
tary styles. Brian
very literal, Ttom,
overly effusive
SUEBQlt - Mom and Dad
drew separate pictures
Dad - only heads, Man
everyone holding hands
Pictures fragmented
because each family
member made different
drawing. Mom draws
Brian much bigger than
everyone else but
numbers herself #1
SUEDQlt “ Mom's
individual Brian with
a cold heard, and wall
around him, Mom angry
hat.
5yppo£t ” Mom made
Brian pay more
attention to her.
Brian restrained him¬
self from giving Mom
too much color

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

D§oy - Family unable
to make conjoint
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Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

Resonance - inability of
family members to respond
to each others' needs cohesion

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

family drawing. Tammy
leaves Mom out of
drav/ing
SuPPQIt “ Mom directs
all changes
p§oy - Mom doesn't
help children nego¬
tiate drawing
Support - complemen¬
tary styles of Mean and
Dad - she gushes, he
retrains. Each,
perhaps, get a balance
but not what they want
Luke draws a battle
could indicate anger
and frustration at not
having things the way
he wants them at home.
SUEBSlt “ Each family
member makes separate
drawing. Luke states
boring and a lie
possibly referring to
family. Mom wants
"everyone together."
Brian draws no bodies.
Tammy doesn't draw
Mom.
SUEEQ££ - Mom makes
cold-heart-Brian with
wall, angry Mom.
Tammy makes herself
and Luke fighting,
Luke makes inadequate
food-none of them get
what they want. Brian
offers spiritually as
solution (doesn't
work)
SUEBQlfc “ Mom says she
likes Brian as he is
but makes him pay more
attention to her.
Luke and Tairmy can't
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agree. Brian does see
wife's concerns about
herself as very impor¬
tant (makes her a
little prettier but
not much)
Sibling subsystem - rigid
conflictual boundary

Warm-up Pictures

None

Conj. Fam. Draw.

0§QY - Tammy draws
herself and Luke in
one subsystem.
Mom draws whole family
together
SUEBQlt - Tammy makes
sculpture of herself
and Luke fighting.
SUPPQlt ~ Children
can't do conjoint task
Don't talk about it.

Conj. Fam. Scul.
Hypothesis Test.

RATER II
Disengagement of all
family members

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SUPPQLt - Dad's
picture expresses
little creativity.
little emotional avai¬
lability. Confused
state of mind. Mom's
warm-up picture is
highly emotional and
overlooks frustration
and discourgement.
Luke draws battle seen
possible metaphor for
relationship between
parents
SUPPQLt - Four sepa¬
rate drawings
Fragmentation - some
envision touching,
others don't. Dad's
drawing - color
expresses blandness,
isolation, no one is
different. Tairmy's
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Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Lack of parental
structure for kids
No decision making in
spouse or parental
subsystem

drawings - no Mom
SlJPDQlt - Korn's
sculpture - herself
with angry hat,
husband cold heart
with wall around him.
Mom alone trying to
deal with mess of
disorganized projects.
Dad's sculpture bring more spiritually
into the home (does
not respond to Mom's
request)
" Family
members willing to
make changes Ttom re¬
quest towards more
engagement response
to each other's needs.
EuPEQlt - Couple's
task - original por¬
traits show dis¬
engaged, conflictual
couple.
Sibling task, mirrors
this angry but dis¬
engaged stance.

Warm-up Pictures

- Parent's
pictures show rigidly
complementary styles

Conj. Fam. Draw.

SJEEQtfc - inability of
parents to organize
conjoint task. Very
different views of
family presented by
parents. Each picture
has as listing of
members but all are
different, unrelated.
Lack of instruction
or guidance to
children about what
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Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

Control vs. Warmth

Warm-up Pictures

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

they drew and hew
(Tammy went ahead on
her own, Luke didn't
draw a picture - no
comments from parents)
SUDPQlt - Mo discus¬
sion about changes
made - Mom organizes
it all.
Dgoy - Changes are
made in sculpture, all
members willing.
Support - Children's
inability to do
conjoint task, no help
from parents. Parents
- lack of discussion
or response to changes
made in each other.
Support - complemen¬
tary styles of parents
- one overflowing, one
restrained. Brian
some emotional availa¬
bility. Elizabeth
some effort at
restraint of chaos.
SUPPQlt - Mom's
drawing everyone
touching, Brian's
drawing only heads.
SUPDQlt ~ Mom's
sculpture chaotic
mess, Brian's con¬
tained sun.
fjyppsit - Mom changes
Brian to be livlier.
Brian changes wife to
have some more warmth
but not too much.

RATER XXX
Marriage problems rigid complementary roles,

Warm-up Pictures

SUEEQEfc " Mom's mother carries
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disengaged boundary,
Mother's uncontainment

Conj. Fam. Draw.

Conj. Fam. Scul.

Hypothesis Test.

emotional love for
family (all over the
page). Takes up a lot
of space. Father's huse, like father is
isolated. Nothing
touches him. Father's
drawing more contained
Support - Four sepa¬
rate pictures four
disconnected people.
Mother (of course) has
everyone touching,
father ( of course)
has only heads.
Father not "all there
in family", mother
more involved.
Support - Mother made
herself all over the
place, complementing
husband's very selfcontained sun. Father
isolated - Sun of God
rays reach out but
don't touch.
Add§_tg - Mother's
change from chaotic
mess to orderly arms.
Final sculpture is
very messy - they are
disconnected from each
other yet they are
finally paritially
contained by wall.
Father's metaphorical
suggestion as to how
to solve the problem.
Syppo£t - Initial
drawing and changes
remain true to form.
Brian head, Mom
romanticised herself.
Mom's changes said
look at me, Dad's
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changes were confined
and stingy.
Disengaged boundaries
among all family members

Warm-up Pictures

SlJBBQlt ~ Dad's
drawing - house, like
father isolated. Mom
takes up a lot of
space. Tammy's
drawing, girls relates
only to hearts or
rainbows, no person.
Her isolation from
father and (slightly)
from mother. Luke's
drawing isolation in
well-armored cars.
Only one who is not
"mushy love."
Conj. Fam. Draw.
SueDQlt - drew family
separately rather than
collaborating. Four
separate pictures four very disconnected
people. Tammy left
Mom out.
Conj. Fam. Scul.
Support - Father
isolated Sun of God reach out but don't
touch. Son - the
"different" one not
enough food. Final
sculpture very messy disconnected from each
other yet they are
finally paritally con¬
tained by wall.
Hypothesis Test.
SUEPQlt " Spouse task
supported contrast in
roles and boundaries.
Rigid complsnentarily
deals with chaos avoid deep-rooted
differences - which
reinforces comple¬
mentary roles.
Children's task con-
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firmed dysfunctional
sibling subsystem.
Sibling conflict might
be a metaphor for
parent conflict.
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the relationship, if any, between these two.

The comparison does not

cover all the assessment areas which were reported in the
Structural/Directive assessment forms, nor in the coding sheets for
the art products because of the magnitude of such a task.

However,

those wishing to follow a particular case in depth, are referred to
the sections in Appendix F, page 365, which sumnarize information
which supports, denies or adds to interview information for each
family.
There are four parts in this section, one on each family, in which
all raters' assessment summaries and art products information are
discussed with a view towards whether the information obtained through
the art producst supported, denied, or added to the assessment the
rater had made from the interview, and a conclusion which comments on
the findings.

Family I - Rater I
Rater I assessed the dysfunctional areas of Family I as:

rigid

complementarity in the spouse subsystem, enmesbnent of Dad with the
children and disengagement of Mora, and disengagement of the sibling
subsystem.
For the most part, the information which Rater I obtained from the
art products, supported the hypothesis of rigid complementarity in the
spouse subsystem.

Support for this hypothesis was seen in the Warm-up

pictures, the Conj oint Family Drawing and the Hypothesis Testing
tasks.

Information was added to Rater I's intial assessment in the

Conjoint Family Sculpture task.
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The Conjoint Family Sculpture presented a view of the couple which
was somewhat different than that in the Conjoint Family Drawing.
Rater I noted that during the Conjoint Family Sculpture the couple did
not make two separate individual sculptures, but rather combined their
sculptures before being requested to do so.

Rater I thought this

might be a sign of enmeshed boundaries between them, which was new
information.

The fluid identify changes, suggested by Dad, also shed

new light on general family boundaries for Rater I.

Pater I also

noted as new information that during the Conjoint Family Sculpture Dad
rather Horn was in charge of the task.

Rater I stated that the

leadership role change from Mom to Dad in this task.

This additional

information, coupled with the initial assessment of rigid
complementary, created a more complex picture of family functioning.
The rigid complementary roles might now be seen as a way of dealing
with the enmeshed and fluid boundaries, allowing a more complete
picture of the systemic nature of family functioning.
The enmeshnent of Dad and disengagement of Mom from the children
was supported in the Conjoint Family Drawing, the Conjoint Family
Sculpture and the Hypothesis Testing tasks.

The Warm-up picture did

not offer Rater I any information on the hypothesis and no new
information was uncovered in any of the art products on the hypothesis
of Dad's enmeshment.

However, in the Conjoint Family Drawing some new

information which contradicted the theory of Mom's disengagement was
noticed.
In the Conjoint Family Drawing, Elise was drawn (by Dad) next to
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Mom with Mom in between her and Dad.

This suggested to Rater I not

only the possibility of Mom's performing some parental function but of
Dad's request that Mom intervene between him and his daughter.
Additionally, in the Hypothesis Testing drawing, Mom drew Elise as
much larger than everyone else, suggesting that perhaps Elise was more
important to Mom than was ini tally apparent.

This expanded view of

the mother-daughter relationship could be added to information from
the interview in which Rater I hypothesized Mom's secret alliance with
the court to keep Elise away from hone.

This substantiated the theory

of Mom as performing a protective function in the family.
The hypothesis of disengagement of the sibling subsystem was found
to be supported in the Conjoint Family Drawing, the Conjoint Family
Sculpture and the Hypothesis Testing Task.

MO additional information

was found to add to the hypothesis.

Family I - Rater II
Rater II's assessment of dysfuncitonal areas were:

an inadequate

spouse subsystem, and a parental subsystem in which the father was
overinvolved with the children, especially the daughter.
Rater II found his assessment of an inadequate spouse subsystem
supported in the Warm-up pictures, the Conjoint Family Drawing, and
the Hypothesis Testing task.

He noted that the Conjoint Family

Sculpture added information to his hypothesis because of the fact that
Mom followed Dad's lead in this task.

This allowed him to expand his

view of the rigid complementary roles which the couple seemed to be
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exhibiting.
The hypothesis of the father's overinvolvement with the children
was supported in the Conjoint Family Drawing, the Conjoint Family
Sculpture and the Hypothesis Testing task.

The Conjoint Family

Drawing also offered information which added to Rater II's previous
assessments.

He noted that the lack of any central or leadership

member was evident in the Conjoint Family Drawing.

This, coupled with

the new information on the exchange of roles which Mom and Dad
performed during the sculpture task, suggested a view of family
functioning which was more symmetrical than Rater II had previously
thought.

Additionally, he noted that the Conjoint Family Drawing

showed Mom intervening between father and daughter, which he did not
notice in the interview.

This expanded the view of the relationship

between the couple by highlighting the symmetrical nature of their
complementarily as well as by showing Mom in a more active role in the
parental subsystem.

Family I - Rater III
Rigid boundaries between spouses, enmeshed boundaries between
father and children, rigid boundaries between siblings, and enmeshed
boundaries among family members generally were the assessments of
dysfunctional areas made by Rater III.
She found support for her assessment of rigid boundaries between
the spouses in the Warm-up pictures, the Conjoint Family Drawing, the
Conjoint Family Sculpture and the Hypothesis Testing tasks.
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Conjoint Family Sculpture and the Warm-up pictures, however,
also offered information which supported the theory of enmeshed
boundaries not only between father and children but among all family
members.

Rater III thought that the way in which the father changed

the identities of the sculptures to solve the problem indicated fluid
boundaries.

Enmeshment was also suggested to Rater III by Dad's

Warm-up picture in which he drew two figures who looked exactly alike.
The enmeshment between father and children was, Rater III thought,
denied by the father's giving the sculpture of Elise to the mother.
This supported the information from the Conjoint Family Drawing which
showed Mom as intervening between them.
This apparent interplay between rigid and enmeshed boundaries
added an important dimension to the family assessment.

As Rater I

noted above, the rigid complementary roles could now be seen as an
attempt to solve the problem of enmeshed boundaries which individuals
apparently experienced in the family.

Another way to see this would

be to say that the rigid complementerily was an attempt to deal with
incestuous relationships in the family.

Family II - Rater .1
Rater I lists high conflict in the parental subsystem,
ineffective parenting skills by Dad, inappropriate freedom and
responsibility for the kids, the parentification of Corrie, rigid
boundaries between Dad and Dan and rigid boundaries among siblings as
the dysfunctional areas of Family II.
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Support for the hypothesis of high conflict between parents, which
triangulated the children, was found in the Conjoint Family Drawing
the Hypothesis Testing tasks.

No information which commented on

these assessments was found in the Warm-up pictures or in the Conjoint
Family Sculpture.

However, the ways in which the parents were drawn

in the Conjoint Family Drawing added information to the hypothesis.
The parents (Dad drawn by Corrie and Nom drawn by Donna) were drawn
disproportionately small.

This was interpreted by Rater I as the

children's experience of their parents as being out of control in the
family.

This would substantiate the assessment of the children as

being triangulated in the conflict as well as to indicate the girls'
analogic awareness of this situation.
The hypothesis of Dad's ineffective parenting skills, and the
subsequent inappropriate freedom and responsibility for the children
was supported in the Conjoint Family Drawing, and the Conjoint Family
Sculpture.

The Warm-up picture which Dad drew added to this

hypothesis by shewing a picture which might denote underlying tension
and unexpressed anger on Dad's part.

This might indicate that,

although verbally he "blamed" Dan for the family's problems,
analogically he was experiencing some responsibility for then, and
frustration at his failures in dealing with them.
Rater I's theory of Corrie as a parental child was supported by
the information she obtained from the Warm-up pictures, the Conjoint
Family Drawing, the Conjoint Family Sculpture and the Hypothesis
Testing tasks.

Additionally, information in the Warm-up about
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Corrie's extreme loyalty to Dad, suggested to Rater I the possibility
that Corrie considered Dad to be the real IP in the family.

This

would add credence to her parental position in the family.
The rigid boundaries between Dad and Dan assessed by Rater I were
supported by information which she collected from all the art tasks.
Similarly, the assessment of rigid boundaries among sibling was
supported by all art tasks except the Warm-up pictures.

Family II - Rater II
Rater II assessed the dysfunctional areas of Family II as:

parent

conflict, lack of nurturance and guidance from the father, and
siblings inability to compromise (high conflict, rigid boundaries).
He found support for his hypothesis of parent conflict in the
Conjoint Family Drawing, as well as additional information about this
issue in Dad's drawing of Corrie which Rater II thought stood out as
promiment.

There was no information on this hypothesis in the Warm-up

pictures or the Conjoint Family Sculpture but the Hypothesis Testing
task added the information of the children's extreme concern over Dad.
This concern would emphasize the need for a change in Dad's situation
as well as to corroborate the conflictual relationship with Mom.
Rater II's theory of insufficient nurturance and guidance from Dad
was supported in Dad's Warm-up picture, in the Conjoint Family
Drawing, the Conjoint Family Sculpture, and the Hypothesis Testing
task.

Hypothesis Testing also added the information (cited above)

that the children were inappropriately worried about Dad's happiness.
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This supported the view that Dad was the IP in the children's eyes,
and that their concern for him indicated their fears for their own
well-being.
The view of the sibling subsystem boundaries as rigid and
conflictual was supported in the Warm-up pictures, the Conjoint Family
Drawining and the Conjoint Family Sculpture.

However, Donna's Warm-up

picture also indicated a degree of enmeshment among her and her
brother and sister.
pictures.

Her picture was a composite of Corrie's and Dan's

This information called into question the assessment of the

sibling boundaries as rigid.

However, throughout the assessments of

the sibling subsystem in the family, there were contradictory opinions
among raters.

This would indicate the need for more information than

was obtained from the initial assessment.

Family II - Rater III
Rater III assessed the parental subsystem as enmeshed, the
father's boundary with his son as rigid and the sibling boundaries as
rigid.

She also noted inappropriate nuturance, guidance and control

on the father's part.
The assessment of the parents as enmeshed was supported by
Corrie's drawing in the Hypothesis Testing task of frowning Dad with
tiny torn almost attached to him.

However, it was apparently denied by

the Conjoint Family Drawing in which the parents were separated by all
the children.

These pieces of information, when viewed together,

allow an expanded understanding of the family relationships.

In one
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sense, it could be said that the parental divorce indicated rigid
boundaries.

However, the triangulation of the children into the

conflict allowed the view that the parents remain in contact with one
another through conflict over the children.

This would support the

view of the parental boundary as enmeshed, so that the Conjoint Family
Drawing in which the children are in between the parents, could also
be seen as the parents keeping in contact through the children.

This

expanded view, allows for the formation of hypotheses from several
viewpoints, which might have otherwise gone unnoticed.
The assessment of the father's rigid boundary with the son as well
as the children's rigid boundaries with each other were supported by
all art tasks.

However, once again Rater III noted that Donna's

composite Warm-up picture might indicate enmeshment.
Rater Ill's assessment of inappropriate guidance, nurturance and
control by Dad was supported by all art tasks.

Family III - Rater I
Rater I stated that the dysfunctional areas in Family m were:

a

rigid spouse subsystem boundary, overinvolvement of Mom, inability of
family members to respond to one another's needs, and a rigid
conflictual boundary in the sibling subsystem.
Rater I found support for the assessment of a rigid spouse
subsystem in all art tasks.

However, the assessment of overinvolvment

of V£m with the children was denied by the Conjoint Family Drawing and
the Hypothesis Testing task.

In the Conjoint Family Drawing, everyone
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made a separate drawing, and Mom did not attempt to intervene in the
children's drawings, although Luke's, especially, was inappropriate.
'This would tend to deny the assessment of Mom as enmeshed with the
children.

Additional evidence was found in the fact that Tammy did

not include Mom in her drawings, again indicating the possibility of a
rigid, rather than an enmeshed boundary.

Again, in the Hypothesis

Testing Task, Mom did not intervene in the situation between Tairmy and
Luke in which Tammy broke the agreement which they had made.
would also tend to deny the assessment of enmeshed boundaries.

This
The

Conjoint Family Sculpture, on the other hand, lent some support to the
hypothesis of enmeshement because of the way in which Mom took charge
of directing all the changes in the sculptures.

However, the

information from the drawings threw serious doubt on the theory of
enmeshment, and, indeed, the general experience of disengagement in
all family relationships would seem to be more powerful than the
hypothesis of enmeshment.
The hypothesis of inadequate resonance, or ability of family
members to respond to each other's needs was supported in all art
tasks.
The assessment of a rigid and conflictual boundary in the sibling
subsystem was supported in the Conjoint Family Sculpture and the
Hypothesis Testing task.

However, in the Conjoint Family Drawing,

Tammy drew herself and Luke as one of her drawings.

This might

indicate some view on her part of the two of them as sharing conmon
interests.

This would be an avenue to pursue in further interviews.
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Family III - Rater II
Rater II assessed the dysfunctional areas of Family m as:
Disengagement of all family members, lack of parental structure for
kids and no decision making in spouse or parental subsystems, and the
theme of "control vs. warmth" in the family.
The assessment of disengagement of family members was supported in
all art tasks.

However, Rater II added to this assessment from the

Conjoint Family Sculpture by stating that family members did seem
willing to make changes, under Mom's direction, to try to become more
engaged.
The lack of parental structure and inability to make decisions was
supported in all art tasks but Rater II once again noted that the
leadership Mom offered in the Conjoint Family Sculpture was accepted
by all other family members.

This might indicate not only some

flexibility in family structure but a willigness on Mom's part to make
suggestions.
The themes of "control vs. warmth" which Rater II identified as
running throughtout the interview, was corroborated in all the tasks
done by the family.

Family III - Rater III
Rater Ill's assessment of dysfunctional areas included marriage
problems (rigid, complementary roles, disengaged boundaries and Mom's
uncontainment) and disengaged boundaries among all family members.
Both these hypotheses, which were also made by the two previous
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raters, were supported in all information obtained from the art tasks
done by the family.

Summary
The above comparisons seemes to confirm a relationship of
expansion and support of information between the interactional
information and the art products.

All raters found their family

assessments to be supported and/or expanded by the art products.

In a

few instances (most notably the assessment of Korn as enmeshed with the
children by Rater I in Family III) it can be seen that the art task
information contradicted assessments made in the interview.

However,

it is important to note that the Family Assessment Tool was designed
to increase the interviewer's perspective on family functioning and
that assessments which may appear to be contradictory when viewed in a
linear way become compatible when viewed from a more circular
perspective.

For example, the assessment of the parental subsystem in

Family II as having both rigid and enmeshed boundaries, allowed the
interviewer a more complex and useful view of family functioning than
a single assessment of "rigid" or "enmeshed" would have.
The art tasks, by providing static analogues with which to compare
the interactional information from the interviews seemed to offer the
opportunity of checking, and revising hypothesis in a more relaxed,
and less pressured climate than during the actual interview.

By

comparing the assessments made in the presence of the family with
those made by viewing their art work, a broader view of the family was
formed.
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2m III - VfflAT ARE TEE .AREAS IN WHICH TOE FAMILY ART ASSESSMENT TOOT.
^EED§ TO

gg

TOIFJED IN ORDER TO BETTER ACCOMPLISH THF,
QUESTIONS ONE AND TWO?

TASKS tn

Overview of Part TTT
Part III discusses the overall effectiveness of the Family Art
Assessment Tool and includes the revisions of the interview and data
collection procedures which were indicated by the rater's critique.
It has two sections.

The first section is raters' coiments on the

Family Art Assessment Interviews.

It includes:

general problems of

the interview, the organization of the tasks, the materials and
equipment, the instructions to families and the role of the therapist
(interviewer).

The first section concludes with a summary and

suggestions for a revised format for the interview.
The second section is the discussion of the data collection and
analysis procedures.

This includes a discussion of the revisions made

in the original coding sheets by the researcher, raters' comments on
the advantages and disadvangages of the coding sheets, and the
Structural/Directive assessment form and suggestions for improving
their effectiveness.

It concludes with a summary of the discussion

and suggested revisions.

Oeneral Problems in the Family Art Assessment Interview
Raters did not identify many problems with the interview process.
They did raise several points concerning the appropriateness of the
interview with certain kinds of families (see Chapter V, pg. 254
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for more detail on their ideas regarding this).

The one theoretical

issues which was raised concerned the indirectness with which the
family's presenting problems was approached.

Raters thought that in

some high crisis situations a more thorough explication of the problem
and more immediate interventions might be called for.

Raters also

stated that some families might be annoyed by the apparent lack of
interest in the immediate problem.

In these cases, it might be

advisable to do a problem-oriented interview first, and then, at a
less stressful time, do the Family Art Assessment Interview.

Organization and Usefulness of the Tasks
Raters thought that the tasks were organized in a useful way.
Although it was unclear whether any other organization would be
better, a number of other possible organizations were discussed.
These will be ennumerated in Chapter Five.

Additionally, questions

were raised about the amount of demographic inforamtion collected, the
necessity for all tasks, length of the interview, and use of
particular mediums for particular tasks.
Raters II and III both thought there was a need for more
demographic information to be obtained at the beginning of the
interview.

They felt that perhaps information on socio-economic

status, and a brief genogram would have been helpful.

The question

was raised on how this information effects the therapist's perceptual
set about the family.

TVo of the raters thought that this kind of

information was helpful in formulating certain mimimal expectations,
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while the other rater expressed a belief that this information was
detrimental, prefering a direct experience with the family to be the
first way in which impressions were formulated.
reached on this issue.

No conclusions were

However, all raters were in agreement that

basic information - names and ages of everyone in the family should
continue to be included in the interview and should be incorporated
into the coding sheets.
Raters agreed that the length of the interview and the number of
tasks seemed functional.

One rater commented that perhaps it was

unnecessary to include all the tasks, and that perhaps just giving the
Conjoint Family Drawing would be sufficient.

However, other raters

pointed out the differences in behaviors which were noticed in all
three families between the Conjoint Family Drawing and the Conjoint
Family Sculpture.

The elimination of one of these tasks would have

made this information unavailable.

Another rater raised the question

of whether the Warm-up was really necessary, and whether or not it
really did warm people up.

Rater I coimiented that all the literature

by art therapists indicates the need for a warm-up, however, the
question of what might happen without a warm-up might be interesting
to pursue.
All raters agreed that the tasks seemed to be organized
effectively.

However, one rater noted that although it was originally

thought that the Conjoint Family Sculpture would be the most difficult
task, families seemed to enjoy themselves most when doing this task.
In all families there was more interaction among family members in
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this taks than in any other task.

It was suggested that perhaps it

would be better to put this task first, since it did seem to loosen
people up.

Putting the problem-oriented part of the interview first

might also address the difficulty raised above concerning the lack of
focus on the problan statement.

A number of other questions were also

raised during this discussion about the effect of the various media on
family behavior, and the differences that reordering the tasks and
re-arranging the media used might have.

These issues will be

discussed more completely in Chapter Five - Implications for Further
Research.
Generally, however, the raters agreed that the organization of the
tasks was effective and that they generated a large amount of
Structural/Directive assessment information.

Materials and Equipment
For the most part, the materials and equipment were thought to be
appropriate to the tasks.

The only essential pieces of equipment were

a table, large enough to accommodate the family, and enough chairs to
seat everyone.

Space was also provided, for family members to work

individually but none of the families utilized these spaces.

In

Family II, seme family members changed their seats in order to
complete the Conjoint Family Drawing, but no one in either of the
other two families changed seats.

It is unclear whether this lack of

mobility was a function of the particular families interviewed, or
some other reason.

It was recommended that the alternate work spaces
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continue to be provided with other families, whether or not they were
used, as some families might find them helpful.
The materials used were also found to be adequate and sufficient
for the task.

There were no family members who were unable to use the

oil pastels, which provided a certain versatility of medium.

Some

people used them simply as crayons, while other people were able to
use them to shade and blend colors.
Raters agreed that the play dough was an excellent medium for
family members' use.

Children and adults all seemed to enjoy working

with it, and it was pliable enough for all ages to use.

However,

there were seme problems with storage and transportation of the
sculptures after they had been completed.

The play dough was pliable

during the creation of the sculptures but became brittle, and tended
to fall apart after drying.

This would be problematic for any

therapist wishing to preserve the sculptures over time, unless
photographs were taken.

It was suggested that modeling clay could be

used which would be more durable over time.

Eoever, this medium is

not as accesible to young children, and therefore might detract from
the interview's usefulness.

A more efficient means of storing the

play dough, such as wrapping it in plastic wrap, or plastic bags might
be a solution which would allow the continued use of play dough.

All

raters agreed that more experimentation was needed in this area.

Instructions to Families
All raters thought that the instructions fit the tasks.

They were
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clear and uncomplicated, outlining the tasks without using unnecessary
detail.

There was some comment on the fact that the instructions for

the Conjoint Family Drawing were read while the instructions for the
other tasks were not.

Rater I explained that the instructions for the

Conjoint Family Drawing were quoted exactly from the originator of the
task, Elizabeth Bing, while the others were not.
written instructions for all the tasks.

Rater III suggested

In this way, instructions

could be standardized which would be useful for research, and it would
also serve to make the therapist's role less intrusive.

Additionally,

by standardizing the instructions, the demographic inforamtion which
was desired could be included in a uniform manner.

The instructions

to families can be found in Appendix E on page 361.
Rater I commented that in administering the Conjoint Family
Drawing, the instruction to families to use only one color to draw was
found to be unsatisfactory.

She thought that the limitation of

expression was not worth the clarity achieved by each person having a
"signature" color.

There was some confusion about this in the

interviews which accounts for the inconsistency in use of color in the
Conjoint Family Drawing across the three families.

In giving the

instructions to the first family, the instruction to use only one
color was forgotten.

Therefore, Family I used a full range of colors

in their drawing, the drawers being identified by the interviewer on
completion of the drawing.
one color was given.

In Family II, the instruction to use only

However, in comparing the two drawings, the

researcher thought that Family I's drawing offered a richer
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prespective.

Therefore, the decision was made not give the "only one

color" instruction to Family III.

Consequently, two of the families

used any number of colors in the Conjoint Family Drawing and one
family (Family II) did not.

Role of the Therapist
The role of the therapist was thought to be appropriate to the
interview, by all raters.

It was noted, however, that even in a

structured interview of this nature, it is possible for the personal
style of the therapist to come through.

Raters II and III commented

on the tendency of the therapist who conducted these interviews (Rater
I) to become over-involved with families by trying to be too helpful
when they experienced difficulty.

For example, in Family I, when the

baby (Eddie) became fussy doing the last task, the therapist offered
to take care of the baby so that they could complete their task.

This

effectively eliminated an opportunity for the therapist to observe how
the family dealt with this kind of stress.

Rater I commented that she

became aware of this tendency during administration of the interviews
and attempted to correct the situation.

She noted that the structured

nature of the task made it clearer to her that she was behaving
inappropriately than it would have been in a less formal intervi&v.
This characteristic of non-intrusiveness v/as mentioned above as one of
the advantages the Family Art Assessment Interview offers to
therapists.
All raters agreed that it was important for the therapist to take
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maximum advantage of the opportunities to observe family behavior
rather than trying to intervene or participate in the interview.

They

commented that this opportunity was provided by the interview, and
that it was up to the therapist to take advantage of it.

The role of

the therapist outlined in the procedure was thought to be appropriate.

Summary
The main problem with the Interview identified by raters was the
indirectness with which family's presenting problem was approached.
Several suggestions were made as to hew this might be ameliorated.
The tasks were seen as well organized and useful for generating
Structural/Directive assessment information.

Suggestions were made

concerning the possibility of reorganizing tasks to accomplish
specific goals.

It was suggested that more demographic information

might be desired by some therapists.

Suggestions were made as to how

this information might be included.
[feterials and equipment were found adequate.

The only problem

identified was a problem with storing the play dough sculptures after
they were made.

Suggestions were made for experimenting with possible

solutions to this problem.
The instructions to families were thought useful.

Hcwever, it was

agreed that a written set of instructions might enhance the
effectiveness of the Family Art Assessment Interview for research as
well as to assist the therapist.
The prescribed role of the therapist was found to be effective.
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However, it was noted that in this as in other therapies, it was
relatively easy for a therapist to expand this role into an
over-involved stance.

Rater's cautioned therapists against allowing

this to happen.
The major revision suggested in the interview format was to
include a set of written instructions for all tasks in the protocol.

THE DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Oyeryiew
This section is the critique of the data collection and analysis
procedures.

It includes a discussion of the changes made in the

original coding sheets both before and during the data collection
process, the raters comments on the advantages and disdavantages of
the coding sheets and the Structural/Directive assessment form, and
suggestions to improve the usefulness of these instruments.

Revised

versions of coding sheets and the Structural/Directive assessment form
are included in this part.

This section concludes with a summary of

raters' comments and suggested revisions.

CODING SHEETS
Revisions in the Original Coding Sheets
The research made a number of revisions in the original coding
sheets which were described in Chapter Three.

After the originals had

been used by at least one rater, these revisions were made because
their format was found inconvenient, or unsuitable.

The coding sheets
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which were revised:

Coding Sheet Two, the Conjoint Family Sculpture

(interview information), Coding Sheet Four, the Warm-up, Coding Sheets
Five, the Conjoint Family Drawing, and Coding Sheet Six, the Conjoint
Family Sculpture (art product).

The following sections describe the

revisions made, and provide rationales for the changes.

Coding Sheet IVo - The Conjoint Family Drawing
Coding Sheet TWo was revised after Raters I, II and III coded the
interviw information on Family I.

The changes were made because the

categories provided by the coding sheet did not allcw information
about the interactions to be made in the most efficient manner.
Several of the areas covered seemed to be irrelevant, while there were
several important aspects of the process for which there were no
provisions made.

Changes were made in all sections of the coding

sheet except the last one - metaphorical comment of the symptom.

(See

Appendix C, pages 277-334 for the original and revised versions of the
coding sheets).
The first part of the coding sheet was designed to record
information on the interactional processes during the creation of
family members’ individual sculptures.

The original coding sheet

provided room to record, under the sub-category, "attitudes of family
members to problem":

inferred or stated attitudes about the problem,

statements by family members about how the problem effected them,
comments of family members aobut the sculptures, and comments by the
therapist.

After attempting to record information from Family I, it
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was evident that it was unnecessary to have a separate section to
record whether family members thought the problem had effected them
positively or negatively.

This question was combined with Question

One into a new, more inclusive first question:

"Family members

concepts of the problem (include inferred or stated attitude about the
problem, accept, reject, deny, the problem effects then).
Question Three, (family members comments about their sculptures),
was found to be incomplete in that it provided no place to record
family members comments about other people's sculptures.
question was revised into two separate questions.

This

A new Question Two

listed specific family members with space for their comments about
their own sculptures.

A new Question Three created a grid in which

family members' comments about other people's sculptures could be
recorded.
Part Two of the coding sheet was designed to record the
interactional processes around the changes made in the individual
sculptures in order to create a conjoint sculpture.
in Part Two concerned family flexibility.
ideas about how to change things?"

The first column

Question One was:

"who has

The grid which was designed for

responses to this question was not functioned, because it did not
leave enough space for other family members responses to the ideas
offered.

This grid was re-designed.

The second question in this column, "whose job seemed to be to
reject all ideas" was found to be too specific, and was redundant
with, "family members' responses to ideas."

Therefore, this question
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was eliminated.

The next question (Question Three) asked about how

the changes were decided upon.

It was found that not enough space had

been allowed to answer this question, therefore the amount of space
alloted for it was increased.

Similarly, the amount of space alloted

to the next question, "family members* responses to changes, and other
family members reactions to these responses", was found to be
insufficient.

The space for this question was also increased.

Questions Four and Five, and therapists* comments were unchanged.
In the next column, which dealt with the function of the symptom.
Question One remained unchange.

Question TWo, "do other family

members try to change the IP's position", was found to be too
specific.

It was changed to a more general question about family

members' responses to the IP, which included specific sections for
each family member.

Question Three remained unchanged.

Questions Four, Five and Six were reorganized and consolidated
into two questions with categories which centered around who focused
on the problem, for how long, and who tried to change the problem.
Question Four, "hew much time during the interview does the family
spend focusing on the specific problem/symptom" was revised to
included sections on which family members seem most, least, and
moderately involved.

Question Five, "which family members seem most

involved in this focus", became, "which family members seem most,
least and moderately involved in promoting change."

Question Seven,

in the orignial coding sheet became Question Six, and Question Eight
became Question Seven.
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Tlie last column, which covered the metaphorical comment of symptom
remained unchanged.

Coding Sheet Four - The Warm-Up Pictures
Coding sheet four was designed to code the Structural/Directive
assessment obtained from the Warm-up drawings which family members
made.

The original coding sheets for the art products were based

mainly on the rating manual from the Dent-Kwiatkcwska study, as
mentioned in Chapter Three.

These codes contained numbers from 0-5

which Kwiatkowska used in collating her data.

After completing the

first coding sheet which utilized these numbers, the researcher
realized that they were unnecessary for the present study.

Therefore,

the first change made in Coding Sheets Four and Five, was to eliminate
the numbers and replace them with simple dashes in front of the
various choices.
The codes "developmental art stage", "emotional feeling", "use of
color", "extent of color", and "intensity of color" remained the same,
except for the above mentioned change.

However, after the code

"intensity of color", a question about whether color was used to
express any aspect of family functioning was added.

This was added

because it was noticed that there was no opportunity to record any
"family interaction" information here, and that color might be one
place in the Warm-up task where this appeared.
The codes "indecisiveness" and Incompleteness" remained unchanged.
However, the codes "stereotypy" and "rigidity" were eliminated.

The
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definitions of these codes had been somewhat obscure and unclear.

In

the attempt to code actual drawings, these codes became even less
useful.

Therefore, in the interests of creating a coding sheet which

was useful to the raters, these were eliminated.
title remained unchanged.

The code for the

However, a section was added at the end of

the coding sheet which asked raters to summarize the information which
they obtained from the Warm-up.

Similar sections were also added to

coding sheets Four, Five, Six and Seven, in an attempt to consolidate
the enormous amount of information generated by the art tasks.

Coding Sheet Five - The Conjoint Family Drawing
In this coding sheet, as in the previous one, the numbers were
eliminated and replaced with a dash in front of the various choices
under each code.

Another change which was made throughout the coding

sheet was to leave more space under each code for raters' comments,
since the original amount of space was not sufficient.
In the codes under "spatial relations" the code, "general
closeness" remained unchanged except for the addition of a final
choice, "configuration not covered."

A similar addition was made to

the code, "closeness - sibling" remained unchanged as did the code
"cross subsystem closeness" except that in this code a question was
added under the choice, "one or two members of different subsystems
are grouped together."

The question was added in order to provide

specific information about how the members of different subsystems
were grouped, through closeness, color, etc.

The codes

isolation
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and "crowdedness" remained unchanged.
The codes:

"continuity of lines" and "jagged lines" were

eliminated by the researcher because of the difficulty which untrained
raters seemed to have distinguishing among the various categories.
Hie raters' inability to accurately code these categories made them,
ineffectual for this project.

The codes:

"divided picture" remained unchanged.

"fragmentation" and

At the end of this section,

summary sections were added, designed to consolidate the information
obtained on subsystem functioning and boundaries.
In the section of codes on hierarchy, the codes:
figures" remained unchanged.

"size of

In the code, "prominence of figures",

some clarifications were added.

Next to each choice ("father is

prominent", "mother is prominent", etc.) a quesiton was added about
who the figure was drawn by.

At the end of this section, summary

questions were added.
The category of resonance included codes on:

"use of color",

"color extent", "color intensity" and a comparison of the color use
among family members as well as codes on facial expression and sex
differentiation.

These codes were extensively revised because of the

limited information which they yielded in Rater I's coding of the
first family's art products.

It is also important to note that these

codes for the Conjoint Family Drawing only apply to Families I and II
since Family II was instructed to use only one color per person.
The code, "use of color" was revised to include separate sections
for each family member which included:

"number of colors", "intensity
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of color" and "ways color was used to express connectedness, isolation
etc."

The comparison of color use among family members was eliminated

as the format was not f unci tonal, and the information requested could
be covered in the more general quesiton of how color was used to
express connectedness, etc.
The code "facial expression" was also revised to ask specific
quesitons about each family member and to include a notation of who
the figure was drawn by.
in a similar manner.

The code "sex differentiation" was revised

A series of summary quesitons were added at the

end of the section.
The codes for family developmental life cycle, type of portrait
and groundedness remained unchanged.

However, a section of summary

questions, which attempted to organize all the information collected
from the drawing were added to the end of this coding sheet.

This

concludes the explication of revisions for Docing Sheet Five.

Coding Sheets Six and Seven
There were two changes made in Coding Sheet Six.

The first was to

add a quesiton concerning aspects considered relevent to
Structural/Directive assessment information in an attempt to emphasize
the aspects of the sculptures which stood out as exceptionally
relevant.

This was considered necessary because the extremely

unstructured nature of the coding sheet made it difficult to identify
this information specifically.

The other change was to add a summary

statement at the end of the coding sheet, also designed to highlight
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and consolidate Structural/Directive assessment information.
Ike changes made in Coding Sheet Seven were to eliminate the
section on "codes appropriate to those tasks" and to add a suninary
statement at the end.

The section on "codes appropriate to those

tasks” was eliminated for a number of reasons.

First, organizing the

information under codes taken from different tasks did not prove to be
particularly informative.

Additionally, it seemed as if the request

to raters to look back over their coding sheets to select these codes
was unreasonably time consuming, and was not likely to yield any more
information than the more general question which followed it.
This concludes the discussion of revisions to Coding Sheets Six
and Seven, as well as the section on revisions made to the original
coding sheets.

The next section discusses raters opinions of the

unique advantages and disadvantages of these procedures.

Advanaaoes and Disadvantages of Coding Sheets
Raters identified a number of general and theoretical advantages
and disadvantages to the coding sheets and made suggestions for
improvement and expanded use of the materials.

Their comments on the

advantages of the coding sheets for the interview and art products
will be discussed first.

This will be followed by their ideas about

the disadvantages of the coding sheets and suggestions for their
improvment and for the expanded uses of these materials.
Generally, raters thought that the coding sheets for the
interviews were very complete and that the idea of being able to code
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the session while it was happening was excellent.

From a theoretical

standpoint, they noted that the sheets seemed to follow a kind of
funneling process in which each set of quesitons seemed to be a
condensing of the questions before.

This, coupled with the request

for very specific information, forced raters to think about what was
happening in the interview in both a broad way and a specific way.
The need to justify what was said with specific behavioral information
helped to consolidate ideas, and to justify general impressions.

This

proces is totally consistent with the Structural/Directive design of
obtaining in-session behavioral information.
The consistent request for specific information required raters to
think about areas of the interview which they did not normally
consider, that is, areas which were outside their typical patterns of
information gathering in assessment interviews.

This helped to

broaden the perspectives of the raters and pushed them to consider the
interactional process in new ways.

These comments reflect a

confirmation of one of the premises on which this study was based,
which states that the use of analogic techniques will allow the
therapist and the family to gain new perspectives on family
functioning.
Raters commented that coding sheets for the art products helped
then or organize the ways in which they looked at the pictures and
sculptures to highlight Structural/Directive assessment concerns.
They noted that the art work seemed to be a way to pull together
different theoretical orientations because as the Structural/Directive
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categories were being highlighted, the intra-psychic and pscyhodynamic
information was obvious and readily available in the art work.

It

also became clear that coding sheets could be easily designed to
emphasize different systems-oriented and other theories of family and
individual therapy.

Consequently, the art work itself became a bridge

between systems-oriented and psychodynamically-oriented family
theories, as well as between family and individual orientations.

This

confirms another one of the original ideas which this research was
designed to explore, that analogic data-gathering methods are,
essentially theory-free.

Research implications of this finding will

be discussed more fully in Chapter Five.
In spite of the many advantages of the interview coding sheets
which were identified by raters, there were many, primarily practical,
problems found.

Generally, all raters found the sheets to be awkward

and unwieldly to use, and impractical because of their size.

They

found the sheets frequently repetitive and unnecessarily detailed in
many respects.

It was thought that many of the questions could have

been condensed, or offered in a more open-ended format, as opposed to
the attempt at a check-list format.

Although the check-list format

was a good idea, theoretically, the impossibility of allowing for all
possible choices made it impractical.

A concern was raised by Rater I

that if the specific questions were eliminated (e.g. "who draws first"
in the hierarchy category) the behavioral information would not be
recorded in enough detail.

Raters had several suggestions as to hew

to correct this, which will be discussed below.
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Raters also thought that, although the tunneling process mentioned
above was good, it was carried too far.

The repetition of information

in several places was unnecessary and took too much time.

For

example, in Coding Sheet One, the Conjoint Family Drawing, under the
Spouse Subsystem, the series of quesitons:

"does the couple exMbit

flexibility of roles", "how", "does the couple exhibit rigidity of
roles", "how", "does the couple exhibit ritualist behaviors", "what
are they" could be condensed into one question which would cover all
these possibilities, and would still allow for the rater to
distinguish among these three categories of behavior.
Another major drawback which was idenfied by raters was length of
time it took to process the information about each family.

They

estimated that it took approximately five hours to process the
information, not including the hour and a half spent conducting the
interview.

They pointed out that this amount of time was unrealistic

for a working therapist to spend on a family assessment.

They thought

that two hours might be a more reasonable expectation and made a
number of suggestions as to how to shorten and consolidate the data
analysis so that working therapists might be more inclined to use the
interviw.

These suggestions on specific changes in the coding process

will be discussed below.

Rater’s Suggested Changes

The first suggestion which was made was to provide a space on the
coding sheets to identify the families and to record their basic
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demographic data.

This would ensure that this information was

obtained, and allow different therapists to collect more or less data
according to their preferences.
The next suggestion was to go through the coding sheets and
streamline the questions in the manner suggested above, so that the
therapist could record several pieces of information about related
behaviors at one time rather than having to go through a long list of
isolated behaviors, (see example above on spouse subsystem roles).
Another way to consolidate the sheets, which was suggested, was to
eliminate some of the questions which seemed irrelevent.

A concern

was raised about the possibility of eliminating questions which might
be relevant to different families.

It was noted that questions which

seemed necessary could always be re-introduced at a later date, or
that the seciton for therpist's comments could be used to record this
information.

Another specific suggestion which raters offered

concerned the questions which had a "grid" format.

They thought that

these grids (e.g. question nine under Resonance in Coding Sheet One)
were unnecessary and took up large amounts of space.

For the most

part, raters stated that they did not use these grids or did not find
them useful when they did.
The final specific suggestion was that the overlays for the
parental and sibling subsystems in Coding Sheet One were difficult to
use and should be eliminated.

Raters also offered an alternative

method of designing the Coding Sheets which involved combining the
questions from the coding sheets for the interviews with the
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Structural/Directive assessment form.

This will be discussed in the

seciton on raters' suggestions for expanded use of the coding sheets.
The next secitons discusses raters' comments on the disadvantages of
the coding sheets for the art products and their suggestions for
specific changes.

Disadvantages of the Coding Sheets For the Art Products
Generally there were not as many comments on the disadvantages of
the coding sheets for the art products.

Raters stated that their lack

of familiarity with coding art work made it more difficult to critique
these sheets.

They noted that their inexperience also increased their

need for repetition and so that if these sheets were in fact
repetitive in the same ways as the interview sheets, they found the
repetition useful.

A11 raters thought that if they had increased

training in art therapy techniques of how to look at drawings, they
would have been able to make more use of the information from the art
products.

However, even with their limited experience, the

information and the coding sheets were useful.

There were several

specific suggestions made about the categories of information included
in the coding sheets which will be discussed below.
One rater commented that she would have preferred to code the
interviews, then code the art products and then complete an assessment
form rather coding the art products after completing the assessment
form.

It was pointed out that this arrangement of tasks was done in

order to answer the research question, "how do the art products add to
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or enhance the Structural/Directive assessment information?"

In a

purely clinical setting, the order of tasks could easily be changed.
Some omissions were noted on the coding sheets which would have
added some useful information.

In Coding Sheet Four - the Warm-up

Picture, it was noted that there were no place to code the subject
matter of the drawing.

All raters recorded this information as

particularly relevent, and all the art therapists studied have
commented on the importance of subject matter.

Therefore, the

inclusion of a place to record this information seemed obvious.
Coding Sheet Five - The Conjoint Family Drawing - had no place to
code information about the title of the drawing.

Although raters

noted information about the title, when important, this inforamtion
should be included in a more structured way.

For example, in Family

II, the title which Dan gives the drawing "Parts of an Important
Family" certainly adds to the assessment information in an important
way.
Another code which might prove useful in the Conjoint Family
Drawing would be a code for "placements of figures" in the drawing
under Family Hierarchy.

This would allow the rater to note whether

people were arranged in the drawing in any particular way, and might
be followed by the codes "type of portrait" and "groundedness" which
are now under the category Family Developmental Life Cycle.
These codes were placed under the category of Family Developmental
life cycle tentatively because the researcher thought they might
relate to the family life stage.

It appears, from the drawings these
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families did, that although the type of portrait and groundedness of
the figures does provide useful information, it did not seem
particularly specific to this category.

The suggestion to place these

under Hierarchy is an attempt to relocate the codes in a more
appropriate category.
Another important aspect to consider in critiquing the coding
sheets for the art produces was the highly experimental way in which
the codes were selected.

As stated in Chapter Three, there are no art

assessment tools which offer methods of interpreting art work from a
Structural/Directive orientation.

Consequently, the researcher was

forced to adapt, somewhat arbitrarily, codes which had been developed
by Kwiatkowska for psychodynamic interpretation of family art work.
Some of the codes selected had obvious relevence to
Structural/Directive assessment categories, and these seemed to be
most useful to raters.

These codes included those for the Conjoint

Family Drawing of "closeness", "isolation", "size of figures",
"prominence" and "disproportion in realistic represnetation."

Other

codes considered by the researcher as possibly related to
Structural/Directive assessments categories were included
experimentally.

For the most part, these codes (e.g. "crowdedness",

"fragmentation", "divided picture") did not seem to yeild as much
information as those with more obvious relevence.

Similarly, the

codes for Resonance (or individual characteristics) did not seem as
useful as had been hoped.

The most informative Resonance codes were

"use of color" and "intensity of color."

Raters all equated color use
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and intensity with the emotional states of the individuals who
produced the art work.

This was done without previous discussion, and

without any rater having formal training in the interpretation of
drawings.

The assessment of family member's use of color in this way

did seem to offer raters opportunities to hypothesize about family
members' feelings and how these fit together in the family system.
This was an interesting and important aspect of the assessments which
sometimes does not appear in more digital family assessments.
However, the connection peoples' feeling states and their use of color
certainly deserves further study, and the development of a larger body
of codes for the interpretations of art work from systems-oriented
perspective requires much more extensive study.
This completes the discussion of raters' specific suggestions for
revising the coding sheets.
() Coding Sheets.

These revisions will be found in Appendix

The next section discusses raters suggestions for

expanded use of the coding sheets and additional formats for working
therapists.

Raters' Suggestions for Additional Formats for Coding Sheets
Raters noted several possible uses for the data collection and
analysis procedures which would require different kinds of
instruments.

They identified three major ways to use the materials

when coding information from the Family Art Assessment Interview.
The first was for therapists working alone, with limited resources,
the second was for therapists working with the availability of a
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one-way mirror and team, and the third was for training situations.
Paters thought that in order to make the data processing and
analysis procedures maximally useful to therapists with limited

resources, a major revamping of the coding sheets was necessary.

They

suggested that the interview coding sheets be re-organized into a
booklet, or clip-board format and combined with the

Structural/Directive assessment form so that the therapist could
actually code the data and make the assessment of the interview
process in the session, leaving only the coding of the art products as
a post-session task.

In this way, in-session information could be

corroborated by the art products which might serve to take the place
of a tape, or a team.

They suggested that lists of the importance

specific questions could be prepared and placed alongside of the

Structural/Directive assessment categories on the Structural/Directive
assessment form, in an attempt to make sure that specific behavioral
examples were used.
Paters commented that the original format of the interview coding
sheets would be practical and very useful in situations in which the
therapist had a team working behind a one-way mirror.

In these

instances, the coding sheets could be hung on the wall, eliminating
much of the difficulty which they experienced trying to manuever then
on a desk, while viewing a tape.

This would also eliminate the

difficulties they experienced with the overlays.

Placing the coding

sheets on the wall would allow several different observers to be
recording information at the same time, therefore making use of the
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coding sheets' attempt to recreate the circularity of the interview
process.

One rater commented that it might even be possible for a

therapist to use the sheets while in the same room as the family, if
they were put up on a wall out of the family's work space.

For use in

these circumstances, raters felt the original format was useful.
However, the questions themselves still needed to be revised in the
ways suggested above.
The last situation in which raters felt the coding sheets would be
extremely useful was a training tool for both experienced and
inexperienced family therapists.

The suggestion was made to use the

coding sheets in the original format (with question-revision) to train
experienced family therapists in the use of the Family Art Assessment
Tool, prior to offering them the combined booklet form of the coding
sheets/assessment form.

In this way, the importance of behavioral

examples and a review of the specific quesitons which were relevent
could be emphasized, helping to make the interview more useful.
Raters commented that if the coding process was used to train
inexperienced family therapists, it would be extremely useful in
helping them to identify the kinds of analogic information which is
significant in family interactions, and that it could also be helpful
in training therapists in how to look at video tapes.

For this

purpose, raters thought that the un-revised original coding sheets
might prove useful, particularly because of the completeness and
redundancy which they identified as problematic for then.

The

suggestions was made to use the original coding sheets in some
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training situations before making revisions for these purposes.
This completes the discussion of the coding sheets, the sheets
with raters' suggested revisions will be found in Appendix () Coding Sheets, page ().

The; Struotural/Directive Assessment Form
Raters generally liked the Structural/Directive assessment form
and thought that it organized information clearly and was easy to use.
They commented that the space for behavioral examples forced them to
back up their statements with material from the interviews but without
the redundancy found in the coding sheets.

The suggestion was made,

as outlined above to combine this form with the coding sheet
information to create a more compact and more usable data processing
instrument.

Other than this, raters had no further comments on the

form.

Summary
A report was given on the changes made to the original coding
sheets and the revised versions were included in Appendix C, pages
277-334 to this chapter.

This was followed by the raters' critique of

the coding sheets and Structural/Directive assessment form and their
suggestions for making these more useful. Raters thought the coding
sheets were unwieldly, hard to follow, and in places redundant.
suggested that for trained therapists working in situations with

They
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limited resources, a combined form of the data collection and
Structural/Directive assessment form could be designed which would
retain most of the important characteristics of the original coding
sheets but would eliminate the impracticality of their size and
complexity.

This revised forms can be found in Appendix D, pgs.

336-359.
Raters identified three situations in which the original coding
sheets might be useful:

in settings in which the therapist was

working with a team behind a mirror, in training family therapists
prior to giving them the combined data collection,
Structural/Directive assessment form for the interview, and in
training inexperienced family therapists to look for analogic and
interacitonal information in interviews.

They suggested that for the

first two situations the coding sheets should be re-done to eliminate
repetition but that for the last situation they be used in the
original form in order to re-assess needs for training situations.
The revised coding sheets can be found in Appendix () of this chapter.

SUMMARY OF TOE CHAPTER.
This completes Chapter Four, the results of the administration of
the Family Art Assessment Interview, and the discussion of the data
collection and analysis procedure which together constitute the Family
Art Assessment Tbol.

The chapter included three parts each designed
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I answered the question, "can trained and experienced family
therapists identify Structural/Directive assessment information using
the Family Art Assessment Tool?" The answer was definitely, "yes."
Raters were able to identify Structural/Directive assessment
information through answering the questions on the coding sheets and
were able to use this information to complete the Structural/Directive
assessment form.
Part II answered the question, "do the art products provide
additional information unavailable from the interview?"
answer was "yes."

Again, the

The supplementary nature of the art products was

demonstrated with examples from the art products to highlight the
particular characteristics of each art task as well as to provide a
comparison of the relationship between the interview information and
the art products.
Part III discussed the overall effectiveness of the FAAT and
reported raters suggestions for the improvement of the tool for use in
various settings.

Hie suggestions made streamline the size and

content of the coding sheets and assessment form for trained
therapists.
Chapter Five, Conclusions and Implications for Research, presents
a summary of the findings of the study, and discusses the
possibilities for further research raised by this study.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

IIWI OF THE CHAPTER

Chapter Five consists of three parts.

Part I is a summary of the

research, including the purpose of the research, the method used to
conduct the research and the central findings of the study.

Part II

is a discussion of the implications for future research in clinical,
training and educational settings, and the Part III is the conclusion.

PART I ~ SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH

Purpose of the Research
The purpose of the research was to design and test a
Structural/Directive family art assessment tool.

Art assessments have

been used and interpreted primarily from a psychoanalytic perspective.
Guidelines for how to use such a tool in Structural/Directive family
therapy were not available.

Method
A family art assessment tool (the FAAT) was designed which used
tasks found in the literature as well as original tasks created for
the study by the researcher.

The assessment interview was

administered to three families at a mental health center.

The

interviews were videotaped and the videotapes and art products which
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the families made were then coded by three experienced
Structural/Directive family therapists.

The raters used coding sheets

designed by the researcher to organize the information into the
Structural/Directive assessment categories which were outlined in
Chapter Three.

CENTRAL FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Question One
The raters in this study were all able to identify and code
Structural/Directive assessment information both from the videotapes
of the interviews and the art products made by the families.

All

assessments made were corroborated by Structural/Directive evidence
whcih the raters obtained from the tapes, and which was recorded on
the coding sheets and Structural/Directive Assessment Form, designed
to elicit this information.

The success of the instrument in

eliciting Structural/Directive assessment information confirmed its
usefulness to Structural/Directive family therapists, and made a new
contribution to the field.

Question Ttoo
In comparing the raters' assessments of families' dysfunctional
areas taken from the videotapes with assessment information from the
coding sheets for the art products, (Tables 47-49, pg. 193-211) it was
found that the raters' assessments of art products supported, denied
and added to information from the interviews.

The large majority of
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art product assessments supported the raters' assessment made from the
interviews.

However, there was also a considerable amount of

information added to interview assessments from coding the art
products.
The information collected by raters from the art products
demonstrated their value as supplements to the interview process, and
indicated several directions for further research which will be
discussed in Fart II of this chapter.

Question Three
Raters all agreed that the Family Art Assessment Interview was a
very interesting and useful clinical tool.

They also commented on the

unique advantages of the art products in supplementing information
from the interviews and thought the coding sheets for the products
were adequate.

The bulk of the suggestions for improving the FAAT

concerned the data collection and analysis instruments for the
interview.

Although raters thought that the original interview coding

sheets might prove useful in training and educational settings, they
found then to be unwieldly for use in the clinical setting.
Suggestions were made to combine the data collection sheets with the
data analysis form (the Structural/Directive Assessment Form) into an
instrument which could be used by therapists to both record ana
analyze the informaiton during the course of the interview.
Suggestions were also made to modify the original interview coding
sheets to make them more concise and clearer.
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Special Findings
The differences in raters' assessments which seemed to revolve
around different definitions of the assessment categories raised
interesting questions about the significance of raters' personal
values in using the FAAT.
In Aponte's article, "The Negotiation of Values in Therapy"
(1985), he discusses the inevitable involvement of the therapist's
values in the therapy process.

He comments that, "the question of

values is also central to assessment and evaluation in therapy" (p.
325).

Initially it might seem that the Family Art Assessment Tool

circumvents the intrusion of the therapists' and/or raters' values
into the process because of the pre-determined structure of the
interview and assessment categories.

However, this study showed that

personal perspectives and values play a significant part even in a
structured tool.
Raters' commented, in Chapter Four, on the ways in which the
interviewer's (therapist's) value of showing concern and joining with
families led to a more active role in the interview than was suggested
by the Family Art Assessment Protocol.

Tins particular interviewer's

interpretation of the instruction to "function as a friendly but low
key advisor" (p. 80) was to assist the families when they ran into
difficulties, as opposed to allowing them to resolve these problems in
their ovm way.

In viewing the videotapes, raters felt that this was

inappropriate and detracted from the usefulness of the Interview
Information.

Clearly, however, this demonstrates the ways in which
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personal styles and values affect the process of the interview.
Raters also thought that the structured interview process allowed
the interviewer/therapist a clearer picture of how his/her personal
style and values were entering into the process.

This is an advantage

of the FMT especially if the therapist is to include in the process
of assessment a concern for the interaction between his/her values and
those of the family.

Aponte points out the important ways in which

these interactions affect the assessment process:
Therapists will often struggle with families over
identifying the problem, setting the therapeutic goals,
evaluating behavior, or choosing solutions, because they
and the family are looking, unawares, at different
functions, values and structures of the same issue rather
than because of any essential differences of opinion.
1985, p. 331.
The coding of the data was also an area in which, it seemed, that
raters' values influenced their decisions.

The definitions of terms

like "age appropriate responsibility and autonomy" varied considerably
from rater to rater.

One rater's idea of appropriate behavior was

another's basis for an assessment of dysfunction (see Appendix F, pgs.
365-633.

It can be assumed that other Structural/Directive categories

might be influenced in similar ways.

As Aponte comments, the espousal

of a particular theory of therapy is an implicit statement of the
therapist's values.

However, this study seemed to show that a certain

amount of variation exists even within similar theoretical positions.
The significance of the Family Art Assessment Tool in highlighting
these questions seems to be in its ability to clarify for the
therapists, and raters as well as for the families, the particular
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perspectives anchor values which are being voiced.

Once again, the

ability to see these perspectives clearly allows for more
opportunities to formulate hypotheses, goals and interventions which
families will find useful.
The major focus of this study was on the use of the Family Art
Assessment as a clinical tool.

The research questions were designed

to explore its usefulness to working clinicians in therapeutic
settings and much useful information was gained for clinical practice
and clinical education.

However, the importance of the FAAT for

research has also been suggested by the study.

PART II - IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Qyecyiew.of, .Efrgt.H
Part II has two sections.

The first section discusses the

clinical implications of the study and indicates directions for
further research and development of the Family Art Assessment Tool.
The second section discusses the implications of the FAAT for training
and education, and indicates directions for future research in those
areas.

CLincial Implications
This study has indicated the usefulness of a structured,
Structural/Directive assessment interview which uses art tasks.

The

Family Art Assessment Tool give Structural/Directive therapists the
opportunity to take advantage of the benefits of family art therapy
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techniques, which had previously been available for use only in
psychodynamic orientations.
The essentially theory-free nature of the interview process
requires only the design of data collection and analysis instruments
organized around a particular model's assessment criteria in order to
make it useful in any theoretical orientation.

This study designed

Structural/Directive collection and analysis instruments, and
demonstrated their usefulness.

The design of these instruments for

other systems-oriented models would be one important direction in
which further clinical research is indicated.
It is important to note that this study was designed as
exploratory descriptive research.

One purpose of this kind of

research is to indicate possibilities for further investigation.
Consequently, an important research direction would be to replicate
this study, using the modified Structural/Directive assessment/data
collection form, and other revised coding sheets with larger numbers
of families.
During the course of this study, raters identified a number of
variations on the interview process which might provide additional
information about the clinical possibilities of these techniques for
systems-oriented therapists.

These are discussed below.

Ihe effect of changing the order of the different art tasks was
one possibility which seemed important to investigate.

During the

administration of the interviews, the interviewer noticed that
families' behaviors seemed to be markedly different during the
Conjoint Family Drawing and the Conjoint Family Sculpture.

Although
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it had been originally thought that the Conjoint Family Sculpture
might be the most stressful task, families seemed, in some ways,
looser and more relaxed during this task than during the Conjoint
Family Drawing.

However, if this situation were repeated in a number

of other families, it would still be difficult to tell whether the
change in behavior was prompted by the order of the tasks (i.e. that
people were simply more relaxed after having done two previous tasks),
by the difference in medium (that clay put people more at ease than
paper and crayons) or by the fact that they were discussing the
problems and their solutions (which seme families might experience as
relieving).

One way to address this quesiton would be to put the

Family Sculpture task as the second task in the interview and see if
there were any noticable differences in family interaction and
response to the tasks between that ordering and the original one.
Another change would be to create a problem-centered task which used
paper and crayons, and to use a sculpting task for the family
functioning assessments now provided in the Conjoint Family Drawing.
Another research question, which could be explored by changing
media, would be whether the medium itself has a noticable effect on
family organization.

The differences in family behavior between the

drawing task and the sculpting task in the families interviewed,
raised this as a possibility.
Ihe question of whether families with certain kinds of structures
and organization respond better to some tasks, using certain media,
than to others is yet another area of interest suggested by this
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study.

Kwiatkcwska's discussion of psychodynamic fmaily art therapy

indicates that families who fall into certain psychodynamic diagnostic
categories seemed to respond differently to the art tasks.

A parallel

investigation, organized around Structural/Directive concerns might
help to tailor the interview to particular kinds of family
organization more effectively.
For example, if it were known that families with enmeshed
boundaries find it easier to work with clay than with crayons, the
therapist would have an opportunity to provide an appropriate medium
during the Hypothesis Testing task.

If he/she had hypothesized

enmeshed boundaries, he/she might design a task for the family which
utilized a medium which they might find stressful, in order to assess
the family functioning under stress.

On the other hand, if the

therapist were interested in a more "normal" view of the family,
he/she might design a task using media with which the family might be
more comfortable.
The versatility of the FAAT for therapists in differing clinical
settings is another important characteristics which was discussed.
The design of an in-session data collection/assessment form enables
therapists who are working alone or in situations with limited
resources to use the interview.

However, for therapists who are

working with a team, the interview expands the opportunities for team
members to share and record their perspectives on family functioning
(though use of the modified, original format coding sheets), as well
as to give the team a great deal of in-session information with which
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to help the therapist.

Further experimentation with the coding sheets

in these settings seems useful.
Another important question which arises from this study is how
different the raters' assessments of the art products would have been
if they hadn't seen the interviews, or assessed the interviews, before
viewing them.

A study which would answer this question as well as

add information about the ability of the art products to function as
independent assessors of family functioning from a
Structural/Directive approach would be enormously valuable.

One

design for this research would be to conduct interviews and then have
the interviews coded by family therapists with some background in Art
Therapy and have the art products coded by art therapists with seme
background in family therapy, and compare their independent
assessments.
The development of more effective coding categories for viewing
the art products from a systems-oriented perspective is another very
important area to study.

The coding sheets created for this interview

were designed with only a rudimentary understanding of how to look at
the art work from a systems-oriented perspective.

All raters agreed

that more visual training would have been extremely useful.

The

development of more systemically sophisticated coding sheets and the
development of appropriate training, would be a project best
undertaken by a team of art and family therapists working together to
pool their information.
The last clinical implication which this research highlights is
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the use of the clinical assessment data collected to formulate family
art interventions.

This study was limited to the exploration of the

value of family art assessment techniques.

However, the field of

family art therapy is, by and large, still oriented largely towards
psychodynamic models, so that interventions developed from the
systems-oriented perspective would provide similar advantages to
therapists as those provided by the Family Art Assessment Tool.

The

effectiveness of the assessment interview indicates a strong
possibility that systems-oriented family art interventions would also
prove useful.
These studies indicated some interesting directions for clinical
research, as well as for clinical practice.

Kwiatkowska mentioned the

advantages of her Family Art Evaluation as a research tool in her
book, Family Art Evaluation and Therapy. (1978).

She noted that while

being able to utilize the evaluation for clinical purposes, a large
amount of data was also collected which was used for research
purposes.

The FAAT has the same potential for functioning both as a

tool for working therapists and a vehicle to explore research
questions in the field of family therapy.
Gurman, in a commentary on Bavelas' article, n0n ’Naturalistic’
Family Research" (1984), discusses contemporary issues in family
therapy research:
...Bavelas’ paper succinctly and provocatively identifies
one of the most important and controversial contemporary
issues in the field of family therapy — whether, and if
so, how family researchers and family clinicians can
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bridge their traditional gaps in mutual
influence...Bavelas pointedly challenges the assumption
that experimental research is not naturalistic and argues
that the oft-perceived dichotomy between these two
research contexts is artificial and spurious, (p. 341).
It would seem that the Family Art Assessment Tool offers, like
Kwiatkowska's earlier Evaluation, a tool which effectively bridges the
gap mentioned by Gurman.

It can be used equally effectively as an

assessment at the beginning of family therapy or as a one-time
assessment (which can offer any family valuable information) while, at
the same time providing research data on a variety of issues, some of
which will be mentioned below.

Similarly, it would appear that the

FAAT also blurs the boundary between "naturalistic" and "experimental"
research which is Bavelas' concern.

This tool can be considered both

experimental and, in some sense, "naturalistic" since it is a real
part of the therapy process which is used with dysfunctional families.
The rating process, with all its drawbacks, also offers extensive
opportunities for the kinds of collaboration among therapists which is
considered a fundamental characteristic of systems-oriented family
therapy.

The process which makes raters' assumptions and observations

very explicit and allows these to be examined in a systematic way,
also offers researchers innumerable opportunities to examine and
explore the interactions of not only the raters/therapists with the
family but also with each other.

These interactions have been of

major concern to the field of family therapy.
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Implications for Education and Training
Although the FAAT was designed as a clinical tool, the advantages
of the data collection and analysis instruments for education and
training emerged as significant in this study.
The emphasis on discrete bits of behavioral information, which are
accompanied by a general emphasis on awareness of in-session analogic,
informaiton, make the coding sheets an excellent vehicle for the
education of beginning family therapists.

The analogic information

which is considered so important in developing a systems orientation
is often difficult to explain digitally.

Additionally, the

overwhelming amount of behavioral information which is available
during the course of any interview is often confusing and intimidating
for beginning therapists.

The coding sheets for the interviews might

offer opportunities to itemize this information in a way which made it
not only visible but also manageable.

If videotapes of the interviews

were made, the possibilities for educational uses would be even
greater.
In teaching Structural/Directive family therapy, students could be
asked to track a particular assessment criteria throughout the entire
interview.

On the other hand, if a demonstration of the circular

nature of the assessment process were desired, the interview tape
could be shown one task at a time, with students asked to identify
information from any or all of the assessment categories.

Information

in either of these situations could be recorded on the coding sheets,
again emphasizing the importance of substantiating impressions of
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family functioning with behavioral data.

The design of additional

data collection and analysis instruments for other models, would allow
other theories of family therapy to be taught in a similar manner.
The utilization of the FAAT as a training tool for practicing
professionals is another important possibility.

As mentioned above,

use of the Family Art Assessment Interview, with a team completing the
data sheets would provide an excellent assessment and discussion tool.
However, the data sheets might also be revised for use in live
supervision sessions to give the team behind the mirror an organized,
conjoint method for recording their assessments and impressions of
family and therapist's interactions in order to offer suggestions to
the therapist.
Another professional training situation in which the FAAT might be
useful would be to expand the repertoire of family therapists who were
interested in using art therapy techniques.

As mentioned in Chapter

Four, the original coding sheets could be used in training sessions,
and then therapists could be provided with the revised,
collection/assessment form for working with families after having
become familiar with the kinds of analogic information to notice.

Conclusion
This study was based on several premises concerning the
relationship of the arts to the therapeutic process.

Similarities

between the creative process described by artists, and the definition
of change in systems-oriented therapy were described, and formed the
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basis for the assumption that systens-oriented family therapy and
family art therapy were highly compatible.

The expansion of the field

of family art therapy to include systems-oriented models was seen as a
valuable contribution.

The general advantages of family art therapy

described in the literature formed the basis upon which more specific
research questions were formulated.

These advantages were:

that

family art therapy techniques offered the therapist and the family
unique opportunities to see (literally) different perspectives on
family functioning, that the patterns and structures of systems were
emphasized by family art therapy techniques while also offering
information about individual and family metaphoric and symbolic
behavior, that the use of new techniques nourished the therapist's own
creativity, ensuring his/her active participation in the therapy
session, and that the non-verbal nature of the techniques allowed
participation of all family members including those who might
otherwise be left out.
A family art assessment interview was designed using tasks from
the existing literature, and, when appropriate, tasks created by the
researcher to fit the particular requirements of this assessment.

The

interview was administered and videotaped, and the videotapes were
coded on data sheets which had been designed from a
Structural/Directive perspective to try to approximate the circular
nature of the information being recorded.
The interview was found to be effective and useful in the clinical
setting.

Both the interview and the art proaucts proauced valuable
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Structural/Directive information.
products were considered adequate.

The coding sheets for the art
However, the data sheets for the

interview were considered impractical for clinical work.

A new data

collection and analysis form for the interview was designed for use in
clinical settings, which combined assessment, data collection and
analysis.

Research is needed to assess the usefulness of the shorter,

more open-ended coding form.
The possibilities of using the FAAT for training and educational
purposes were explored, and the original data sheets, with some
modifications were thought to have possible uses in these settings.
Revised data sheets were developed and included in the study.
The study concluded with an extensive list of implications for
future research, which indicated a rich body of information which has
yet to be explored.

The marriage of systems-oriented family therapy

with family art therapy, offers many opportunities for research as
well as offering the clinician a host of new ideas about how to become
more effective in helping people to organize their lives so that they
are able to live more comfortably.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORM

The purpose of this study is to test the usefulness of art
techniques in understanding how families work.

The family interview

has four parts in which everyone participates.

By seeing how all of

you work together during the interview, and by looking at the drawings
and other art products which you create, we hope to be able to better
understand hew your family works.

Hopefully, this will improve our

ability to help you solve your problems.
In order to find out how effective these techniques are, we are
going to audio/video tape the interview.

Later, three family

therapists, myself and two others, will look at the tapes and
formulate ideas about how your family functions and how that
functioning might be improved.

In addition to helping your therapist

and social worker understand more about what the family needs right
now, this interview may also help you to discover some things about
your family which you haven't realized before.

Sometimes when people

have an opportunity to work together in unusual ways, they learn new
and useful things about each other.

Participating in this study will

also mean that your are offering us the chance to become better at our
jobs by learning new techniques.
Although it is unlikely that you will experience anything very
uncomfortable during these art activities, if you should feel so
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uncomfortable that you don't wish to continue a particular task, or
you want to stop the interview at any time, you are free to do so.
If, after the interview is over, there are quesitons which occur to
you, I will be happy to talk with you by phone.

You may reach me at

the number listed below.
If you are interested in hearing about the information we get from
the interview, I will be happy to discuss it with you when the
interviews have all been processed.
Fall of 1985.

This should be sometime in the

I will contact you then to arrange an appointment for

this purpose.
Please accept my sincere thanks for your willingness to
participate in my study.
Diane Kurinsky
University of Massachusetts
School of Education
Hills South
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
545-3610
In agreeing to participate in this study, conducted by Diane
Kurinsky, I understand that the interview will be video and audio
taped, that these tapes will be used for the purpose of gathering
information for this study.
I also understand that I am free to terminate my participation at
any point in the process of the study.

(Signed)

(Date)

(Researcher)

APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX B

RELEASE FORM

I (We) authorize Diane Kurinsky to use any audio-visual recordings
made by her of (myself)

(us)

(my family) for purposes of recording

information gathered in this study.
be shown to the following persons:

For these purposes the tapes will
Steven Gross, Serena Lurie

Bloomfield, Sheryl Riechmann-Hruska, Janine Roberts and Patricia St.
John.

Unless permission is granted for the use of these tapes for

training and teaching purposes, they will be destroyed by December,
1986.

(Signed)

(Date)

I (We) additionally authorize this tape to be used for teaching and
research purposes and to be presented before professionals and
students for these purposes.

(Signed)

(Date)

APPENDIX C
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1 £ Family members responses lo therapist's suggestions

_______—
Comments on unusual or significant aspects of individual sculptures

tl>« sculptirw
Comments on uxeual or significant aspects
of
system
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CODING SHEET FOUR!

THE FREE PTrmPE

DEVELOPMENTAL ART STAGE
0 Scribbling 2-4 Years
1 Pre-Scematic 4-7 Years
2 Schematic 7-9 Years
3 Dawning Realism 9-12 Years
4 Pseudorealistic 11-13 Years
5 Stage of Decision 13-17 Years

EMOTIONAL FEELING
0 There is little or no feeling.

Picture is devoid of emotion or

expression.
1 There is some feeling but not much.
2 The picture coveys feeling; one can easily imagine emotions being
involved in the picture.
Comments:

USE OF COLOR
NUMBER OF COLORS
0 None (basic lines in black or gray).
1 One color (rate this if a color is used for basic lines or
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gQDING SHEET FOUR:

TOE FREE PTCTUIRP

DEVELOPMENTAL ART STAGE
0 Scribbling 2-4 Years
1 Pre-Scematic 4-7 Years
2 Schematic 7-9 Years
3 Dawning Realism 9-12 Years
4 Pseudorealistic 11-13 Years
5 Stage of Decision 13-17 Years

EMOTIONAL FEELING
0 There is little or no feeling.

Picture is devoid of emotion or

expression.
1 There is some feeling but not much.
2 The picture coveys feeling; one can easily imagine emotions being
involved in the picture.
Comments:

USE OF COLOR
NUMBER OF COLORS
0 None (basic lines in black or gray).
1 One color (rate this if a color is used for basic lines or
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throughout the picture.
2 Two colors
3 Three colors
4 Four or more colors

COLOR EXTENT - To what extent is color used?
sheet is colored?

What proportion of the

(The color may be dark or light,

weak or intense).
0 Snail part; less than one quarter.

Most of the paper is not touched

by color (Include here pictures which are only outlined in black,
gray or a single color).
1 Roughly half; anywhere from one quarter to three quarters.
2 Most of the sheet is colored; more than three quarters; the whole
sheet is covered.
Comments:

INTENSITY OF COLORS - How heavily is color applied?
0 Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect).
1 Weak (delicate, muted).
2 Neither strong nor weak; medium intensity.
3 Contrasting of strong or weak colors or a combination.
4 Strong intense colors.
5 No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black and gray.
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Comments:

INDECISIVENESS - Effort at erasures; starting over - look on back of
sheet

0 None
1 Sane
2 A lot
Comments:

INCOMPLETENESS -

lack of components in realistic representation

0 No significant incompleteness.
1 Minor? lack of background or base; lack of details in secondary
components of picture.
2 Major; lack of essential characteristics in primary components of
picture.
3 No realistic representation
Comments:
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STEREOTYPY
0 None
1 Some
2 A lot
Comments:

RIGIDITY - In objects or designs presented.
0 None
1 Some
2 A lot
Comments:

MEANINGFULNESS OF TITLE
0 There is no apparent connection between the subject of the picture
and the title.
1 There is a connection it is (probably) idiosyncratic.
2 There is a connection but the title is overinclusive.
3 There is a connection but the title is literal; title adds nothing
to the understanding of the picture.
4 There is a connection and the title would probably add understanding
or interest to the picture but the title itself is idiosyncratic.
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5 There is a connection and the title adds understanding or interest
to the picture.
6 No title
Comments:

This code may be easier to understand through an illustration:
Suppose the picture is of a roasted fowl on a platter apparently ready
for carving.
"Ho-Hum."

Suppose the title were:
This is a zero (0) since there is no apparent

connection to the picture.

"June 1967" or "Aunt Jemima", this would be one (1) since one can
imagine a connection (cooking, food) but not really be very sure
of it.

"Bird" or "Dinner" are two (2), overinclusive, since any number of
different kinds of pictures would satisfy the title.

"Roast Fowl" is a three (3); it says no more nor no less than the
picture.

"Mother's Taste" or "Dad's Job" is coded four (4).
is clear but the meaning is idiosyncratic.

The connection

"Dec. 25" or "Ity Favorite Dish" are examples of a five (5).
"Roast Turkey" would be a weak five, almost a three.
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CODING SHEET FOJR:

THE FREE PICTURE, REVISED VERSION

DEVELOPMENTAL ART STAGE

_ Scribbling 2-4 Years
_ Preschematic 4-7 Years
_ Schematic 7-9 Years
_ Dawning Realism 9-12 Years
_ Pseudorealistic 11-13 Years
_ Stage of Decision 13-17 Years

EMOTIONAL FEELING

_ There is little or no feeling.

Picture is devoid of emotion or

expression.
_ There is some feeling but not much.
_ The picture conveys feeling; one can easily imagine emotions being
involved in the picture.
Comments:

USE OF COLOR
NUMBER OF COLORS USED

_None (basic lines in black or gray).
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- One color (rate this is a color is ued for basic lines or
throughout the picture.
_ Two colors.
_ Three colors.
_ Four or more colors.

COLOR EXTENT - To what extent is color used?

What proportion of the

sheet is colored (the color may be dark or light, weak or
intense).

_ Snail part; less than quarter.

Most of the paper is not touched

by color (include here pictures v/hich are only outlined in black,
gray or single color).
_ Roughly half; anywhere from one quarter to three quarter.
_ Most of the sheet is colored; more than three quarters; the whole
sheet is covered.
Cornnents:

INTENSITY OF COLORS - How heavily is color applied:
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
_ Weak (delicate, muted)
_ Neither strong nor weak; medium intensity
_ Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a combination
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_ Strong, intense colors
- No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black and gray

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
(e.g. all members of same subsystem wear the same colors) or
individual metaphors?

INDECISIVENESS - Efforts at erasure; starting over - look on back of
sheet
_ None
_ Some
_ A lot
Comment:

INCOMPLETENESS - Lack of components in realistic representation
_ No significant incompleteness
_ Minor; lack of background or base; lack of details in secondary
components of picture.
_ Major; lack of essential characteristics in primary components of
picture
_ No realistic representation
Comments:
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_ Strong, intense colors
_ No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black and gray

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
(e.g. all members of same subsystem wear the same colors) or
individual metaphors?

INDECISIVENESS - Efforts at erasure; starting over - look on back of
sheet
_ None
_ Some
_ A lot
Comment:

INCOMPLETENESS - Lack of components in realistic representation
_ No significant incompleteness
_ Minor; lack of background or base; lack of details in secondary
components of picture.
_ Major; lack of essential characteristics in primary components of
picture
_ No realistic representation
Comments:
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MEANINGHJLNESS OF TITLE

- There is no apparent connection between the subject of the picture
and the title.
_ There is a connection, but it is (probably) idiosyncratic
_ There is a connection but the title is overinclusive
_ There is a connection but the title is literal; title adds nothing
to the understanding of the picture.
_ There is a connection and the title would probably add
understanding or interest to the picture but the title itself is
idiosyncratic.
_ Ther eis a connection and the title adds understanding or interest
to the picture.
_ No title
Gonments:

This code may be easier to understand through a illustration:

Suppose

the picture is of a roasted fowl on a platter apparently ready for
carving.

Suppose the title were:

"Ho-Hum."

This is a zero (0) since there is no apparent

connection to the picture.

"June 1967" or "Aunt Jemima", this would be one (1) since one can
imagine a connection (cooking, food) but not really be very sure
of it
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"Bird" or "Dinner" are two (2), overinclusive, since any number of
different kinds of pictures would satisfy the title.

"Roast Fowl" is a three (3); it says no more nor no less than the
picture.

"Mother's Taste" or "Dad's Job" is coded four (4).

The connection

is clear but the meaning is idiosyncratic.

"Dec. 25" or "rfy Favorite Dish" are examples of a five (5).
"Roast Turkey" would be a weak five, almost a three.

Summary of Elements in drawing which add additional information to
Information in Coding Sheets One - Three

Information which supports assessment of family

Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family

Information which is new, not included in assessment
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CODING SHEET FIVE:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES

SPATIAT, RFT.ATIONS
CLOSENESS - GENERAL
0 Family members are presented as individual and separate figures,
symbols or shapes.
1 Some members of the family are in a group or groups, e.g. touching,
similar color.
2 The whole family appears as a group or included in a common
activity.
Comments:

CLOSENESS - PARENTAL
0 Parents are separated by at least one other family member.
1 Parents are separated by some object.
2 Parents are placed one next to the other but not in a "group" e.g.
touching or overlapping.
3 Parents are together in a "group", e.g. touching or overlapping.
4 Parents are not identifiable in the picture.
Comments:
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CLOSENESS - SIBLING
0 Siblings are presented as individual and separate figures, symbols
of shapes.
1 Some siblings are in a group or groups, e.g. touching, similar
color.
Who____
2 All sibling are in a group.
Comments:

CROSS SUBSYSTEM CLOSENESS

0 No members of any subsystem are grouped with another subsystem.
1 One or two members of different subsystems are grouped together.
Who

_

2 No subsystems are distinguishable, all members are grouped together
without regard to subsystems.
Comments:

ISOLATION
0 No one is particularly isolated; all are about equally distanced.
1 Father is isolated.
2 Mother is isolated.
3 One child is isolated
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Who____
4 Mother and father are isolated from rest of family.
5 Father and other are isolated from rest of family.
6 Mother and other are isolated from rest of family.
7 TWo children are isolated from rest of family.
Who

_

8 r-fother, father and one child are isolated.
9 Mother and two children are isolated.
Who_
10 Father and two children are isolated.
Who_
11 Three children are isolated.
Who___
12 Configuration not covered__
Comments:

CRCWDENESS

0 Little or no crowdedness.

Picture does not feel overfilled.

1 Part of the picture is crowded.
2 Most of the picture is crowded.
3 Entire Picture is crowded.
Cornnents:
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CONTINUITY OF LINES — Most of the lines in the picture are:
0 Not continuous; fragmented; dotted; broken lines.
1 Sketchy lines; light discontinuous lines laid on top of or close to
each other.
2 Continuous decisive lines but with occasional break, leaving
occasional opening in the outline of an object or shape.
3 Continuous lines without interruption, or with hardly any
interruption.
4 There are no lines, just colored areas of color, or complete
amorphousness.
Comments:

JAGGED LINES - Are there areas of the picture where there are jagged
lines or where shading is accomplished with lines which change
direction abruptly.
0 No such lines, practically none.
1 Some jagged lines, anchor jagged shading.
3 There are no lines, just areas of color, or amorphousness.
Comments:

FRAGMENTATION
0 Not fragmented; elements of the picture are related to each other.
1 Some fragmentation but partial organization through color, form,
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or meaning.
2 Fragmented except for efforts for organization, e.g. frame, title,
or border.
3 Fragmented; unconnected, unrelated elements.
Comments:

DIVIDED PICTURE - Is there a line drawn through almost the entire
composition, not a ground level, not a horizon?
The line need not be a straight line.

If it is

diagnoal, is it more nearly vertical or horizontal?
Do not code a single line as "both."
0 No such line
1 Horizontal line (s)
2 Vertical line (s)
3 Both (at least two lines).
For a line to be coded a 1 or 2, it must run through the composition.
A line at the top, bottom or side of the composition is rated zero.
Comments:

HIERARCHY
SIZE OF FIGURES - Are some figures in the drawing unusually large or
small in relation to other figures in the drawing?
0 There is nothing disproportionate about the figures sizes in
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relationship to one another.
1 One figure stands out as unusually large in relation to the others.
Who_____
2 Itoo figures stand out as unusually large in relation to the others.
Who_
3 Three or more figures are unusually large in relation to the others.
Who_
4 One figure stands out as unusually small in relation to the others.
VJho_
5 IVo figures stand out as unusually small in relation to the others.
Who

___

6 Three or more figures stand out as unusually small in relation to
the others.
Who______
Comments:

PROMINENCE OF FIGURES
0 No one is particularly prominent? all are about equally prominent.
1 Father is prominent.
2 Mother is prominent.
3 Other is prominent. Who---4 Father and Mother are prominent.
5 Father and other are prominent. Who--6 Mother and other are porminent. Who-----
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7 Other and other are prominent. Who_
8 Mother, father and other are prominent. Who.
9 Three others are prominent. Who_
Canments:

DISPROPORTION IN REALISTIC REPRESENTATION
0 No significant disproportion, components of picture or parts of body
are of appropriate size with respect to each other.
1 Minor disproportion.
2 Major disproportion.
3 No realistic representation.
Comments:

RESONANCE
USE OF COLOR
NUMBER OF COLORS
0 None (basic lines in black or gray).
1 One color (rate this if a color is used for basic lines or
throughout the picture).
2 Two colors.
3 Three colors.
4 Four or more colors.
Comments:
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COLOR EXTENT -

To what extent is color used?
sheet is colored?

What proportion of the

(The color may be dark or light,

weak or intense).
0 Snail part; less than one quarter.

Most of the paper is not touched

by color (Include here pictures which are only outlines in black,
gray or a single color).
1 Roughly half; anywhere from one quarter to three quarters.
2 Most of the sheet is colored; more than three quarter; the whole
sheet is covered.
Comments:

INTENSITY OF COLORS - How heavily is color applied?
0 Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect).
1 Weak (delicate, muted).
2 Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
3 Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
4 Strong intense colors.
5 No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.
Comments:
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COMPARISON OF COLOR CODES FOR FAMILY MEMBERS CODES IN
FREE PICTURE AND CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

Mother:

Free Picture Color Codes
Conioint Drawinq Color Codes

Father:

Free Picture
Conioint Drawinq

Child (

) Free Picture
Conjoint Drawinq

Child (

) Free Picture

Conjoint Drawing
Child (

) Free Picture
Conjoint Drawinq

Child (

) Free Picture
Conjoint Drawina

FACIAL EXPRESSION
0 All or most of the faces have some features but are expressionless
or ambiguous, or none of the following:
1 Face is happy; most faces are happy.
Who___
2 Face is sad; most faces are sad.
Who
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3 Face is angry; most faces are angry.
Who_
4 Some faces are happy; some faces are sad.
Who

_

5 Some faces happy? some faces angry.
Who_
6 Some faces sad; some faces angry.
Who_
7 Seme faces happy? some faces sad? some faces angry.
8 All or most of the faces have no features.

SEX DIFFERENTIATION
0 There are no sex differences in the figures, sex differences are so
minimal as to leave doubt about gender of individuals.
Family Member(s)_
Drawn by_
1 There are sex differences - primarily cultural? hair dress.
Family Member(s)_
Drawn by_

2 There are sex differences - primarily physical: body shape.

(By

differentiation of body shape is meant such things as genitals;
broad shoulders, narrow hips for males; breast, hips and narrow
wastline for females).
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Family Member (s)
Drawn by_

3 There are sex differences of both types, combination of 1 and 2.
Family Member (s)___
Drawn by_

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE
TYPE OF PORTRAIT
0 Most persons are presented a full figures.
Who_
Drawn by_
1 Most persons are presented as heads only, or heads and shoulders.
Who

.. . . • .

.

Drawn by__

2 Most persons are presented as stick figures.
Who___
Drawn by___

3 Most persons are presented as abstractions.
Who_______
Drawn by_______
Comments:
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GROUNDEDNESS
0 Family is drawn along a base line, or with some background
supporting it.
1 Some parts of family are drawn along a base line.
Who__
Drawn bv_

2 No one is drawn along a base line, family members are floating in
space.
Who_
Drawn by__
Comments:
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CODING SHEET FIVE:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING
REVISED

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES

SPATIAL RELATIONS
CLOSENESS - GENERAL
_ Family members are presented as individual and separate figures,
symbols or shapes.
_ Some members of the family are in a group or groups, e.g.
touching, similar color.
_ The whole family appears as a group or included in a common
activity.
Comments:

CLOSENESS - PARENTAL
_ Parents are separated by at least one other family member.
_ Parents are separated by some object.
_ Parents are placed one next to the other but not in a "group" e.g.
touching or overlapping.
_ Parents are together in a "group", e.g. touching or overlapping.
_ Parents are not identifiable in the picture.
_ Configuration not covered:
Comments:
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CLOSENESS - SIBLING
- Siblings are presented as individual and separate figures, symbols
or shapes.
- Seme siblings are in a group or groups, e.g. touching, similar
color.
Who__
'

——1

■

—— ■

J

J_ All siblings are in a group.
Comments:

CROSS SUBSYSTEM CLOSENESS
_ No members of any subsystem are grouped with another subsystem.
_ One or two members of different subsystems are grouped together.
Who_
What is the configuration or other similarity (same colors used, etc.)

_ No subsystems are distinguishable, all members are grouped
together without regard to subsystems.
Comments:

ISOLATION
_ No one is particularly isolated; all are about equally distant.
Father is isolated.
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_ Mother is isolated.
_ One child is isolated.
Who___
- Mother and father are isolated from rest of family.
_ Mother and father are isolated from one another.
_ Father and other are isolated from rest of family.
_ Mother and other are isolated from rest of family.
_ TVo children are isolated from rest of family.
Who___
__ Mother, father and one child are isolated.
Who

_

_ Mother and two children are isolated.
Who_
_ Father and two children are isolated.
Who__
_ Three children are isolated.
Who____
Configuration not covered:

Comments:

CROWDEDNESS
Little or no crowdedness - Picture does not feel overfilled.
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- Part of the picture is crowded.
_ Most of the picture is crowded.
_ Entire picture is crowded.
Comments:

FRAGMENTATION
_ Not fragmented; elements of the picture are related to each other.
_ Some fragmentation but partial organization through color, form,
or meaning.
_ Fragmented except for efforts at organization, e.g. frame, title,
or border.
_ Fragmented; unconnected, unrelated elements.
Comments:

DIVIDED PICTURE - Is there a line drawn through almost the entire
composition, not a ground level, not a horizon?
The line need not be a straight line.

If it is

diagonal, is it more nearly vertical or horizontal?
Do not code a single line as "both."
_ No such line.
_ Horizontal line(s).
Vertical line(s).
Both (at least two lines).
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For a line to be coded horizontal or vertical, it must run through the
composition.

A line at the top, bottom or side of the composition is

reated zero.
Comments:

Summary of Elements in drawing which add additional information to
Information in Coding Sheets One - Subsystems and Boundaries

Information which supports assessment of family:

Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family:

Information which is new, not included in assessment:
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HIERARCHY
SIZE OF FIGURES - Are some figures in the drawing unusually large or
small in relation to other figures in the drawings?

- There is nothing disproportionate about the figures sizes in
relationship to one another.
_ One figure stand out as unusually large in relation to others.
Who_____
Drawn by_;__
_ Two figures stand out as unusually large in relation to others.
Who__

■_

Drawn by_
_ Three figures are unusually large in relation to others.
Who_
Drawn by_
_ One figure stands out as unusually small in relation to the
others.
Who____:__
Drawn by_____
_ TVo figures stand out as unusually small in relation to the
others.
who_

__:---

Drawn by_______
_ Three figures stand out as unusually small.
Who.
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Drawn by_
Configuration not covered:

Garments:

PROMINENCE OF FIGURES
_ No one is particularly prominent; all are about equally prominent.
_ Father is prominent

Drawn bv ..

_ Mother is prominent

Drawn by_

_ Other is prominent

Drawn by_

Who_

.

.

_

Drawn by__
__ Father and Mother

Drawn by_

_ Father and other

Who__

Drawn by___
_ Mother and other

Who

___

Drawn bv___
_ Other and other

Who___

Drawn by-----—Configuration not covered:

Comments:
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DISPROPORTION IN REALISTIC REPRESENTATION
- No significant disproportion, components of picture or parts of
body are of appropriate size with respect to each other.
_ Minor disproportion.
_ Major disproportion.
_ No realistic representation.
Comments:

Summary of Elements in drawing which add additional information to
Information in Coding Sheet One - Hierarchy

Information which supports assessment of family:

Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family:

Information which is new, not included in assessment:
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RESONANCE
USE OF COLOR
How do family members use color in their part of the drawing?
Mother:
Number of colors used_

Intensity of color
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
__Weak (delicate, muted).
_ Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
_ Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
_ Strong intense colors.
_ No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

Father:
Number of colors used_

Intensity of Color
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect).
_ Weak (delicate, muted).
_ Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
_ Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
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_ Strong intense colors.
- No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

Child (

):

Number of colors used

Intensity of color
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
_ Weak (delicate, muted).
_ Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
_ Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
_ Strong intense colors.
_ No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

Child (

):

Number of colors used.

Intensity of color
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
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-i_Weak (delicate, muted).
- Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
- Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
_ Strong intense colors.
- No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

Child (

):

Number of colors used

Intensity of color
_ Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
_ Weak (delicate, muted).
_ Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
_ Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
_ Strong intense colors.
__ No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

Child (

):

Numbers of colors used.
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Intensity of color
- Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)
_ Weak (delicate, muted).
- Neither strong not weak; medium intensity.
- Contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a combination.
_ Strong intense colors.
- No color; no shading; only basic outlines in black or gray.

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.

FACIAL EXPRESSION

Mother
_ Face has some features but is expressionless or ambigous.
_ Face is happy.
_ Face is sad.
_ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by_

Father
_ Face has some features but is expressionless or ambiguous.
Face is happy.
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j_ Face is sad.
_ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by _

Child (

)

_ Face has some features but is expressionless or ambigous.
__ Face is happy.
__ Face is sad.
__ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by.....

Child (

•_

)

_ Face has some features but is expressionless or ambigous.
_ Face is happy.
_ Face is sad.
_ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by______
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Child (

)

- Pace has some features but is expressionless or ambigous.
_ Face is happy.
_ Face is sad.
_ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by_

Child (

)

_ Face has some features but is expressionless or ambigous.
_ Face is happy.
_ Face is sad.
_ Face is angry.
_ Other
Drawn by__

SEX DIFFERENTIATION
_ There are no sex differences in the figures, sex differences are
so minimal as to leave doubt about genter of individuals.
Mother_______
Drawn by_

__—-
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Father

.

Drawn by
Child (

)

.

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by

'There are sex differences - primarily cultural:

hair dress.

Drawn by
Father

.

• : :

'

Drawn bv
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (
urawii

)_—---

uy

Child (
Drawn by

)_____
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Child (

)

Drawn by.

- There are sex differences - primarily physical:

body shape.

(By

differentiation of body shape is meant such things as genitals;
broad shoulders, narrow hips for males; breasts, hips and narrow
waistline for females).

Mother
Drawn by
Father

.

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by_

_ There are sex differences of both types, combination

Mother_—Drawn by___l---
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Father
Drawn by
Child (

...
)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by
Child (

)

Drawn by

Summary of Elements in drawing which add additional information to
Information in Coding Sheets One - Resonance.

Information which supports assessment of family:

Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family:

Information which is new, not included in assessment:
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FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE
TYPE OF PORTRAIT

_ Most persons are presented a full figures.
Who

Drawn by_
_ Most persons are presented as heads only, or heads and shoulders.
Who

_•

_•

_

Drawn by_
_ Most persons are presented as stick figures.
Who_

•

•_1

_

Drawn by_
_ Most persons are presented as abstractions.
Who______
Drawn by__—

GROUNDEDNESS
_ Family is drawn along a base line, or with some background
supporting it.
_ Some parts of family are drawn along a base line.
Who___—--Drawn by_____—_ No one is drawn along a base line, family members are floating in
space.
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Who
Drawn by.
Comments:

Summary of Elements in drawing which add additional information to
Information in Coding Sheets One - Family Developmental Life Stage.

Information which supports assessment of family:

Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family:

Information which is new, not included in assessment:

Surmary of Information on subsystems, boundaries hierarchy, resonance
and family developmental life cycle.

Information which supports assessment of family:
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Information unexplained or denied by assessment of family:

Information which is new, not included in assessment

™E DEVELOPMENT AID CLINICAL FIELD TEST OF A STRUCTURAL/
DIRECTIVE FAMILY ART ASSESSMENT TOOL

A DISSERTATION PRESENTED
by
DIANE PINE KURINSKY

\/cA.

a,

Submitted to the Graduate School of the University of Massachusetts
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
MAY 1986
School Of Education
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CODING SHEET SIX:

PART I:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

THE INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURE

Describe the family members individual sculptures, including all
aspects you consider r el event to Structural and Directive assessment
categories:

PART II:

THE CONJOINT SCULPTURE

Describe the way in which the individual's sculpture was changed when
combined with other family members' sculptures.

PART III:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE AS A WHOLE

Describe the completed Conjoint Sculpture:
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C0DIN3 SHEET SIX:

PART I:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

- REVISED

THE INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURE

Describe the family members individual sculptures, including all
aspects you consider relevent to Structural and Directive assessment
categories:

PART II:

THE CONJOINT SCULPTURE

Describe the ways in which individual's sculptures were changed when
combined with other family members' sculptures:

PART III:

THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE AS A WHOLE

Describe the completed conjoint sculpture:
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ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STRUCTORAI/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT
CATEGORIES

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION RELEVENT TO
STRUCTJRAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT CATEGORIZED
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CODING SHEET SEVEN:

HYPOTHESIS TESTING

DESCRIPTION OF THE TASKS DONE:

CODES APPROPRIATE TO THOSE TASKS:

ASPECTS OF THE TASKS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO
STRUCIURAL/DIRECTIVE CATEGORIES:

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION RELEVENT TO
STRJCITJRAL/DIRECTIVE CATEGORIES
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CODING SHEET SEVEN:

HYPOTHESIS TESTING - REVISED

DESCRIPTION OF THE TASKS DONE:

ASPECTS OF THE TASKS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO
STRUCTURAI/DIRECTIVE CATEGORIES:

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION RELEVENT TO
STRUCTURAI/DIRECTIVE CATETORIES

APPENDIX D
STRUCIURAI/DIRECTIVE
ASSESSMENT FORMS
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STRUCTORAI/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT FORM

I.

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
A.

what are the subsystems in the family?

B.

Spouse Subsystem functioning and boundaries
1.

What is the relationship of roles between spouses?
a.

Health complementarily - able to make shifts which
trade off between strengths and weaknesses.
Examples:

b.

Rigid complementarily - each person only able to
perform in a specific role.
Examples:

c.

Symmetrical - both spouses perform similar and equal
roles in the family.
Examples:

d.

Symmetrical escalation - both spouses complete for
achievement of similar position in family.
Examples:
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b.

Disengaged (Rigid)
Examples:

c.

(Hear
Examples:

d.

Other (combination of above conditions)
Examples:

C.

Parental Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
1.

Does the Parental Subsystem provide effective guidance,
nurturence and control for the children?
Examples:

a.

Is one parent more active than another in performing
these tasks?
Examples:

2.

Are children given age-appropriate autonomy and
responsibility?
Examples:
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a. Is one parent more active than another in this
process?
Example:

3.

Are the parents able to function effectively as a team?
Examples:

4.

What is the condition of the boundary between (or among)
parents?
a.

Enmeshed
Examples:

b.

Disengaged
Examples:

c.

Clear
Examples:

d.

Other (combinations of above)
Examples:
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5.

What is the condition of the boundary between the parental
subsystem and the sibling subsystem?
a. Enmeshed
Examples:

b. Disengaged (Rigid)
Examples:

c.

dear
Examples:

d.

Other
Examples:

D.

Sibling Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
1.

Are there age - appropriate interactions among sibling?
Examples:

2.

What is the level of conflict among siblings?
Examples:

E.

What is the condition of the Family boundary with the
outside world?
1.

Boundaries with sources of support
a.

Enmeshed
Examples:

b.

Disengaged
Examples:

c.

dear
Examples:

2.

Sources of stress
a.

Enmeshed
Examples:

b.

Disengaged
Examples:

c,

dear
Examples:
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d.

Other
Examples:

II.

HIERARCHY
A.

Inter-subsystem Hierarchy
1.

What is the hierarchy of subsystems in the family?
Examples from coding sheets which illustrate this:

B.

Intra-subsystem Hierarchy
1.

What is the hiearchy of individuals within subsystesm?
a. Spouse subsystem:
Examples:

b. Parental subsystem:
Examples:

c. Sibling subsystem:
Examples:
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III. RESONANCE
A. Family members responses to the IP
1.

Is there a "patient" identified by the family?
a.

Hew do other family members react to that person
Examples:

2.

How do family members respond to one another's needs,
request and suggestions?
Examples:

IV. FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE STAGE
A.

In what stage of development is the family?

B.

Are family members behaviors' appropriate to this stage?
Examples:

C.

Major "non-normative" events in family:

V. FAMILY FLEXIBILITY
A.

What are family members responses to the request to change
the problen?
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1.

Able to conceive of changes which could be made on the
problem.
Examples:

2.

Able to express ideas about changes to other family members
Examples:

3.

Able to conceptualize changes in individual sculptures.
Examples:

4.

Able to institute changes in sculptures.
Examples:

5.

Unable to do any of the above (specify).
Examples:

VI.

FUNCTION OF THE SYMPIDfll/PRCBLEM IN THE FAMILY SYSTEM
A.

Individual members responses to the problem.
1.

Mother
Examples:
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2. Father
Examples:

3. Child (

)

Examples:

4. Child (

)

Examples:

5. Child (

)

Examples:

6. Description of how the request for change is handled if not
by any of the above means.

B.

Family members responses to suggestions made by therapist

1.

Are members able to discuss and negotiate each others'
suggestions?
Examples:
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2.

Is family able to implement suggestions made by the
therapist?

6.

Child (

)

Examples:

B.

Therapist's information of the function of the
symptoir/probl em.
Examples:

VII.
A.

METAPHORICAL ASPECTS OF THE SYMPTOM
Therapist's formulation of metaphorical aspects of the
symptom.
Examples:

VIII.

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION

A.

Dysfunctional areas of the family.

B,

Family Maps
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C.

Therapeutic Goals

e.

Other (combination of above styles)
Examples:

2.

What is the condition of the boundary between spouses?
a. Enmeshed
Examples:

b. Disengaged (Rigid)
Examples:

c. dear
Examples:

d. Other
Examples:

What is the condition of the boundary between the Spouse
subsystem and the sibling subsystem?
a.

Enmeshed
Examples:
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COMBINED STmCIURAD/DIRECTIVE

ASSESSMENT AND DATA RECORDING
INSTRUMENT

NAMES AND AGES OF FAMILY MEMBERS:

OTHER DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION REQUESTED:

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION TO BE
COMPLETED

SEATING PLAN OF THE FAMILY:

QUESTIONS ON INTERVIEWED PROCESS
TO BE ANSWERED

CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

I. HIERARCHY
1.

What is the hierarchy of
subsystems within the family

1.

.

2

3.

II.

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES

SPOUSE SUBSYSTEM

What is the sequence of
participation in which the
drawing is organized?
What is the sequence in
which people begin to draw?
Who do family members draw?
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.

1

Is there one?

Who belongs?

1.
2.
3.

2.

What is the relationship of
roles between the spouses:

a. healthy complementarity
(both spouses make shifts
between strengths and
weaknesses)

Are both spouses parents?
Do other family members
refer to absent spouses?
Is there a difference
between who the adults
identify as "spouses" and
who the children identify?

1.

Does the couple discuss the
task?

2.

Do the couple exhibit
flexibility, rigidity of
roles or ritualistic
behaviors?

b. rigid complementarily
(each person only able to
perform a specific role)
c. health symmetry
(both spouses perform similar
and equal tasks in the family)
d. symmetrical escalation
(both spouses complete for
achievenent of similar positions
in family)
e. other - combination of above

3.

What is the condition of the
boundary between spouses:
clear, enmeshed, disengaged,
other

1.

Does the couple discuss the
task?
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2.

3.

4.

5.

What is the condition of the
between the spouse subsystem
and the sibling subsystem?

is couple able to discuss
things without interrupting
each other, or finishing
each other's sentences?
Does couple feel free to
alter each others'
drawings? Do they as
permission first or just
draw?
Is couple able to converse
without arguing? How are
arguments resolved?
Does couple stick to the
agreed upon method of
completing the task?

Do the children attempt to
interfere with the couple's
discussion?
How does the couple respond
to these attempts?

PARENTAL SUBSYSTEM
1. Who Belongs

1. Are all parents present?
2. Is there a difference
between who the adults
identify as belonging to
the parental subsystem, and
who the children identify?

2.

1.

Does the parental subsystem
attempt to provide effective
nurturence, guidance and

2.
3.
4.
5.

Do parents respond to
children's needs and
requests?
Which parent responds
first?
Which parent responds most
often?
Which parent do children
request help from first?
Do parents make the rules
clear?
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6.
7.
8.

9.

3.

Are the children given age
appropriate autonomy and
responsibility?

1.

4.

Do the parents function
effectively as a team?

1.

Are children's ideas and
suggestions listened to and
taken seriously?
2. Are children allowed to
make their own choices,
when appropriate and
prevented from doing so
when inappropriate?
3. Do parents expect children
to do tasks appropriate to
their age and cooperate in
family responsibilities?

2.

5.

What is the condition of the
boundary between/among parents:
clear, enmeshed, disengaged,
other?

Are there appropriate
consequences for not
following the rules?
Do parents make sure
children understand the
tasks?
Do they offer appropriate
help or help
inappropriately, or not at
all?
Do the parents exhibit
caring or affection
appropriate or
inappropriately?

Do parents make joint
decisions and then include
the children, or involve
the children in the initial
decision making?
Do parents back each
other's decisions with the
children, or undermine or
disqualify one another?

see above questions re:
work

team
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6.

What is the condition of the
boundary between parents and
siblings:
clear, enmeshed, disengaged,
other?

1.

Do any parents prefer to
work with a child or
children rather than each
other?

2.

Do parents compete for
children's attention?
Do any parents "side" with
the children against the
other or attempt to win the
children over to their
side?
Do the children seem to be
caught between any parents'
conflicts?
Do parents intervene
appropriately or
inappropriately in sibling
interactions?

3.

4.
5.

SIBLING SUBSYSTEM
1.

Who belongs

1.
2.

2.

Are there age-appropriate
interactions among siblings
or a high level of conflict
or disinterest?

Are the sibling all from
the same parents?
Do step-siblings exhibit
different behaviors towards
the step-parent than
towards the natural parent?
Do they exhibit different
behaviors towards the step
siblings, than towards the
natural siblings?

Do siblings function as a
group, cooperate with one
another, choose each other
to work with over parents,
show concern for each
others' welfare?
Is there a high level of
competition and/or conflict
among siblings?
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3. Do siblings compete for
parents' attention?

What is the condition of the
boundary among siblings:
clear, enmeshed, disengaged,
other?

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Do siblings discuss things
among than selves?
Do they negotiate with each
other?
Do they work out conflict?
Do they call upon parents
to work out conflicts,
appropriately or
inappropriately?
Do they fight for certain
seats and/or try to change
their seats during the
interview?
How do other siblings
respond to these attempts?
Do they respect each
others' work?

BOUNDARY WITH OUTSIDE WORLD
1.

What is the condition of the
family's boundary with sources
of stress and support:
clear, enmeshed, disengaged,
other?

1.

2.

3.

Does family include outside
sources of stress or
support in their completion
of art tasks?
Do family members identify
outside sources as the
"cause" for their problems
or as helping with their
problems?
Do family members identify
outside sources as "the
problem?"

RESONANCE
1.

How do family members respond
to one another's needs, request
suggestions?

1.

During discussion of task,
who offers suggestions?
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2.

whose suggestions are
implenented and whose,
ignored, rejected,
ridiculed, etc.
3. Is ther one person who
leads or dominates
discussion?
4. Hew do family members
respond to this person?
5. Hew do family members
respond to requests,
questions, needs of other
family members?
6. Do family members have
particular roles or
"jobs" in the family?

2.

If there is an IP, how do family
members respond to this person?

1.

2.

3.

How does IP respond to other
family members?

How are IP’s in-session
behaviors received?
(Accepted, rejected,
ignored, denied)
Are these behaviors
compared with behaviors
at home?

1.

How are family members'
responses to his/her
behavior received?
(Accepted, rejected,
ignored, denied)

1.

What age are the children,
if there are any?
Is this a family with
special characteristics?
(blended, single parents,
family with large age gaps
among children)

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE
1.

In what stage or stages
of development is the
family?

2.
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2.

Are family members behaviors
appropriate to the state or
stages?

I-—Toddlers
Is there adequate supervision?
Are they included in the tasks
when possible?
Are alternative activities
provided when needed?
Are toddlers prevented from
interfering with others?
Are they protected from
interference by others?
Is—School-aged Children

Is there adequate supervision?
Do parents make sure they
understand the tasks?
Do parents allow them
appropriate independence?
Do they assign than specific
jobs?
3. Adolescents
Are they included in
decision-making?
Are their ideas and opinions
respected?
Do they respect the ideas and
opinions of others?
If not, what are the
consequences?
Are parents expectations made
clear?

FUNCTION OF THE SYMPTOM ATTITUDES OF FAMILY MEMBERS
TO PROBLEM
1.

How do individual family
members see the problem?

INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
1.

Family members' concepts of
the problem. Include
inferred or stated
attitudes about problem and
whether they accept,
reject, deny the idea that
the problem effects them.
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2.

How do family members' respond
to others' concepts of the
problem?

FAMILY FLEXIBILITY

2.

Family members' corrments on
their own sculptures.

1.

Family members' comments
about other peoples'
sculptures.

CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

1.

What are family members'
responses to the request
to solve the problems
(Able to conceive of changes,
Able to express ideas to
others. Able to institute
changes)

1. Family members' responses to
request to change and
combine the sculptures.
(Have ideas, have no ideas,
state helplessness, do not
respond, etc.)

2.

Are changes made?

1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

4.

What is the family
decision-making model:
consensus, majority rule,
dictatorship, other?

1.

Is decision-making model
appropriate to life cycle
stage?

1.

2.

How are changes decided
upon?
Who makes suggestions?
Who implements then?
How do family members
respond to suggestions and
changes?

Are family members able to
discuss and negotiate each
others' suggestions?
Describe process

Give examples which
support answer
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5.

How does family respond to
therapist?

1.

2.

Does family implement
suggestions and requests of
therapist or do some or all
members avoid the tasks in
sane way?
If suggestions are not
implemented, describe how
this happens.

FUNCTION OF THE SYMPTOM PROBLEM IN THE FAMILY
SYSTEM
1. If there is an IP, how hard
does s/he seem to work to
remain focus of family
attention?

1.

Describe behaviors:

2.

1.

Who attempts to shift focus
away from IP to him/her self
or someone or something
else?
Who encourages IP's efforts
to remain "the problem?"
Who ignores the behavior or
denies that it is a
problem?

How do family members respond
to these attempts?

2.
3.

3. How much time does family
spend focusing on specific
problems/ symptoms?

1.

Which family members seem
most, which least, which
moderately involved in this
activity?

4. Hew much time does family
spend focusing on promoting
change?

1.

Which family members seem
most, which least, which
moderately involved in this
activity?
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Do some or all family members
attribute some of their
behaviors to the problems?

1.

2.

Who, if anyone makes
statements like "if it
weren't for this (problem)
I would be_
How do other family members
respond to these
statements?

6.

How do the individual and
conjoint family sculptures
highlight or exemplify the
symptoms and the family
ability to change them?

1.

Describe the changes made
in the sculptures,

7.

Therapist's formulations of
the functions of the
symptoms/pr obi ems.

1.

Examples of behaviors from
above which support these:

1.

Family members' comments
and behaviors which seem
to contain metaphorical
content.

METAPHORICAL COMMENTS OF SYMPTOMS
1.

Therapist's formulation of the
metaphorical aspects of the
symptom.

THERAPIST'S HYPOTHESIS TESTING

HYPOTHESIS TESTING TASK

1.

1.

Hypothesis or areas about which
more information is desired:

2.

3.
4.

What behaviors support
hypothesis?
What provides assessments
do family members
behaviors' in this task
support?
What new information do
family members' behaviors
add to assessment?
What areas of family
interaction seem to need
further exploration?
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SUMMARY OP ASSESSMENT INFORMATION
1. Eysfunctional areas of family

2. Family Maps

3. Therapeutic Goals

APPENDIX E
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AEEBEDLS
IL^uctiqns_^_E^JIL,IE2_F0B_AET_t^5

USBQDLK3IQN
The therapist should introduce her/himself by name, and ask family
members for their names and ages, which should be recorded on the
appropriate data sheets.
STEP_l_r.TBE_WABI.cDP

Afther the introductions are completed, give the following
instructions:
This interview consists of a series of art tasks which are designed to
help us to understand the way your family works, and the nature of
your problems. Although you will be working with art materials, you
do not need any special artistic skills to do these tasks. Just do
the best you can, and don't worry about how "good" it is. The
materials we will use crayons, paper and play dough (show materials).
Now, let's get started.
Give out sheets of newsprint, open boxes of crayons and say:
On this paper I want to you draw a picture of whatever cones to your
mind. Don't think about it too much, just draw as spontaneously as
possible. When you have finished your drawing, please turn the paper
over and title the drawing, sign your name and date it.
When everyone has finished the warm-up, family members may be asked to
comment on each other's drawings as well as to describe the drawings
they made. Allow about 10 minutes for this task.

£TSP_iWO_z_THE_DQyjQIDT_FMiILX_DBAUINQ
After completing the warm-up place a sheet of newsprint on the table
(or on a wall if available) and give the following instructions:
You, as a family, draw yourselves as you see yourselves now as a
family. You can draw any way you want, be creative and spontaneous,
and make people any size. You can put then anywhere, they can be
touching or separate, you may draw yourselves or each other, any way
you think best describes your family. (Bing, 1970, p. 175)•
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When the drawing is finished, ask family members to identify figures
in the drawing by name, and give the drawing a title. Comments from
family members about their own and others' drawings should be
suggested. Allow about twenty minutes for this task. When everyone
has finished, remove the drawing and the crayons and set out the play
dough.

^Eg_T^£E_z_THE_CQUIQINT_PArjl^Y_SQJI^TyBE

When table has been cleared and play dough set out, give these
instructions:
For this task we are going to use the play dough on the table. This
task has two parts. For the first part I would like each of you to
select a can of play cough and use it to make a sculpture of what you
see as the problem in the family at this time and/or how you see the
problem as effecting you. Please work individually and without
talking to one another for this part.
Allow ten to fifteen minutes for this part. When everyone has
finished, ask each family member to describe what he or she lias made,
and how it relates to the problem in the family. When this discussion
has been completed say:
Now, I would like you, as a group, to try to combine and change the
sculptures you have made in a way that solves the problem. Remeber
that in trying to come up with a solution which is satisfactory to
everyone, some compromises may have to be made. Try to create a
sculpture which is acceptable to everyone, although it may not be
"ideal."
Allow fifteen to twenty minutes for this part of the task. When it is
finished ask family members to describe the new sculpture and discuss
the changes they made. When this is finished, the task is complete.

ST^P_EQUS_i_HYEMESJS_TESTING
Since there is no predetermined task for this step, it is impossible
to write specific instructions. However, below is a list of what
should be included in instructions to the family for this task:
Identify who is going to do the task (The last task, is a task for
_)
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Describe the task
Pass out Materials
When task is complete have participants discuss what they have done,
and suggest comments for non-participating family members (if there
are any). Ask family members to write their names and the dates on
the back, if this appropriate.

CONCLUSION
When the Hypothesis Testing task is completed, say:
This completes the interview. You've all done very well. Thank you
so much for coming, and we'll be in touch with you soon to discuss the
results.

APPENDIX F
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EB£Q£SS-Q£-B^TEBSl-DM!^.Q^. gmLI£S_IzIII

E§£t_I_IodiYidyai_Pamiiy_A£t_A§sg§smeDt_lDtg£Yiet;5

E§OilY_I
Eamily_DescriptigD

Family I consisted of a mother, Barbara, a father, Bobby, and two
male children, Robbie, aged four and Eddie, aged 18 months.

During

the course of the interview, it was learned that there was one more
child in the family who was not present,

this was a six year old

daughter, Elise who is currently in a foster home because of alleged
sexual abuse by the father.

The family had come to therapy on the

advice of their attorney and the family assessment was done in order
to help the therapists identify possible new directions for therapy as
well as to gain insight into the family structure.

2^blg_2-Syb§ystem_Fur}ctioQi,Dg_aQd_BouQd§£igs
Spoys§_3uksystem

Table 1 shows the rater's responses to questions on subsystem
functioning and boundaries.

The raters answers to questions on the

spouse subsystem were all identical.

All raters recorded the spouse

subsystem as having ridid, complementary roles, and ridig or
disengaged boundaries with each other•

All raters also agreed that

the husband's boundary with thesibling subsystem was enmeshed and the
wife's disengaged.
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E§I§Dtai_SybSY§tem

There was some diversity of opinion concerning information
collected about the parental subsystem, although there were no major
srences.

Raters I and III agreed that the father provided

adequate nurturence, guidance and control and that the mother provided
some control.

Rater II stated that the father's parental functioning

was appropriate but did not comment on the mother's.
On the questions of age-appropriate autonomy and responsibility,
the raters all had different opinions.

Rater I stated that Edward was

given age-appropriate autonomy and responsibility and Robby wasn't.
The example given for the parents' appropirate behavior with Edward
was that both Mom and Dad allowed him to roam around the room except
when he got too near the electrical outlet at which time Mom told him
"no" and Dad went and got him.

the example given for parents'

inappropriate behavior with Robby was that after Dad helped him during
the Conjoint Family Drawing, both parents ignored him for the rest of
the interview, concentrating their attention on Eddie.
The example which Rater II gave for the parents' appropriate
behavior with Robby was that he was allowed to draw and not expected
to participate all the time.

Rater III states that it is unclear

whether the children were given age appropriate autonomy and
responsibility.

She used as her example of this confusion that, "the

baby wandered," and that "father was so much a child himself (vis a
vis Mom)" that it was hard to tell if the older boy was given
responsibility or just acted like the father."
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It appears that the different responses among the raters may be
the result of differences of opinion on the definitions of the
term”age-appropriate responsibility and autonomy".

The raters all

cite common behavioral examples but interpret these differently.

For

instance, both Rater I and Rater III use the example of Eddie
wandering around the room.

However, Rater I interprets the parents

allowing this behavior as appropriate and Rater III uses this to
exemplify her inability to formulate a clear opinion about the
parents' behavior.
Similarly, both Raters I and II comment on Robbie's being left
alone by parents.
isolation:

Rater I states that this is evidence of the child's

"Robbie is helped with drawing by Dad but after that is

ignored by both parents.

Too much autonomy."

Rater II uses this same

behavior pattern as evidence of the parents' appropriate delegation
ofautonomy:
time."

"Robbie is allowed to draw and not be attentive all the

The question of whether children's autonomy and responsibility

is appropriate is clearly a matter open to interpretation.

It is

important to remember here the importance placed upon multiple
perspectives of reality in systems-oriented therapy.

It is not

problematic to find that three raters identify certain similar
behavior patterns as noteworthy but all have different interpretations
of their importance.

These differences of interpretation are part of

the basis of systems-oriented approach to therapy which attempts to
utilize the multiple perspectives of the therapists and the families
in order to reach hypotheses which are useful in encouraging change.
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In respect to the functioning of the parental subsystem, all raters
were in agreement, however, that the majority of parental functions
were carried out by the father, whether they saw them as appropriate,
in appropriate or unclear.
The raters wre also in agreement in regard to the ability of the
parents to function as a team.

They all stated that the parents

functined as a team with Mom giving the orders and Dad carrying then
out.

This is consistent with their previous assessments of the

parental and spouse subsystems as having rigid, complementary roles
and disengaged boundaries.
Raters opinions did vary slightly as to the boundary between
parents.

Rater I characterized the boundary as "rigid and ritualized"

because, although they functioned as a team it was always in the same
way.

Rater II simply characterized the boundary as rigid (although he

too, agreed that the team functioned with Mom as leader and Dad as
implenenter).

Rater III characterized the couple as "working

together" but stated that the couple worked with only Dad dealing with
the kids.

These assessments appear to be substantially the same.

The assessments of the parental boundaries with the Sibling
subsystem were also the same; each rather stated Dad's boundary with
the children was enmeshed and Mom's was disengaged.
Sibliog_Syb§Y5tgm

The raters were also in agreement about the boundary between the
siblings.

They rated the boundary as rigid.

Additionally all stated

that although there was no observable level of conflict between the
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boys neither was there as observable level of interest or caring
between than.
£amily_Hi§£aicby
All rathers agreed that the parental subsystem was at the top of
this hierarchy, although apparent boundary problems with the absent
daughter raise issues of whether the daughter should be seen as
inappropriately part of the spouse subsystem.

The interactions

observed put tom and Dad in charge of the children in the structure
described above.

The spouse intrasubsystem hierarchy seems to have

the wife in charge, although Raters I and III state that it is
difficult to determine this as there is so little interaction between
spouses.

However, Rater III notes that in the Hypothesis testing

task, the husband does state that the wife in charge of the family's
future.
All raters agreed that the hierarchy in the parental subsystem has
Dad on top in terms of interactions with the kids, although tom seens
to issue verbal commands which are carried out by Dad.
is the main responder to children's needs.

Dad, however,

A summary of the

relationship of the hierarchies between these two subsystems could be
stated as the wife being on top in the spouse subsystem and the father
being on top in the parental subsystem.
Raters' opinions on the sibling subsystem hierarchy were varied.
Rater I states that the hierarchy in the sibling subsystem seemed
somewhat confused because the younger child gets more of the parents'
attention while the older one's expanded capabilities because of his
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age are not asknowledged.

Rater II felt the hierarchy was clear

because the older one was given age-appropriate autonomy.
felt the information obtained was unclear on this point.

Rater III
(See

discussed of age-appropriate autonomy and responsibility in sibling
subsystem).
E§ndjLy_BguDdarig§_v/ith_the_0utsideJiO£l^
In regard to the family's boundaries with sources of support, all
raters agreed that the family was enmeshed with the therapist.

Rater

I cited the fact that Dad spoke more to the therapist and interviewer
than his wife as evidence of this view.

Rater III cited the

therapist's involvement (over involvement) with Eddie to support her
opinion:

"Mom's non-action with Eddie brings the therapist in to deal

with child" to support her opinion.

Rater II stated that the

therapist was overinvolved but cited no examples.
The family's boundary with the Court (the major source of stress)
was seen as rigid by Rates I and II.

Rater I said the buondary was

rigid and unrealistic because of the father's belief that the Court
was going to help them get their daughter back.

Rater II stated that

the boundary was rigid because of the family's wish to remove
themselves to the wilderness, "far away from people."

Rater III

different from this point of view, stating that the family's boundary
with the Court v/as clear, citing the father's "concern with the
judge's ruling" as evidence for this theory.
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Rggogaosg
'The first question in this category concerns whether or not there
is a patient identified by the family.

This question produced a

variety of response from the raters which may point out ambiguities
not only in the way the question was asked but also in the
presentation of concept of the identified patient on the coding sheet.
The posing of a single question as to whether or not the family
identified a specific patient was apparently incomplete.

The varied

rater response indicates that additional questions about identifying a
patient were missing (e.g., is there a patient identified by an
outside agency?

Is there a patient identified by the therapist?).

The raters responded to these implied questions in addition to the one
asked.

Each rater seened to answer this question according to his/her

sense of whether there was a patient identified by anyone, rather than
simply whether the family identified someone.
Rater I stated simply that there was no IP identified by the
family.

Rater II stated that the absent daughter was the patient

identified by the family and Rater III stated that there was no IP
identified by the family but rather the IP was identified by outsiders
(i.e., that the father was the IP because of the alleged sexual
abuse).

Rather I states that there is not because the family does not

acknowledge the father's alleged problem, and does not overtly state
that it was the daughter's rpoblem which caused her to be removed from
the home.

This point of view is supported by the fact that the father
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states the problem (during the conjoint family sculpture) as the
daughter's absence but he does not blame either the daughter or the
Court for this.

In fact, he identifies the Judge as trying to help

him get the child back.

The mother is mysteriously silent as to a

problem statement (as will be seen below.)
Pater II states the identified patient is the absent daughter
because of the possibility of competition between the mother and
daughter and parents covert struggle over whether the child should
return hone.
Rater III accepts the father as an IP identified by the Court
becasue mandatory family counseling v/as required when the daughter was
removed from the home because of his alleged abuse.
Once again, this varieyt of viewpoints does not necessarily hinder
the usefulness of the Family Art Assessment Tool.

The multiplicity of

perspectives merely provides more opportunities to formulate
hypotheses which may prove clinically useful.

An interesting aspect

of the divergence of viewpoints among raters on this question is that
their views represent three different and appropriate
Structural/Directive positions on how to deal with the issue of the
IP, Rater I takes the point of view that you meet the family where
they are, i.e., accept (at least initially) their view of reality
which, in this case is that there is no IP, Rater II makes a
metaphorical hypothesis concerning the possible secret alliances and
coalitions which converge around the daughter, and Rater III
represents the position that when a family is forced into therapy,
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the IP is not the family but the referring agency.

Any of these

perspectives may prove quite useful in working with this family.
The other Resonance question is how the family members respond to
each other.

Here Rater I, II and III had views which were similar.

Raters I and II stated that Dad responded to the kids needs and Rater
III stated that the kids responded to Dad's helpfulness positively and
obeyed him.

These two statements offer a fairly complete picture of

the relationship between Dad the the kids.

Rater II noted that

although Rom offered very little behavioral response she did respond
verbally to the kids in a positive manner.

Rater I stated that Mom

and Dad didn't respond to each others' needs but Rater III cites a
kind of nock fight that the couple has during the Conjoint Family
Sculpture as evidence that there is noe response although its exact
nature is unclear.

Rater II notes that although there is minimal

verbal interaction between spouses that no-verbally Dad deferes to
Mom's needs, with some negotiation.
Family_pgyglgpmgDtai_Illifg_Cycl1e_Stage

The next category summarized on Table 2 is the Family
Developmental Life Cycle Stage.

All raters agreed that the family was

in the stage of rearing young children.

On the question of whether

family members behaviors were appropriate at that stage, all raters
agreed that Mom's behavior was inappropirate.

Rater I stated that

Dad's behavior was appropriate because of his involvement with
nurturence, guidance and control of the children.
III commented on Dad's behavior.

Neither Rater II or
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All raters cited the major non-normative family events as the
removal of the daughter because of the allegations of sexual abuse.
F§fflily_Fl§xibility
The next major category in Table 2 is Family Flexibility.

This

includes question concerning the family's ability to conceive of and
implement changes in their lives, as demonstrated primarily in the
Conjoint Family Sculpture.

The first question under this category

concerns the family's ability to conceive of changes which might be
made.

Rater's responses to this question varied.

Rather I stated

that at first the parents were unable to come up with anything:
"First Mom and Day say nothing - just leave it the way it is.
therapy."

Go to

Then Dad had the idea to change Elise (daughter) to Judy

(therapist) and Judge to Jack.

Rater II focused on the idea which Dad

had to change the judge, while Rater III stated that the parents
"worked together to express ideas".
about change was produced.

All raters agreed that an idea

Raters I and II enphasized the fact that

Dad came up with the ideas and Mom agreed with them while Rater III
characteri\ed the couple as working together.

However, in the next

question (able to express ideas about change to other family members)
Rater III states that:

"Dad can and Mom goes along."

This indicates

that although she describes the cuople as working together, she
concurs with the other two raters as to the dynamics of that
relationship.

That is, essentially all raters agree that Dad is able

to conceive of ideas and express thou to Mom and Mom goes along with
these ideas
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The question of whether the family could conceive of changes to be
made in the sculpture sheds more light on the raters' interpretations
of the dynamics of the couple in changing the problem because the
coupld did not distinguish between changing the problem and changing
the sculpture.
rfom agreed.

Raters I and III reiterated that Dad had the ideas and

Rater II did not conment on this.

Similarly, Raters I

and III agreed that Dad gave the instructions and Mom carried them out
concerning changes made in their individual sculptures.

Both raters

also coirmented that this pattern was the opposite of the pattern seen
during the Conjoint Family Drawing in which Mom gave the orders and
Dad carried them out.

Rater II states (under Question 5-Unable to do

any of above) that the couples' main concept of changing the problem
is to, "blame the court and base changes on the premise that it is the
court's fault and responsibility."
question that:

Rater I remarks under this same

"the changes which the couple agrees on are things

that have already happened (going to therapy to solve the problem).
Neither parent has any other ideas which are new or different."
The therapists' conments and use of examples in this category
exemplify the richness of information which can be obtained through
use of the FAAT.

In the above section each of the three therapists

focused on slightly different aspects of the interactions between the
parents and identified examples of these behaviors which are all
interesting prospectives on this family's functioning.
Rater I highlighted the role reversal between the parents as
unusual and also noticed the couple's inability to conceive of
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any real changes in the family situation.
Rater II noticed the couple's basic inability to accept
responsibility for the problem and their belief that it was the judges
fault and also, metaphorically, his job to change it.
to positively connot the role reversal noticed
by Rater I by characterizing it as working together without losing
sight of the actual dynamic of Dad having ideas and Mom going along
with them.
Re§poD§e_tg_the_S}g£apistls_Suggestigos
The next questions under family flexibility concern the family's
response to the therapist's suggestions.

All raters agreed that the

family responded to the therapist's suggestions positively and were
able to implement them.

Tab!§_3i_FyDQtigD_gf_thg_§yrnptgox_^§tg^)g£igal_^spects_gf_the
SYIDetgDi_S!MD§IY_gf_A§Sg§SngQt_lDfQiiiatigD
EyDctigQ_gf_the_Symptgm_iD_the_Family_Sy§tgi)
EiEOily_IiSI!b§£§_CQDS§ptigQ_gf_tbg_P£Qblgm

The first section in Table 3 concerns the function of the sympton
in the family system.

The first issue addressed was how the

individual family members responded to (conceived of) the problem.
The raters were basically in agreement about the mother's concept of
the problem, with some interesting variations.

All raters agreed that

Mom saw the main problem as the Judge.
Rater I noted that the mother did not talk about this but rather
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made a figure to sit on the couch which, when questioned by father,
she identified as "probably the judge."

Her ambivalence about the

identity of the figure is especially interesting because it's father's
suggestion, not hers that the figure is the judge.
Father:

"Who's that, the Judge?"

Mother:

"Probably."

Given what was known about the father's alleged sexual abuse of the
daughter, many speculations were made by Rater I about the mother's
hesitency to identify the figure.

One possibility is that the figure

was really intended by her to represent father but that she decided
instead to go along with father's formulation of the problem as coming
from outside the family.

Throughout the Conjoint Family Sculpture, it

was noticed by all raters that Mom followed Dad's lead concerning
formulation of the problem and also concerning possible solutions to
it.

One possible explanation for this stance would be that Mom sees

Dad as the problem and therefore considers it his responsibility to
come up with ideas about ha-/ to change things.

Another possible

framing of this would be that she feels helpless or out of control in
relation to the problem and is therefore relectant to make
suggestions.
Rater II noted that in addition to seeing the Judge as a problem,
Mom's treatment of father's sculpture of the daughter seemed to
indicate her feeling that the daughter must be controlled.

When

father hands her his sculpture of daughter, Mom sits her down, rather
forcefully on the couch and says, "you sit thereI" in an agressive
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voice.

One formulation that was made, by Rater II from this incident

was that Horn sees that daughter's removal from the heme as positive
because it relieves her of the responsibility of controlling the
child.

Daughter's absence also saves her from having to monitor the

relationship between father and daughter which she may feel helpless
to control (see above).
Raters' assessment of Dad's formulation of the problem v/ere
varied.

Raters II and III both stated that Dad saw the Court (the

Judge) as the problem.

Rater I stated that Dad saw the problem as the

daughter's being gone and saw the Court (Judge) as the agency of
control in whether or not she would return home.

In other words,

Rater I's assessment was that Dad saw the problem as the daughter's
absence and the solution as being the Court's responsibility.

As

discussed above, Rater I believed that the daughter's absence from the
heme was a positive step from Mom's point of view and that only Dad
saw the daughter's removal as negative.

This view was based, in part

on the mother's complete lack of comment every time Dad mentioned the
daughter's absence as a problem.

This is also another piece of

evidence to support the idea that Mom was willing to let Dad formulate
the concept of the problem so that she did not have to be open about
her views on the subject.

The next assessment category to be

discussed is the Metaphorical Comment of the Sumptom on the Family
System.
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B§tapborjIgal_goi]Tn^ts_Qf_tl3g_SyrnptQiD§_QD_ti)§_E§r[iilY_2ystgrn

As v/as seen above in discussion of the raters' views on the family
menbers responses to the problem, there are many possible metaphorical
comments which were identified by raters during the problem
discussion.

Other possible metaphorical aspects of thefamily

functioning were identified during the Hypothesis Testing task which
was a request for the family to draw itself the way it would like to
be in the future.

This task was performed by Mom at Dad's insistence:

"She can do it, she knows, she knows."
All three raters noted that this dynamic v/as a continuation of the
roles which the couple displayed in the Conjoint Family Sculpture in
which Dad made suggestions and Mom carried then out.

However, it v/as

also noted that, on another level, Dad's request could also be seen as
an attenpt to put Mom back in charge of the family's future after her
abidication of this role in the previous task.

That is, in the second

task (the Conjoint Family Drawing) Mom was in charge and gave orders
and Dad carried them out.

In the third task (the Conjoint Family

Sculpture) Mom had no ideas of her am and Dad came up with ideas
which Mom carried out (in conjunction with him).

In the fourth task

Dad insisted that they return to the original configuration v/hich
involved, essentially, Mom doing the work and Dad taking care of the
kids.

All three raters picked up on this configuration and offered a

variety of metaphorical hypotheses to work with.
Rater I stated that perhaps Dad sees Mom as the one with the
resources and (possibly) self control to keep him in an appropriate
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relationship with his daughter, but tom pictures herself as being more
isolated and independent from the family and also, possibly helpless
to deal with this problem.

This puts tom in the position of having a

secret alliance with the Court to keep the daughter out of the home.
Evidence for this formulation comes from tom's lack of response every
time bringing the daughter home is mentioned and several other
behaviors throughout the interview discussed below.
In the Conjoint Family Drawing, tom, organizes the drawing by
stating that she will draw herself, and everyone else will draw
himself.

She proceeds to draw herself.

Hov/ever, everyone else in the

family is drawn by the father-Pobbie is given "help” by Dad because he
can't draw himself and then he draws himself, Eddie (the baby) and
Elise (the absent daughter).

tom also isolates herself in the drawing

of the ideal future which she does for the Hypothesis Testing Step.
It is interesting that she also isolates Elise in this drawing, adding
evidence to the idea that perhaps she does not want the daughter back
int he famiy.

tom's reluctance to bring Elise back may also indicate

antoher set of metaphors centering around her own desire for
independence from family life.

The desire to keep Elise away may be a

metaphorical statement about her own desire to escape.

Perhaps she

hopes that Elise's removal from the family will allow her to become
the independent kind of woman that tom wishes to be.

Her desire to

keep the daughter out might also be seen as reluctance on her part to
take back responsibility for a child for whom she is no longer has to
be responsible.
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Pater II added several other possible metaphorical dimensions to
Mom and Dad's behaviors during the conjoint family sculpture, and
other tasks.

The most dramatic of these behaviors was an incident

during the sculpture during which the father (symbolically?) gives his
sculpture of the daughter to the mother.

She takes it and accidently

knocks its head off, at which point Dad calls her a murderer:
knocked its head off, you killed her."

"You

Rater II suggests that this

indicates Dad's fear that Mom will not take responsibility for getting
the daughter back.

Additionally, Mom's forceful placement of daughter

on the couch could show her feeling that the daughter must be
controlled and her feeling that she is either unwilling or unable to
do that (or both):

"Put the Goddamned kid int he chair.

Sit there!"

This formulation shows the unwillingness or inability of either parent
to take responsibility for the situation with the daughter, both
preferring, as was shown above, to put the Court in charge of the
daughter's fate.

Another possible metaphor suggested by Rater II

concerning the mother's placement of the daughter would be the idea
that Mom's anger towards her indicates feelings of competition with
the daughter for the husband.
In addition to coirments on the above behaviors, Rater III explored
the metaphorical aspects of the ways in whcih the family changed
people into other people during the Sculpture.

She noted that the

father's suggestion to change the daughter to the therapist might
indicate an inability on his part to tell the difference between
adults and children and might be a metphor for his inability to
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distinguish between his wife and daughter at home.

His desire for Mom

to be in charge (during the hypothesis testing task) might be a
request for her to clarify these boundaries, which he can't do.

Her

response to this request seems to be to isolate both herself and her
daughter from the family.

Additionally, during Hypothesis Teting,

Rater III noted that the mother comments to the son (Robbie) that he
may be in danger of being eaten by a fish if he swins too close to it.
She postulated that perhaps this was a warning to the boys not to get
too close to their father (who is swimming near the fish).
Rater III also notes that the changing of the second figure in his
sculpture from the Judge to the family's male therapist may indicate
his belief that there has been a shift in power from the Court to the
therapists who are now in a position to help him get his daughter
back.

If this is the case, the therapists have a serious problem, as

they have been told by the court that the daughter will not be
returning home.
The next section will summarize the therapists' formulations of:
the dysfunctional areas of the family, the functions of the symptoms,
the metaphorical aspects of the symptom, family maps and therapeutic
goals.

2unTD§li§S_Qf-^5§eSSQ)SQfc_lDfQ£nStiQD

DysofuOStiQD§l_^£eas_Qf_tb§_Eamily
S£QU§e_Syb§y§tem
All raters cited the boundary between the spouses as
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inappropriately rigid and the roles as being complementary and
inappropriately rigid.
P§I§Dial_Subgygtgm

All raters agreed that the father's boundaries with the children
was enmeshed, and that, as Rater III stated, there was an "inability
(on his part) to tell the difference between people.

Additionally all

raters agreed that the mothers' boundaries with the children were
inappropriately right.
Sibliog_2ub§ystem
Again, all raters agreed that there were inappropriately rigid
boundaries between the siblings and a very lav level of age
appropriate involvement between them.
FyDc£iQD§_gf_tbg_gyirptoms

Raters I, II, and III agreed that the father's overinvolvement
(with all three children) was an attempt to engage his wife as a
partner, or perhaps fulfill his fantasy of what he wanted his partner
to be like.

Rater III described his behavior as a function of a "flat

hierarchy" in which the parents can negotiate somewhat as parents but
can also act like children with each other.
Rater I saw Mom's rigid boundary with the daughter, and her secret
alliance with the court, as a v/ay to keep the daughter out of the
house without having to confront the father.

Her rigid boundary with

the boys may be an expression for her lack of desire to accept adult
responsibilities (like keeping the father away form the daughter).
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The function of the rigid and ritualized boundary between the
spouses was seen by Raters I and II as a way form them to work
together to a certain extent without having to discuss their fears and
dissatisfactions with each other.

Rater I commented that while the

mother secretely relys on the court to keep the daughter away, the
father relys on her to get the daughter back.

This situation makes

direct communication dangerous.
B§ter§l_netaphorical_FormylatioQs
Rater I stated that Dad's abuse of the daughter is an attmept to
engage Mom with him and may also be a metaphorical expression of [tom's
desire to get the daughter out of the house.
Rater II stated that the parents are in symmetrical escalation to
the one-down position in v/hich neither one of than wants to take
responsibility for the problem with the daughter, who may be seen as
in competition with the mother.
Rater III stated that the father's overinvolvement with the boys
is a way of showing that he can't tell the difference between the
mother and daughter and is involved in a flat and cross generational
hierachy.
Raters formulatins of the metaphorical aspects of the symptoms can
be thought of as dove-tailing here.

All raters were able to identify

similar significant behaviors of family members during the tasks.

In

many cases, the behaviors identified were similar with slightly
different emphasis in their interpretations.

In some cases, raters

focused on different aspects of family behaviors in ways which
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explored a wide variety of hypotheses which might be pursued with the
family.

As will be seen in the discussion of family maps and goals,

these formulations led to very similar pictures and therapeutic goals
among all three raters.
FamilY_L^DS_aQd_Th§£apeutic_Qoal§
All raters showed the father as having an enmeshed boundary with
the children.

Rater III drew a separate map emphasizing this

relationship with the daughter.

Raters II and III both drew the

parents in conflict with one another, with this conflict being
detoured through the daughter.

Rater III drew mother and father in a

rigid hierarchy with riom on top, while Rater I drew a rigid hierarchy
in which Mom and Dad switched roles but maintained their rigid
boundary.

Rater II drew Mom and Dad on the same hierarchical level

but with a conflictual boundary.
Raters goals for the family were also quite similar.

All agreed

that the parental boundaries with the two remaining children must be
clarified.

Raters I and III also suggested the involvement of the

daughter in the therapy either by her physical presence or by
discussing the possibility of her returning home directly.

Planning

for her return home would also necessitates some way of working with
the secret alliances and coalitions either metaphorically or through
the use of therapeutic paradox.
All raters identified work on the spouse subsystem as a major goal
of therapy as well as the necessity to increase Resonance in the
system so that members could be treated more as individuals and less
as sympolic representatives of others.
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asters identified work on the spouse subsystem as a major goal
of therapy as well as the necessity to increase Resonance in the
system so that members could be treated more as individuals and less
as symbolic representations of others.

Eamilyll
Family_De§criptioo
Family II consisted of a father, Dan Sr., and three children:
Dan, Jr., aged 12; Corrie, aged 9 and Donna, aged 7.

The family had

been referred to Northampton Area Mental Health Services for fmaily
assessment because of the father's request for foster placement for
Dan, Jr.

The family had made and cancelled two previous appointments

and had arrived one hour late for this interview.

T^ble_52Sub§y§tQD_FuQctipniQg_ao^BoyQdarie§
SEQUS§_Syb§y§tem

The family configuration which was interviewed consisted of the
father and his children.
years.

He had been divorced from his wife for six

Therefore, technically there was no spouse subsystem present

during the interview.

However, issues of concern in the spouse as

well as parental subsystems were brought up by the children as will be
seen below.

All raters agree that there was no spouse subsystem

present but all commented on the apparent problems reported by the
children
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£§reDt§i_Sub§ystem

All raters agreed that the parental subsystem consisted of Dad
(present), Mom (not present) and probably Debbie (dad's girlfriend),
also not present.
All raters also agreed that on the question of nurturence,
guidance, and control for the children, the parental subsystem
functioned inadequately, and that it was inadequate in giving
age-appropriate autonomy and responsibility.

Rater I noted that Dad

made suggestions (e.g., clean up your room) but, according to Corrie,
did not follow through.

Rater II noted that the children had too much

autonomy because dad did not offer any suggestions or assistance to
the children in how to conduct activities or in how to solve the play
dough incident at the end of the interview.
the children were treated the same.

Rater III noted that all

She noted that in the Conjoint

Family Drawing task. Dad told Dan, the oldest, to go and draw between
his two sisters, reinforcing this lack of differentiation.
On the issue of whether the parents can function as a team, there
was no in-session information available, since Mom was not present.
However, the children all made comments on this subject.

All raters

answered "no" to this question based on the information supplied by
Corrie and Dan, and corroborated by Dad that he and Mom had fights
over managing the children.
All raters also agreed that the boundary between Mom and Dad was
enmeshed, based on the reports of their continued fighting six years
after their divorce.

Additional evidence for this enmeshment was
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offered by Rater III who noted Dan. Jr.'s statement that they live
"across the alley" from one another and that he goies over to Mom's
when things aren't working out at Dad's.

Debbie's role in parenting

was not particularly clear to any of the raters.

However, when Dan,

Jr. drew his ideal family as Dad and Debbie getting married, the girls
were very enthusiastic, but Dad was not, stating he was not ready for
marriage.

This would indicate that the children, especially Dan see

Debbie as performing some parental functions.
Raters' responses concerning the boundary between Dad and the
siblings were more varied than responses to any of the previous
questions.

Rater I saw Dad as being enmeshed with Corrie (the oldest

girl), disengaged from Dan and clear with Donna.

She cited as

examples for this that Dad responded to Corrie's rebukes of him by
admitting she was right but completely ignored Dad's requests to "sit
down and talk to me".

Dad responded to Donna when she asked for help

in a fairly appropriate fashion.
Rater II saw the boundary between Dad and Corrie as enmeshed,
stating that Corrie was parentified.

He offered as evidence her

complete absorption with Dad's welfare and her repeated declarations
of love for him.

He saw Dan's boundary with the parental subsystem as

also enmeshed because of Dan's position between Dad and Mom in their
continuing conflict.

Rater II saw Donna as being isolated in the

family.
Rater III also saw Dad's boundary with Corrie as enmeshed and his
boundary with Dad as rigid.

She offered as evidence that fact that
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during the Conjoint Family Drawing, Dan stated his desire to draw Dad,
which Dad completely ignored.

Instead, Corrie drew Dad and Dad drew

Corrie, leaving Dan to araw himself and, eventually Donna since Donna
drew Mom and there was no one left to draw her.

Rater III thought

Dad's boundary with Donna might be clear since, although she always
tended to agree with him she didn't get too involved in family
discussion.
£ibliog_Subsystgm
All the Raters opinins of the sibling boundaries varied.

Rater I

stated that the boundary between Dan and Corrie was enmeshed because
of the high level of conflict between them, and that the boundaries
between Donna and Corrie and Donna and Dan were also enmeshed because
of the way in which Donna tried to agree with both her siblings.
Rater II agreed that the boundary between Corrie and Dan was enmeshed
because of their high level of conflict and saw the boundary between
Donna and Corrie as rigid because of their lack of interaction.

Rater

III commented on the rigid boundary between the girls, which agreed
with Rater II's view but did not comnent on the boundary between Dan
and Corrie.
Raters basically agreed on the issue of appropriate interaction
and caring in the sibling subsystem, with some variation,

raters I

and II noted the arguing and fighting between Dan and Corrie as
inappropriate.

Rater II also commented on the apparent competition

between them during the fight over which color play dough to bring
home at the end of the interview, although he noted some cooperation
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during the Hypothesis Testing Task given to the children to draw their
ideal family.
Pater III stated that there was some caring expressed by Dan when
he hugged his sisters when posing for the video but then he slapped
Donna.

She noted this as "typical twelve year old behavior."

However, Pater III stated that she saw the siblings as basically
disengaged from one another, especially the two girls who were very
focused on Dad.
On the question of the level of conflict among the sibling, there
was a wide divergence between Raters I and II, and Pater III.

Paters

I and II saw the level of conflict in the sibling subsystem as
inappropriately high, especially between Dan and Corrie, while Pater
III didn't see the conflict level as inappropriate.

Rater I noted

that when Corrie said that Dan hits and punches "them" (Donna and
her), he called her a liar, and they continued to bicker throughout
the interview.

Rater II cited their inability to resolve their

competition as to who will decide which color play dough to take home
at the end of the interview as evidence for their high level of
conflict.
It is unclear why there is this divergence among raters.

One

possible explanation would be different tolerance levels for conflict
among raters which would make their opinions of what is an
inappropriate level of conflict different.

The Paters differences

continue in the question of boundaries among the sibling which is
unusual considering the high level of agreement on almost all the
previous questions.
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All the raters' opinions on the sibling boundaries varied.

Rater

I stated that the boundary between Dan and Corrie was enmeshed because
of the high level of conflict between them, and that the boundaries
between Donna and Corrie and Donna and Dan were also enmeshed because
of the way in v/hich Donna tried to agree with both her siblings.
Rater II saw the boundary between Donna and Corrie as rigid because of
their lack of interaction and agreed that the boundary between Corrie
and Dan was enmeshed because of their high level of conflict.

Rater

III commented on the rigid boundary between the girls, which agreed
with Eater II's view but did not comnent on the boundary between Dan
and Corrie.
EimilY_LUg£§rchy
All raters' agreed that there was a cross-generational hierarchy
in this family.

It was seen as functioning both in the immediate

family unit (with Corrie named as a parental child) and in the
extended family (with Dan caught in the conflict between the divorced
spouses.)
Raters also all noticed that there seemed to be a syniaetrical
escalation between the divorced couple which keeps then in contact
with one another through Dan.
Ihe sibling subsystem hierarchy clearly had Corrie in a favored
position with Dad in some ways.

However, in the matter of age

appropriate autonomy and responsibility, all the children appeared to
be treated equally, without distinctions in Dad's expectations of them
in terms of responsibilities or freedoms.
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Bgypdaiiss.witb-tbe_Qutside wpiflfl
SQU£cgs_of_§tie§§

All raters returned to their earlier unanimity with this issue.
All agreed that Mom was the main source of stress outside the family
and that the boundary with her was enmeshed.

SQurces_of_5uppo£t
Similarly all raters agreed that, based on the family's missed
appointments and lateness, there v/as some evidence for a rigid
boundary with sources of support.

2^blg_6_z_Eg§onaDcex_DeYelopmental_Life_Cycle_aod_Elgxibility
ResoQaocg
The first question in this category concerns whether or not there
was a Patient Indentified by the family.
IP in this family was Dan Jr.

All raters agreed that the

Raters assessments of family members'

responses to the IP were similar but with some variations.

Rater I

stated that Dad ignored him, Corrie fought with him and Donna asked
him for help.
him.

Rater II saw Dad and both his sibings in conflict with

Rater III described the v/hole family as ignoring him.

These

comments are similar because they all define the troubled nature of
family responses to the IP.

All raters commented upon the extreme

degree to which Dad ignored Dan in the interview.

There were very few

questions comments or remarks which Dan addressed to Dad to which he
responded at all.
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All raters were in agreement that Dad's responsiveness to any of
the children was very limited.

However, Rater I thought that Dad

responded more to Corrie and Donna than to Dan, which would
corroborate the assessment of Dad's boundaries with Corrie as being
enmeshed and with Dan as being rigid.

Rater II stated that Dad was

"mostly silent to all the children's statements" although he agreed
that Dad v/as more silent with Dan than with the girls.

Rater III

stated that family members responded to one another's needs by
ignoring them, and to one another's suggestions by being skeptical or
saying that they wouldn't work.

Here again, although raters' emphasis

is slightly different, the thrust of the assessments highlights the
father's lack of response to all the children, especially Dan.

This

is emphasized again in the question of the Developmental Life Cycle.

Family_DeyelopmeQtal_Life_Cycle_Stage
All raters agreed that the family was in the stage of school-aged
children.

Raters assessments of whether the behavior of the family

menbers v/as appropriate to that stage were similar, with slight
variations.

Rater I stated that the kids behavior was appropriate,

but that Dad's wasn't.

Rater II conmented that their behavior was

appropriate but that they seemed to lack a sense of family identity,
the girls focused most of their attention on Dad, as did Dan but Dad
seemed wither unwilling or unable to respond to this attention.

This

v/ould substantiate all raters' assessments of the divorce as a major
non-normative event in the family v/hich hadn't yet been resolved
successfully.
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EantiXy_Fle2ibility

Paters responses to the question of whether family members were
able to conceive of changes in the problem agreed in some points and
not in others.

All raters agreed that Dan had a plan for how to

change the situation.

This plan was basically for Dad to sit down and

talk to him instead of grounding him for everything.

Rater I did not

comment directly on whether Dad had a plan or not, although agreed
with Pater III that Dad's plan is that Dan change his mis-behavior.
Rater II did not comment on Dad's ability to conceive of changes.
Pate I stated that Corrie's plan involved Mom and Dad getting along
(as seen in her ideal picture), for Dad to follow through on his
promises to the kids and for Dan to stop hitting her and Donna.

Rater

I noted that Dad responded positively to these suggestions from Corrie
but merely rolled his eyes when Dan suggested they talk.
Pater III pointed out the complementarity between Dan's plan and
Dad's plan - Dad suggested that Dan change and Dan suggested that Dad
change - v/hich highlighted a dysfunctional aspect of the system.
Raters highlighted different aspects of family members' abilities
to express their ideas to one another.

Rater I stated that Dan and

Corrie were able to express themselves and that Donna, after saying
she didn't know what to do, agreed with Corrie or Dad.

Pater II noted

that the girls stated their desire for Dad to be happier, and that Dad
stated he wanted more cooperation from him wife, and from his son.
Rater III stated that Dan and the father were able to express their
ideas.
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The varied responses on this question my be partly a result of
the ambiguity and possible redundancy of the question.

Although each

rater highlighted certain responses of family members, it my have
been unckear hov/ this question (able to express ideas about changes to
other family members ) differed greatly from the previous one (able to
conceive of changes which could be made in the problem) and therefore
unclear how to respond to it.
The questions of how the family handled the changes in the
individual sculptures were assessed by the raters in similar ways.
All raters agreed that the family members were unable to conceive of
ways in which to change their individual sculptures to solve the
problem and that they were unable to institute any changes, although
the request to do this did stimulate conversation about the problem
and possible solutions (mentioned above).

Rater III noted an

interesting behavior sequence which occured during this part of the
interview.

She stated that after father and son contradicted one

another (Dad said Dan was the problem and Dan said Dad v/as the
problem), Dan dropped something and bumped his head while picking it
up.

All the children then giggled and became distracted, which

resulted in no resolution on the issue of what the problon was.
Raters all agreed that the family responded cooperatively to the
therapist's suggestions.

However, when it was necessary to discuss or

negotiate these suggestions, there v/as difficulty.

Raters I and II

pointed out Dad's inability to organize the children effectively for
the Conjoint Family Drawing.

Rater I also noted Dad's inability to
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pick up on the therapist's suggestions about how to resolve the
disagreement about the color play dough to take home which arose
between Corrie and Dan at the end of the interview.

Rater II also

noted that Dan undermined the therapist's attempt to achieve
resolution over the play dough issue, when Dad had been unsuccessful
at resolving it.
Rater III noted that the family seemed better able to do the tasks
in the beginning of the interview than in the end.

She also stated

that although Dad seemed able to implement some of the therapist's
suggestions, she wondered if, "father wanted the therpist to 'do it'
for him."

2^bI§_2_z_EUQStiQQ_of_the_Synptomx_rjetaphorical_^spect§_of_the
Synptomx_Sur[mary_of_A§segsmeot_Jr}forrnatigo

EUDCtioQ_of_the_5ymptom_iO_the_Family_Sy§tgn
E§0)ilY_0§!I!be£i.§_CQDCgEtioD5_of_thg_g£oblan
Raters assessments of Dad's conception of the problem agreed that
Dad considered Dan the problem.

Additionally, Rater I commented that

when the girls suggested that they were going to leave the solution to
Dad he acted overwhelmed.

Rater III stated that Dad ignored Dan while

blaming him.
Raters were in similar agreement over Dan's conception of the
problem.

Dan wants more talk from Dad.

He states that he's not the

problen and that if Dad would sit down and talk to him, everything
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would be fine.
Raters' assessments of Corrie's conception of the problem were
varied.

This seemed to be the continuation of a discrepancy in

assessment of her behavior and position in the family which persisted
throughout the assessments of this interview.

Rater I stated that

Corrie at first said that there was no problem and then agreed with
Dad.

Rater II stated that Corrie "initiated action without waiting

for Dad."

Rater III stated that Corrie ignored the problem.

The

differences in raters' perspectives on Corrie's view of the problem,
as well as their differing positions on other aspects of Corrie's
behavior do not reflect a wide discrepancy in opinion about her
general position in the family.

They reflect small differences which,

rather than creating problems in terms of the family assessment,
simple add complexity to the hypotheses generated about family
functioning.
The raters' view of Donna's conception of the problon were not as
disparate as those of Corrie's.

All agreed that Donna was quiet and

initially stated that she didn't know what the problem was.

Rater I,

however, saw Donna as agreeing with both Corrie and Dan at different
times.

Rater II stated that she agreed with Corrie over Dan and Rater

III stated that she agreed with Dad, that Dan was the problem.

All

these views of Donna's position saw her as "stuck" in the middle
between other family members.

She newer asserted an independent

opinion but rather limited herself to reacting to others.
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Ll§tapbQrical_CQmmeDt§_gf_tlie_Syrnetorn§_oD_tl}e_EaiDilY_Sy[netQm

The bulk of what raters identified as possible metaphorical
comments in this family concern Dad's relationships with Dan and
Corrie, although all raters agreed that there were also many
metaphorical aspects of Dad (and the kids) relationships with Mom
which were alluded to throughout the interview.

For example, as

Paters I, II and III noted, Mom and Dad still live across the alley
from one another.

Dan stated that he never saw his mother.

However,

later he remarked that he went to his mother's when there was trouble
at home with the babysitter.

Dan's trips back and forht across the

alley seemed to be a comment on the unresolved relationship between
the parents.
Dad's behavior towards Dan was full of ambiguous messages.

For

example, as Rater III noted, when Dad was trying to organize the
Conjoint Family Drawing, he tells Dan to go around the table and draw
with his sisters.

Rater I pointed out that as Dan went to obey this

request, Dad also came around the table from the other side in
response to a request from Corrie for help.

Dad ended up in the

position which Dan was headed for (between the girls) and Dan stood
behind them waiting for several minutes.

In order to get Dad's

attention he finally made a noise and Dad moved back and allowed Dan
to move into the position he had asked him to take.

Rater I stated

that this seemed to indicate an ambivalence on Dad's part as to
exactly where he wanted Dan to be.

The way he ignored Dan might

indicate a desire to get Dan out of the family.

The v/ay he directed
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him to stand with the other children might indicate a desire to have
him behave more like the girls.

The way he usurped the place that he

had indicated for Dan (between the girls) might indicate his wish to
be a child himself and have someone else do the work of raising the
children.
Dan also asked Dad whether anyone was goint to draw Debbie, to
which Dad replied, "she's not part of the family."

This seemed to

indicate a wish on Dan's part for Debbie to be more of a presence in
the family.

This wish is substantiated later in his drawing of the

ideal family which is a picture of Dad and Debbie getting married.
Rater I noted that the girls constant expressions of concern for
Dad seem to be a metaphorical statement about their fears of his
competence.

Dan also made a statement which could be seen as an

expression of concern for Dad when, during the problem discussion in
the Conjoint Family Sculpture, he stated, "there's no problem.
rather live with you than anyone else."

I'd

All the children seemed to

indicate concern over the permanence of the family while attempting to
bolster Dad's competence in different ways.

Donna and Corrie agreed

with him and told him how much they loved him, and Dan allowed Dad to
demonstrate his competence by dealing with a difficult child.
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gynjniaiie§_gf_a§§e§snieDt_lDf2£ii)§tiQD
B^§fyD£tiQQ§l_A£eg§_g£_ti)e_Eainily
P§££Dtal_Subsy§£em
All raters agreed that the parental subsystem seemed
dysfunctional.

It lacked the ability to offer appropriate nurturence,

guidance and control to the children, there was a high level of
conflict between tom and Dan which involved detouring through the
children (especially Dan) and there was confusion about membership.
Although Dad consistently stated that Debbie was not a member of the
family, the children seemed to indicate that she performed some
parental functions and that they liked and appreciated her.

A

question raised by Rater I was, if Dad did not want Debbie to be seen
as a member of the parental subsystem, why had he allowed her to
perform parental functions with the children?
In regard to the parental subsystem which was present in the
interview, (i.e., Dad) all raters agreed that there were several
problem areas.

Dad was not able to offer structure and guidance to

the children, was quite unresponsive to all of their needs, requests
and expressions of caring for him, and v/as particularly ambivalent in
relation to Dan and his place in the family.

Rater III noted that

Dad's ability to make appropriate rules and follow through on them
seemed to need work.

All raters also agreed that the condition of the

boundaries between Dad and the children were dysfunctional.

Dad

seemed to be enmeshed with his older daughter being seen as possibly
clear but leaning towards disengagement.
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Dad's formulations of the problem seemed to avoid personal
responsibility in that; he stated that, essentially, Dan had to change
his behavior and Mom had to change her behavior in order to solve the
problems.

However, although he agreed with Corrie when she stated

that he didn't follow through on his promises to reward them if they
cleaned their rooms, he made no statement about how he planned to
change.

5ibliog_Subsystems
All raters also agreed that the boundaries in the sibling
subsystem were dysfunctional, and Raters I and II identified the high
level of conflict as problematic.

Raters II and III noted a rigid

boundary between Corrie and Donna as dysfunctional.

Rater I noted an

enmeshed boundary between Donna and both her sibling as dysfunctional,
and all raters noted the enmeshed boundary between Dan and Corrie as
problematic.

EUDCtiQD_Qf_the_as©tom§
All raters agreed that Dan was caught in the fight between Mom and
Dad and that this served to continue the relationship between the
spouses.

Rater II noted that Dan's behavior might also function to

activate and undepress Dad, while Rater I noted Dan's behavior as a
way to help Dad prove his competence.
serving all of these functions.

Rater III saw Dan's behavior as
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Eat§£s_^etapi3oiical_Eormy],§tigos

Rater I saw Donna's relationship with Dan and Corrie as a possible
metaphor for Mom and Dad's relationship with Dan.

When Dan and Corrie

fight, Donna attempts to agree with both of them, thereby bringing
them together in the same way that Dan travels back and forth between
the parents, bringing them together.
Rater II saw the male vs. female competition in the sibling
subsystem as a possible mirroring of the conflict between the parents.
Rater III noted the statement Corrie made that Dad "sits and
relaxes" as a coirment on Dad's lack of responsiveness.

She also saw

Dan's title for the Family Portrait - "Parts of an Important Family"
as an indication that Dan felt something was missing.

F§iI>ilY_0§ES_aQd_2,heiapgytig_Ggais
Rater I mapped the family as Dad and Mom (who was distanced) in
conflict, with Dad as the central parent having a rigid boundary with
Dan, an enmeshed boundary with Corrie and a clear boundary with Donna.
She indicated the boundaries of the sibling subsystem as enmeshed,
with other maps indicating Donna's triangulated position with Dan and
Corrie and Dan's triangulated position with Mom and Dad.
Rater II mapped the family as husband and wife distanced, while
Mom and Dad were enmeshed with conflict detoured through Dan and the
boundary between Dad and the girls as enmeshed.
Rater III duplicated these positions but adds a map of Dan's
affiliation with Debbie.

All rater's reflected similar viewpoints on
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family functioning and similar concerns with dysfunctional areas.
Raters were also in basic agreement on therapeutic goals for the
family.

These were to clarify the boundaries of the parental

subsystem as well as the boundaries between the parental and sibling
subsystems and those among the siblings.

To help the father to

provide a more responsive, nurturing environment for the children, as
well as to offer them age appropriate freedom and responsibility.
Additionally, to support the father, as Rater III puts it, "in
learning how to caref for himself while caring for others, and to
suggest to him" as Rater II states, that he "clarify issues with his
girlfriend and his son around expectations for the future."

Family.HI
Family_De§c£iptiQQ
Family III consisted of a mother, Elizabeth, a stepfather, Brian
and two children, Luke aged 9, and Tamoy, aged 7.

The family came in

for a family assessment prior to beginning family treatment in order
to clarify family structure, define problems to work on and identify
treatment directions.

I^bi§_8_z_Sub§ystem_FuQCtioQiog_aQd_BouQdarigs

£EQUse_Sybsystem
The raters reponses to the question on spouse subsystem roles and
boundaries were identical, although there was some variety in the
examples used to substantiate the assessments.

All raters identified
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the couple as having rigid, complementary roles.

Rater I stated that

the wife was the "emotional one" and the husband the "rational" one,
while Rater II characterized the wife as the initiator, director with
the children and the husband as the "spiritual leader."

Rater III

used similar examples as Rater I citing, the mother's statement that
she "works hard" and the father's lack of responsiveness to her
efforts.
Raters also agreed that the boundary between the spouses was
disengaged.

All raters essentially described a "distancer/pursuer"

relationship in the couple citing different examples.

Rater I stated

that the wife constantly offered physical and verbal affection to
which the husband doesn't repond.

Rater II noted their inability to

speak directly to one another or discuss the tasks, and Rater III
pointed out that in the Hypothesis Testing Task which was the Self
Portrait Given to Spouse, that the wife changed the husband to be more
engaged with her while he, basically, left her alone.
All agreed that the boundary between the spouse subsystem and the
sibling subsystem was rigid.

Pai£Dtal_SubSY3tem

Raters responses to the quesiton of whether the parental subsystem
provided sufficient nurturence, guidance and control were somewhat
dissimilar, although there was general agreement that some dysfunction
was evident.

Rater I stated that the Mother sometimes was able to

provide guidance for the children as to what was expected of them,
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(e.g. she was able to stop Luke from making sarcastic remarks about
her Warm-up picture) but at other times she allowed the children's
unacceptable behavior to continue even when she didn't like it (e.g.
when Tammy initially agreed to cooperate with Luke during the
Hypothesis Testing task and then renegged on her agreement).

Rater I

also stated that all parenting was done by Mom.
Rater II did not think that there was sufficient nurturence,
guidance or control.

He stated that, although Mom was the mosta ctive

parent, she did not instruct the children as to what was expected of
them, nor did she attempt to coordinate their activities with her own
or her husband's.

Rater III stated that Mom, the person who was the

more active parent, did provide appropriate guidance and control,
except when she allowed Luke to take the play dough she was using out
of her hand and use it himself.
Rater's responses to this quesiton varied from "definitely not" to
"sometime" to "defintely yes, except sometime."

However, it is

important to note that all raters identified Mom as the primary parent
and all noted that there were problems with her repsonses to either or
both children at various times during the interview.

Hie less

substantial differences in their responses seemed, once again, to
reflect differences in interpretation of the phrase "sufficient
nurturened, guidance and control."
On the question of age appropriate autonomy and responsibility,
Raters I and III were in agreement, both stating that the parents left
the children too much on their own.

Rater I cited as examples that
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rtom did not attempt to discuss the tasks with the children or
encourage their cooperative participation.

Rater III stated that,

"there was no discussion, the children were left alone."

Rater II

stated that the children did have age appropriate autonomy and
responsibility but offered no statement to substantiate this belief.
All three raters assessments of other parental subsystem
functioning and boundaries were essentially in agreement.

They all

agreed that the parents did not function as a team, and did not
discuss decisions about how to do tasks with one another.

Raters also

agreed that the boundary between parents, like that between spouses
was rigid.

On the question of the boundary between the parents and

the siblings there were some variations in opinion.

All raters agreed

that the boundary between Brian (the stepfather) and Luke was rigid,
since there was virtually no communication between these two during
the entire interview.

Similarly, all raters agreed that the boundary

between Mom and Tamny seemed to be fairly clear (at least from the
interactional information) although there were some indications of
rigidity and hierarchial issues which will be discussed later.

Rater

I and III saw the boundary between Mom and Luke as somewhat enmeshed
because of Luke's apparent freedom to comment in a disparaging way
about Mom's drawings, and because of her lack of objection when he
took her play dough during the Family Sculpting Task.

Rater II saw

the parental boundaries as rigid with both children because the
children did not ask them any questions and because there was very
little conmunication among parents and children.

Rater I, however,
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saw the boundary between Tammy and Brian as less rigid than the
boundary between Brian and Luke (although it was certainly not clear)
because Tammy was able to elicit some response from Brian, if she
persisted long enough.

Sibliog.&jbsystem
Paters I and III thought that the sibling subsystem reflected the
general disengagement of the entire family system in lack of
appropriate interest and caring.

Rater II felt that there was age

appropriate interaciton in their discussion about spending time
together in which each complained about the other, and also in the
fact that they were able to share cryaons.

All raters agreed that the

Hypothesis Testing task to do a drawing together revealed their lack
of ability to negotiate a decision and stick to it, as well and their
reluctance to involve the parents in this conflict when their
agreement broke down.
Raters I and II identified the siblings as having a high level of
conflict.

Rater I cited their inability to perform the Hypothesis

Testing task as evidence for this.

During this task the chidlren

initially agreed on a decision although Luke stated it v/ould be
impossible.

However, as they began to draw, Tammy apparently changed

her mind, and without telling Luke, began to draw something else,
which took over most of the page.

Although Luke did not tell his

parents about this, he identified himself as being angry about it.
Tairmy remained silent on the incident, except to say she changed her
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her mind.

Raters I and II interpreted the children's behavior as

reflecting a high level of covert conflict.

Rater I cited additional

evidence for the high conflict assessment as the incident in which
Luke acted out strangling his sister when he saw the tiny sculpture
she had made of him.
Rater III stated that there was a low level of conflict between
the sibling and cited as her evidence their refusal to engage in an
argument over the last task.

This interpretation seenes to be in

direct contradiction to Rater I and II's interpretatio of the
Hypothesis Testing behavior as high covert conflict.

However, it can

also be seen simply as an assessment which attends more strictly to
the visible behavior of the children during the interview.

It is a

statement that during the Hypothesis Testing task in which they
obviously disagreed, they did not engage in an overt conflict, and
does not attempt futher interpretation of their behavior.

Rater III

did not corrment on the strangling incident during the Conjoint Family
Sculpture.
All raters agreed that the boundary between sibling was rigid, and
that this was characteristic of all family boundaries.

Raters

characterized the family as having a lack of cohesiveness which, in
fact, seened to almost deny the existence of subsystems at all.

Each

person seemed to act independently, especially during the Conjoint
Family Drawing task, without any overt acknowledgement of their family
relationships.
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F§mily_Hi£i§i£by

Family hierarchy was interesting, because there seemed to be a
discrepancy between verbal and non-verbal behavior, which was cited by
all raters.

The most dramatic example of the was the fact that,

although Itom behaved as if she were the one in charge, especially in
the area of parenting, and although this was acknowledged by Brian, it
appeared to be denied, nonverbally by Tammy.

In the Conjoint Family

Drawing, Tammy was the first one to begin drawing.

Moreover, she drew

not one but two family pcitures, neither of which contained Mom!
Similarly, in the Hypothesis Testing Task, Tammy agreed on a conjoint
picture to make with Luke and then, at some point, unilaterally
changed her mind and began to draw something else which dominated the
entire page.

Not only did Luke not confront her with this, he did not

appeal to his Mother, the supposedly active parent, to help him to
establish justice.

Although at times, e.g. the incident in which

Luke, and then Tammy asked for glass of water, it appeared as if Mom
was functioning at the top of the hierarchy, she then decided that she
would also go and get water, somewhow pershaps, identifying herself as
one of the siblings, and leaving Brian all alone in the room and,
perhpas in the "adult” role.

E§H)ilY-DQUD^£iS§_Witb_tbe_Qut5idg_L7Q£ld
SQU£Cg§_of_5uppo£t
Raters I and II identified the family boundary with the church as
enmeshed, primarily because of the husband's expectation that bringing
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the "Sun (Son) of God" into the center of the family would solve the
problems.

The raters both stated that this indicated an unwillingness

to take personal responsibility for these problems and the wish for
some outside source to "take care of it."

Rater III identified the

fact that the family sought helps as an indication of a clear
boundary.

This statement is not contradictory to the assessments made

by Raters I and II.

Souces of Stress
All raters agreed that the family, especially the mother, was
enmeshed with souces of stress.

Raters I and II cited the example of

the mothers' brother who is livng with them and who is identified by
Mom and Brian as a source of stress.

However, although they agreed

that his presence v/as stressful, no mention was made of a plan to
alleviate this situation.

Rater III cited the mother's statements

about the family moves and her two year attempt to "sort out and clean
up the mess" as another example of family enmeshment with sources of
stress.
This completes the discussion of information summarized in Table
7.

A discussion of Table 8 - Resonance, Family Developmental Life

Cycle and Family Flexibility will follow.

Table 9 - Resonance. Family Developmental Life Cycle and Flexibility
The question of the IP v/as interesting in this family because,
although the 7 year old daughter was identified by Mom as being the
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one in need of help when she called, she was never identified as the
IP during the interview.

All raters agreed that the focus of this

interview, in both nonverbal and verbal communications by the spouses,
was marital issues and the chaotic life style of the family.
On the question of family members responses to one another, there
was some variation in raters' perspectives.

Rater I stated that tom's

frequent requests of Brian went, for the most part, without response
from him, except for the point during the Conjoint Family Sculpture in
which he declared his belief that he was part of the problem.

After

he made this statement his wife said, "I love you, honey", to which he
replied, "I love you too."

Rater I noted this exchange, in the

context of the rest of the interview, as quite a drastic deviation
from the couples' pattern of behavior.

Rater I saw Mom's responses

towards the kids as appropriate, except for the incidents (mentioned
in the discussion of Table 7) in which her behavior seemed enmeshed
with Luke.
Rater I's view of Brian was that, except for the statements
mentioned above, he was very unresponsive to Mom and totally
unresponsive to Luke.

He reacted more to Tammy who, on a couple of

occasions asked for his help, e.g. opening play dough.

However, in

order to get his attention, Tammy had to tap his hand continuously for
several minutes before he finally paid attention to her.
Luke's responses to other family members were seen, by Rater I, as
varied.

He totally ignored Brian and seemed to have a distant but

antagonistic relationship with his sister (e.g. examples mentioned
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above during Hypothesis Testing task).
perhaps the most involved.

His response to his nether was

His attitude to her seemed to be that it

was his job to cut through her endless verbiage, and keep her on the
ground.

For example, during the discussion of her V7arm-up picture,

Mom lauched into an elaborate explanation of all aspects of the
abstract drawing she had done.

She described the relationship of the

colors to her feelings, the reason why certain lines were curved and
certain ones straight and so forth.

At the end of this presentation,

Duke said in a sarcastic tone, "In other words, it's about life,
right?"

His mother's reply was, "Yes, I guess so."

He rolled his

eyes as if to say, "why didn't you just say so."
During her description of the drawing he began to make noises and
remarks like, "urn hum, you don's say?", also in a sarcastic manner.
Although Mom's response to his summary remark was non-commital, her
response to these sarcastic comments was to ask him to stop, which he
did.
Rater II's view of family responses to one another was there was
little interaciton among family members most of the time, and that
most of the interactions were responses to Mom's behavior or comments.
He described the interview as being, "characterized most by the
silences."
Rater III only commented specifically on Luke's and Brian's
responses.

She cited Luke's suggestion to send a tornado through the

Conjoint Family Sculpture as a homeostatic response on his part, as
well as a possibly frustrated response to his mother's
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overcompensation."

She remarked that Brian's major response to the

family members was his effort to bring spirituality into their lives.
“Hiis seemed to be somewhat of a substitute for personal nteraction.
Rater III did highlight one interesting comment which Brian made,
which was to agree with Mom when she said she worked overtime.

He

offered no suggestions, however, about how to remedy this situation.
Next follows the discussion of the Family Developmental Life Cycle
Stage.

Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage
All raters agreed that the family was in both the school aged
children and the family formation stages of development.

Raters I and

II agreed that the behaviors of the parents were inappropriate to
either of these two stages.

Rater I noted that Mom, unsuccessfully

tried to perform all the tasks herself.

She described herself as a

"workacholic" (to which Brian agreed) and was demonstrably the major
parent in the family as well.

The children did not appear to have a

sense of wholeness in the family.

Examples of this, which will be

discussed more fully later, included Tammy's omission of Mom in her
family portraits and Luke's assertion that there wasn't enough good
food in the house, and that the family was boring.
Rater II stated that the family's behavior seemed to be stuck in
the stage of nest building.
living out of boxes."

He notee that they were "not settled,

The spouses' inability to comnunicate also

h^mppre>d efficient p>arenting and organization of the family.
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Rater III stated that the children's behavior seemed appropriate,
as they were "well behaved and obediant."
whole was chaotic and disorganized.

However, the family as a

This situation, in which the

children seemed more stable than the parents would also lend weight to
the hypothesis mentioned in Table 7 that the family hierarchy is
confused.
All raters agreed that the marriage of Elizabeth and Brian, and
the frequent number of moves that the family has made in the last two
years, the major non-normative events.

As stated above, these events

seemed to contribute to the inability of the family to perform the
tasks appropriate to their developmental stage and therefore help them
to remain stuck in dysfunctional behaviors.

This completes the

discussion of Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage.

Next follows the

discussion of Family Flexibility.

Family Flexibility
The first question under Family Flexibility concerns family
members' ability to conceive of changes.
Rater I was the only rater who answered this question specifically
with regard to whether family members could conceive of changes.
Raters II and III answered this question with descriptions of the
changes made by family members in their individual sculptures.

This

would appear to indicate a problem with the format of the questions,
which has been noted before in the discussion of Table 5 for Family
II.

The intent of the question was to gather information on who in
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the family, had ideas about what to do and who didn't.

Although the

question was not clear, this information can be inferred from the
answers given by raters.
Rater I stated that Mom was the one who had almost all the ideas.
An example of how concerned Mom seemed to be with making changes was
that before the instrustions to change the sculpture was given. Mom
anticipated them and suggested changes in her individual sculpture as
part of her discussion.

Rater I noted that Brian did suggest the idea

of bringing more spirituality into the family and he also implied that
he needed to make some changes in himself, although he never discussed
what those changes might be.
Rater II described Mom's changes in her sculpture of herself as
adding more warmth.

Mom also suggested to Brian that he put his

sculpture of the spiritual sun in the center of the family, which
Brian did.
Rater III stated that all family members contributed to making
changes int heir sculptures but after it was all done, Uike suggested
sending a tornado through the house in order to make it all a mess
again.

Rater III, as mentioned above, described this as a homeostatic

comment.
As to whether family members were able to express their ideas
about change to one another, all raters pretty much agreed that Mom
was the main spokesperson during this task just as she had been in
previous ones.

Rater I stated that only Mom expressed herself.

II stated that Mom spoke about the changes she wanted to make in

Rater
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herself and others commented on her ideas.

Rater III agrees that torn

was the major force in suggesting ideas for change but notes that
Luke s suggestion to change it all back again was also an important
statement.
Qice again, the redundancy of the question as to whether family
members were able to conceive of changes in the sculptures, lessened
the value of these questions.

All raters simply reiterated what they

had already stated stated in the question about making changes in the
problem.
Raters responses to whether the family was able to make changes in
these sculptures was varied.

All agreed that they we re able to do

this but they had different views about the process through which
changes were made.

Rater I stated that Mom directed all the changes.

She told people what to do and either did it for them, or directed
them to do it.

A good example of this was her suggestion to Tammy to

make her brother bigger.

(Tammy ahd made a sculpture of herself and

her brother fighting, in which she was about twice the size of Luke)
Tammy agreed to this and also redid the sculpture so that she and Luke
had their arms around each other.
Rater II saw the situation slightly differently.

He stated that

the family v/as able to make cooperative changes with Mom being the
leader.

He cited Luke's willingness to respond to Mom and Brian's

suggestion to change his food to corroborate this more moderate view.
Rater III, on the other extreme from Rater I, saw the family as all
able to contribute and make suggestions as well as to change their own
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sculptures and did not single out Mom as behaving in a leadership
role.
The next issue discussed in Family Flexibility is how family
members responded to the therapist's suggestions and instructions.
All raters commented similarly on Mom's behavior, while Raters I and
III also added comments about Brian.

What was most noticible about

the family's responses to therapist's suggestions was the way in which
Mom not only anticipated these suggestions and instructions twice
during the interview, but the ways in which she attempted to expand
and elaborate upon the interview.
During the family sculpting task Mom, as previously mentioned,
spontaneously began to talk about the changes which needed to be made
during her discussion of the sculpture which she had done.

Another

time, during the Self-Portrait Given to Spouse (the Hypothesis Testing
Task which the couple did) the mother anticipated the instruction to,
"change the spouse's self-portrait in any way you wish."

At other

times during the interview she commented analytically on her own
behavior, making remarks like, "you could really make a case out of
me."

Raters interpretations of this behavior included the notion that

Itom, in the same way she tried to anticipate and fulfill everyone's
needs in the family, was trying to anticipate the therapist's needs.
Another idea was that Mom was behaving competitively with the
therapist in order to show her family she really was the best person
available to help them.

Still another idea was that Mom was aware of

and self-conscious about her own overloaded role in the family and was
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tryint to encourage the therapist to intervene to help her with this.
Rater III commented that Brian was seemeingly passive in his
carrying out of the therapist's instructions.
apparent passivity.

Rater I also noted this

However she also commented on his apparent

concern v/ith making sure the tasks were done correctly.

During the

conjoint sculpture, he asked the therapist if she were going to keep
the individual sculptures.

When the answer was affirmative, he

cautioned his wife not to change the individual sculptures because the
therapist need to keep them.

This comment could also be seen as a

metaphorical comment on the symptom and will be discussed in more
detail below.
A final comment was made by Rater I on the family's ability to
draw a conjoint family portrait.

Although the instructions were

given to them in exactly the same way as they had been given to other
families, this family wound up with four separate drawings, all done
on the same paper.

This would tend to corroborate earlier hypothesis

made by all raters about the family's rigid boundaries and lack of
cohesiveness.
As to whether family members were able to negotiate and discuss
the therapist's suggestions, raters opinions varied slightly.

Rater I

stated that they were unable to discuss or negotiate at all.

Rater II

thought that they were unable to negotiate during the conjoint family
portrait, but were somewhat more successful during the sculpture.
cited two examples of this.

First, during the sculpture Mom

negotiated with Luke for Luke to change the bad food into more

He
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acceptable food.

Second, he stated that during the Self-Portrait

task, both husband and wife were able to comment on how they had
changed each others portraits.
Rater III stated that family members did not speak at all during
the drawing and during the sculpture merely added to Mom's ideas.
As to whether the family was able to implement suggestion. Rater
II and III answered in the affirmative.

Rater II cited the fact that

the siblings initially agreed to the therapist's request for a
conjoint drawing, and that the couple was able to make changes in the
self-portraits.

Rater III commented that the mother tended to

"outguess and over compensate but otherwise they carried out all
tasks."

Rater I thought the family was only partially able to

implement suggestions, substantiating this with their inability to
make a conjoint family portrait, Luke's refusal to draw a family
portrait at all, and the siblings inability to follow through on their
initial agreement to make a conjoint drawing.

Table 13 - Function of the Symptom. Metaphorical Comments of Family
Members and Summaries of Assessment Information
Functions of the Symptoms
The first question under Function of the Synptom is the individual
family member's conceptions of and responses to the problem.

All

raters characterized the symptoms in the family as marital discord and
a chaotic lifesytle, as discussed in Table 8.
Raters agreed that Mom had several responses to these problems.
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Raters I and II commented on her characterization of herself as a
"workacholic."

Rater II interpreted this as trying to become

organized to clean up the mess, "of her mind and her life" which she
mentioned during the individual sculpture task.

He cited Mom's

statement, "I work until I've accomplished enough" as evidence.
Raters I and III noticed Mom's apparent inability or unwillingness
to discuss her dissatisfications with her husband directly.

Rater I

cited her constant appeals to him for help, to which he almost never
responded.

Rater III commented on the remark which tom made several

times during the self-portrait task, "I like Brian the way he is
but.... (I wish he would be a little more expressive, I wish he would
be a little more attentive, I wish he would look at me more.)"
Raters' assessments of Brian's responses were quite similar.

All

raters noted his statement that he thought he was part of the problem.
However, Rater III pointed out that there seemed to be an implied
"but" after his remark which might indicate a certain amount of
denial.

Rater II noted that Brian made no attempt to elaborate on his

statement or to offer suggestions about how the problem might be
solved.

Raters II and III also noted his apparent hope that religion

would somehow help him to solve this problem.

Rater II commented that

he seemed to, "look to the church for warmth."
All raters identified Tammy's conception of the problem as her
fights with Duke.

All rater's were also in agreement that one of

Luke's conceptions of the problem was that there was not enough good
food in the family.

Paters also identified anger as another of his
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responses, although various examples were used.

Raters I and II

commented that he seemed angry when talking about the family as
"bor+ing=-boring" (the family portrait he "drew").

Rater III noted

that he became snide and disqualifying when he was apparently angry
with Mom.

He also commented that "the only thing worthwhile is

winning a kick-ball game."

Metaphorical Comments of the Symptoms on the Family System
Raters identified a number of possible metaphorical comments made
by family members.

All raters cited Mom's continual statements about

the "messes" in her life as having possible metaphoric content.

Rater

I quoted her statement, "my life's a mess, my mind's a mess," and
Rater II noted her description of her married life as "two years of
packing and unpacking boxes and cleaning up messes."

Rater II also

commented that her workacholisism seemed to center around trying to
become enough to clean up the family's messes.
Rater I noted Mom's remarks about Brian Warm-up picture.

He drea

a kind of composite picture of their various living spaces and
entitled it, "Home."

Mom remarked that she thought he would have

named it "Home Sweet Home."

This seemed to imply a wish on her part

that he either value their life more or express his feelings more
frequently.

Rater III also noted that Mom's comments about packing

and unpacking seemed to imply there was nothing but work involved in
the marriage and not enough love.
Rater II noted Mom's depiction in her individual sculpture of
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I quoted her statement, "my life's a mess, my mind's a mess," and
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Rater I noted Mom's remarks about Brian Warm-up picture.

He drea

a kind of composite picture of their various living spaces and
entitled it, "Home."

Mom remarked that she thought he would have

named it "Home Sweet Home."

This seemed to imply a wish on her part

that he either value their life more or express his feelings more
frequently.

Rater III also noted that Mom's comments about packing

and unpacking seemed to imply there was nothing but work involved in
the marriage and not enough love.
Rater II noted Mom's depiction in her individual sculpture of
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"outside forces" threatening the family as appearing to be a
metaphoric comment on her inability to control her surrounding
environment (i.e., Brian and the children?).
All raters expressed the idean that Dad's individual sculpture of
the "Spiritual Sun (Son) of God" seemed to be a metaphoric statement
of his wish for more warmth in the family which he was uncertain that
he could contribute.
Rater I noted that when the individual sculpture task was being
done, Brian asked the therapist about whether the individual
sculptures were going to be saved.
were.

The therapist replied that they

When Mom began to change her individual sculpture, he expressed

concern about her changing it because then the therapist wouldn't be
able to save the individual sculptures.

Rater I thought that this

exchange was interesting because Brian had asked almost no questions
before this incident and because, if the sculptors are seen as
metaphors for their family life, then his coranent could be seen as a
warning to Mom that if she changed things too much, she would destroy
them.

In other words, Rater I stated that the concern over changing

the sculptures was an attempt to enlist the therapist in a homeostatic
move.
Raters II and III cited Dad's remarks when Mom and the kids went
out for water as a comment on his fear of/experience of isolation
within the family.

Towards the end of the Conjoint Family Drawing

task, Luke asked for a glass of water.
request, shov/ed him where to get water.

The therapist, at Mom's
When he returned, Tammy asked
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for water, and the therapist showed her where to get some.

When she

returned, Mom decided to get some water and the children volunteered
to show her where it was.

This resulted in the three of them leaving

the room, leaving Brian alone, because, although he was asked, he did
not want any water.

His comment when they were leaving was, "You're

going to leave me here all alone with the video?"

Raters II and III

thought this remark was a metaphoric comment on the position that
Brian holds in the family.

He wants to be part of the family but is

unwilling or unable to make the changes he needs to make in order to
make that happen.

Of course, it is also true that Mom and the

children, especially Luke, discourage him from making these moves.
Rater I was the only one who noted metaphoric comments by Tammy.
She cited the disproportionate sizes of Tammy and Luke in her
individual sculpture.

Although Tamray is seven and Luke is nine, Tammy

makes herself much larger than her brother.

During the Hypothesis

Testing Task, Tammy initially negotiated an agreement for a joint
drawing with her brother and the unilaterally changed her mind, doing
something eles which occupied almost the entire page.

Neither Taimty

nor Luke seemed the least bit disturbed by this behavior on her part,
although Mom commented that it was the same way at home - Tanmy either
got her own way or she refused to play with Luke.

Another interesting

instance of metaphoric comment which Rater I noticed was Tammy's
omission of Mom from either of her family portraits.

This was

mentioned during the section on family hierarchy as a possible conment
on Tammy's experience of being disproportionately powerful within
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the family system.
All raters commented on Lake's individual sculpture of "not enough
good food" as a possible metaphor for his experience of "not enough
love" in the family.

Raters I and II also noted his remarks and

drawing of the family as "boring" as possibly a way of expressing his
anger about the lack of nurturence.

Rater III noted his remarks about

sending a tornado through Mom's sculpture as a possible homeostatic
response to the possibility of change.

This completes the discussion

of family members' metaphoric comments, next will be the discussion of
raters' assessment summaries including:

dysfunctional areas of the

system, the function of the symptom, metaphorical formulations, maps
and goals.

Summaries of Assessment Information
Dysfunctional Areas of the Family
Spouse and Parental Subsystems
All raters agreed that the spouse and parental subsystems did not
seem to be functioning well.

The boundary between spouses was rigid,

and. Rater I noted, there appeared to be a "distancer/pursuer"
relationship between them.

Additionally, Rater II pointed out that,

parenting was only being done by Mom, and there was no discussion or
negotiation between parents concerning childrearing.

The boundary

between Mom and the kids appeared to be enmeshed and the boundary
between them and Brian appared to be quite rigid.
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Sibling Subsystem
All raters also agreed that the sibling subsystem was a concern.
The boundary between Tammy and Luke was disengaged and conflictual,
and there appeared to be an age-inappropriate hierarchy in which Tammy
seemed to be in charge in spite of her younger years.

Eamily Developmental Life Cycle Stage
All raters characterized the family as seeming isolated and
disengaged from one another in some sense.

As Rater II pointed out

in the discussion of the Developmental Life Cycle Stage, family
members didn't seem to be able to make enough or effective contact
with one another to form a family identity.

As a result, the family

lacked cohesion, or the ability to function well as a group.

This

lack of cohesion, seemed to affect different members differently.

Family Resonance
Rater III pointed out that Mom appeared to respond by being
"uncontained, displaying inappropriate affect."

Rater I noted that

she reported an inability to relax or to let any work go undone until
she felt she had accomplished enough.

All raters noted Luke's angry

remarks and Tammy's apparently disporportionate place in the hierarchy
as possible responses to the family's inability to complet the "nest
building" stage.

All raters comments highlighted the apparent

connections between the functions of the various symptoms and the
difficulty in the family development.
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Functions of the Symptoms
Pater I noted that Luke's attenpts to "ground" Mom, or curb her
attenpts to control, and discuss every aspect of her thoughts and
feelings could be a way of trying to allow room for Brian to become
part of the family.

Mom's constant attemtps to elicit responses from

Brian functioned, as has been mentioned before, as a kind of "infinite
oscillating series" (Watzslavick, 1967, p. 58) in which the more she
attenpts to get a response, the more he withdraws, keepting them,
essentially, in the same relationship to one another.
Rater II commented, in a similar vein, that no one in the family
seemed to be able to acknowledge feelings directly:

the children

don't speak about their disagreement and Mom smiles when talking about
Luke's anger or her dissatisfaction with Brian.

He noted that the

lack of closeness (disengagement) in the family seemed to protect the
family from having to manage their anger or other feelings in a more
effective mannger.
Rater III noted that the marital discord functioned to "keep their
lives a mess" which in turn apparently sparked more marital distance,
a viscious cycle.

Raters' Metaphorical Formulations
Rater I stated that mother's experiences of life as having no
boundaries (everything is messy including her ability to limit herself
workacholic, highly emotionally charged language), could be a comment
on the family systems' inability to formulate a firm identity.
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Brian's apparent wish for spiritual warmth to "solve" family problems
could be a statement of his fear of/or inability to become involved
with the others in a more personal way.
She further commented that Tammy's exaggerated sense of her own
size in the family could be a response to Mom's lack of boundaries,
and Brian's distance in parenting activities.

Luke's activities in

the family seemed to point out things which were missing:

Mom's lack

of clarity, Tammy's lack of cooperation, Brian's lack of involvement
and his own lack of nurturing.
Rater II conmented on the wife's statement, during the Self
Portrait Given to Spouse, that "every woman wishes to change her
husband", as possibly her way of saying and not saying that she needed
help from her husband.

The couple's behavior, he further suggested,

could be a metaphor for their fear of/desire for closeness and their
worry over lack of control.
Rater III remarked that Mom's constant use of messes as a way of
describing her life could be a comment on her lack of the experience
of love, and that Luke's comment about food seemed to express a
similar experiences.

Family flaps and Therapeutic Goals
Rater I drew one map in which Mom was seen as the center of the
family system with Brian in a distant position with a rigid boundary
between them.

Underneath Mom were Luke and Tammy, Luke with an

enmeshed boundary and Tairmy with a disengaged one.

She drew another
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map which characterized Tanmy as above all the other family menbers in
the hierarchy with a rigid boundary between herself and the rest of
the fmaily, and with Mom, Brian and Luke on the same level, with rigid
boundaries between each pair.
Rater II drew a map which characterized the husband/father in
conflict with the wife/rrother on the top of the hierarchy, and the
husband/father having a rigid boundary with the children, and the
wife/mother having an enmeshed boundary with the children.

The

children are drawn as being in conflict with one another.
Rater III drew mother and father as having a rigid boundary, with
Mom having an enmeshed boundary with Luke and Brian having rigid
boundary with Tanmy.

She drew another map which showed the mother and

father detouring their conflict through Luke and yet another to show
the family's over involvement with religion.
Raters' maps do not show any contradictory opinions, however
different maps do emphasize different aspects of the family system
which are particularly significant to the particular rater.

Raters'

therapeutic goals were also quite similar.
All raters agreed that the boundaries between spouses needed to be
loosened, that the boundary between siblings need to be cleared that
the boundary between Brian and the children needed to be clear, and
Mom encouraged to create a behavioral space for Brian to become a
parent.

Brian needed to become more involved with the children and

Mom and Brian needed to learn how to spend time together.

Another

goals was to have the entire family learn how to enjoy themselves
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together.
Rater III also mentioned the importance of Luke being allowed to
develop a peer group and be less involved with monitoring Mom's
behavior.

She also suggested intelligence testing for Lake who seemed

to be possibly a gifted child, in order to ensure his getting a proper
educational environment.
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Table 11 - Warm-up Pictures
Hie coding sheets for the VJarm-up pictures stressed the category
of Resonance, or attention to individual family mentoers
characteristics.

It was designed to allow the rater to familiarize

her/himself with the person's developmental art age as well as to shed
light on some individual characteristics which might influence family
functioning in a particular way.

Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater I coded Dad's developmental art age as the stage of dawning
realism, which means that somewhat realistic representations could be
expected in his drawings.

Therefore, any major distortions of figures

in subsequent drawings would be considered potentially significant
assessment information.

She stated that the picture had some

emotional feeling, but not much.
The information collected about use of color, indecisiveness, and
incompleteness did not add any information to Rater I's previous
assessments.

However, the subject matter and the title were thought

to have some possible relevence to the spouse subsystem.

Rater I

thought that the subject - Mickey and Minnie might indicate an
interest in couples, and might also be a comment on Dad's wish for
more of a partnership with his wife.
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milLY I - RATER I
.TABLE 11 WARM-UP PICTURES

mscmm
DAD
Developmental Art Ages
Emotional feeling:

Some but not much

Number of colors:
Color Extent:

Dawning realism

four or more

small part of page, less than one quarter used

Intensity of color:

neither strong nor weak

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Minor; lack of background or base

Meaningfulness of Title:

Comments:

These is a connection but the titles
literal; titles add nothing to the under¬
standing of the picture

He has drawn Mickey and Minnie, so the title is literal.
It also may be a comment on his wish for a relationship
with his wife. More personal and slightly more emotional
than his wife's.

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OH ADDS
TO INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dad seems to be interested in twosomes which would tend to support
previous view of him as being more involved/interested in the couple
relationship than Mom is.
■

mu

”

Developmental Art Age:
Emotional Feeling:

Dawning realism

There is little or no feeling.
of emotion or expression

Picture is devoid
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TABLE 11 (CONTINUED)
3JWW QF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (CONT.1
Number of colors:
Color extent:

Pour or more

roughly half; anywhere from one quarter to three
quarters

Intensity of colors:

The part which is colored in is medium
intensity. Much of the drawing is only outline.

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Minor; lack of background or base

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal; title adds nothing to the
understanding of the picture

SUMMARY QF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS
TO INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mom draws a picture of a truck, an inanimate object in shich she is
very interested. She wants to be a mechanic and work on these trucks,
she says, This picture tends to support a previous view as having
some desire to escape the family.
Dad draws picture of two living beings in some relationship with one
another and Mom draws an inanimate object. Dad may be expressing his
involvement with or desire for relationship with Mom while Mom seems
to have her mind on things which can take her way from...(him, home,
adult responsibility?)
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Mom's Warm-up Picture
Rater I coded Mom's developmental art age as the stage of dawning
realism.

Again, this meant that a certain beginning realism could be

expected in the figures and any gross departure from this style would
be considered significant information about family functioning.
Rater I stated that Mom's picture (A Coca Cola truck) contained
little or no emotional feeling, and had as its subject matter an
inanimate object.

Rater I thought this might be a comment of Mom's

lack of interest in other people, or, more specifically, in the
family.

The codes for use of color, indecisiveness, and

incompleteness did not add any information to previous assessments.
Similarly the title of the picture, which was literal, did not uncover
anything new for Rater I.

Comparison of Dad's and Mom's Warm-up Pictures
Dad drew a picture of an animate couple.

Although he only drew

their heads, they were a team who were in a spousal relationship with
one another.

Mom, on the other hand, drew a truck commenting that she

wanted to be a truck mechanic.

An examination of these two pictures

pointed out not only a possible difference in Mom and Dad's priorities
but also a variation from traditional male and female roles in which
Dad seemed to be the one interested in home, family and relationship
and Mom appeared to be more "career" oriented.

Uiis is certainly

corroborated by the information obtained in the interview in which
Rater I described Dad as the major nurturer in the family and Mom as
more distanced
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TABLE 12 ~ THE COMTOINT FAMILY

DRAIVTUn

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AID BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:

family members are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes

Closeness-parental:

Parents are placed one next to the other but not
in a "group e.g. touching or overlapping

Cross subsystem closeness:

One
are
Dad
and
and

or two members of different subsystems
grouped together
is grouped with Robbie and Eddie - Dad
Eddie look identical except for size
different color shirts

Mom and Elise are standing together, with
a noticible space between Mom and Dad
Isolation:

Mother is isolated from everyone else by color. Mother
and father are isolated another. Elise is isolated from
other children.

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness.
overfilled

Fragmentation:

Picture does not feel

Some fragmentation but partial organization through
color, form or meaning

Divided picture:

No such line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Boys and Dad separated from Mom and Elise (cross subsystem alliance)
Dad faced away from Mom (rigid spouse boundaries)
Mom between Dad and Mom (Mom not wanting Elise heme)
Dad more bonded to kids than Mom (over involvement of Dad)
Elise needs Mom's help (Mom Elise's protector)
HIERARCHY
Size of figures:

One figure stands out as unusually small in relation
to the others - Elise is smaller than Robbie even
'tho she's older
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TABLE 12 (OONTTMIElj)
HIERARCHY fCONT.)
Prominence:

Mother and father are prominent

Disproportion in relation to realistic representation:

Major dispro¬
portion- Elise' s
size in rela¬
tion to other
kids, espe¬
cially since
other parts of
picture seem
relatively
proportionate.

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION V7HICH SUPPORT. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Elise's size pretty small (distanced from family)
Mom and Dad most prominent figures (in charge in seme way)
BS9WMCT - SQLQR.U.S5
DAD
Number of colors:

four or more

Intensity of colors:

contrasting of strong or weak colors, or a
combination

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning - Dad seems
to use colors to make connections among himself, Robbie, Eddie and
Elise
MOM
Number of colors:

four or more

Intensity of colors:

strong intense colors - Mom's colors heavily
applied and uniform

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning: Mom and
Dad have themselves blue pants,
although they are not the same
shade.
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TABLE 12 (CONTINUED^
RESONANCE - FACIAL EXPRESSION
Man - fall faced, sort of happy, smiling (drew herself)
Dad - profile, pretty expressionless (drew himself)
Robbie - profile pretty expressionless (drawn by Dad)
Eddie - profile, no features (drawn by Dad)
Elise - full faced, sort of sad (drawn by Dad)
RESONANCE - SEX DIFFERENTIATION
DAD
There are sex differences - primarily cultural: hair, dress in
figures drawn by Dad (himself, Robbie, Eddie and Elise)
MOM
There are sex differences - primarily cultural:
drawn by Mom (herself)

hair dress in figure

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
nm INFORMATION
Dad sees himself as more connected to the boys than to Mom.
overinvolvement in sibling subsystem.

Supports

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE
Type of portrait:
Groundedness:

Most persons are presented as full figures, all
drawn by Dad, except for Mom who draws herself

No family member is drawn along a base line, family
members are floating in space. However, Dad and boys
are all drawn on the same level, and Mom and Elise are
drawn on the same level
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TABLE 12 (CONTDEJED)

SJffW QF,_ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
XNTEKVIEN INFORMATION
Family is divided between two levels. Mom and Elise on one. Dad and
boys on another. How is this differentiation seen by Dad (males and
females?) by Mom?
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labile 12 r The Conjoint Family Drawing
The coding sheet for the Conjoint Family Drawing included the
assessment categories of subsystem functioning and boundaries,
Resonance, and Family Developmental Life Cycle.

Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
The first aspect of the drawing to be observed in this category is
closeness of figures.

Rater I considered all the family members in

this drawing to be presented as in two groups:
Mom and Elise.

Dad and the boys and

Dad and Robbie and Eddie were all drawn (by Dad) as

facing in the same direction, turned away from Mom and going
somewhere.
Elise.

They were also placed on a different level from Itom and

Mom and Elise were drawn facing fron, and Mom (drawn by

herself) was standing still.
stance.

Elise, (drawn by Dad) had an interesting

She was facing front from the neck up, but from the neck donw

she seemed to be waling in the same direction as Dad and the boys.
Her face and hands were also the same color as Dad's and the boys,
although she was drawn on the same level as Mom.
Rater I stated that the parents were not separated by any figures.
However, Dad was faced away from Mom and appeared to be moving away
from her, while Mom faced front, and was on a different level from
Dad.
Robbie and Eddie were drawn next to each other, moving in the same
direction and with similar color heads and hands.

Elise was separated

from the boys by Dadn and Mom but she had the same color head and hands
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and seemed to be moving in the same direction as they were.
Cross subsystem closeness seemed to Rater I to be evidenced by
Dad's being grouped with the boys and Mom with the girls.
The next aspect of the drawing to be considered in the category of
Subsystem functioning and boundaries was:

isolation.

Rater I saw I tom

as being isolated from the rest of the family by color and by the fact
that she drew herself and Dad drew everyone else.

Mom and Dad were

also seen as isolated from one another because of the large space
between them, because of the different levels on which they were
drawn, and because Dad was moving away from Mom.

Elise was seen as

being isolated from the other children because of her position at the
extreme left of the drawing, separated from the boys by Mom and Dad.
Rater I did not find any important information to report under the
codes of:

crowdedeness, fragmentation or divided picture.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports, Denys or Adds, to
Interview Information
The information obtained by Rater I supported by hypotheses formed
about subsystem functioning and boundaties in several ways.
The notion of a rigid boundary in the spouse subsystem would
appear to have been supported by the isolation between Dad and Mom.
The concept of Dad as the more active parent in a somewhat functional
parental subsystem was supported by Dad's drawing of himself grouped
with the boys.

However, Elise was grouped with Mom suggesting a

number of possible hypotheses.
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Oie possibility was that Dad drew Elise next to Mom to show that
Mom did do or had done some parenting.

This hypothesis would support

information identified by Rater I in the interview about Mom's
performance of some parental functions.

Other interesting hypotheses

concerned various boundary problems noted by Rater I.
Rater I stated in her Structural/Directive Assessment form that
Elise's removal from the home might have been seen by Mom as a way of
protecting the child from a highly diffuse boundary with her Dad.
Rater I also stated taht Dad might have been relying on Mom to help
him get Elise back, and to maintain an appropriate boundary between
himself and his daughter.

Elise's position in the drawing would seem

to support the idea that Mom was seen as Elise's protector and/or
possibly as an obstacle to her return home.

Family Hierarchy
The aspects of the drawing which were considered relevent to
family hierarchy were:

size of figures, prominence of figures and

disproportion in relation to realistic representation.
Rater I stated that Elise seemed disproportionately small in
relation to her siblings.

Although she is the oldest, she was drawn

smaller than Robbie who was only four.

Rater I also saw Mom and Dad

as the most prominent figures in the drawing.
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Smeary

of Assessment Infonnation Which Supports. Denies, or Adds tin

Interview Information
Rater I saw Elise's small size as a possible comment on her
distanced position in the family.

This was interesting in view of the

information from the interview which seemed to indicated that she was
very important to Dad.

Perhaps, although her return to the family was

important to him, it was not quite as high in his priorities as he had
indicated verbally.

Or perhaps he realized, on a non-verbal level,

that her return to the family was very unlikely.
Rater I also stated that Mom and Dad's prominence in the drawing
seemed to indicated their view that they were the "hub” of the family.
This supported the idea of the parental subsystem as somewhat
functional.

Resonance
The codes relevent to the Structural/Directive category of
Resonance in the Conjoint Family Drawing are:

color use (for each

family member), facial expression, and sex differentiation.
Rater I stated that Dad seemed to use colors to make connections
between herself and the children, reinforcing the notion that he was
more involved with them than with his wife.

Otherwise, Eater I did

not identify any signficant uses of color by Dad.

Rater I did not

find any important uses of color by Horn, although she noted that Mom
and Dad both drew themselves with blue pants.
Rater 1 assessed all the faces to be:

having some features but
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expressionless, although she commented that Mom looked sort of happy
and Elise looked sort of sad.

Nothing of particular relevence was

noted here or in the area of sex differentiation.

&npaw of Assessment.Information Which Supports. Denies, or Adds To
Interview Information
The only significant element identify by Rater I was Dad's use of
color to make connections between himself and the children.

This

supported Rater I's assessment of Dad as over involved with the
children.

Family Developmental Life Cycle
The codes selected for this category were quite arbitrary.

There

are no codes for drawings which have obvious significance for the
Family Developmental Life Cycle but it was thought by the researcher
that the type of portrait drawn and the groundedness of the figures
might have some relevence to this category.
Rater I saw the type of portrait as:

a full figure portrait,

consistent with the developmental art ages of the drawers, except,
perhaps for Elise's disproportionately small size.

The family members

were not drawn along a visible base line, although the two groups Horn and Elise and Dad and the boys were clearly drawn on different
levels, so they gave the impression of being drawn on two bases.
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Sunmary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies. or Adds To
Interview Information
This information does not highlight any obvious aspects of the
drawing relevent to the Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage.

Table 13 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
The coding sheet for the Conjoint Family Sculpture included the
assessment categories of family flexibility function of the symptom
and metaphorical comment of the symptom.
The Conjoint Family Sculpture was done by Mom and Dad.

Robbie

just played with play dough, and Eddie walked around the room.

Individual Sculptures
Rater I described Dad's sculpture as a sculpture of Elise.
sculpture was of two empty chairs.

Mom's

When Dad saw the chairs, he gave

Mom his sculpture of Elise to put in one of the chairs.
this, the head of the sculpture fell off.
knocked it's head off, you're a murderer."

As he did

Dad said to Mom, "You
She denied this, fixed the

head and put the figure in one of the chairs, saying "you sit there 1"
Then she made another figure and Dad said, "Who's that, the Judge?
She answered, "probably."

so, their individual" sculptures ended up

as his figure of Elise sitting in one chair, opposite the figure of
"the Judge" sitting in the other chair.
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FAMILY I

Figure 8

Hypothesis Testing
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FAMILY I ~ RATER T
TABLE 13 - CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE
DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Dad makes a sculpture of Elise.
Mem begins by making sculpture of two empty chairs facing one another.
Dad gives her Elise to put in one of chairs. When he gives Mom his
sculpture, the head falls off, he says, "you killed her." Mom says,
"no I didn't." Then Mom makes another figure, Dad says, "who's that,
the judge?" Mom says, "probably." She puts this figure in the other
empty chair.
DESCRIPTION OF CONJOINT SCULPTURE
There was, essentially, no distinction between the individual and
conjoint sculptures since the couple combined their figures right
away, and Dad labeled Mom's figure.
To change the situation, they decided that they cuold continue with
Judy (therapist). This was Dad's idea, Mom agreed. Dad then said to
Mom, "change Elise into Judy (a competent woman?) and change the
Judge into Jack (other therapist). She makes no changes in Elise,
just relables her Judy but gives the Judge a white beard to make him
look more like Jack.
THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE AS A WHOLE
The completed sculpture is "Judy/Elise" sitting in a chair facing
"Jack/Judge." The family comment is: "the only things we can do is
continue here with Judy."
COMMENTS
What does Mom really think the problem is?
here.

She lets Dad take the lead

The couple's enmeshment, inability to make individual sculptures sheds
different light on their rigid boundaries of the Conjoint drawing.
People don't seem to have fixed identities in this family, they can
change from children to adults, enemies to friends, with ease. A
comment on the lack of boundaries within family?
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Description of Changes Made to Create Conjoint Family sculpture
Although there were never really any individual sculptures, the
couple did make changes in the sculptures in an attempt to solve the
problem.

Dad suggested that they change the judge into Jack by

putting a white beard on him and that they change Elise into Judy by
simply relabeling her as Judy.

The couple's comment was, "the only

thing we cand do is continue here with Judy."

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Category
Rater I noted Mom's reluctance to name the figure she made as a
possible indication that Mom had something in mind which she did not
really wnt to discuss directly.

The couple's inability to make truly

individual sculptures shed a different light on their apparently rigid
boundaries.

The other interesting aspect of this task was the ease

with which people seemed to be able to change identities indicated
really fluid boundaries.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or. Adds. To
Interview Information
Rater I noted that Dad's "murder" comment to Mom might indicate
some hostility towards her position in relation to his problem.

It

might also have indicated a fear that the person he dended upon to
help him get his daughter back might not want to help him.

Rater I

also noted that Dad's sculpture seemed to address his view of the
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problem (Elise's absence) while Mom's sculpture seemed to be a much
more indirect statement.

There was no indication of what Mom's plans

were for the chairs she was making because Dad gave her the figure of
Elise before she could do anything.

Rater I commented that Mom seemed

to be avoiding making a direct statement about this problem.

The

supported Rater I's previous view that Mom did not want to talk about
her view of the problem but rather followed Dad's lead.

Her reticence

to name the other figure would also corroborate this view.
Another interesting aspect of the task, noted by Rater I, is the
couple's apparent inability to create two, distinct individual
sculptures.

Dad gave Mom Elise which, essentially combined their two

sculptures.

The lack of distinct sculptures wold seem to suggest

enmeshed boundaries between them.

This tend to dey the assessment

made by Rater I in the interview their boundary as rigid.

It si an

interesting juxtaposition because of the apparent discrepancy between
the verbal and the non-verbal information.

Verbally, the couple

appeared to have rigid boundaries, because of their lack of
negotiation and discussion.

Non-verbally, the couple appeared

enmeshed because of the fusion of their individual sculptures.

The

enmeshment communicated analogically tended to support all raters'
experience of the family as one in which boundaries were blurred and
fluid.
The conjoint part of the sculpture - the attempt to combine the
individual sculptures in such a way as to solve the problem reinforced the view of blurred boundaries because of the ease with
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which the family changed family members' and others' identities.

Table 14 - Hypothesis Testing
The hypothesis which the interviewer was interested in exploring
was the nature of the family's boundary with the outside world.

The

task formulated was to be a picture of how the family saw itself in
the future.

However, Mom anticipated this and asked if they could do

a drawing of where the family wanted to live in the future.

Description of the Tasks
The tasks was to draw a picture of where the family would live in
the future.

Rater I noted that the task was completed entirely by Mom

at Dad's direction.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessments
Categories
The setting of the family in the wilderness far removed from
everyone indicated the high level of stress which the family is
apparently experiencing.

Mom's hesitency about putting Elise in the

picture indicated, once again, her apparent ambivalence about having
Elise as part of the family.

However, in this drawing Elise was

enormous in relation to all the other figures.

Mom drew herself witn

a line around her possibly indicating her desire to remove herself, on
some level, from family life.
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FAMILY I ~ RATER I
TABLE 14 - HYPOTHESIS TEST IMS

momzsis
The family has unrealistic boundary with the outside world,
unrealistic expectation of what their life will be like in the future
(at lease Dad hopes/believes they'll get their daughter back)
DESCRIPTION OF TASKS TO BE DONE
Draw a picture of where you want your family to be in the future.
They ask: "Where we want to live inthe future?" Ans.: Yes
ASPECTS OF THE TASKS CONDENSED RELEVENT TO STRUCTURAL AND
DIRECTIVE CATEGORIES
Elise's leaving as a metaphor for Mom's leaving - Elise is the last
person in the picture. Mom gets all done, then draws a figure on the
horse as an afterthought. She's separated from the rest of the family
by the house. Everyone else is out at the pond, she's behind the
house.
Eddie, Robbie and Bob are grouped together. Dad is between Mom and the
boys. Mom is by herself on a raft with a line drawn around her.
Elise is bigger than everyone else in the picture. All family members
are the same colors.
When Dad drew Elise she was smaller than everyone else, when Mom draws
her she's bigger.
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS,. DENYS QR ADQS-TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mom's amvivalence about Elise supports assessment of Mom's not wanting
her back
^ . .
Mom's drawing of herself as separate supports assessment of her desire
to distance herself from family
Mom's drawing of Elise as bigger adds to assessment of Mom as wanting
Elise to remain outside family (perhaps Mom is more concerned about
Elise than she appears)
t
Perhaps Mom sees Elise as a projection of her desire to leave
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^rnmary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denier, or Ms To
Interview Information
The discrepancy between Elise's size drawn by Dad and when drawn
by Horn seemed to indicate a discrepancy between verbal and non-verbal
informaton.

Mom hardly spoke about Elise at all, and when she did,

there seemed to be some hostility.

However, drawing of Elise was

enormous (although she, once again, hesitated to name her).

Dad, on

the other hand, drew Elise as smaller than Robbie although he stated
verbally several times, how important it was to him that Elise return
home.

The family's apparent desire to move away from everyone and be

left alone indicated a high level of stress which was not explicit in
the interview.

Mom's apparent wish to remove herself from the family

in some way supported indications in the Conjoint Family Drawing as
well as previous assessments.

Family I - Rater II
Table 15 - Warm-uo Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism, and
found little or no emotional feeling in the picture.

He also did not

do anything significant to report in the areas of color use,
indecisiveness or meaningfulness of title.

He did note in the code

"incompleteness that the figures Dad drew were shown from the
shoulders up, so that the drawing had a sense of incompleteness.
The aspects of the drawing which Rater II considered important
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FAMILY I - RATER TT
TABLE 15 ~ WARM-UP PICTURES

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Dawning realism

there is little or no feeling.
of emotion or expression

Number of colors used:
Color extent:

Picture is devoid

four or more

Most of the sheet is colored; more than three quarters.
Figures are multi-colored. No background at all

Intensity of colors:

Neither strong nor weak

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Minor; lack of background or base.
only shewn

Meaningfulness of Title:

From shoulders up

There is a connection but the title is
literal; title adds nothing to the
understanding of the picture

SMMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS QR ADQS-TQ
Figures face in same direction but away from each other - possible
agreement but not closeness or interaction.
Topic of cartoon characters implies (primitive) fantasy of
relationship - little or no interaction but agreement not clearly
understood

“

—

Developmental Art Age:

5q5
Dawning realism
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TABLE 15 (CONTINUED)
RESONANCE (CONT.)
Emotional feeling:
Number of colors:
Color extent:

There is little or no emotional feeling
four or more

Most of the sheet is colored, more than three quarters.

Intensity of color:

Contrasting of strong and weak colors

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background or base

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal? title adds nothing to the
understanding of the picture

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS QR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mother focused on mechanical world - emotion directed toward romantic
interest in truck
•total truck not finished in detail - fantasy clear but reality details
not considered
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were the subject of the picture, and the relationship of the figures
to one another.

He stated that the subject matter, "Mickey and Minnie

Mouse", might inply a "fantasy of relationship" on Dad's part.
Additionally, he notes that the figures are drawn facing in the same
direction but not looking at one another.

He comments that this may

indicate possible agreement between the couple but an absence of
closeness or interaction.

Mom's Warm-up Picture
Rater II also noted Mom's developmental art age as dawning
realism.

He coded the drawing as having little or no emotional

feeling, although he did note a contrasting of strong and weak colors
in her rendition of a Coca-Cola truck.
interesting in the codes:

He found nothing particularly

number of colors, indecisiveness,

incompleteness or meaningfulness of title.

Again, he thought the

subject matter of the drawing and its style were the most interesting
areas for assessment purposes.
He noted Mom's focus on a omantic vision of a "mechanical world"
as bieng of interesting, also stating that while her picture of the
truck used strong colors in some places, it was not finished in
detail.

Rater II thought this might indicate a clear but undeveloped

fantasy.

Comparison of Dad's and Mom's V7arm-up Pictures.
Rater II noted the difference in subject matter and the fantasies
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they implied as being most significant in conparing these drawings.
Dad's fantasy, although somewhat incomplete, and indicating some
problems, focuses on relationship, while Mom's fantasy, also somewhat
incomplete, or undeveloped focuses on work.

This, he noted, seemed to

be a reversal of traditional male/female roles, as well as an
indication that the two members of the spouse subsystem may have
different, undiscussed expectations of their relationship.

Table 16 - Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Under general family closeness, Rater II assessed family members
as presented as individuals without much closesness among any of them.
He stated that the parents were next to one another but not in a
group (e.g. touching).

He also noted that although no figure or

object separated them there was a relatively large distance between
Mom and Dad.

Additionaly Dad was seen, by Rater II as facing in a

different direction from Mom and moving away from her.
Closeness in the sibling subsystem was seen by Rater II as mixed.
The boys seemed to be grouped together, but they were separated by a
great distance and two figures from their sister, who is placed on the
extreme left behind Mom.
Cross subsystem closeness was quite apparent, according to Rater
II.

He saw Mom and Slise portrayed as together because of their

similar stance and full-faced view, although they were too far apart
to have been considered a group.

Similarly, Dad and the boys seemed

to be grouped by their profiled view and the direction in which they
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FAMILY I ~ RATER II
SABLE 16 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:
Closeness-parental:
Comnents:

Parents are placed one next to the other but not
in a "group" e.g. touching or overlapping

No one between parents but great distance with father
moving away from mother who is not looking at him

Closeness-Siblings:
Comments:

Family members are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes

Sane siblings are in a group or groups, e.g.
touching similar color. TVo younger ones

Younger sibs are farthest apart from oldest daughter and
not relating to her. Older boy looking toward younger sib
but not touching

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:

One or two members of different subsystems
are grouped together. Mem and daughter
are closer but too far apart to call
"grouped." Dad with older son and baby.
Mother and daughter have same open,
straight-facing stance
Father and older son have same moving
stance, away from females toward baby

Father and mother are isolated from each other. Family
are equally distant from each other although Mother and
daughter face no one and Dad and younger children are
facing away and moving away from females

-

Crowdedness:

--

-

■

■

■

Little or no crowdedness

Fragmentation:

Divided picture:

Not fragmented; elements of the picture are related to
each other
No such line
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SiEffW QF

INFQRfmm WHICH .SUPPORTS.
XNTERVIHV INFORMATION

DENYS or Anns
”

m

Picture describes disengaged family and spouse unrelatedness
Mother is between father and older daughter — Assessment describes
over involvement of father with daughter and does not describe mother
as interceding in that involvement
HIERARCHY
Size of figures:
Prominence:

No unusually small or large figures

No one is particularly prominent

Disproportion in relation to realistic representation: No significant
disproportion, components of
picture or parts of body are of
appropriate size with respect
to each other
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION .WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
While no one is smaller or larger in any gross way, the lack of any
central, or leader member is evident
RESONANCE - COLOR USE
DAD
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

four
neither strong nor weak; medium intensity

Way in which color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.:
isn't
MOM
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

four
neither strong nor weak; medium intensity

Way in which color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.:
isn't
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TADLE_16_XCQOTIL1USD1

BSQNSM£E - FACIM^_ISPEESSIQN
ftom - Face is happy (drev; herself)
Dad - Face has some features but is expressionless or ambiguous "(drew
himself)
Elise - Face is sad "(drawn by Dadj"
Robbie - face has sane features but is expressionless or ambiguous
(drawn by Dad)
Eddie - Face has no features - only color (drawn by Dad)
5EX.DIFFEEENTIATIQIJ
There are sex differences - primarily cultural:
figures

hair, dress, in all

Sym^Y_OF_^SESSL^_JI_)FQRIJATTgN_WHI(25_SUPPORTSi_DELlXS_QR_ADDS_2Q

iiwiH’? IRFQRI1ATIQH
Elise is drawn with a sad face by Dad
Dad and Robbie look alike
FAFILX_DEVELQPnERTMj_LIFE_gYSfE_ST^GE

Type'of portrait:
Groundedness:

Most persons are presented as full figures, only
Eddie's head is seen

Family is drawn on 2 base line - one for females lower, one for males

~^^F5"QF”SsESSniST"i[TFQRFBTiQLLLiMlsUPiQS',sIlDSxSx_QLEDDLiQ
.
Males"and”fanales

iStERVIEy_IMFQBLBTIQN
grounded on different levels

Father attending to children at different level than mother who is on
the same line with daughter but not relating to ther
Distance of father and direction of his movement from daughter does
not describe any relatedness to her
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were moving.

Rater II also noted again, the isolation which seemed to

exist between Mom and Dad,

ajnP3ry of, Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies, or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater II stated that the picture shows a family in which all
members are fairly disengaged and in which the parents were
particularly unrelated to each other.

He also noted that while

information from the interview indicated the father's over involvement
with the daughter, the mother's attempted intervention was not evident
to him.

The mother's position in the drawing between the father and

daughter indicated to him some attempt on her part to intervene in that
relationship.

Family Hierarchy
Rater Ii did not notice any aspect of size of figures, prominence
or disproportion which he considered significant.

He noted, however,

that the lack of any central figure, or leader in the family was
evident in the drawing.

The lack of leadership could be seen as

supporting Rater II's assessment of the leadership role as alternating
back and forth between the parents.

Resonance
Rater II comnented that Dad seemed to use color to indicate cross
subsystem connectedness in the drawing.

Elise and the baby both had
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orange colored faces, and Dad and Robbie's faces were both outlined in
orange.

Additionally, Dad and Robbie were dressed alike.

He found no notable aspects of Mom's color use.
Rater Ii described Mom's facial expression as happy, Dad and
Gobbis 3s expressional and Eddie as having no features.

He thought

that Elise's expression was sad.
Rater II found nothing of particular interest in the area of sex
differentiation, although he indicated that all figures had some sex
differentiation - primarily cultural.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Dad's use of color to group himself and the children supported
Rater II's assessment of Dad as over involved with the children and
under involved with his wife.

He also thought that Elise's sad

expression might be an expession of Dad's sadness at losing her which
would support the assessment of Dad as being the one nost concerned
with Elise's return to the family

Family Developmental Lifv Cycle Stage
The type of portrait was coded as full figures by Rater II.

On

the question of groundedness he stated that the males and females were
drawn on two different level, with the females higher and the males lower.
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Qfflirnary of

Aggessmqnt

information Which Supports, Denies or

Adds tv>

Interview Information
Rater II noted that the father and boys' placement on a different
level from the mother and Elise emphasized Dad's main focus on the
chidIren, while Mom's placement next to Elise indicated some
connection between they although they were not looking at each other
or touching.

This information supported the previous assessment of

the subsystems and boundaries in the family.
Rater II also remarked that the father's distance from the
daughter and his movement away from her described a different
relationship than the one hypothesized from the interview.
Information in the interview indicated their over involvement while the
drawing showed them as separated by Mom and going in different
directions.

The discrepancy between verbal and non-verbal information

indicated that no re information might be necessary before a useful
hypothesis could be formulated on this issue.

Table 17 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Individual Sculptures
Rater II described Dad's sculpture as a sculpture of Elise.

He

described Mam's sculpture as two empty chairs and a figure who Dad
named "the Judge."

Dad gave his figure of Elise to Mom but as he did

this her head fell off.

Dad called Mom a "murderer."

Mom denied

this, and proceded to put the figure in one of the chairs and the
other figure (the Judge) in the other chair.
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TABLF 17 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Dad makes sculpture of Elise
Mom makes two empty chairs, and then starts making a figure, Dad asks,
"who's that, the Judge?" Mem says, "I don't know, probably."
Dad gives his sculpture of Elise to Mom to put in one of her chairs.
As he does this the head fall off. Dad says to Mom, "you killed her."
(Is Mem responsible for their loss of Elise, in Dad's eyes?)
Mom puts other figure in other chair, facing Elise
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT SCULPTURE
There isn't any other conjoint sculpture - they've already combined
their sculptures to make Elise and the Jude the problem/solution
They re-name Elise, Judy and put a white beard on Jack to make him the
Judge. The responsibility for solving the problem shifts from the
Judge to the therapists. All they (family) can do is keep coming.
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT OT STRJCIIJRAL/DIRECTIVE
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES
Enmeshment of therapists - family sees therapists as having power to
bring daughter back (unrealistic)
Mom follows Dad in this task, which is different than Conjoint Drawing
Why does Dad call her a murderer?
Elise back?

Does he sense she doesn't want

SMMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDg.JTQ
-VIEW INFORMATION
Family sees outside forces as responsible for their problem. At least
father thinks Judge and therapists are going to help him get his
daughter back.
Father's feeling about mother "killing" daughter has not been seen
before. Metaphorical statement, many possible meanings.
People in family can change identities, enmeshed boundaries
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Description Qf Changes Hade to Create Conjoint Family sculntnrt*
Rater II stated taht the conjoint sculpture had already been
created during the individual sculpting task.

Especially, the changes

made after the initial sculpture consisted of re-naming Elise to Judy
(the therapist) and putting a white beard on the judge to make him
more like Jack (the other therapist).

Aspects Relevent to_ Structural/Directive Assessment Categories
Rater II noted the comment which Dad made when Elise's head fell
off might indicate his awareness on some level that Mom did not want
Elise to come back into the family.

His statement also might be a

metaphorical comment on his relationship with Mom.

The inability of

the couple to create individual sculptures was also of interest to
Rater II since he thought it might make a different statement than
interview information about their boundaries.

The interview

information indicated rigid boundaries while this might indicate
enmeshed ones.

The couple's willingness to change elise (a family

member) into the therapist was seen by Rater II as an indication of
possible overinvolvement of the therapist.

Summary of Assessment Information VJhich Supports, Denies, or Add? Tq.
interview Information
Rater II commented that the family's view of the "judge" and then
"the therapists" as being responsibile for the solution of their
problems supported his previous assessment of the family as holding
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outside sources responsible for the changes in their lives.
Rater II stated taht the family's apparent comfort with
individually fluid boundaries also tended to support the enmeshment
both within the family and with the therapists.
Dad's discomfort in the incident where Elise's head fell off might
indicate new information about Dad's awareness of tom's feelings about
Elise.

The couple's inability to create truly separate sculptures,

Rater II commented, shed new light on the assessment of their
boundaries as rigid.

Although their boundaries were rigid, verbally,

it appeared that analogically they might be enmeshed.

Table 18 - Hypothesis Testing
Description of Tasks
Rater II described the task as to draw a picture of how they would
like their life to be in the future.

Aspects of the Task Considered Relevant ot Structural/Directive
Assessment Categories
Rater II noted several elements of this drawing which related to
Structural/Directive categories.

He commented that the drawing

illustrated the father's parental function because of his proximity to
and involvement with the boys.

At the same time, it highlighted the

mother's relatedness to and isolation from Dad and the boys.

Although

tom is in the pon with Dad and the boys, she is laying on a raft by
herself (with a line drawn around her) and is some distance away from
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TABLE 18 - HYPOTHESIS TESTING

HYPOTHESIS

Family has unrealistic boundary with outside work, unrealistic
expectations of what their life will be like in future (e.g. at least
Dad hopes/believe they'll get their daughter back)
DESCRIPTION OF TASK
Draw a picture of how they would like to be in the future
ASPECTS OF TASK CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STPUCTURAL/DIRECTIVE
CATEGORIES
Daughter is isolated from rest of family - others in similar
activities
Younger sibs are close-daughter isolated
Mother related to father and younger sibs but isolated from them
Only parental function of father identified
Daughter on different level from rest of family
Isolation of daughter from all with structure between her and other
family members.
Mother isolated and passive while father attends to (younger)
children.
No emotion illustrated
ASPECTS

OF TASK WHICH SUPPORT. DENY OR ADD TO HYPOTHESIS

People are insignificant, hope that environment will be kind and
nurturing
STIMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS# DENYS QR ADDS TQ
-7IES-J INFORMATION
Supports previous hypothesis about the family subsystems, boundaries
and function of symptom. Also supports hypothesis on unrealistic
expectations
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them.

Rater II described mother's position as:

"isolated and passive

while father attends to younger children."
Rater II also noted the positions of the sibling in the drawing.
The two younger children are close together as well as near Dad and
Horn, since all are in the pond.

Elise, on the other hand, is isolated

from the others in several different ways.

She is riding a horse

behind the house and is on a different level from the rest of the
family.

She is not only distanced from them but hidden from their

view by the house.

The people in the drawing also appeared, to Rater

II, to be fairly emotionless.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds to
Interview Information
Rater II stated that the drawing supported previous hypotheses
about the family's subsystems, boundaries, resonance and functions of
the symptoms.

Additionally, Rater II thought that the drawing

indicated the belief that people were less significant than the kind
and nurturing environment which they hoped to find in the future.
task shed new light on the area of the family boundary with the
outside world this and Rater II thought that the drawing seemed to
advance the family's idea that if they could change their location
their problems would be solved.

The
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gable 19 - Warm-up Pictures
Rater III coded Dad's development art age as dawning realism.

She

also coded the picture as having some emotional feeling, but not
much.

Rater III noted, under the question of whether color was used

to express any aspect of family functioning that the two mice in the
drawing were exactly alike in colors used and intensity colors.

She

also considered the lack of bodies a major incompleteness in the
drawing.

Horn's Warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Mom's developmental art age as dawning realism.
She stated that Mom's drawing conveyed a good deal of feeling.

She

commented that the picture took up the whole page, and that the
subject matter - a Coca Cola truck - could be symbolic of masculine,
or aggressive feelings.

She rated the colors used as strong and

intense, but noted that the drawing was somewhat incomplete because
the top of the truck and the back were not held down by solid lines.

Comparison of Dad's and Horn's Warm-up Pictures
Rater III stated that the couple in Dad's picture were
disconnected and that they seemed to lack shared sexuality because of
the absence of bodies in the picture.

She stated that the title

"Mickey and Minnie" seemed to imply something which was not stated something which was missing.

This possibly noted something missing in
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TABLE 19 ~ WARM-UP PICTURES

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

There is some feeling but not much

Number of colors used:
Color extent:

Dawning Realism

four or more

roughly half. There is a great amount of white space
although more than 1/4 is covered

Intensity of color:

strong, intense colors.

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: There are two "mice" exactly alike: equal
intensity of color
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Major, lack of essential characteristics in primary
components of picture. Only heads and shoulders,
trunks and limbs are missing

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal? title adds nothing to the
understanding of the picture. It makes me
think this guy has seen the figures
elsewhere and just rotely copied it,
although they vacancy of the picture really
stands out. Title says Mickey and Minnie
but my response is: so what about them.
Something is missing

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS.TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
I rated the parents in this family as disengaged. The couple in the
picture are disconnected. One thing that occured to me is the picture
may show a lack of shared sexuality - no bodies, no way to connect.
Also, they are both looking the same direction, not at each other.
I'm wondering about the fact that they look exactly alike - they are
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TABLE 19 (CONTINUED!

.SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (PONT.)

the same. They do not argue ever - one suggests something, the other
does it. Some sense of isolation from the outside world (because they
end up incorporating it into family so it isn't useful)

35
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

'

Dawning realism

The picture conveys feeling; one can easily
imagine emotions being involved in the picture.
This picture shows feeling in that it takes up the
whole page. A truck = masculine aggressiveness
four or more

Most of the sheet is colored, but there are large
spaces of white which are enclosed by lines on the edge
of the paper

Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors

Is color used ot express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Incompleteness:

None.

Meaningfulness of Title:

This is complete except that the top of the
truck is not held down by a solid line floats off the top of the page
There is a connection but the title is
literal; title adds nothing to the
understanding of the picture

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTSr DENYS QR ADD? TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mother is the assertive one in the family in that she barked orders to
the children and had first suggestion in conjoint drawing. The truck
also symbolizes her distance from the family - both husband and
children (e.g. she told stories about how Eddie fell but as if she
wasn't there to prevent it) This word "assertive" is relative. She
seams assertive given the passivity of father in spouse subsystem.
Truck also symbolizes rigidity and being away from the family so she
doesn't have to see the truth of the incest
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the relationship.
The protrayal of the mouse pair as exactly alike, suggested to
Rater III the possibility that the father felt that husband and wife
were the same (the same person, no boundary) which would also account
for the low level of conflict between them which was noticed by Rater
III.

The sense of isolation in the drawing suggested the couple's

isolation from the world, again pointing out the boundary problems
noticed by Rater III in the family assessment.

This family, she

stated, incorporated the "outside world" into the family and thereby
neutralized the usefulness of potential helpers.

Rater III thought

this drawing suggested the father's interest in the couple's
relationship, although it highlighted many possible problems.
Rater III commented that Mom's drawing of the truck symbolized her
distance from the family - both her husband and her children.

While

Dad's drawing suggested possibilities for fantasies about the
relationship, Mom's drawing seemed to indicate a desire to remove
herself from the situation.

Rater III also remarked that the drawing

emphasized Mom's role as the assertive member of the couple.
Rater III stated that all the information obtained from the
Warm-up Pictures corroborated the assessments made of the couple from
the interview.

Table 20 - The Conjoint Family Drawing.

Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Rater III considered family members to be presented as individual
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TA8LF 20 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:

family members are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes. As in the
parents' individual drawings, the figures are
separate

Closeness-parental:

Parents are placed one next to the other but not
in a "group", e.g. touching or overlapping.
There is a larger space between parents than
between each parent and the child next to
hiir/her. Father is looking away from mother and
towards two boys.

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:

Siblings are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes.
Older brother looks towards younger

Mother and other are isolated from rest of family - Mother
and daughter are one group - Father and two children are
isolated - Father and two boys are one group

Crowdedness:

Part of the picture is crowded: This is strange.
Although two brother are not touching, there is the
feeling that they are crowded together. The carriage
would roll off the page if possible

Fragmentation:

Divided picture:

Not fragmented.
not connected

They aren't fragmented but they are

No such line

.SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
The entire picture supports my assessment: parental but no spouse
subsystem, father more aligned with two boys than wife. Isolation of
individuals, girl separate.
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TABLE 20 (CONTINUED

Size of figures:

Prominence:

There is nothing disproportionate about the figures
sizes in relationship to one another. The daughter
is smaller in size than son but has substance so
doesn't seem distorted

No one is particularly prominent

Disproportion in realistic representation: No significant dispropor
tion, components of picture or
parts of body are of
appropriate size with respect
to each other.
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mother's head is bigger than father's and body more substantial (heavy
coloring) = her "in charge" status. Father with boysf over boys.
Father evidently sees himself as bigger than boys or in parental
subsystem. Sometimes this was unclear in interview. Sometimes he
seemed equal with older boy.
RESONANCE - COLOR USE
DAD
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

four or more
strong intense colors

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning: son and
father same except he gave son
same color shirt as mother;
made daughter very different
from everyone else in color
Head of baby and face of
daughter same color; outlines
of father and son face and
hands of daughter, son,
father, same
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TABLE 20 (CONTINUED)

US “ COLOR USED (PONT.)

.
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

'Em

four or more
strong intense colors

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning:

No

RESONANCE - FACIAL EXPRESSION
Mom - Face has some features but is expressionless or ambiguous - has
smile but otherwise set
Dad - Face has some features but is expressionless
Elise - Face has some features but is expressionless
Robbie - Face has some features but is expressionless
Eddie - No face
RESONANCE - SEX DIFFERENTIATION

BAD
There are sex differences - primarily cultural? hair dress in figures
drawn by Dad (himself, Robbie, Eddie, Elsie)
DQM
There are sex differences — primarily cultural? hair, dress in figure
drawn by Mom (herself)
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENY? QR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Supports isolation - lack of sexuality of parents (in father's
drawing)
"

‘

Type of Portrait:

FAMILY DEVELOFTIENT LIFE CYCLE~
Most persons are presented as full figures, all
drawn by Dad except for Mom who draws herself

20

mi

LMliMHM

EMILY DEVELQH1ENT (CQNT.)

Groundedness:

Family is drawn along a base line, or with some
background supporting it. Robbie and Edward are
floating up a little

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATOIH WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Adults seem to be in charge (size of children vs. adults)
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and separate figures, symbols or shapes.
closeness or particular groups.

She did not find any general

The parents were seen by her to be

the next to each other but not touching or grouped.

She commented

that the space between the parents was larger than the space between
either parent and the child next to hiirv/her, and that the father was
looking away from the mother, towards the two boys.
With respect to sibling closeness, Rater III stated that the
children were presented as individual figures, 'out that the older
brother was looking toward the younger.

She also noted that Item

seemed to be grouped with Elise while Dad was grouped with the boys.
In the area of isolation, Rater III remarked that the mother and
daughter were isolated from the father and two boys.

She also thought

that the part of the picture which showed Dad and the boys were
crowded.

Although the brothers did not touch, they seemed crowded

together, and the carriage seemed about to roll off the page.

Rater

III did not have an interpretation of this element of the drawing, but
simply commented on it.

Summary of Assessment Information Vftiich Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that the drawing supported her family assessment
completely.

The picture showed a disengaged parental subsystem, with

the father more aligned with the two boys than with his wife, no
spouse subsystem, individuals as isolated (not getting their needs
met) and Elise as isolated from the rest of the family.
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Family Hierarchy
Rater III did not notice anything particularly significant in the
areas of size of figures, prominence of figures or disproportion.

She

did comment that the daughter (aged six) seemed smaller than the son
(ages four) but did not think this was particularly important.

She

also remarked that the size of the Mother's head was bigger than the
Father's and her body was no re substantial, and more heavily colored.
Rater III thought this might represent Mom's "in charge" status.

She

also noted that the father seemed to see himself as "over" the boys,
and bigger than them.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds to
Interview Information
Rater III noted the mother's more substantial body and father's
positoin over the boys as the significant information about family
hierarchy.

She stated that in the interview father's position in the

family hierarchy was sometimes unclear - i.e. sometimes he seemed to
behave as an equal with the older boy, but the drawing showed a
different idea.

Resonance
Rater III stated that Dad used strong intense colors in his
drawings and that he used color to express groupings of family
menbers.

She noted that the older son and the older son and the

father were the same colors, except that Dad gave Robbie the same
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color shirt as the mother.

He als, she stated, made the daughter very

different from everyone else in color, except that the baby's head and
her face are the same color.

The outlines of the faces of Dad and

Robbie are the same and the hands of the Dad and all the children are
the same.
Rater III stated that Mom also used strong intense colors but did
not express any aspect of family functioning through color.
Rater III thought that all the faces in the drawing were
expressionless, except for the baby, who had no features at all, and
that the sex differences were all primarily cultural.

Sumnarv of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denvs or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that the Resonance codes in the Conjoint Family
Drawing support her assessment of parents as isolated from one another
and of the father's overinvolvement with the children.

They also

supported her earlier hypothesis (from the Warm-up picture) of lack of
sexuality in parents.

Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage
Rater III coded the type of portrait as full figures.

She stated

that the family was drawn along a base line with some background
supporting it but that Robbie and Edward seemed to be floating up a
little.
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^anrery o£ Assessment Information Uhich Supports, nenvs or Adds

Tn

Interview Information
Rater III stated that the information from the type of portrait
and groundedness codes seemed to indicate that the parents were in
charge of the family because of the size of the children vs. the size
of the adults.

Table 21 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Individual Sculptures
Rater III stated that Dad made a sculpture of Elise and Mom made
two empty chairs and a figure which was identified by Dad as the
judge.

Description of Changes Made to Create Conjoint Sculpture
Rater III described the conjoint sculpture as Elise, given by Dad
to Mom, sitting in one of Mom's chairs, with the figure of the judge
sitting in the other chair, opposite her.
The completed sculpture consisted of the figure of Elise, re-named
Judy sitting in a chair opposite the figure of the judge (re-named
Jack with a white beard added to make him look more like Jack.

Their

solution to the problem was to keep going to therapy.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater III thought that Dad's handing over the figure of Elise to
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TABLE 21 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Dad made a sculpture of Elise
Mom made two empty chairs and a figure which she doesn't identify but
which Dad suggests is the Judge. She goes along with his suggestion.
Dad put Elsie in Morn's chair (gave Elise to Mom to protect?) and Mom
put the figure of the Judge in the other chair, facing her.
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE
Dad suggests that they change Elise to Judy (therapist) and the Judge
to Jack (other therapist) because the only way to solve their problem
is to keep going to therapy
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STRUCINRAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT
CATOQRXEg
Dad give Elise to Mom (to protect?) Mem does not say directly what she
thinks problem is, and allows Dad to label her sculptures. Why did
her manner change so much from drawing task?
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Fluid boundaries demonstrated by changing of indentities of sculptures
Dad's giving sculpture of Elise to Mom
See the solution to the proble as external (therapists) but therapists
have become part of family (enmeshment) so family expectations are
unrealistic
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room was a metaphorical statement of his desire for Mom to protect
Elise (and perhaps himself as well).

She noted that Mom's failure to

state what she thought the problem was and her agreement to allow Dad
to set the conditions for change, might have indicated a reluctance to
deal with the incest issues directly.

She noted that Mom behaved very

differently in the drawing task and the sculpture task.

Surrpiarv of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III commented on the fluid individual boundaries highlighted
by the changing of Elise to Judy and the judge to Jack.

She stated

that this supported her assessment of the family as having boundary
problems.

She also commented on their apparent characterization of

the problem as external to the family (the judge, the therapists)
which denied family responsibility.

Another interesting aspect which

Rater III noted was that the enmeshment of the therapists with the
family symbolized the incorporation the external forces into the
family so that their effectiveness as change agents was diminished.
The family expectations of how things will change seemed unrealistic
to Rater III, which also supported her previous assessment of their
boundaries with the outside world.

Table 22 - Hypothesis Testing.
Description of the Task

Rater III described the hypothesis testing task as to draw a
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TABLE) 22 - HYPOTHESIS TESTING

JBXB7TOSIS
Family has unrealistic boundary with outside world, unrealistic
expectation of what their life will be like in the future (at least
Dad hopes/believes they'll get their daughter back)
DESCRIPTION OF TASKS
Draw a picture of hew they'd like things to be in the future
ASPECTS OF THE TASKS CONSIDERED PUL EVENT TO STHUCIURAL/DIRECTIVE
CATEGORIES
Dad, Robbie and Eddie are together, Mom in same pond - daughter
separated by house and activity
As in family drawing, Mother and father separated by space, where they
are looking, different activity
Itoo boys on same raft (like same section of picture in family
drawing), separated by activity, Elise separate
Isolation - Elise most isolated; Mother separated from rest of family
by activity and space
Although there is lost of space between figures once again they seem
crowded, like each really doesn't have enough space
Everyone in this picture is on the same level except Elise who is
biggest. Daughter is huge, Mother tiny
Whole page is full of color, more color shows more warmth, at least
let the environment in
People are dwarfed in the environment
SUMMARY HP ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH 9JPPQRTg, DW? OR ADDS.-SQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Really figures who no change from the family
assessment - mother still separate, daughter
absorbing outside world they block it out of
the door) more color, more environment, page
environment rather than no real awareness of

drawings, no change from
isolated. Instead of
the house (with an X on
is full. Family in
it.
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picture of how they'd like things to be in the future.

aspects of, the Task Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive
-CategQEi.es
Rater III found quite a number elements in this drawing which she
described as relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment Categories.
The configurations of closeness and isolation which she noted were
similar to thos in the Conjoint Family Drawing.

She described Dad,

Robbie and Eddie as together, with Mom in the same pond but not close
to them.

The father and mother were separated by space, direction of

their glance and their activities.

The two boys were on the same raft

(as they were in the same part of the picture in the family drawing)
but were doing different things, and Elise was conpletely separated.
In fact, Elise was the most isolated one in the family, although Mom
is also somewhat separate because of her activity and the space
between her and everyone else.
Rater III also commented that the figures seemed crowded, as if
they really didn't have enough room (enmeshed boundaries) in the same
way they did in the family drawing.

The daughter in this picture was

huge and on a different level from everyone eles, and the mother is
tiny.
The whole page was colored quite intensely and Rater III described
it as having more warmth and awareness of the environment, which was
different than previous pictures.
dwarfed in the environment here.

She also noted that people were
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&PWY of Assessment Information Which support*. n^ni^ nr ^ ^
Interview Information
Rater III stated that the hypothesis testing drawing confirmed
configurations noticed in the Conjoint Family Drawing, and in the
interview.

She stated that figures were in the same relationships to

one another as had previously been shown.

However, in this picture

the family had, symbolically, blocked out the outside world with a X
on their door instead of trying to incorporated it.

Rater III thought

the demonstrated the family's wish to be free from the outside
influences, who, they felt we re creating their problems.

Eamily.

n,

Rater

I

Table 23 - Warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Pictures
Rater I coded Dad's art age as between schematic and dawning and
realism.

This was taken from the Conjoint Family Drawing because the

Warm-up picture did not contain any people.

Rater I assessed the

picture, a rocket ship about to tqke off, as being devoid of emotion
or expression, although the color intensity was seen by Rater I as
strong and intense.

Rater I remarked that the combination of a very

impersonal subject with strong and intense colors may denote
underlying feelings which were not being expressed.

Corrie's Warm-up Picture
Rater I coded Corrie's developmental art age as schematic, which
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TABLE 23 - WARM-UP PICTURES

.

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:
Number of colors:
Color extent:

Between schematic and dawning realism

There is little or no feeling.
of emotion or expression

Picture is devoid

four or more

roughly half

Intensity of colors:

strong, intense colors

Is color used to express and aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Meaningfulness of title:

No title

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS,. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dad draws a picture which is very impersonal and unemotional but uses
strong, intense colors. Perhaps these colors denote strong underlying
feelings or tensions. Kids say Dad is not happy. This possible
tenseness and Dad's possible inability to express these strong
feelings shows up more clearly here than in the interview
CORRIE
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color Extent:

Schematic

The picture conveys feeling. The picture of the
heart with the words, "Hove daddy" characterizes
the focus of all the kids concerns (Dad's welfare)
four or more

roughly half
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TABLE 23 (CONTINUED)
CQRRIE (PONT.)
Intensity of color:

neither strong nor weak, medium intensity

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

~~

Incompleteness:

Major, lack of essential characteristics in primary
components of picture. She draws a face, a mask,
with no body attached

Meaningfulness of Title:

~

There is a connection but the title is
literal. The mask has no apparent
connection with the heart - which says "I
love daddy"

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
The heart with "I love daddy" reinforces assessment of Corrie's
enmeshment and focus of concern on Dad. What is the mask about?
Dad is the IP in Corrie's view
DAN
Developmental Art Age:
Bnotional Feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Between preschematic and schematic

There is little or no feeling, picture is devoid
or expression
Four or more

Roughly halp the sheet is colored.
intensely where it is applied

Intensity of colors:

Strong intense colors.
similar to Dad's

Color applied

Color use is very

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: Dan's color use is similar to Dad's. The also
have the same name

Indecisiveness:

Same, he started the vase on the other side
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TABLE 23 (CONTTMlEm
DAN (CONT.)
Incompleteness:

None

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title would
probably add understanding or interest to
the picture but the title itself is
idiosyncratic

SUMMARY QF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dan's use of color is similar to Dad's (attempt to connect with Dad?)
They have same name
Dan started his picture once and turned the paper over.
getting things right, desire to be connected to Dad

Concern with

DONNA
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

There is seme feeling but much. The smiling face
and word love convey some feeling

Number of colors used:
Color extent:

Schematic

Four or more

Small part; less than quarter

Intensity of color:

Neither strong nor weak? medium intensity

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Major; lack of essential characteristics in primary
components of picture. She, like Corrie draws a head
without a body

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection, but the titles
literal
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TABLE 23 (continued)
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS QR ADDS TQ
wmmm information
The drawing is a combination of Dan's and Corrie's drawings
(supporting her position as being stuck in between these two).
has Dan's vase and Corrie's heart and face with a hat

She
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is appropriate for her age (8).

she stated that Corrie's picture

conveyed feeling, particularly the heart and words "I Love Daddy."
P^ter I stated that this statement seemed to encapsulate the
children's focus on Dad's welfare, as well as to raise the notion that
perhaps Corrie saw Dad as the IP even though she stated (verbally)
that it was Dan.
The picture, according to Rater I contained major inconpleteness
in that the face she drew had no body attached.

It was unclear if

this face had any relation to the heart above it or not and the title
shed no light on whether or not there was any connection between these
two images.

Dan's Warm-up Picture
Rater I coded Dan's developmental art age as between preschematic
and schematic, which was a littly young for his age (12).

She stated

that Dan's picture (like Dad's) contained little emotional feeling in
its content but the color intensity, which was similar to Dad's, might
indicate underlying feelings which were not expressed.
some indecisiveness in Dan's drawing.

Rater I noted

He started once on one side of

the paper, then turned it over and started again.
The title of the picture, "Vase of Heaven" was coded by Rater I as
probably adding understanding to the drawing but the title was
idiosyncratic, so it was unclear what the title meant.

Rater I stated

that the similarity between Dad's and Dan's use of color, and Dan's
indecisiveness were the things of interest in this drawing.
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Corrie's Warm-Up
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Donna's Warm-up picture
Rater I coded Donna's developmental art age as schematic, which is
appropriate to her age (7).
some feeling but not much.

She stated that Donna's picture conveyed
Rater I listed the smiling face, the

hearts and the word "love" written in the hearts as the elements which
conveyed feeling.

The color intensity was medium and there was no

significant indecisiveness.

There was, according to Rater I, a major

incompleteness in that the head drawn on the left of the line had no
body attached.
However, the most interesting thing about Donna's drawing to Rater
I was the composite subject matter.

Donna's drawing was seen as a

combination of Corrie's Warm-up picture and Dan's Warm-up picture.
The face and the hearts were like Corrie's drawing and the vase with
flowers was like Dan's.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
The assessment of Dad as being someone who had difficulty
expressing his feelings, supported the earlier assessment of Dad's
indadequate interpersonal skills.

The similarity between Dad's and

Dan's drawings supported the hypothesis that Dan was trying hard to
get closer to Dad, or to clear the rigid boundary between them.

The

inclusion in Corrie's drawing of the heart with "I Love Daddy” in it
supported the hypothesis of the children's deep concern over Dad's
well-being and their fear of this inadequacy, and the composite
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picture which Donna drew supported the hypothesis of Donna as enmeshed
with Dan and Oorrie.

Table 24 - The Conjoint Family Drawing
Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Under general family closeness Rater I coded family members as
individual and separate figures.

She also noted that Dan drew lines

around himself and Donna (the two family members whom he drew).
Siblings were also presented as individual figures.

However, Rater I

thought that Dad and Corrie were drawn closer together than any other
family members, and noted this under cross subsystem closeness.

Dan

and Donna were seen to be isolated both because of their distance from
other family members and because of the lines which Dan drew around
them.

Similarly, Rater I coded the drawing as being somewhat

fragmented because of the lines around Dan and Donna and the fact that
family members we re not relating to one another at all, or engaged in
any conjoint activities.

.Summary of Assessment Information Vftiich Supports, Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Dan was isolated from the rest of the family by the line he drew
around himself •

However, he was also in the middle of the faiuily, not

only between Mom and Dad ( as all the children were) but also between
Donna and Corrie.

This tended to deny Rater I's hypothesis that Donna

was between Dan and Corrie in the sibling subsystem.

Dan's position
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FAMILY II - RATER 1
TABLE .24 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWING

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:

Family members are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes. Dan drew
lines around the two figures he drew (himself and
Donna)

Closeness-parental:
Closeness-sibling:

Parents are separated by at least one family
members. All children in between
Siblings are presented as individual and separate
figures, symbols or shapes

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:

One or two members of different subsystems
are grouped together. Dad and Corrie are
close together over on left. Dan and
Donna are off center

Ttoo children are isolated - Dan and Donna

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness

Fragmentation:

Divided picture:

Some fragmentation but partial organization through
color, form or meaning. Dan has drawn himself and
Donna with lines around them. None of the family is
relating to one another at all, or engaged in any
activity
Dan and Donna are set apart by line around them

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION V7HICH SUPPORTS. DENYS QR ADDS .TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dan is isolated from rest of family but puts himself in the center not
only between Mom and Dad but also between Corrie and Donna. Interview
showed Donna between Dan and Corrie, Dan's drawings of them seem to
contradict this. Dan sees himself as focus of family which supports
problem statements made by Dad and the girls, although Dan denied this
in interview. Donna is closest to Mom and draws Mom, although she
makes no mention of her in the interview. Donna's relationship with
Mom remains somewhat obscure, as does Corrie's. Dad's and Dan s are
clear.
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TABLE 24

(CCNTTMIEm

HIERARCHY
Size of figures:

Prominence:

OVo figures stand out as unusually small in relation
to the others. Mom (drawn by Donna) and Dad (drawn
by Corrie)

Children are prominent

Disproportion in realistic representation:

No significant
disproportion

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dad and Mom are very small as drawn by girls although all the kids
seem very focused on parents.
Do kids (girls especially) think Mom and Dad are out of control?

BEaams
Facial expression: Mother's face, drawn by Donna is happy. Father's,
drawn by Corrie, is happy, Dan's and Donna's faces are happy (drawn by
Dan)
Sex differentiation:

There are sex differences primarily hair.
However, father's gender (drawn by Corrie) is
somewhat ambiguous because his hair suggests a
woman's. The other figures' hair distinguishes
them from one another. Dan seem to have
attempted to indicated clothes on himself. Dad
drawns corrie in a skirt

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
The kids say Dad is unhappy but corrie drew him with a smiling face.
This may be the expression of her wish (stated later) that he be
happy. She also draws him with hair that looks pretty feminine.
Perhaps this expresses her awareness of his role of primary parent for
kids
FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE
Type of Portrait:

~~

Most persons are presented as full figures
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FAMILY 24 (CONTINUED)

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL (PONT.)

Groundedness:

No one is drawn along a base line, family members are
floating in space. Dan and Donna have lines around
them, everyone else is floating

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHIG! SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Family members are floating, as if unable to organize themselves into
a group. This supports assessment of family a stuck in attempting to
reform after divorce. No one has a clear sense of what this family
looks like
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in the middle tended to support the problem statements made by Dan
that Dad was the problem.

Perhaps, Rater I suggested, Dan was

expressing his experience of being a "bridge" in the family holding
Mom and Dad together.

Rater I noted that Donn'as relationship with

Morn was something which only surfaced in this task.

Donna drew Mom

but did not talk about her, nor did anyone else comment on this.
this area, the drawing pointed out a new area to be explored.

In

The

lack of clarity about Donna's relationship to Mom also pointed out
that Corrie's relationship with Mom was also unclear from the
interview.

Dad and Don both seemed to have a conflictual relationship

with her, but the girls situation was not really discussed.

Family Hierarchy
Rater I noted that in size of figures, the parents in this family
stood out as unusually small.

Dad, drawn by Corrie and Mom, drawn by

Donna were tiny compared to the children.

The children, because of

their centralized positions and size also appeared to Rater I to be
no re prominent than the parents in this drawing.

There was no

significant disproportion in the figures.

Resonance
The color codes were inappropriate for Family II because each
person was instructed to use only one color during the Conjoint Family
Drawing.
All the faces in the drawing had smiles on them, in Rater I's
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view, although almost everyone in the family expressed some
unhappiness or dissatisfaction.

Rater I postulated that these smiles

might be the expression of a fantasy shared by everyone that they
could be happy at some future time.
Except for Dad's drawing of Gorrie, in which some deliberate
attempt at cultural sex differentiation was made, there was very
little of this in the drawing, according to Rater I.

The father's

gender (in Corrie's drawing) seemed somewhat ambiguous because of the
hair which looked slightly feminine.

Dan made some attempt to

distinguish himself from Donna by making long hair on her and shorter
hair on himself.
himself.

He also made some attempt to draw clothing on

Mom, drawn by Donna, was just an outline.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Add To
Interview Information
The signs which Dan drew on himself and Donna (I love Dad) tended
to support the hypothesis of the children's overconcern for Dad.
Rater I also hypothesized that Corrie's feminization of Dad might be
an acknowledgement of his role as primary parent.

Family Developmental Life Cycle
Rater I noted that the family members in this drawing were all
floating in space.

Dan and Donna were enclosed in thier little

bubbles, but were not even grounded in them.
was also on a different level.

Everyone in the family
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j^TPary of flggegsment Information Much Supports. Denies or Adds Th
Interview Information
The floating figures would tend to support the hypothesis that
this family was fairly disengaged from one another and has not been
able to develop a sense of cohesion.

Also the title which Dan gave

the drawing, "Parts of an Important Family" implies that some people
were missing, or that somehow this family was not completed.

Table 25 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Individual Sculptures
Rater I describes Dad's sculpture a flat sculpture of a figure
which Dad identified as Dan.

Dan's was described as an elephant which

he made whild denying that there was any problem.

Corrie made a

strange figure with a head and legs but not arms, which she first
called her grandfather as a baby, then herself as a baby and finally
Dan as a baby.
six toes.

Donna made a sculpture of her cat, Huff inhead, who had

Rater I noted these figures were made separately although

there was much conversation back and forth by family members.

Description of the Changes Hade to Create the Conjoint Family
Sculpture
Rater I stated that the family was unable to create a conjoint
sculpture.

The children giggled some about it but did not attempt to

create anything.

The father did not attempt to organize the task.
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Conjoint Family Sculpture
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3SBLS 25 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Dad:

Flat sculpture of Dan - but no characteristics which make it
recognizable as him

Dan:

elephant

Corrie:

Donna:

~

Figure with head and legs, identified as a baby - first her
grandpa, then herself, then Dan
Muffin head (cat)

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE
They were unable to make a conjoint sculpture

ftSPBCK..qQHSIPgm

.m,

TO STRUCTURAL/DIRECIIVE ASSESSMENT
CONCERNS

The children's inability to make problem sculptures or conjoint
sculptures
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
The inability to make a conjoint sculpture supports hypothesis of
disengagement among Dad and Dan as well as his dysfunctional parenting
skills. He was unable to organize the children to do this task.
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Aspects Consider Itelevent to Structural/Directive AsaeaSIPglfc
Categories
The inability of the family to create a conjoint sculpture was
considered important by Rater I.

Additionally, the children's denial

in words and in the individual sculptures created seemed particularly
relevent to Structural/Directive assessment categories.

gmimry of.Assessment, Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
The family's inability to create a conjoint sculpture supported
several of Rater I's hypotheses.

The concept of the family members as

having rigid boundaries, e.g. Dad and Dan and Corrie was supported by
this, as well as the dysfunctionality of the parental subsystem in
providing nurturence, guidance and control.

The children's refusal to

consider the idea that there was a problem tended to support the
notion that they were very afraid that their Dad was out of control.
The eventual acceptance by the girls of Dad's concept of the problem
indicates some possible enmeshment among them.

The use of the

sculpting task to distract one another from the purpose of the
interview, and Dad's unwillingness or inability to intervene in this
process supported the assessment of Dad's weak parenting skills.

Table 26 - Hypothesis Testing
The hypothesis which the interviewer was interested in exploring
was the nature of sibling subsystem dysfunction.
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1£BLE 26 - HYPOTHESIS TESTIMB

To learn more about apparently dysfunctional sibling subsystem and to
get more information about children's view of problems (by discovering
their fantasies about what they want)

BESGBlgrim .05
Task was for kids to draw a picture together of their ideal family;
the way the family would be if they could have it anyway they wanted
it
ASPECTS

QF

RELEVENT TO STRUCTURAL/DIRECriVE
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES

TASKS CONSIDERED

Each child drew a separate picture on the same paper.
different picture but none of them included the kids.

Each had a

Corrie: Corrie's picture, which was considerably less sophisticated
than her other drawings was of two stick figures which represnetea Dad
and Mem. She said what she wanted most was for Dad and Mem to get
along. Dad had a frown on his face and was much biger than Mom. They
were almost touching, although they were floating in space.
Dan: Dan drew Dad and Debbie (Dad's girlfriend) who he said he wanted
Dad to marry. Both Dad and Debbie were smiling and they were almost
standing on a base line and almost touching.
Donna:

Drew Dad by himself, smiling, she said she wanted to be happy.

These drawings may represent past, present and future family stages as
well as the children's fantasies of what would make life better.
Corrie wants Mom and Dad back together (the past), Dan wants Dad to
marry Debbie (the present) and Donna wants Dad to be happy alone (the
future?).
SUMMARY OF ASSFi^MENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OH ADDgJTQ

The children's inability to make a joint picture supports the notion
of dysfunctional boundaries. However, Donna's independent drawing
tends to deny the hypothesis that she is enmeshed with, or caught
between Dan and Corrie
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TABLE 26 (CONTINUED)

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (COOT.)

All drawings support the hypothesis of the family being stuck in
transition with a dysfunctional parental subsystem. Corrie's fantasy
is for Mom and Dad to get back together. Perhaps this would relieve
her of the burden of being the parental child. Dan wants Dad to marry
Debbie, someone whom he likes. Donna just wants Dad happy. All these
subjects indicate the children's concern for Dad's welfare seen in the
interview
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Description of the Task
^ter I described the task as the children to drawing a picture
together of their ideal family; the way the family would be if they
could have it any way the wanted.

Aspects of Tasks Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive
Assessment Categories
Rater I noted a number of aspects of this task which were relevent
Structural/Directive concerns.
to perform a conjoint activity.

Cnee again, the children were unable
Each child drew his/her own picture

on the same piece of paper.
Rater I described Corrie's picture as two stick figures
representing Mom and Dad.

Her description of this was that she wanted

Mom and Dad to get along.

Rater I noted that this was a comment on

the same theme which Dan had apparently been highlighting in his trips
back and forth across the alley, but which Corrie had not mentioned
before.

Hie figures were almost touching, although Dad had a frown on

his face and Mom was a tiny figure floating in the air.
Rater I stated that Dan drew Dad and Debbie "getting married.
These figures were both smiling and grounded on a base line, commented
Rater I.

Dan's drawing was again placed in the middle between Donna

and Gorrie but closer to Donna than Corrie.
Donna drew a picture of Dad smiling which she described as Dad
"being happy."

Rater I commented that the drawings seemed to make a

comnent on family development stages as well as the children's wishes
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for the future.

As a group they cuold be seen as past (Mom and Dad

getting along) present (Dad and Debbie being together) and future (Dad
being happy and alone?).

The absence of the children in these

pictures was also noticeable.

None of the children's fantasies about

an ideal family entailed changes in or for themselves.

And, in spite

of the fact that both Corrie and Donna agreed with Dad that Dan was
the problem, their drawings both describe Dad as the one who needs to
change.

Summary of Assessment Information iThich Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
The children's inability to make a conjoint drawing, stated Rater
I again supported the hypothesis of a dysfunctional sibling subsystem,
and perhaps poor modeling from Dad.

However, the hypothesis of

Donna's enmeshment between Corrie and Dan again seemes to be denied by
her position in the drawing.

If anything, both drawings tend to

support a hypothesis of Dan being in between the two sisters.
Although the hypothesis testing task was designed to explore the
sibling subsystem, the relationships among siblings still needed
further explication, according to Rater I.
The drawing did support the hypothesis of a dysfunctional parental
subsystem and of a problematic transition in the developmental life
cycle.

Dan's position as a central focus of the family also seemed to

be supported in this drawing.
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Table 27 - Warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism.

He

stated that the picture, a rocket ship about to take off conveyed an
explosive feeling and he also assessed Dad's color use as strong and
intense, again corroborating Rater II's assessment of strong enotion
expressed in the picture.

Rater II als stated that Dad's color use

seemed to express an individual metaphor of a desire to be powerful
and to "get off the ground."

Dad did not title his picture.

Gorrie's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Gorrie's developmental art age as schematic, which
is appropriate for her age (9).

He also assessed Corrie's drawing as

having strong feelings because of the statement ("I Love Daddy") and
the many colors.

He coded the color intensity as medium.

Rater II

thought that the statement in the drawing indicated an individual
metaphor concerning Gorrie's feelings about her father.

He stated

that the title (The heart and the Mask) would probably add
understanding or interest but the title was idiosyncratic.

He stated

that the title did inform the viewer that she had drawn a mask, not a
face.

A mask, Rater II commented, implied a face which can change or

a face behand the mask, which might have relevance to Corrie's
relationship with her father.
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2&BLF 27 - WARM-UP PICTITIRRS

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Dawning realism

The picture conveys feeling; one can easily
imagine emotions being involved. Explosive
feeling conveyed.
four or more

roughly half.
color.

Intensity of color:

Object is colored but no background

Strong, intense colors used

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphors: Individual metaphor of desire to be powerful
(rocketship at lift off) and get off the ground
Indecisiveness:

NOne

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background or base

Meaningfulness of Title:

No title

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS* DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Father desirous of power to initiate and make things happen. Fire and
colors express rage, frustration - rocket ship firing but not off the
ground. Issues of overall performance for father
CORRIE
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:

Schematic

The picture conveys feeling.
of color
Four or more

Stated feeling, lots
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CQRRIE (CCm1.)

Color extent:

Roughly half.
drawing

Color intensity:

No background, extensive color in

Medium intensity

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: Individual metaphor - strong stated love of
daddy
Indecisiveness:

NOne

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background or base

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
overinclusive, there is a connection and the
title would probably add understanding or
interest to the picture but the title itself
is idiosyncratic. Title informs picture is
a mask - not face. Mask implies face can
change or other face behind the mask

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SYPPOKTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO

TNTEWIEM INFORMATION
Ambivalence re Dad: Angry at him being inadequate and hiding out.
Eyes turned down while face smiling expressed depressed but coverning
up

“

~

Development Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

paS

Dawning realism
The picture conveys feeling.
colors

Four or more

Roughly half

Color intensity:

Strong, intense colors

Lots of strong
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saom
Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Many strong feelings, many strong colors.
Areas not completed indicated confusion, lack
of follow-through
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title would
probably add understanding or interest to
the picture but the title itself is
idiosyncratic. Vase of heaven - vase

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Title confuses and introduces spiritual element into assessment.
Inability of boy to express himself clearly yet stuck with variety of
powerful emotions (like Dad) not sure where emotions came from (vase
not colored in - merely outlined)
DONNA
Developmental Art Age:
Bnotional feeling:
Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

There is some emotional feeling but not much
Four or more colors

Stoall part, less than quarter

Intensity of color:

Weak (delicate, mild)

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

Some. Took cues from other sibs drawings to make up
content of her own unclear

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal
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TflBLS 37 (qQMTPWEP)

vom cctt.)
aa««Eg.Qg.ASSESSHEOT INTOTOlftTION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
interview inforiiation
Looks to sibs for guidance. Just wants everyone to love one another
but without any sense of hew
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Dan's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Dan's developmental age as dawning realism, which
is appropriate for his age (12).

Here again, Rater II stated that the

picture conveyed strong emotional feelings because of the use of many
strong colors.

He stated that the individual metaphors expressed

might include:

"lots of strong feelings" represented by the many

strong colors and well as confusion or lack of follow through
indicated by the incomplete areas of the picture.

Rater II assessed

the title as idiosyncratic because the use of the work heaven in
unclear.

He thought that if this were understood better, interest or

understanding would be added to the picture.

Donna's Warm-up Picture
Donna's developmental art age was coded as schematic by Rater II.
The appropriate to her chronological age 7.

He rated the emotional

feeling in her drawing as minimal, and the intensity of color as weak.
Rater II did not find any specific individual metaphors expressed in
the picture but he did not that her reliance on her sibs for ideas
about as to subject matter seemed to indicate a possible sibling
pattern.

He stated that this dependence on her siblings also

indicated a significant degree of indecisiveness (on Donna's part)
although this is not expressed directly through the drawing.
title was coded as literal by Rater II.

Donna's
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gumnarv of Assessment Information Which Supports. Tonies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater II thought that the father's Warm-up picture indicated a
desire to initiate things and make things happen, which was supportive
of his assessment of Dad as needing parenting skills which he did not
have.

Rater II also remarked that the rocket ship firing but not

getting off the gound might indicate the father's rage and frustration
about not being able to manage his family.
Rater II stated that Corrie's drawing seemed to indicate some
ambivalent feelings about Dad, possibly anger at him for his inability
to take care of the family and his reluctance to accept
responsibility.

This wDuld tend to support statements made by Corrie

in the interview concerning Dad's failure to follow through on
promises he made to the children.

On the other hand, the heart

expressed her strong sense of caring about him.
Dan's Warm-up picture was assessed by Rater II as having some
similarity to Dad's.

The boy seemed to have a difficult time

expressing his feelings yet was "clearly stuck with a variety of
powerful emotions", according to Rater II.

Additionally, there were

two elements in the drawing which Rater II thought new information.
One was an apparent element of spirituality conveyed in the tile
("Vase of Heaven") and the other was Dan's possible confusion about
where these emotions were coming from might have been indicated by the
incomplete coloring of the vase.
Donna's Warm-up picture highlighted her reliance on her sibling
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for guidance in Rater II's opinion.

He also noted her conciliatory

role in the family as someone who just wanted "everyone to love one
another but not sure how to make that happen."

This tended to support

Rater I's assessment of Donna as enmeshed between Corrie and Dan.

Table 28 - The Conjoint Family Drawing
Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
In the area of general closeness, Rater II stated that all family
members were presented as individual and separate figures.

He also

noted that the two figures drawn by Dan had "boundary circles around
them."
Although there was no aprental subsystem present in the interview,
the Conjoint Family Drawing contained both parents.

In terms of

parental closeness. Rater II stated that the parents were separated by
at least one other family member.

He commented that the "divorced

parents were at separate ends of the picture."
Siblings in the family were seen by Rater II as individual and
separate figures,

he did not perceive any particular cross subsystem

closeness, he stated all members were grouped together without regard
to subsystems.

He did, however, note that two children seemed to be

isolated from the rest of the family because of the boundaries which
Dan drew around himself and his sister Donna.

In the areas of

crowdedness, fragmentation and divided picture he found no significant
information.
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TSBLE 28 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRflWIHS

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
CLoseness-general:

Family members are presented as individual and
separate figures. TV/o members drawn by Dan Jr.
have boundary circles around them

Closeness-parental:

Parents are separated by at least one other
family member. Divorced parents are at separate
ends of picture

Closeness-siblings:

Siblings are presented as individual and separate
figures

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:

Mo members of any subsystem are grouped
with another subsystem. No subsystems are
distinguishable, all members are grouped
together without regard to subsystems

Two children are isolated from rest of family.
Donna have boundaries around them

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness.
overfilled

Fragmentation:

Dan and

Picture does not feel

Not fragmented, elements of the picture are related to
one another

Divided picture:

No such line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
All the children are between Mom and Dad
Dan draws people with boundaries around them

Size of figures:

Prominence:

One figure stands out as unusually small in relation
to others. Dad drawn by Corrie

Corrie stand out as prominent, drawn by father.
in red and more "on the ground" than others

Corrie -
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TABLE 28 (CONTINUED

HIERARCHY (PONT.)

Disproportion in realistic representation:

Minor disruption. Donna
draws Mother in
disproportionate manner.

Dad too small in family. Corrie too big (parentified)
Dan sees himself and Donna as closed by drawing circles around them isolation of both of then
Dan draws with muted brown color - writing "I love Dad" which makes
one wonder about rage inside the wall, towards Dad

Facial expression:

Man's face is happy (drawn by Donna). Dad's face
is happy (drawn by Corrie) Dan's face is sad
(drawn by himself). Donna's face is happy (drawn
by Dan)

Sex differentiation:

There are sex difference primarily cultural in
all figures

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
None
FAMTT.V

Type of Portrait:
Groudedness:

DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE

Most persons are presented as full figures

Family is drawn along a base line or with some
background supporting it. Donna is drawn above base
line in a "floating" manner - less grounded than others

SUMMARY QF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTSi DENYS OR TOS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
While Dan is oldest, Corrie is drawn as bigger and closer to Dad
although others are drawn in order of age
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SLgiinary of flsgeggment Information Which Supports. Denies. or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater II noted as significant the fact that all the children were
drawn in between Mom and Dad.

This would support his assessment of

the spouse subsystem as disengaged because of the divorce.

It also

supported the assessment of the children (especially Dan) as being
triangulated into the parents unresolved conflict.

The other

significant aspect of the drawing which Rater II saw was the lines
which Dan drew around "people."

He drew them around himself and his

sister, although it is not clear whether he would have drawn them
around other family members as well.

In his "ideal family" drawing he

did not draw Dad and Debbie with lines around them, so it maight be
hypothesized that Dan saw himself and Donna as particularly isolated.
His title for the picture, "Parts of an Important Family" indicated
his feeling that not everyone was there.

Family Hierarchy
Rater II noted that the figure of Dad, drawn by Corrie seemed
particularly small in relation to the other figures, and that Corrie,
drawn by Dad seemed particularly prominent - "in red, and more on the
ground than the others."

He also thought that the figure of the

drawn by Donna was drawn in a disproportionate manner,
although he did not elaborate on how.
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Smtmary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater II stated that Dad was drawn too small and Corrie too big
which supported the earlier assessment of Dad as being dysfunctional
in the parental subsystem and Gorrie as a parental child.
Additionally, Rater II remarked that Dan seemed to see himself and
Donna as isolated from the rest of the family.

This supported the

assessment of Dan as having rigid boundaries with Dad and Gorrie and
also supported Rater II*s assessment of Donna as somehow being "left
out" of the family.

Dan also drew the words "I Love Dad" on his chest

and on Donna's chest.

Rater II thought that the words contained

within the outline might indicate rage towards Dad.

This would

support the hypothesis that Dan saw Dad as the problem.

Resonance
Rater II coded Dad's, Mom's, Corrie's, and Donna's faces as happy
and Dan's faces as said.

He stated that all figures had sex

differences which were primarily cultural.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports, Denies or Adds To
interview Information
Rater II did not think there was any significant informtion gained
from the assessment of Resonance in the Conjoint Family Drawing.
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family Developmental Life Cycle
Rater II stated that most persons were presented as full figures
and that the family was drawn along a base line*

He commented that

Donna seemed to float above the base line which might indicate that
she was less grounded than the others.

Eumma_ry of Assessment Information Which Supports, Denies or Adds Tta
Interview Information

Rater II noted that while Dan was the oldest of the children,
Oorrie was drawn bigger and closer to Dad, although others are drawn
chronologically.

This would tend to support the assessment of Dad

and Gorrie as over involved and Dad and Dan as disengaged.

The

position of Donna, as floating above the base line would tend to
support Rater II*s assessment of Donna's distanced position in the
family.

Rater II did not find any assessment information which

related specifically to the Family Developmental Life Cycle Stage.

Table 29 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
The Individual Sculptures

Rater II described Dad's sculpture of Dan as a "passive - on his
back - " sculpture of Dan as the problem.

He stated that Dan made an

elephant and stated (when questioned) that the elephant was Dad.

The

elephant, as a metaphor for Dad, implied that Dad was slow, heave and
imoveable, stated Rater II.

He also commented that Dad and Dan both

blamed each other for the family's problems.

Corrie made a sculpture
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TABLE 29 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY

SCUT.FTTIRE

DESCRIPTION QF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Father made passive - on his back - Dan as problem

~~

Dan made elephant as Dad - the problem. Both blame other - want more
and different things from the other. Elephant metaphor Dad slow,
heavy immoveable
Corrie made baby that was assigned a number of people before it became
baby Dan - sees all as babies but aligns with Dad to blame Dan as bad
baby
Donna - made cate - looking for affection - misses warmth and
nurturing
description of changes to create conjoint family sculpture
Family was unable to make sculpture as a unit - all individual
sculptures - no leaderships or anyone holding things together
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STRUdURAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT

CATOQRIBS
Individual metaphors relevent to function of the symptoms
Family's inability to do conjoint task
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATINO CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO
STRUCTURAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT CONCERNS
Father's concept of Dan as problem and Dan's concept of Dad as problem
support assessment of rigid boundaries and little flexibility
Children's avoidance of problem statement support function of symptom
is to get them into therapy
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of a baby which she labeled as first her grandfather, then herself and
finally a "bad" baby Dan.

Rater II thought that this sculpture

indicated Gorrie's view that they were "all babies" as well as her
alliance with Dad in eventually labeling Dan as the problem.

Donna's

sculpture of her cat. Muff inhead, was assessed by Rater II as a
comment on her search for affection.

He stated that "she misses

warmth and nurturing."

Description of Changes Made to Create Conjoint Family Sculpture
There was no conjoint sculpture.

Aspects of the Task Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive
Assessment Categories
Rater II stated the metaphoric content of the sculptures seemed
relevent to the function of the symptom.

Dan's "bad" behavior was an

attempt to activate depressed Dad and Dad's veiw of Dan as the problem
was an attempt to delegate responsibilty for organizing the family and
the individual family members unmet needs in the family.

Dad needed a

focus to organize getting help around, Dan needed a more active
relationshiw with his father, Corrie needed less reponsibility for
Dad's welfare and Donna needed more warmth and caring.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports# Denies or Adds.To
interview Information
The inability of the family to make a conjoint sculpture indicated
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a lack of leadership or of anyone "holding things together", stated
Rater II.

This supported Rater II's assessment of a dysfunctional

parental subsystem.
The blaming stance which Dad and Dan assumed vis a vis one another
implied a rigid boundary, which supported previous assessment of their
relationship.
Corrie's individual sculpture indicated some pressure on her to
side with Dad which added to the interview hypothesis of her as the
parental child.
Donna's apparent wish for warmth supported Rater II's assessment
of her as being left out in the family.

Table 30 - Hypothesis Testing
Description of the Task
Rater II described the task as a drawing made by the children of
their ideal family.

Aspects of the Task Considered Relevent to Structu.ral/Directiye
Assessment Categories
Rater II noted that the children did not do this task conjointly,
but rather each did her/his own drawing on the same sheet of paper.
Each child had a different opinion of what was needed to make the
family ideal.

However, commented Rater II, all the drawings had the

underlying theme of making Dad happy.

He thought that this might

imply that they were anxious about Dad's well-being.

He also noted
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TABLE 30 - HYPOTHESIS TESTBE

To learn more about apparently dysfunctional sibling subsystem and to
get more information about children's view of problems (by discovering
their fantasies about what they want)

Bggssimm..Q?
Kids draw family as they want it to be
ASPECTS OF TASK CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STTOCTJRAL/DIRECTIVE
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES
Not conjoint task
3 opinions Corrie - Mm and Dad to reunite
Dan - Dad and Debbie to get married
Donna - Dad to be happy (not depressed)
Sibs cannot do conjoint task but central is for Dad to be happy so
they don't have to worry about him and 2 sibs hope Dad would be happy
if he was with a woman
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS QR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Children unable to do a joint task
All children worried about Dad - want Dad to be happy
Tvo children want Dad to be with a woman
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that two of the siblings (Corrie and Dan) included a woman in their
fantasy of Dad's happiness.

.Summary of Assessment Information which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater II stated that the inability of the siblings to perform a
conjoint task supported his assessment of the sibling subsystem as
having some rigid boundaries and a high level of conflict.
He also noted all the children's concern with Dad's happiness as
an indication of a dysfunctional parental subsystem, which, the
children fear, may not be able to take care of them.

'This also

support his previous assessment.
The indication of both Dan and Corrie that Dad's happiness
included a woman, as well as Donna's drawing of Dad by himself
represented new information. Rater II felt.

Was there a discrepancy

between Donna's fantasy and those of Dan or Gorrie, or did the drawing
of Dad by himself siirply represent a fear on Donna's part that someone
would take Mom's place?

The drawing indicated a need, Rater II felt,

for a futher exploration of Donna's position in the family.

Family II - Rater III
Table 31 - Warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater III assessed Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism.
She stated that his drawing conveyed a good deal of feeling, and that
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MLE 31 ~ WARM-UP PICTURES

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Elnotional feelings:

Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

Dawning realism

Hie picture conveys feeling; one can easily
imagine emotions being involved in picture.
Feeling of power; uplifting of ship
Four or more

Roughly half. Space ship takes less than half the page
but conveys feeling of potential to take more

Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

No title

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
This father is the "strong" parent giving the family direction - he
thinks he is (said he's willing to work things out with wife but she
isn't). He directs children, yet isolated from them. No one is
around him - metaphor for his shunting off Dan Jr.
CQRRIE
Developmental Art Age:
Elnotional feeling:
Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

There is some feeling but not much
Four or more

Roughly half.
pictures

Uses about 3/4 of page with two isolated
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TABLE 31 (CONTINUED)
gQRRIE (PONT.)
Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors

Is color used to express a aspect of family functioning or individual
metaphor: The strength of the idea of the children's love for Daddy,
loyalty to him
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the titles
literal. Although the title explains the
picture it was a surprise. The title may be
a metaphor "the mask" equals covering of
true feeling in family. Corrie's original
statement that there was no problem

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
The denial of a problem by the children - the mask and the hearts
The children are loyal to the father, especially the two girls around
father vs. mother
The clamoring for father's attention in the "I love daddy" which was
apparent in the tape
DAN
Developmental Art Age:
Elnotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

There is some feeling but not much. Sappy use of
beauty - beauty of things rather than people
Four or more

Roughly half

Intensity of colors:

Strong, intense colors. Color is very strong
and then it stops leaving big, white spaces like
something is missing in the circle (Mother or
Debbie, a female adult?)
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m.

(ctt>)

Is color used to express aspect of family functioning or individual
metaphor: Color is very strong, then it stops, leaving big white
spaces like something is missing in the circle (mother or
Debbie?)
Indecisiveness:

Some in not finishing coloring in the circle

Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background or base. Although monor it
is obvious lack of color in vase although strong
outline. Compulsiveness and containment are evident

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but it is probably
idosyncratic

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
This kid was assessed as isolated and here he is floating off to
heaven above. There is incompleteness - he was keenly aware of this at one point he tried to include Debbie, he went to get Mommy once, he
is anxious, he wants to have relationship - wants to express things
but is stopped - inccmpleteness/non resolution
This is typical of a boy his age. He should have drawn the rocket or
strong man or maybe a horse. Odd to have drawn flowers and a vase
DONNA
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

The picture conveys feeling.
things, sappy

Conveys love, pretty

Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored. Large white space, but
she fills the page across the bottom

Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: Donna conveys false sense of brightness
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TABLE 31 (CONTINUED)
DONNA (PONT.)
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title would
probably add understanding or interest to
the picture but the title is idiosyncratic.
Title is somewhat more abstract than
picture. Does not include the flowers or
the face

SUMMARY OP ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS* DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Donna's maturity in her drawing is unexpected. We didn't get much of
a feel for her in the tape. Also her drawing seems to be a composite
of the drawings of her sister and brother indicating possible
enmeshment
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it utilized strong, intense colors.

Additionally, she remarked that

although the picture took up less than half the page, it conveyed the
feeling of potential to take up more space.

Rater III did not find

any siginficant information in the areas of color used to express
aspects of family functioning, indecisiveness, incompleteness or
title.

Corrie's Warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Oorrie's developmental art age as schematic, which
is appropriate for her age (9).

She assessed the emotional feeling

in the picture as, some but not much, although she rated the intensity
of color as strong, intense colors.

Rater III thought that the heart

with nI Love Daddy written in it" was a metaphor which expressed the
strength of the children's loyalty to their father, especially
Corrie's.

She found nothing of interest in the areas of

indecisiveness or incompleteness.

She rated the title as literal but

also noted that the definition of the face in the drawing as a mask
might be seen as a symbol of the denial of true feelings in the
family.

Corrie's initial statement, as well as Dan's and Donna's, was

that there was no problem in the family.

Dan's Warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Dan's developmental art age as schematic which is
a little iiimature for his age (12).

She commented as well that the

subject matter seemed a typical for a boy his age.

A vase with
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flowers seemed less appropriate to Rater II than a rocket (like
Dad's), a strong man or a horse would have been.

She thought the

drawing contained some feeling, but not much, although again, she
coded the intensity of color as strong.

She also commented on the big

white spaces which he left in the picture, as if something was missing
in the circle.

Rater III hypothesized that what was missing might

have an adult female to complete the family.

She found the drawing to

contain some indecisiveness in the lack of color in the vase.

She did

not comment on Dan's starting the picture twice, but she did state
that the way in which color was applied and the outline indicated
compulsiveness and containment.

She rated the title as idiosyncratic

but did not comment futher.

Donna's Warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Donna's developmental art age as schematic, which
is appropriate to her age (7).

Rater III stated that Donna's picture

contained a good degree of overly sentimental ("sappy") feeling, and
rated the color intensity as strong.

She saw most of the sheet as

colored, although she commented on the large white spaces.

She

thought that Donna used the drawing to express, "a false sense of
brightness" which confirmed Rater Ill's view that the children try to
avoid looking at the problems in the family.

Rater III did not find

any significant indecisiveness or incompleteness in Donna s drawing.
She rated the title ("Loveheart") ad idiosyncratic because it was
somewhat no re abstract than the picture but did not comment futher.
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guitpary of Assessment Info mat ion Which Supports. Denies or Adds To

Interview Information
Rater III thought that Dad's drawing indicated the father's view
of himself as a "strong" parent who gave the family direction.
However, she noted the drawing also showed the father's isolation and
his rejection of Dan Jr.

The discrepancy in the father's view of

himself as a strong parent and the previous assessment of him as a
rather passive and ineffective parent adds information.

The father's

apparent sense of frustration (evidenced in the interview by Rater
III) would be more understandable if he saw himself as a competent
parent who has tried everything rather than an ineffective parent.
Rater III thought that Corrie's drawing represented a denial of
the problem by the children.

This supported information from the

interview concerning the difficulty they had forming a problem
statement.

It also emphasized the children's loyalty to the father,

over the mother, which was also noted in the interview.

Additionally,

Rater III felt the drawing documented the children's competition for
Dad's attention which evident during the interview.
Rater III thought that Dan's drawing supported the earlier
assessment of Dan as isolated from the family, because he drew a
picture which was "floating off to heaven above."

She also stated

that his keen awareness of the incompleteness of the family was
represented by his failure to complete his drawing.

She noted that he

made several attempts during the interview to include Debbie in the
family but all these were thwarted by Dad.

He also, according to the
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previous assessment, is the one who created the most obvious link
between Mom and Dad.

Rater III interprets these behaviors as his

desire to have a relationship which was stopped in the way that the
drawing stopped before it was completed.
Rater III thought that Donna's drawing showed more maturity than
her behavior in the interview.

This added information about a family

member who had been somewhat obscure in the interview.

Rater III also

commented about the way in which Donna seemed to derive her subject
matter from those of her brother and sister, indicating possible
enmeshment which was not assessed by Rater III in the interview.

Table 32 - The Conjoint Family Drawing
Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Rater III assessed Family n's general closeness as: family
members presented as individual and separate figures.

She commented

that the lines which Dan drew around himself and his sister emphasized
this separateness.
Although Mom was not present in the interview, she was in the
drawing.

She was drawn by Donna at the extreme right of the page,

while Dad was drawn by Corrie at the extreme left.

Rater III coded

this as: parents are separated by at least one other family member.
The siblings, according to Rater III were also presented as
individual and separate figures, although she noted that Dan put
himself in between his sisters in the same way that Dad put him in
this position in the interview.

Rater III did not find any cross
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TABLE 32 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAWirr,

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:

Family members are presented as individual and
separate figures, symbols or shapes. In fact,
they are so separate, 2 figures have lines around
them

Closeness-parental:

Closeness-sibling:

Parents are separated by at least one other
family member. Parents are separated by all
children
Siblings are presented as indivdual and separate
figures. No connection Dan put self in between
sisters like Dad put him in between them during
the session

Cross subsystem closeness:
Isolation:

NO members of any subsystem are grouped
with another subsystem

All figures are isolated

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness

Fragmentation:

Mot fragmented

Divided picture:

Lines around Dan and Donna

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Dan is central yet isolated in this family (pulls it together?) father
is small, smaller than mother - helplessness or distance from children
The title signified incompleteness: Parts of a family = some missing
Father was drawn so small yet in session talked about how important he
was
HIERARCHY
Size of Figures:

IVo figures stand out as unusually small in relation
to the others - Mom and Dad. Could this be
developmental? It is odd how insignificant they
appear - especially Mem being next to the I love Dad
tee shirts
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TABLE 32 (CONTINUED!

HIERARCHY
Prominence:

Other is prominent. Dan, drawn by Dan, and Donna, drawn
by Dan. Upside down hierarchy

Disproportion in realistic representation:

Minor disproportion, in
adults

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION .WHICH SUPPORTS,. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Son is isolated
Dad is small - out of control
Dan and Donna are big - children in charge
RESONANCE
Facial expression:

Sex differences:

Mother's face, drawn by Donna has some feature but
is expressionless. Father's drawn by Corrie has
some features but is expressionless. Corrie's
face, drawn by father, hsa some features but is
expressionless. Dan's face, drawn by himself has
some features but is expressionless. Donna's
face, drawn by Dan has some features but is
expressionless
There are sex differences, primarily cultural in all
figures

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS# DENYS.,QR ADQS.TQ "
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Assessment says family members ignore each other.
as isolated. Worry about needs being met
'

Drawing shows them

FAUTT.Y DEVELOP! 1ENTAL LIFE CYCLE~
Type of portrait:
Groundedness:

Most persons are presented as full figures

Some parts of family are drawn along a base line.
Mother is - drawn by Donna. Others are floating,
especially ones Dan drew like his vase in a bubble
floating to heaven. This kid is nowhere. He tries to
belong to Dad but really is isolated, goes to Mom but
gets in trouble
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™LS .32 , (TOTINUFP)

MM.SMM:,. (CTT.)

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORI-IATIQU V7HICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Style of figures, developmentally
Size of Dan and Donna and father
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subsystem closeness.
All figures in the drawing were seen as isolated by Rater III,
confirming her earlier assessment of the family as disengaged from one
another in some ways.

She found nothing of interest to report in the

areas of crowdedness or fragmentation but under divided picture she
noted again the lines drawn by Dan around himself and Donna.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III noted Dan's central, yet isolated position in the
family.

She thought this might corroborate the view of Dan as the

person who was trying to pull the family together.

Also, the title

which Dan gives the picture ("Parts of an Important Family") indicated
his feeling that something was missing as well as his concern for
completion.
She noted the father's small size as an indication that Corrie
might view him as helpless or out of control, which would again
support interview information.

She also commented on the discrepancy

between Dad's small size in the drawing and the way the children
talked about him as being so important in the interview.

This would

add information about their (at least Corrie's) possible ambivalent
feelings about Dad.

Family Hierarchy
Under size of figures. Rater III noted again the unusually small
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sizes of Dad and Mom.

She questioned the possibility that this

disproportion was developmental on Corrie and Donna's parts but
emphasized that the parents appearance was really quite
insiginificant.
Rater III viewed Dan and Donna as prominent figures in the
drawing, emphasizing, she stated, the smallness of Mom and Dad and
possibly indicating an upside down or confused hierarchy.

Again, the

disproportionate size of the adults was noted in disproportion in
relation to realistic representation.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies, or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III noted Dan's isolation in the drawing as supporting
previous assessments.

Additionally, she stated that Dad's small size

indicated the view that he was out of control in the family, also
supported by the previous assessments.
The prominence of Dan and Donna added information to the
assessment of the dysfunctional parental subsystem and confused
hierarchy in that it brought out Dan's possible view of the children
as being in charge.

This wuld be consistent with his described

behavior of being the go-between between Mom and Dad.

Resonance
Color as an indication of resonance was not applicable in this
family because family members were instructed to only use one color.
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^^*er

viewed all the faces in the drawing as having features

but being expressionless.

Similar, she saw all figures as being drawn

with primarily cultural sex differences.

afflrnary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that she previously assessed family menbers as
ignoring each other, and the drawing showed them as isolated
individuals who apparently had worries about whether their needs will
be met by the family.

Family Developmental Life Cycle
Rater III rated the type of portrait as:
presented as full figures.

most persons are

In terms of groundedness, she saw some

parts of the family as being drawn along a base line.

She thought

that Mom was drawn on a line but the others were floating, especially
the figures drawn by Dan.

She noted that these figures bore a

similarity to his warm-up picture of a vase floating in a bubble.

The

floating bubble indicated Dan's confused position in the family,
according to Rater III.

He was unable to form a relationship with Dad

but also got into trouble for going to Mom.

Rater III did not comment

on Donna's position, although it was similar to Dan's.
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Summary Of. Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies, or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that the style of figures, developmentally, and
the size of Dan, Donna and Dad support information in her previous
assessment concerning the subsystem functioning and family hierarchy.

Table 33 - the Conjoint Family Sculpture
Description of Individual Sculptures
Rater III commented that Corrie's sculpture was white and
resembled a penis.

Corrie called this figure various names, finally

settling on baby Dad.

Rater III thought that this sculpture was a

metaphor for Corrie's worries about who would take care of the family.
Her eventual alignment with Dad over Dan being the problem indicated,
according to Rater III, a need to show Dad support.
Rater III described Dad's sculpture as "Dan" and commented that
she viewed this sculpture as a metaphoric comment that the problem had
nothing to do with him but was entirely Dan's.
Dan's sculpture of an elephant, labeled "Dad" was seen by Rater
III as Dan's metaphorical statement of Dad's importance and distance
in the family.
The sculpture of a cat which Donna fashioned, and described as
"the problem" seemed to represent both a denial that there was a
problem and an emphasis on love and warmth in Rater Ill's view.
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S&BLE 33 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTION OF TOE INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Corrie made a white penis looking thing and called it a baby
self/grandpa/Dan. I think this is a reflection of her anxieties about
who will take care of her - the distant father
Dad made Dan - his view that Dan, not self, is the problem, not Dan in
relation to anyone - just Dan in isolation
Dan made Dad an elephant - large, unreachable, an animal so he can't
talk - not so clear here
Donna made the cat with information about Debbie knowing about the
paws. Cat was the problem - her denial of a problem and emphasis on
love
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT .SCULPTURE
Family was not able to create a conjoint sculpture
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVANT TO STRUCTURAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT
CATEGORIES
Family's inability to make conjoint sculpture
Corrie's concern about who will parent the family
Dad's assignment of responsibility for family problems to Dan
Dan's view of Dad as unreachable
Donna's concern with enough love
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATOIN WHICH SUPPORTS* DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Family's inability to make conjoint sculpture supports assessment of
dysfunctional parent subsystem and disengaged boundaries
Corrie's concern about parenting supports assessed of overinvolvement
of Dad and Corrie and dysfunctional parental subsystem
Dad's assessment of the problem as Dan supports rigid boundaries
between him and Dan, Dad's inability to take charge of family
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TABLE 33 ( MiWIii JED)
SUHMARY_OF .ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (CONT.)
Donna's looking for warmth supports assessment of Donna as feeling
left out
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Description of Changes Made to Create a Conjoint sculpture
Rater III, like the two previous raters, simply noted that the
family was unable to create a conjoint sculpture.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater III commented that the family’s inability to create a joint
sculpture was important.

Additionally, she cited all the hypothesized

individual metaphors described above:

Corrie's concern about who will

parent. Dad's denial of responsibility for the problem, Dan's view of
Dad as unreachable and Donna's concern about not getting enough love.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III noted a number of ways in which the assessment
information supported information obtained from the interview.

She

stated that the family's inability to make a conjoint sculpture
supported the assessment of a dysfunctional parental subsystem and
disengaged boundaries among some members.

She also noted that Dad's

assessment of the problem as "Dan" supported the view of the
boundaries between them as rigid, and also supported Dad's ineffective
leadership of the family.
Corrie's concern about who would parent corroborated the
assessment of her as a parental child, as well as her over involvement
with Dad, and Donna's desire for more warmth supported the notion of
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her being somewhat univolved the family and feeling left out, while
wanting everyone to get along.

Table 34 - Hypothesis Testing
Description of the Tasks
Pater III described the task as for the children to draw the
family the way they want to it be.

Aspects Considered. Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater III noted that, once again, the children were unable to
perform a conjoint task.

She also commented on aspects of each

child's drawing which seemed to relate to Structural/Directive
assessment categories.

She stated that all the children drew pictures

of someone (Dad) happier than they were.

Dan drew a picture of the

complete family he wanted - Dad married to Debbie, which, noted Rater
III, Dad disagreed with.

She also noted that even in this drawing of

his ideal family, Dan did not complete things.

Debbie was drawn with

no arms and Rater III hypothesized this represented the parts of the
family which were still missing (e.g. Mom, or boy siblings) in Dan's
view.
She commented on the small size of the figure of Mom which Corrie
drew as well as the frown on Dad's face.

Corrie described this as Mom

and Dad getting along, although the drawing did not seem to depict
this
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FAMILY II ~ RATER III
TABLE 34 - $£4V*JA» ESIS .TSgTPfi

To learn more about apparently dysfunctional sibling subsystem and to
get more information about children's view of problems (by discovering
their fantasies about what they want).
DESCRIPTION OF TASKS
Kids to draw family the way they wanted it to be.
conjoint drawing

Didn't make

ASPECTS OF THE TASKS CONSIDERED RELEVANT .TO _STRUCH]RA/DIRSCTIVE
Each child wanted people happier
Father disagreed with Dan re: marrying Debbie, Dan wants family
complete
Corrie's mem is really small and Dad drowns
Dan's drawing is incomplete with Debbie with no arms
Donna's picture of happy Dad has no hands or feet, no completion again
Parts of the family (parts of the members) are missing (Norn, boy sibs)
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS# DPNYS QR ADD? TQ
TNTEEVTEW INFORMATION
Picture reflects children's wish for appropriate hierarchy and
complete family, which supports previous assessments
Their anxiety comes out in the uncompleted forms. Anxiety supports
previous assessment of siblint concern with Dad's competence
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Donna's picture of "happy Dad" also had some incompleteness in that
Dad had no hands or feet, again indicating, Rater III thought, the
sense of loss in the family.

gupmary of,Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that this picture expressed all the children's
desires for a complete family with an appropriate hierarchy and a
functional parental subsystem.

This supported all previous

assessments of dysfunctional areas in the family.
Rater III suggested that the anxiety the chidlren felt about the
possibility that this will not happen was manifested in their failure
to complete forms, and their assertions that things are missing.

This

supported previous assessments which noted possible concern by the
children for Dad's competence.

Family III - Rater I
Table 35 - The warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater I coded Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism.
stated that there was some feeling in his drawing but not much.

She
Rater

I fund that Dad colored most of the sheet and used a combination of
strong and weak colors to make his picture of a house.

There was no

use of color to express family functioning, no indecisivesness and no
incompleteness, according to Rater I.

She rated the title as literal,
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FAMILY III

Figure 14

Dad's Warm-Up
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FAMILY III

Figure 15

Mom's Warm-Up
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family III

Figure 16

Tammy's Warm-Up
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family III

Figure 17

Tammy's Warm-Up
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FAMILY III

Figure 18

Luke's Warm-Up
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TABLE 35 ~ WARM-UP PI CHIRRS

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feelings:
Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

Dawning realism

There is some feeling but not much
Pour or more

Most of the sheet is colored; more than three quarter

Color intensity:
combination

Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal. Brian's portrayal is very literal
although his comment (we used to live in a
house but now we share a duplex) implies
seme dissatisfaction

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
His drawing a counter balance to Mom's gushiness - very literal
unimaginative, technical. Describes picture by telling about objects
in it.
Nostalgia implied about other house hints at some feeling of sadness
MOM
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Stage of decision

The picture conveys feeling.
feeling

The picture is all
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TABLE 35 (QnNTTMnFD)

im
Number of colors:
Color extent:

(CQNT.)

Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored

Intensity of color:

"

Constrasting of strong and weak colors

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Colors used to portray various feeling
stages.
(Yellow for happy, silver for
melancholy) etc.
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
overinclusive. Although her description of
the picture includes a variety of feelings,
the title gives the impression that it is
all about love

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
immiim information
Mom is gushy all over the place. Overly descriptive.
and is trying to be "reasonable" about not getting it

She wants love

TAMMY
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

The picture conveys feeling. The girl in the
picture seems very intense and highly colored.
The swirls around her are very romantic
Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored.

Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors. The girl is colored very
intensely - bright colors applied heavily
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TABLE 35 (CONTINUED^

EftMMY (PONT.)

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Tammy uses colors in a similar way to her
brother, although their subject matter is
very different
Indecisiveness:

There is more than one picture - she does one on the
front and two on the back

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

The title is literal

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
She draws herself as very vivid, prominent, seemingly very confident.
Color intensity, underlying feelings.
LUKE
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Number of colors:
Color extent:

Schematic

The picture conveys feeling. The vehicles and use
of color are very aggressive (plus the title)
Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored.
and vivid

Color intensity:

Colors are important,

Strong, intense colors

Is color used to express any aspect of family functioning or
individual metaphor: Luke uses color in a similar way to his sister.
The pressure used to apply colors might
indicated suppressed tension of some kind
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness
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TABLE 35 (CONTINUED
LUKE (CTTt)

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal. The title describes the subject
matter (Wheeled Warriors), a popular group
of toys. However, the choice of subject
matter expresses violence and aggression.
Implies suppresed emotion

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Luke's subject matter is a battle-implies he is fighting for or about
something, or possibly several things. His color use and intensity
also seems to indicate suppressed feelings. These could be feelings
of anger and frustration at not having things the way he wants them at
heme. His sister is dominating, his mother needs to be grounded
(which seems to be his job) and his step-day is elusive.
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however, she noted that his comment, "we used to live in a house but
now we share a duplex, implied some dissatisfaction, or even sadness
about his current life.

Mom's Warm-up Picture
Rater I assessed Mom's developmental art age as stage of decision.
Mom seemed to have little more innate drawing ability than most of the
other family members interviewed.

Her picture contained, stated Rater

I, a great deal of emotional feeling.
picture was "all feelings."

In fact, Rater I thought the

Mom used four or more colors covering the

page in a mixture of strong and weak colors.

The colors were used to

express various aspects of her emotional moods.

Yellow was for

happiness, silver for low moods mixed with red for angry feelings but
all converging on the "heart" which represented "love", the subject of
her drawing.

Rater I did not find any significant indecisiveness or

incompleteness.

The title of the picture was thought to be

overinclusive because although it implied that the drawing had a
single subject ("Love Springs Eternal") there were actually many
emotions represented in the drawing.

Tammv's Warm-uo Picture
Rater I coded Tammy's developmental art age as schematic, which is
appropriate for her age (7).

Rater I stated that Tamny's picture

conveyed a great deal of feeling, using strong intense colors which
used most of the page.

Rater I noted that Tammy used color in a very
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similar way to her brother.

They both used very vivid colors, and

applied them heavily, covering most of the page.

Additionally, Rater

I thought the fact that Tammy made two drawings - one on the front of
the paper and one on the back - might indicate some indecisiveness on
her part.

The title of the picture was somewhat obscure.

Although it

described literally some of the picture "Rabos (Rainbows) and Me" it
did not include the part of the drawing that appeared to be a road and
a house of some sort.

Therefore, Rater I coded this title as literal,

although that was not completely accurate.

Luke’s Warm-up Picture
Rater I assessed Luke's developmental art age as schematic, which
is appropriate for his age (9).

She stated that Luke's drawing

contained a good deal of emotional feeling, and that the vehicles
drawn and the use of color indicated violence and aggression.

The

colors were thought to be strong, and intense and Rater I saw most of
the sheet as being colored.

Rater I stated that Luke seemed to use

color in a similar way to his sister and that, in his case as well,
the heavy application of color might indicate suppressed emotion.
There was no significant indecisiveness or incompleteness in the
drawing, according to Rater I.

She coded the title as literal because

it described the subject matter - a group of toy vehicles currently
very popular among children.

However, she noted that the choice of

subject matter expressed violence and aggression, suggesting the
possibility of unexpressed anger.
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SMOTnary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or jyyip To
Interview Information
Rater I thought that Dad's very literal, unimaginative picture
formed a counter balance to Mom's extremely emotional one.

She noted

that when asked about the picture Dad described exactly what was
there.

Although the comment noted above indicated there might be some

underlying feelings, none were evidenced in the drawing, according to
Rater I.
Rater I found Mom's drawing to be a metaphoric comment on Mom's
general effusive style.

The drawing was all over the place, having

many complicated parts, explained at great length by Mom.

The drawing

supported the assessment of Mom as having trouble distinguishing her
boundaries with the rest of the world, as well as her position of
pursuer in her spousal relationship.
Rater I thought that Tammy drew herself as very vivid, and
prominent in the drawing and with an air of confidence about her.

Her

drawings on the other side were not as clear, but at least one of them
(the rainbow) also demonstrated the same kind of intensity in color
application.

This intensity might indicated some underslying feelings

which were not being expressed.
Rater I was particularly interested in the choice of subject
matter of a battle.

She thought that this might indicate that Luke

saw himself as fighting, or having to fight for something or about
something in his family.

His color use and intensity also seemed to

indicate the possibility of feelings which were not being discussed by
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him.

Rater I thought some of these feelings might include anger and

frustration abut the way things were at home, his apparent
ineffectiveness in his relationship with his sister, and his
frustration with the job of trying to keep Mom grounded.

Evidence for

these were seen in the interview.

Table 36 - The Conjoint Family Drawing
This family did not do a Conjoint Family Drawing.

Instead, three

people (Dad, Mom and Tammy) each did his/her own drawing on the same
page, while Luke simply wrote a cryptic remark.

The discussion of

this table will include discussion of each person's drawing in each
category.

Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
In the area of general closeness, Rater I noted that Dad's drawing
contained only heads, none of which were touching or grouped.
Therefore, Rater I assessed Dad's presentation as:
presented as individual and separate figures.

family members

Mom's, drawing, on the

other hand, had full-figure people all standing with their hands
touching.

Tammy made two drawings.

the other was of herself and Luke.

One was of herself and Brian and
In both drawings, the figures were

presented as individual and separate.
In Dad's drawing, he and Mom are drawn next to each other but not
touching, while in Mom's drawing, they are standing next to each other
holding hands.

Although Tammy drew Brian in one of her pictures. Mom
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Figure 19

Conjoint Family Drawing
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RATER T

TABLE 36 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY DRMTTr,

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Dad, Mom and Tammy each drew a separate family portrait.
wrote a comment.
Closeness-general:

Closeness-parental:

CLoseness-sibling:

Dad: drew only heads in a line, family members re
presented as individual and separate figures
Mom: family members are all in a group, holding
hand
Tammy: Ttoo pictures, one of Brian and Tammy,
presented as individuals and one of Luke and
Tammy, presented as individuals
Dad: parents are placed next to one another but
not touching or overlapping
Mom: parents are together in a group (holding
hands)
Tammy: Brian is drawn in one of ther pictures.
Mom is in neither
Dad: siblings are presented as individual and
separate heads
Mom: siblings are part of the family "group"
standing next to each other, touching
Tammy: Luke and she are seated next to one
another at the table

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:
Crowdedness:

Luke just

Dad: no subsystems are distinguishable,
all members are grouped together
Mom: Mo subsystems are distinguishable,
all members are grouped together
Tammy: One drawing shows her and Brian
standing together. This drawing is much
more substantial them the one of her and
Luke which is merely stick figures

Mother is left out in Tammy's drawings.
The individual's drawings and Lukes comment are crowded
together because there are so many different things
going on. Metaphor for thier life (chaotic)
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TABLE 36 (CONTINUED)

3JBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING (CQNT.)

Fragmentation:

The pictures are fragmented because each member made a
different drawing. Luke did draw at all but wrote a
criptic comment. Tammy made two drawings

Divided pictures:

No such line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Family was unable to do conjoint task. Brian's drawing is only heads
which might be a wish to avoid concrete (physical) responsibilities in
the family or a sexual comment. Tammy drew two separate subsystems,
one of her and Brian and one of her Luke. Mom is not part of either
of these. This might indicate a rigid boundary with Mom, or a sense
that Mom is incompetent or out of control. Crowdedness - so much
chaos, no one's needs being met
UIERARfflY
Size of figures:

Dad's drawing: only heads are present
Mom's drawing: Brian is drawn much larger than
anyone else. Mom and Luke are about the same size,
and Tammy is smaller than Luke

Prominence of figures:

Dad's drawing: no one is particularly
prominent
Mom's drawing: Dad is much larger than anyone
else, although Mom has numbered herself (1)
and Dad (2)
Tammy's drawing: Tammy is prominent in her
drawing of her and Brian

Disproportion in realistic representation:

Dad's drawing: no
significant disproportion
Mom's drawing: Her
relative sizes are way off
Tandy's drawing: her
sizes are off

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

Mom draws Brian as much bigger than everyone else, which supports the
assessment of her as overly concerned with trying to get responses
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TABLE 36 (C0NTTM1ETO
SUMMARY QF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (COTT.)
from him. However, she numbers the figures in the drawing (in order
of importance?) and numbers herself first, Brian second, Tammy third
and Luke fourth. Mem sees Brian as much larger (perhaps more
powerful) than anyone else in the family but numbers herself first (in
importance perhaps?). This would be consistent with the
distancer/pursuer relationship noticed in the interview.
Mom's numbering of Tammy (3) and Luke (4) is also interesting.
This is not a chronological number since Luke is older than Tanmy.
However, Mom has also drawn Luke bigger than Tammy (which is
unrealistic). These confusions in the family hierarchy, seme of which
was evidenced in the interview, seem to require more elucidation.
Tainny draws herself as much larger and more substantial than Brian,
supporting the information from the organization of the task that
Tammy sees herself as very important, or perhaps powerful in this
family. She also draws herself somewhat larger than Luke, which is
physically, although not chronologically accurate. Her failure to
draw Mom at all again, might indicate her experience of Man as
inconsequential in the family, or as out of control in the family
RESONANCE - USE OF COLOR
DAD

Number of colors:

One

Intensity of colors:

Weak, delicate, muted

Ways colors is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.: All
heads are the same muted color.
MOM
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

Four
Intense outlines

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.: Each
family member is drawn in a
representive color. Brian is
dull brown (same color he used
to draw himself and everyone
else. Mom is blue (because she
is blue?), Luke is red (angry)
and Tairmy is pink (sweet?)
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TABLE 36 (CONTINUED!

mm
Number of colors:

Four

Intensity of color:

Strong, intense colors

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.:

None

LUKE
Number of colors:

One

Intensity of colors:

Strong, intense colors.
his angry message

Intense red to write

RESONANCE - FACIAL EXPRESSION

Dad:

All faces are sort of smiling

Korn:

All faces have sane expression but it's unclear what

Tammy:

Faces have seme features but are expressionless or ambiguous
RESONANCE - SEX DIFFERENTIATION

Dad:

There are no sex differences in the figures - there are only
heads. Seme cultural differences in heads

Mom:

There are sex differences, primarily cultural

Tammy:

There are sex differences, primarily cultural

SHNT4ARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS QR ADDS.TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

Mon sees Luke as angry, Brian as dull, herself as unhappy, and Tammy
as sweet
.
,
_
Luke (apparently) agrees with Mom that he is angry - he uses the red
(angry) color to do his work
.
Brian seems to want to avoid corporal issues (including sex.)
EAMTT.Y DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE~

Type of Portrait:

Dad:
Mom:

only heads
full figures
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TABLE 36 (CONTINUED)

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL (PONT.)

Tammy:
full figures - her and Brian, stick figures
- her and Luke
Groundedness:

Dad:
no bodies, no one is grounded, only spiritual
Horn:
Everyone is on a different level
Tammy:
She and Brian are on a different level, she is
standing lower than him, but she's bigger.
She and
Luke are on the same level, but she's still bigger

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mom and Dad are in different stages of family development.
Mom is
dealing with the "real" but wants the "etherial" and Dad is dealing
with the "etherial" but wants the "real." No one is on solid ground
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is not seen in either of them, so an assessment of parental closeness
could not be made.

Unless, noted Rater Ir one looked at Mom's absence

in the drawings as an indication of great distance between the
parents.
In the area of sibling closeness. Rater I saw the siblings in
Dad's drawing as individual and separate figures, while in Mom's
drawing they were viewed by Rater II as part of the general family
group.

Tammy had one drawing in which she and Luke were seated next

to one another at the table.

Luke did not appear in the other

drawing.
The only drawing which seemed to have a cross subsystem grouping,
in Rater I's view, was Tammy's drawing of herself and Brian standing
together.

This drawing, noted Rater I, was a much more substantial

drawing than the one Tammy made of herself and Luke, in that drawing,
the chidlren were presented only as a stick figures.
Mom's absence in Tammy's drawing was the only significant
incidence of isolation noticed by Rater I, although this seemed to be
a rather significant omissino, and opened up ideas about the
rleationship between Mom and Tammy which hadn't been raised from the
interview.
The area of crowdedness was interesting to Rater I.

She thought

that the individual drawings seemed to be completing with each other
for enough room on the page.

Luke's comment overflowed into Tammy's

signature and the other people's drawing didn't seem to have quite
enough space.

Rater I thought this might be a metaphoric comment on
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the conditions in the family.

Additionally, the pictures seemed

fragmented because each member made a different picture, and because
it was impossible to view all the pictures together,

in order to see

Mom's and Brian's, Tammy's and Luke's were upside down, and vice
versa.

There was no dividing line found in the drawing by Rater I.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater I noted, that the family was unable to do the conjoint task.
This supprted the previous assessment of disengaged boundaries.
Brian's drawing, which was only heads indicated the possibility that
he wished to avoid concrete responsibility in the family, which would
support the assessment of him as a distanced spouse.

It might also be

a metaphor for sexual concerns (or lack of them) which was not noticed
during the interview, and was therefore new information.
Tammy's failure to include Mom in her drawings opened up a series
of questions about the relationship between these two.

It might

indicate a more rigid boundary than supposed between the two of them.
y

...

...

It might also indicate that Tammy experienced Mom as being incompetent
or out of control.
The sense of crowdedness in the drqwing might indicate that the
family's life was so chaotic that no one's individual needs were being
met, and that the family as a whole was having difficulty managing.
These hypotheses would support information collected from the
interview about the family's sources of stress and support.
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Family Hierarchy
Size of figures was inapplicable to Dad's drawing because he only
drew heads.

In Mom's drawing. Rater I noted several interesing

aspects of this area.
anyone else.

In Mom's drawing, Brian was much bigger than

Mom and Luke were about the same size and Tammy was

smaller than Luke.

These were all unrealistic representations, and

especially in view of Mom's sophisticated drawing ability, could be
taken as significant information.
In Tammy's drawings, commented Rater I, Tammy drew herself much
larger than Brian, and somewhat larger than Luke (which is realistic).
Prominence of figures was another area which yielded much
interesting information.
particularly prominent.

In Dad's drawing, stated Rater I, no one was
However, in Mom's drawing, as stated above,

Brian was drawn much larger than everyone else, and therefore more
prominent.

However, Mom numbered all the figures as she drew them.

She put the number one above her head and two above Brian's head.
Tammy was labeled three and Luke four.

NO explanation was given of

this, until Brian commented that he didn't like it that his wife had
put herself first.

She remarked that if she didn't do it, no one

WDUld.
In Tammy's drawing, as stated above, Tammy was prominent because
of her size as well as her bright red and purple colors.
As stated above. Rater I noticed considerable distortion in
relation to the size of figures.
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Sunpary of j\sgessment Infojmnatjon Which Supports. Denies or Ar^ to
Interview Information
Mom drew Brian bigger than everyone else, which supports the
assessment of her as overly concerned with trying to get responses
from him.

However, Rater I stated, the numbers which Mom assigned

everyone in her picture created a situation in which digital
(numerical) and analogic (pictorial) information contradicted one
another.

Mom numbered herself as one, although her picture indicated

that Brian was most important (or perhaps most powerful) in the
family.

The drawing of Brian supports the assessment of her position

in the couple as the "pursuer."

However, the number which she

assigned herself suggested a number of interesting hypothesis for
Rater I.
If Mom saw herself as ignored, or unappreciated in the family she
might assign herself number one to indicate that others were not
giving her enough credit.

If, she saw herself as the family

"mainstay" she might have assigned herself this number in order to
balance out her feelings of powerlessness vis a vis Brian.

Another

possible hypothesis wuld be that Mom felt she was not taking good
enough care of herself and gave herself this number as a reminder.
Mom assigned number 3 to Tammy which was also a confusing
situation.

Rater I remarked that 3 would not be Tammy's correct

nuirber if the children were numbered chronologically because Luke was
older.

However, Mom had also drawn Luke as larger than Tammy even

though this was not realistic (Tammy was larger than Luke).

These
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discrepancies introduced a number of conflicting ideas into the area
of family hierarchy.

Generally, Rater I thought that the information

on hierarchy provided by the drawings was information which had not
been observed in the interview.

Consequently, the drawing provided a

number of new perspectives.

Resonance
Color Use
The use of color in Dad's drawing was insignificant, according to
Rater I since he drew everyone in the same color.

Mom, however, drew

everyone a different color and the colors seemed to represent their
personalities or feelings states.

She drew Brian brown, which was the

color he always chose to draw himself.

She drew herself blue which

Rater I thought might indicate her unhappiness and she drew Luke red
because, as she stated herself, he was angry all the time.

Mom drew

Tamny as pink, and this color seemed to be somewhat confusing.

Pink

might be thought of as a "sweet" color usef for a little girl.
However, the color was uncharacterist of any, Tammy herself had used
and it seemed inappropriate for the strong - willed child whom Mom
described.

Perhaps, Rater I suggested, pink represented Mom's fantasy

of who she wanted Tammy to be.
Tammy used color in her drawing of herself and Brian in the same
way as she had used it in the Warm-up picture.
intense colors heavily applied.
Luke was very different.

She used strong,

However, her drawing of herself and

This one was all done in one color, and the
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figures were merely stick figures.

Rater I did not have any clear

hypotheses about this discrepancy but thought that it might represent
an interesting area to explore in terms of the sibling subsystem and
the relationship between Brian and Tammy.
The only significant aspect of Luke's color use, according to
Rater I, was his choice of the color red in which to write his
message.

Not only did this imply anger, but it was the same color

which his mother used to draw him in her family portrait.

Facial Expression
Rater I did not find anything particularly interesting in this
area.

She stated that 11 Dad's faces appeared to be sort of smiling,

that Mom's faces had somewhat ambiguous expressions and that Tammy's
faces had features but were expressionless.

Sex Differentiation
The most interesting informaton which Rater I noted here was Dad's
disembodied drawings.

However, he did indicate some cultural

distinctions among the heads.

Both Mom and Tammy had primarily

cultural differentiation.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies.,-or Adds. To
interview Information
Rater I stated that Mom seemed to view Brian as dull, Luke as
angry, Tammy as sweet (although this was not as clear as the others)
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and herself as unhappy.
interview.

This supported assessments from the

Luke, apparently agreed with Mom's assessment of him as

angry since he also used red to write his confusing and somewhat
hostile message.

Brian seemed to want to avoid corporal issues

(possibly including sex).

Family Developmental Life Cycle
The type of portrait in Dad's drawing was coded by Rater I as:
"only heads."

Mom's was "full figures" and Tammy's was one drawing

"full figures", and one drawing "stick figures."

In Dad's picture no

one was grounded, in Mom's everyone was on a different level.

In

Tammy's, she and Brian are on different level, and she and Luke are on
the same level.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Dad's diseirbodied heads seemed, to Rater I, to indicate a
tentativeness about his position in the family.

Not only did he not

feel grounded, but he was unsure of anyone else's position either.
This would support Rater's assessment of Dad as distanced, and
disengaged in this family.
Mom's portrait showed everyone standing on a different level.
Rater I suggested the idea tha this was a metaphoric comment on the
different stages of family development of Mom and Dad.

Mom had been

married before and had been caring for two children for a number years
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before she married Brian for whom this was a first marriage.

Mom

seemed to be dealing with the "real" world, perhaps admiring Brian for
his spiritual interests, while Brian, perhaps admired Mom's
"practicality."

This would support the previous assessment of the

family as being "stuck" in the stage of nest building.

Table 37 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Description of Individual
Rater I described Dad's sculptures as the "sun" (Son) of god with
rays of light radiating from it, because the family needed more
spirituality.
Rater I stated that Mom made an elaborate sculpture with a number
of different parts.
wall around him.

She made Brian with a cold (blue) heart and a

She made a sculpture of herself with an angry hat

amidst a mass of chaos and confusion.

She added to this yellow rays

which represented threatening outsides forces (like the public
schools) which she hated.
Tammy's

sculpture, as described by Rater I, represented the

problem of fighting between her and Luke, and Luke's sculpture was of
the inadequate and unacceptable food in the house.

Description of Changes Made to Create Conjoint Family Sculpture

Rater I characterized the changes as being made under Mom's
direction.

First Mom changed herself by taking off her angry had and

changed Brian by taking out his cold heart.

She then transformed them
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TABLE 37 - THE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Brian makes the "sun" (Son) of God with rays of light because the
family needs more spirituality
Mom makes cold hearted Brian with a wall around him, rtom with an angry
hat, and a mass of chaos, mess and confusion.
Rays of yellow
representing outside forces (public shcool etc.) which she hates
Tammy makes herself and her brother fighting.
him

She's much larger than

Luke makes a sculpture of the inadequate food in the house
DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE
Korn changed herself by taking off her angry hat, and changed Brian by
taking out his cold heart.
She then transformed them both into a
continuous pair of arms encircling the children.
She suggested that
Tammy make Luke bigger, which Tammy did and also changed her sculpture
from fighting to hugging.
She and Brian then suggested that Luke make
some good food, which he did and put into the circle of "the arms."
Brian then moved his "Sun" into the cneter of the family and Mom got
rid of some of the mess by filing it, throwing it away, etc.
The
completed conjoint sculpture was:
the "arms" (Mom and Brian)
encircling the hugging kids, the Sun of God, the Good food and the
neat house
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STRUCTURAL/DIRECTIVE ASSESSMENT
CATEGORIES
Mom's depiction of her life as angry and chaotic, she fights losing
battles
Brian's Sun is a metaphor for his hope that religion will solve family
problems
Tammy's sculpture is a realistic representation of a problem of which
there was little indication in the interview
The conjoint sculpture is Mom's fantasy of hew she'd like things to
be, other family members seen to go along with this
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TABLE 37 (CONTINUED

.SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORJTITQM WHICH SUPPORTS. PETTYS OR Anna Tn
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mom's metaphors of chaos, coldness, anger and threat support
assessment of rigid boundaries in which family members do not get what
they need
Luke's sculpture of scarcity also supports earlier assessment of
insufficient parental subsystem as well as rigid boundaries
Tammy's sculpture confirms the assessment of her place in the
hierarchy as being confused as well as identifying an apparently
realistic sibling problem which was not evidenced very much in the
interview
Brian's sculpture supports the assessment of him as unable or
reluctant to become a real presence in the family, as well as to
emphasize the distancer/pursuer relationship noticed in the interview
The conjoint sculpture indicates an excellent degree of family
flexibility in the ability to conceptualize changes and follow
through. Although Mom directs the changes, family members carry them
out willingly
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both into a long continuous yellow form, which she labeled as "pair
of arms encircling the family."

She then suggested that Luke make

some good food and put it into the "circle" of arms, and that Tammy
make her brother bigger.

The children did these things and the Rater

I described Tammy as reworking her sculpture so that she and Luke were
hugging instead of fighting.

Mom the proceeded to throw away a great

deal of the "mess", organize the rest into a "filing cabinet" (play
dough can) and make some plants to put in the house.

After all this

had been completed, Brian moved his "Sun" into the center of the
family and arranged its rays outside the arms.
The completed sculpture, as described by Rater I was:

the arms

(Mom and Brian) encircling the hugging kids, the "Sun of God", the
good food and the neat house.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater I noted a number of elements in this sculpture as having
relevance to Structural/Directive assessment categories.

All the

individual sculptures seemed particularly relevent to the individual
family member's concerns.

Mom's angry and frustrated figure seemed

able to express the feelings which she seemed hesitant to discuss
directly in the interview.

Brian's "sun" implied, again his hope that

he would be able to get help with his problems from spiritual sources.
Taitiny's sculpture stated clearly what she thought the problem was,
although she had not been able to verbalize this in the interview.
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Luke's sculpture seemed an almost classic representation of the
deprivation he apparently experience in the family.

The conjoint

sculpture seemed to be a fantasy in which all shared, although it was
definitely orchestrated by Mom.

ajnmary of_Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies, or Adds To
Interview Information
The metaphors created by Mom and Luke of chaos, anger, lack of
nurturence and support and threat from outside sources support the
assessment of the family's rigid boundaries with each other and with
the outside vorld.

Luke's sculpture supported the assessment of a

dysfunctional parental subsystem.

Mom's picture of chaos and

confusion supported the assessment of the family as being unable to
conplete the "nest building" stage of family development.

Brian's

reliance on outside sources for help supported the assessment of his
lack of confidence in his inner resources, and emphasized his position
as distanced in the couple and the family.

Taimiy's sculpture revealed

her ideas about what was wrong at home, which had be previously
unstated.
Rater I thought that the ability of the family to conceptualize
changes and then to execute them revealed a degree of flexibility
which had not been seen before and which contradicted, to some extent,
the assessment made of rigid boundaries among the subsystems.

Table 38 - Hypothesis Testing
There were two hypotheses which the interviewer wished to explore.
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Figure 20

Hypothesis Testing - Dad
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Figure 21

Hypothesis Testing - Mom
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Figure 22

Hypothesis Testing - Children
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TfiaB_2S-r-HYKHHESIS-TESTIIfi

HYPOTHESIS

To explore the spouse subsystem as to flexibility, images that each
spouse has of the other, willingness to change.
To explore the sibling subsystem's apparent inability to cooperate,
and learn more about general subsystem functioning.
DESCRIPTION QF.TASK
Kids should negotiate a subject and do a drawing together
Each spouse draws a self portrait and then give it to the other spouse
to change

iiiSslQElTasSIcQNSDliSIiSiEvEn'IiQlSSSyp^LZDis^'Si""
assesslient_catesqries
Kids were unable to make conjoint drawing. They agreed upon a subject
but the Tammy changed her mind. Luke's "arm of voltron" is stuck up
in the corner, while Tammy's drawing takes up rest of the page. She
draws (again) a woman touching a rainbow with a disembodied head,
resembling Luke up in the corner. Color use is very similar in both
children but nothing else they do seems connected. Perhaps they are
drawn together by similar feelings but have different ways of acting
on these feelings. Tammy seemes to take over and to see herself as
large and powerful, while Luke makes cryptic and sarcastic remarks but
does not "take control" of the situation.
Mom changed Brian's drawing so that his eyes were brighter and looked
at her. Brian drew himself again in brown as a disembodied head.
Brian changed Mom so that she had a little more color - eyes, lips
(she had also drawn herself in brown) but stated that he didn't want
to put too much emphasis on physical appearance.

"sTfii^5”QFAiiEss"^"i^iE5TiQLuijicLs5£QSIi._DS5ii-QL™LS
Kids_unabIe”to do conjoint task supports assessment of dysfunctional
sibling subsystem. Drawing supports assessment of rigidboundaries
between children except for their similar use of color which adds the
possibility that they have similar feelings about the family
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T£BLE-38_1cqotimjEB1

Brian's drawing of disembodied head supports assessment~of~his~~
distance and disengagement from family.
Mom's changes support assessment of her desire for more response from
him.
Mom's drawing - all in brown - same as Brian's indicates a desire for
closeness (similarity)
Brian's changes to this "liven her up" a little which adds new
information but his desire not to put too much importance on physical
appearance suggest, again, reluctance to be involved (especially
sexuality?)
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The first concerned the extent of dissatisfaction in the couple, and
the second concerned the extent of the children's inability to
cooperate or collaborate.

Description of Tasks
Rater I described the children's task as to negotiate and subject
and do a drawing together.

She described the spouses' task as each

drawing a self-portrait and giving it to the other to change.

Aspects of Tasks Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive
Categories
Rater I considered the children's inability to do a conjoint task
very significant.

She stated that they had little difficulty agreeing

at first, but then Tammy changed her mind without informing her
brother.

The drawing itself was interesting in the relative size and

position of each child's efforts.

Luke's arm of Voltron was way up at

the top of thepage, and Tammy's drawing occupied the major portion of
the paper.

Instead of drawing the rest of Voltron as she had agreed,

she drew the profile of a woman, with a prominent bustline, touching a
rainbow.

She also drew a disembodied head above the rain which

ressembled Luke.

Rater I thought these drawings revealed the

children's views of themselves.

Although their use of color seemed to

indicate that they might have similar feelings about their family they
seemed to manifest them in different behaviors and images.

Tammy,

commented Rater I, apparently saw herself as large and powerful, as
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as somewhat sexual.
head.

Her drawing of Luke, however, was merely a

Luke seemed willing to allow his drawing to be relegated to a

small portion of the page, confining himself to making sarcastic
remarks rather than attempting to take charge.
Brian's drawing of himself was consistant with his drawings
throughout the interview.
brown.

He drew himself as a head only in the color

Mom's changes were also consistent with her other behaviors

towards him.

She brightened his eyes to make them look at her and be

more alive.
Mom's drawing of herself seemed somewhat subdued.

She used the

same brown to draw herself as Brian used to draw himself.

Brian

colored her eyes and lips, syaing he wanted to liven her up a little,
but not emphasize this too much.
One interesting aspect of these drawings noted by Rater I, was the
similarity in the portraits drawn by Mom and Dad to the picture drawn
by Tammy.

Tammy draws herself in a similar profile to Mom and Luke as

a disembodied head.

This might indicate her image of how men and

women are supposed to look.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports, Denies or Adds.To
Interview Information
Rater I stated that the children's inability to do a conjoint task
supported the assessment of rigid boundaries between them and of a
dysfunctional sibling subsystem.

However, their similar use of color

implied that possibility that they have similar feelings about the
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family which they might manifest differently.

This added new

information about the sibling subsystem functioning.
Brian's drawing of his erobodied head supported the assessment of
his distance and disengagement from the family.

The changes Mom made

in him supported the information in the interview concerning her
desire for him to be more responsive, as well as the assessment of her
"pursuer" position in the relationship.
Mom's drawing, in the same color as Brian's indicated a desire for
closeness (similarity) which had been noticed in the interview.

The

changes which Brian made in Mom, stated Rater I, were somewhat
surprising.

He added color to the portrait she had made, indicating a

desire that she become "livelier" although he stated he did not want
to emphasize physical appearance too much.
somewhat contradictory message.

This seemed to be a

However, Rater I coimiented that it

also represented the only direct statement that Dad had made about Mom
at any point during the interview.

Family III - Rate^H
Table 39 - Warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism,
although he commented that this was a guess because no bodies were
drawn.

He stated that Dad's drawing contained little or no emotional

feeling, and that, although four colors were used and about half the
paper colored, the colors wee of weak intensity.

Rater II thought
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2BELS 39 ~ WARH-UP pictures

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
drawn)
Emotional feelings:
Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

Dawning realism.

Hard to say (no bodies

There is little or no feeling.
Four or more

Roughly half. Color provides little impact on picture.
Only sun in upper right provides interes. Sun uses
same colors as much of wife's drawing

Intensity of Color:

Weak (delicate, muted)

Is color used to express any particular aspiect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Color in sun illustrates some emotional
availability but overall blandness prevails
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness. Sun and moon both in
picture. Brian doesn't know if it is day or night

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is
literal.

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Picture expresses bland affect, little creativity with a desire to be
"centered" (know feelings?). Some emotional availability that could
be shared with wife but difficult to make use of it. Confused state
of mind
MOM
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feeling:

Pseudorealistic

The picture conveys feeling.

Gushing
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TABLE 39 (CONTINUED)
MOM (CCNT.)
Numbers of colors used:
Color extent:

Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored.

Intensity of color:

Entire page is used

Strong intense colors

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Gushing with good feeling but other feelings
not expressed - clouds only outlined
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title adds
understanding or interest to the picture.
Title, "Love Springs Eternal" misquoted
title (misquoted Hope for love) leads to the
condition of waiting optimistically and then
to frustration and attempt to remain hopeful

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OH ADDS TQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Metaphor of drawing states emotional that is highly expressive in a
caring manner that overlook frustration and discouragement. It
appears to be her way of definding against depression. Meaningful
that title replaces hope for love. Difficulty in expressing
frustration directly

mm
Developmental Art Age:

Schematicdecision

Emotional feeling:

The picture conveys feeling. Two drawings - one
strong with feeling and solid the other weak and
delicate

Numbers of colors:

Four or more

Color extent:

Roughly half
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TABLE 39 (CONTINUED)
tammy (cqnt.)
Color intensity:

Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a
combination

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Appears that two kinds of feelings are being
expressed in two different drawings
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

Mo significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title would
probably add understanding or interest to
the picture but the title itself is
idiosyncratic

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

Three different drawings - each seems very different.
little in interview, drawings reveal more.

Talked very

LUKE
Developmental Art Age:

Schematic

Emotional feeling:

The picture conveys feelings. Describes battle or
stand-off between possible male and female
machines

Numbers of colors:

Four or more

Color extent:

Roughly half.

Color intensity:

No background

Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a
combination

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Describes battle of mechanical objects. Sees
himself in a battle. Couple (parents), male
vs. female
Indecisiveness:

None
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2EBLE 39 (CONTINUED)

LLJKB-iC^rr.)
Incompleteness:

Minor, lack of background

Meaningfulness of title:

There is a connection and the title adds
understanding or interest to the picture

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DEMYS OR ADDS TO
interview, iiwowmiou
Metaphor of mother with immovable wheels vs. father - pale show of
grey - in a standoff
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that inspite this general assessment of low emotional feeling, that
the sun in the corner of the picture was perhaps an indication of some
emotional availability as well as being the same color as much of his
wife's drawing.

Rater II found nothing interesting to record under

indecisiveness, incompleteness or meaningfulness of title.

Mom's Warm-up Picture
Rater II assessed Mom's developmental art age as pseudo realistic,
which characterized her ability as somewhat higher than everyone
else's in the family.

He statee that the picture conveyed a great

deal of feleing, in fact he characterized it as "gushing."

Four or

more colors were used, and the entire page was colored with strong,
intense colors, according to Rater II.

He commented that the

individual metaphors expressed in the drawing seemed to center around
the effusive expression of positive feelings and the lack of
expression of negative ones.

He noted that although the hart and

lines emanating from it are highly colored, the clouds are only
outlines.

Rater II found no significant indecisiveness or

incompleteness but he did think the title contained interesting
information.

He rated the title, "Love Springs Eternal" as adding

understanding or interest to the picture, and remarked that the
exchanging of the word "love" for "hope" in the quotation ("hope
springs eternal") seemed to indicate the condition of waiting
optimistically for love and then of frustration in the attempt to
remain hopeful.
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TctfW's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Tammy's art age as schematic.

He stated that the

picture conveyed feeling, although he noted that Tammy did two
drawings, one of which expressed strong feelings and the other of
which didn't.

He saw her drawing as using four or more colors in a

contrast of strong and weak intensities.

Rater II assessed the two

different drawings Tammy did as expressing two different kinds of
feelings but did not comment on what these were.

He did not notice

anything significant in the area of indecisiveness or incompleteness.
He stated that the title "Rabos (rainbows) and Me" would probably add
interest and understanding but the title itself was idiosyncratic.

Luke's Warm-up Picture
Rater II coded Luke's developmental art age as schematic.

He

stated that the picture conveyed emotional feelings and "described a
battle or stand-off between possible male and female machines."

Rater

II though of Luke's color use as a combinatoin of strong and weak
colors but found nothing significant to report in the areas of
indecisiveness, or incompleteness.

He stated that the title, "Wheeled

Wharriors (Warriors)" added understanding and interest but did not
comment futher.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports.,. Denies or Adds. To
interview Information
Rater II stated that Dad's picture seemed to express a bland
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affect with little creativity.

He also thought that the picture

indicated a desire on Dad's part to be "centered" (possibly to know
his feelings better) and that there was evidence for some emotional
availability which Dad had a hard time using.

This impression

supports Rater II*s assessment of Dad's disengagement from the family
and his position of distance in the spousal relationship.
Rater II thought that the drawing characterized Mom as a highly
emotional person which attempted to express her feelings in a caring
manner but who overlooked frustration and disappointment.

He thought

that she used these "positive" feelings to defend herself against
depression.
Rater II commented that Tammy's three drawings were all very
different.

Although he did not comment upon the differences.

Rater

II noted that they seemed to reveal different aspects of Tammy which
were not evidenced in the interview.

Tammy's participation in verbal

interaction was very small so that the drawings seemed to be showing
aspects of her which had not been seen before.
The most interesting aspect of the drawing, according to Rater II
was the metaphor it seemed to express of the immovable mother vs. the
pale shadow father in a standoff.

This supported the assessment of

the relationship between the couple as disengaged, as well as the
assessment their roles as distancer and pursuer.

It also lends weight

to the assessment of the parental subsystem as dysfunctional.
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TabJ-e 40 - The Conjoint Family Drawing

Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Rater II coded general family closesness as a configuration not
covered.

He stated that there were four separate drawings.

Mom

showed the family holding hands and facing front, Tammy and Brian drew
the family members as not touching.

He also noted that Brian drew no

bodies - only heads.
Parental closeness was also assessed by Rater II as a
configuration not covered, again because of the separate drawings.

He

stated that in Brian's drawing no one was touching, and in Elizabeth's
drawing everyone was touching, he did not comment on Tammy's drawing.
Rater II stated that sibling, in all drawings were presented as
individual and separate figures and that there were, in fact, no
distinguishable subsystems in any of the drawings.

Rater II did not

comment separately on Tainny's drawing so it is unclear how he viewed
her drawings of herself and Brian and herself and Luke.
The dimensions of isolation, crowdedness, and divided line offered
no interesting information to Rater II, but the dimension of
fragmentation yielded important material.

Rater II commented that the

drawing was fragmented except for some efforts at organization.

He

noted that each picture had a listing of members but all of them were
different and unrelated.
draw anything at all.

Additionally, he noted that Luke did not
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TABLE 40 ~ TOE CONJOINT FAMILY DRAT/TUC

SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONING AND BOUNDARIES
Closeness-general:

Configuration not covered. Four separate
drawings. Mom draws family holding hands facing
front. Others draw family not touching. Brian
draws no bodies - heads only

Closeness-parental:

Closeness-sibling:

Configuration not covered. Brian has no one
touching. Elizabeth has everyone touching at
least one other person
Siblings are presented as individual and separate
figures

Cross subsystem closeness:

Isolation:

No subsystems are distinguishable, all
members are grouped together without
regard to subsystems

Mo one is particularly isolated; all are about equally
distant

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness

Fragmentation:

Divided picture:

Fragmented except for efforts at organization, e.g.
frame, title or border. Each of pictures has listing
of members but all are different and unrelated. Luke
did not draw anything
No such line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS* DENYS OR ADDS TO
TNTERVIE1-J INFORMATION
Fragmented drawing - some envision touching, others don't.
dosen't even draw bodies

Brian

HIERARCHY
Size of figures:

One figure stands out as unusually large in relation
to the others. Brian is very large in Elizabeth's
drawing

Prominence of figures:

No one is particularly prominent
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TABLE 40 (CONTINUED)
HIERARCHY (CQNT.)
Disproportion in realistic representation:
QF_ ASSESSriENT

No significant
disproportion

SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

INFORMATION WHICH

No answer
RESONANCE ~ USE OF COLOR
DAD
Number of colors:

One

Intensity of color:

Very weak (overall washed out or faded effect)

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.: Color
expresses blandness, lack of
connection, isolation, no one
is different
MOM

Number of colors:

four

Intensity of color:

Medium, neither strong no weal;

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.:
different colors for different
people
TAMMY
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

Four
contrasting of strong weak colors, or a
combination

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc: Tammy
and Luke together appear pale as if they don't count. Tammy
with Brian more fleshed out
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TABLE 40 (CONTINUED)

LUKE
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

One
Strong, intense colors

Ways color is used to express connectedness, isolation, etc:
Isolation - no picture - words
express isolation and anger
RESONANCE - FACIAL EXPRESSION
Dad:

Dad's face happy, Elizabeth, Tammy and Lute expressionless

Mom:

All faces sort of happy

Taimy:

Brian's face happy, Tamny expressionless.
Tairmy expressionless

Luke no features,

RESONANCE - SEX DIFFERENTIATION
Dad:

Father draws only bodies, only length of hair describes gender

Mom:

Sex differences, primarily cultural

Tammy:

Sex differences, primarily cultural

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS*. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Brian does not recognize bodies, (sexual issues)
brown - to describe all family members

He uses one color -

Elizabeth draws with an awareness of gender and age - except makes
Brian much larger. She uses different color for each (uses brown for
Brian)
Luke too angry to draw
Tainry draws only herself, Luke and Brian.

What does this mean?

“

FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE

Type of portrait:

Dad - heads only
Mom - full figures

~
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TABLE 40 (CONTINUED)
m-lILY DEm^PMENTAL (PONT.)
Tammy - full figures herself and Brian, stick figures
herself and Luke
Groundedness:

Dad:
Mom:

No one is drawn along a base line, family members
floating
All family drawn along base line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION V7HICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
Brian confused and not grounded - does not recognize feelings or
sexuality - no courtship or early marriage stage
Elizabeth gushing with feeling, attempting to be cheerful in face of
rage and disappointment
Standoff between parents exists - no nest building
Luke angry and uncooperative in face of couple's turmoil - pressures
Mom to move
Tammy's role is not clear through the drawings - areas unexplained:
relationship with Mom, image of herself, relationship with Luke,
sibling subsystem hierarchy
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Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds

To

Interview Information
Rater II saw the fragmentaion in the drawing as most revealing for
assessment purposes.

He commented that the different drawings

expressed very different images of what the family looked like.

Mom

envisioned family members as touching, Brian didn't even draw bodies.

Family Hierarchy
In the area of size of figures, Rater II noted that Brian was
unusally large in relation to others in Mom's drawings.

He did not

note anything else of interest in this assessment category nor did he
comment on the way in which this information related to interview
information.

Resonance
Rater II coded the nubmer of colors Dad used as one and the
intensity of color as wead, (overall washed out or faded effect).

He

saw the ways in which Dad used color to express connectedness,
isolation etc. as similar to his color use in the Warm-up picture.
Rater II thought that Dad's use of color expressed "blandness, lack of
connection, and isolation."

He also commented on Dad's failure to

distinguish among individuals in the family.

All figures seemed to

look alike.
Mom's use of color, according to Rater II was varied and intense.
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She used different colors to draw different people and used colors of
medium intensity.
Tammy use four colors which contrasted strong and weak intensity.
Rater II commented here on the difference between Tammy's drawing of
herself and Brian and her drawing of herself and Luke.

He noted that

Tammy and Luke appeared pale, "as if they didn't count", while Tanmy
and Brian were more "fleshed out."
lake's one, intense color was used, as Rater II saw it, to write
vrords which expressed and isolation and anger.
The facial expressions were not seen as very informative by Rater
II.

Sex differentiation was also not very significant, according to

Rater II, except that he felt it was important to note that Dad drew
only heads which were differentiated only by the length of their hair.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Inforrnation
Rater II noted a number of dimensions in the category of Resonance
which augmented information from the interview.

He stated that

Brian's drawing seemed to reveal his lack of recognition of bodies.
This supported the assessment of Brian as having rigid boundaries and
being distanced from the family.

It might also indicate that the

dysfunctional communication between the couple functioned to help them
avoid sexual issues which might be problematic.

Brian's use of one

color to draw all family members seemed to Rater II to be a comment on
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family resonance.

Brian seemed to have trouble making distinctions

among family members.

Hiis would support the assessment of his

behavior in the interview as non-responsive to all family menbers.
Rater II commented that rtom drew with an awareness of gender and
age, making fairly realistic drawings, except that she drew Brian much
larger than anyone else.

This would support the assessment of the

spousal relationship as having rigid boundaries and the assessment of
her behavior as overly responsive in the interview.
Luke's message was seen by Rater II as a way of expressing his
anger.

He stated, "Luke was too angry to draw."

This would support

the assessment from the interview of a high level of conflict in the
sibling subsystem as well as Luke's conflictual relationship with his
mother.
Tammy's failure to include her mother in her drawings was noted by
Rater II as new information, although he did not speculate on its
possible meaning.

It did appear to Rater II, that the information

revealed by Tammy's drawings offered many more possibilities for
formaing hypotheses than her interacitonal behavior in the interview.

Family Developmental Life Cycle
Rater II coded Mom's portrait as "full figures", Brian's as "heads
only" and Taimiy's as "full figures" for herself and Brian, "stick
figures" for herself and Uike.
In the area of groundedness he commented that Mom drew all family
menbers along a base line, while all Dad's figures were floating in
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space.

He did not comment on Tammy's drawings.

^ffirnagy of ASEegsmont Information ^ftiich Supports. Denies or Adds

Tn

Interview Information
Rater II thought that Brian's lack of bodies indicated a lack of
groundedness and a sense of confusion.

He stated that Brian did not

seem to recognize feelings or sexuality, which would make it difficult
for him to complete the initial stages of family development.
Elizabeth, on the other hand, seemed to Rater II to be gushing
with feelings which attempted to maintain a cheerful emenor in the
face of rage and disappointment.

This situation, which corrorborated

the previous assessment of the individual's characteristics and
couple's relationship, created a stand-off between them which arrested
family development in the nest building stage.
Luke's place in the family seemes to be, in some way, stuck
between the parentsin this stand-off, according to Rater II.

Although

he did not relate to Brian, his angry and uncooperative attitude put
much pressure on his mother to move on in family development.
However, neither she nor Brian seemed to have the resources to move.
Rater II commented that although there was a great deal of
interesting information evident in Tammy's drawings, very little of it
seemed to corroborate information from the interview.

This was

partially because of the extremely low profile which Tammy maintained
during the session.

She spoke very little and performed the tasks as
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independently as possible.

The drawings opened up several areas which

Rater II thought needed no re explanation.

Anong those were:

Tamny's

relationship with Mom, her image of herself in the family, her
relationship with Luke, and the apparently confused hierarchy in the
sibling subsystem.

Table 41 ~ The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Description of Individual Sculptures
Rater II described Mom's sculpture as a sculpture of herself with
an angry hat and her husband with a cold, blue heart.

She also

sculpted a mess of disorganized projects, added Rater II.
He described Dad's sculpture as a sun or "Son" which Rater
interpreted as Dad's atterntp to introduce warmth and spirituality into
the family.
Luke's sculpture was seen as a pile of food which did not satisfy
him, while Tammy's was described as two figures of herself and her
brother fighting.

Rater II commented that Tammy's sculpture of

herself was much larger than that of her brother.

Description of Glances Made to Create Conjoint Family Sculpture
Rater II noted that the changes made in the sculpture were
organized and directed by Mom.

First she change herself and Brian

into a wall of arms encircling the family.

She took off her angry

hat, eliminated her husband's cold heart and instructed Tammy to make
the figure of Luke larger.

Rater II stated that she then organized
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2APLE 41 ~ TOE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE

DESCRIPTION of individual sculptures
Mother made herself with angry aht and husband with cold blue heart.
Also made sculpture of mess of disorganized projects
Father made a sun or "Son" to mean introduction of some warmth and
spirituality - Son of God - into the family
Son made a pile of food which did not satisfy him
Daughter made two figures for herself and brother when they were
fighting. She was much larger than her brother
DESCRIPTION _DF_ .CHANGES MADE TO CREATE CONJOINT FAMILY SCULPTURE
Mother took change and tool all family members sculpture into her idea
of how the family should be. She changed herself and Brian into a
wall of arms encircling the family. She took off angry hat and
eliminated husband's cold heart. Mother instructed daughter to make
figure of her brother bigger. She filed all her disorganized
material, and brought husband's "sun" sculpture into the center of the
family. She instructed Luke to make good food.
The result is a chaotic sculpture designed by Mother to attempt to
warm-up the family and provide for expressed needs of family manbers.
Other family members aliow mother to make the changes and take charge
ASPECTS CONSIDERED RELEVENT TO STRUCTIJRAl/DIRECTrVE ASSESSMENT

■CATEGORIES

Mother and father as an encircling wall
Father's spiritual contribution
High level of conflict between children
Luke's perceived lack of nurturence
High level of metaphorical communication describes a frightened,
confused family wanting to protect itself from the outside and having
little satisfaction with each other inside the family
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS# DENYS OR APDS.I
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Mother and father as wall indicate desire on mother's part to protect
and nurture children (as a partnership). Wish for functional parental
subsystem. Awareness of difficulties
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TABLE 41 (CONTINUED)

mJL'l&X

OF ASSESSMENT IMPORTATION (CONT.1

Father's spiritual consideration supports assessment of father's hope
for help from outside sources, need for deepening of resources
High level of conflict between children supports Rater II's assessment
of sibling subsystem
Luke's perceived lack of nurturence supports Rater II's assessment of
Luke's hostile interactional behavior and reticence to participate in
family activities
High level of metaphorical conmunication indicates extreme inability
to communicate directily, supports assessment of disengaged family
with rigid boundaries and poor communication skills
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her messes, throwing some into a big pile outside the "arms" and
filing some, and then brought her husband's spiritual sun into the
family.

Next she (and Brian) suggested that Luke make some good food

that he liked.
Rater II described the final result as a "chaotic" sculpture
designed by ilom in a real attempt to warm-up the family and provide
for the expressed needs of family members.

He also noted that other

family members allowed Mom to organize the changes and to take charge.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater II thought that Mom's portrayal of the parents as encircling
arms, and the father's concern with spirituality were relevent to the
categories of the spouse and parental subsystem.

The high level of

conflict portrayed by Tanmy was relevent to the sibling subsystem
functioning and Luke's perceived lack of nurturence was relevent ot
the parental subsystem and the category of resonance.

The high level

of metaphorical communication was relevent to the category of
metaphorical comments on the system, to the family souces of stress
and support and the family developmental life cycle.

fiimmarv of Assessment Information Which Supports,..Denies PC Adds. To,
Interview Information
Rater II thought that the mother's portrayal as a wall of arms
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indicated a desire on her part to protect and nurture the children.
Hiis seemed to indicate a wish to improve the parental subsystem and
make it more of a team.

The awareness of the need for improvement

supported previous assessments of the parental subsystem as
dysfunctional.
He commented that the father’s spiritual consideraton supported
the previous assessment of the his reliance on outside forces to help
solve problem and also thought that it indicated, again, the need for
more inner resources on father's part.
The characterization by Tarnmy of her and Luke in conflict
supported Rater II's assessment of the sibling subsystem as highly
conflictual.
Rater II also noted that Luke's perceived lack of nurturence
supported previous assessments of the dysfunctional parental
subsystem, and shed light on Luke's apparently hostile interactional
behavior and reticence to participate in family activities.

Table 42 - Hypothesis Testing
Description of Tasks
Rater II described the spouse subsystem task as the "self portrait
given to spouse" task.

He described the sibling task as to negotiate

a picture and draw it together.
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TABLE 42 - HYPOTHESIS TESTING

;wvw msis
To explore the spouse subsystem as to flexibilty, images that each
spouse has of the other, willingness to change
To explore the sibling subsystem's apparent inability to cooperate,
and learn more about general subsystem functioning
DESCRIPTION OF TASKS DONE
Spouses - self portraits given to spouse
Sibs - negotiate picture and draw it together
ASPECTS OF TASKS CONSIDERED RELEV ENT TO STRUCKJRAI/DIRECTIVE
ASSESSMENT CATEGORIES
Relationship of spouses made clearer as well as self concepts
Husband consistently draws no bodies and flat affect on face
Wife draws romaticized (princes like) portrait
Relationship changes made: wife brightens husband's eyes to make him
more attentive to her but does not add body. Husband warms wife's
mouth with color and smile and adds color to eyes as a request for
more warmth from her
Children unable to do conjoint task. Tammy changed her mind about
subject without telling Luke and drew what she wanted, taking up most
of page. Drawing of woman is same pose as Mom but more sexual! She
draws a head which looks like Luke but same no body as Brian
Luke does not object to her take over, or ask for help. He does his
vivid forceful "arm of voltron" in corner. Drawing expresses rage but
acceptance of small part of page may indicate he's resigned to taking
"back seat."

cnnr.mpv

OF

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPQJTSr DENYS
INTERVIEW. INFORMATION

£>R APPS-JS ~

Both tasks produce enormous amount of information. Disengaged and
conflictual spouse subsystem with mirroring but more heated conflict
by sibs.
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TABLE 42 (CONTINUED)

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION (CONT.)

Sibs describe lack of nurturence and rage
All this encased in high level of chaos with husband imagining
spiritual solutions and wife having "romantic" solution. Little
ability to be grounded and problem solve but willingness to try to be
change-oriented
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Aspects of_Tasks Considered Relevent to Structural /Directive
Assessment Categories
Rater II noted a number of aspects of these tasks which he
considered relevent.

He thought that the relationship of the spouses

was illuminated by this task as well as their self concepts.

He noted

that the husband remained consistent in not drawing any bodies and the
wife continued to draw in a romaticized v/ay (a princess-like picture).
The change which they made in each other commented on the spouse
subsystem.

The wife made the husband's eyes brighter, and looking

directly at her, while the husband brightened the wife's mouth and
colored in her eyes.

Rater II saw the changes made by the father as a

request for more warmth from his wife.
The children's inability to do a conjoint task was relevent to the
sibling subsystem and general family functioning, as was Tammy's
decision to do her own drawing without informing Luke.

The drawing

which Taimiy made bore a striking similiarity to Horn's drawing,
commented Rater II.
sexual than Horn's.

However, he stated, Tammy's drawing seemed more
Tammy also drew a "head" which looked like Luke,

but had no body (like Brian's drawings).
Luke's acceptance of Tammy's independent behavior indicated to
Rater II that although his drawing expressed intense feeling, he
seemed resigned to accept her behavior, or at least not to except any
help with it from his parents.
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of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds tp
Interview Info nnation
Rater II stated that both hypothesis testing tasks produced a
great deal of important information.

The spouse task confirmed the

conflictual and disengaged spouse subsystem and suggested that the
conflict in the sibling subsystem might be a mirroring of that
conflict.

The siblings task described the lack of nurturence (Tammy

works on her own and Luke does not ask for help) for the children as
well as their possible anger about this.
Rater II summed the information up with this statement:

"All

these elements are encased in a high level of chaos with the husband
imagining spiritual solutions to their problems and the wife having
"romantic" solutions.

Neither appear to have the ability to be

grounded or to problem solve effectively but both show a willingness
to try to become change oriented."

Family III - Rater III
Table 43 - The Warm-up Pictures
Dad's Warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Dad's developmental art age as dawning realism.
She stated that the picture contained some emotional feelings.

She

thought that the cross hatches on the roof and the x on the door of
the house might indicate blocked emotions.

The sun seemed, to Rater

III, to express some emotion but again she noted that the rays didn't
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3&BLE 43 ~ WARM-UP PICTURES

RESONANCE
DAD
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feelings:

Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

Dawning realism

There is some feeling but not much. The sun
shows feeling. The house has "mixed" feeling
with cross hatches on roof = blocked feelings and
"X" on door: blocked feelings. Sun rays don't
really reach down into house like mother's
picture. It is stilted, fake or forced emotion
Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored. The page is full but
there are startling contrasts of empty space. Nothing
is visible through the windows. Nothing touches the
house. It stands isolated

Intensity of color:

Contrasting of strong and v/eak colors or a
combination

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: No
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection but the title is over
inclusive. Unclear - is it his hone?

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
House, like father, is isolated. Nothing touches him e.g.: daughter
had to work hard to get this hip during sculpture. Separateness of
parents reaffirmed

s
Developmental Art Age:

Pseudorealistic
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TABLE 43 (CONTTMITOl

m.(OTT.)
Emotional feelings:

Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

The picture conveys feeling. The upside down
heart flows and flows with love and sunshine.
(Sunshine looks like tears)
Four or more

Host of the sheet is colored.
with color/feeling

Intensity of color:

Fills the whole sheet

Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a
combination

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: Perhaps the family myth of "mush happiness"
or the expectation of it
Indecisiveness:

None

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

There is a connection and the title v/ould
probably add understanding or interest of
the picture but the title itself is
idiosyncratic. Title ignores the dark
clouds and the feeling of sadness

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH .SUPPORTS,_ DENYS OR ADDS TO
IsMMSvJEEW INFORMATION
This mother carries the emotional love for the family and is "all over
the place" (all over the page). She is really uncontained - takes up
a lot of space which complements the father's more contained behavior

mm
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feelings:

Numbers of colors:

Somewhere between schematic and dawning
realism

There is little or no feeling. Although there
are hearts ("love") there really is very little
feeling
Four or more
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TABLE 43 (CONTINUED
TAMMY (CONT.)
Color extent:

Most of the sheet is colored.
sides of the page

Color Intensity:

This child fills both

Contrasting of strong and weak colors or a
combination

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: The myth of mushy free flowing love comes out
with the hearts in al three of her pictures
Indecisiveness:

Did three pictures

Incompleteness:

No significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

Title on one picture. There is a connection
but the title is literal

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS OR ADDS TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION
Girls relates only to hearts or rainbows, no person. Her isolated
from father and some slight isolation from mother. Myth of free
flowing love re-stated. Is the heart at the top of her body a bosom?
Who knows?
LUKE
Developmental Art Age:
Emotional feelings:

Numbers of colors:
Color extent:

Probably schematic, no way to tell - no human
figures

There is little or no feeling. Perhaps
aggression or strength but also this is typical
of a boy his age
Four or more

Most of the sheet is colored.

Intensity of color:

Neither strong nor weak; medium intensity

Is color used to express any particular aspect of family functioning
or individual metaphor: No
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TABLE 43 (CONTINUED)

Indecisiveness:

None.

Incompleteness:

Mo significant incompleteness

Meaningfulness of Title:

In fact his drawing is very decisive

There is a connection but the title is
literal

msEsnmjmmssw
Actually his drawing adds to the assessment. He is the only who is
not "mush love." In the session he makes reference to a tornado.
Here he expresses strong emotions which aren't mushy love - warriors
fighting - they may cut each other up. There is also a feeling of
isolation in the well-armored cars.
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really reach the house.

She stated that dad used four or more colors

and colored much of the sheet but thought that there were significant
empty areas as well.

She commented particularly on the fact that

there was nothing visible through the windows of the house.

She also

commented on the apparent isolation of the house in the drawing.
Rater III assessed the intensity of color as a combination of strong
and weak colors, but did not comment on the significance of this.
The title was found to be overinclusive because of its ambiguity.
Rater III stated taht it was unclear, from the title whether this was
Dad's home or not.

She found nothing significant to report in the

areas of indecisiveness or incompleteness.

Mom's warm-up Picture
Rater III coded Mom's developmental art age as pseudorealistic.
She stated that the picture contained a great deal of emotional
feeling, noting that, "the upside down heart flowed and flowed with
love and sunshine."

Rater III further assessed Mom's drawing as using

four or more colors and filling the entire page with color.

She coded

the color intensity as a contrasting of strong and weak colors and
felt that color was perhpas used, by Mom, to explicate the family
"myth" of "mushy happiness."
Rater III thought that the title, "Love Springs Eternal" would
probably add understanding to the drawing but that it was
idiosyncratic, and therefore required further explanation.

She

commented that the title did not include the dark clouds and feelings
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of sadness which were expressed in the drawing.
Rater III did not find anything significant to report in the
areasof indecisiveness or incompleteness.

Tammy's Warm-up Picture
Tammy's developmental art age v/as assessed by Rater III as
somewhere between schematic and dawning realism.

She felt that,

although Tammy's drawing contained hearts, there was very little
feeling expressed.

Rater III also commented that not only was most of

the sheet colored, in four or more colors, but that the child also did
two more drawings on the other side.

Rater III thought that the

family "myth" of "mushy love" was also expressed by Tammy in all three
of her pictures.

She remarked that the fact that Tairmy drew three

pictures might indicate some indicisiveness on her part but did not
comment further.

She found nothing of interest to report in the areas

of incompleteness or meaningfulness of title.

Luke's Warm-up Picture
Rater III assessed Luke's developmental art age as probably
schematic although she noted that there was no way to be certain since
he did not draw any human figures.

At first she stated that his

drawing contained little or no feeling but then said that it might
express some aggression or strength.

She also noted that the subject

seemed to be a typical one for a boy his age.
The number of colors was coded by Rater III as four or more and
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color intensity as medium.

She found nothing of interest to report in

the areas of incompleteness, meaningfulness of title or ways color was
used to express family functioning.

She commented, however, in the

area of indecisiveness, that the drawing, far from being indecisive,
seemed very decisive.

gupn^ty Qf_Assessroent Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III stated that Dad's drawing was consistent with the
picture of him formulated in the interview.

'The house he drew seemed

isolated, untouched by anything and empty on the inside.

She conpared

the difficulty the daughter had getting him to help her during the
interview as similar to the mood of isolation and enptiness in the
drawing.

She also thought that the separateness noticed in the couple

was supported by this picture.
Mom's drawing also corroborated the information about the couple
and individuals obtained from the interview, according to Rater III.
She stated that the mother seemed to "carry the emotions" for the
family and also seemed quite uncontained ("all over the place").

She

noted that this confirmed the assessment of the rigidity complementary
roles in the spouse subsystem.
Rater III noted that the girl in Tammy's drawing did not relate to
any other people but only to hearts and rainbows.
disengaged boundaries noticed in the interview.

This enphasized the
Rater III also
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thought that the drawing re-stated the family myth of overly
sentimental love which Horn expressed in her drawing.
lake's drawing, seemed, to Rater III to add information to her
previous assessment.

She characterized Luke as being the only one in

the family who apparently did not accept the "myth of irushy love."

He

reference in the interview to a tornado and the aggressive subject
matter of his drawing, indicated an attempt to counteract this myth.

Table .44 - The Conjoint Family Drawing
Subsystem Functioning and Boundaries
Rater III thought that, in the area of general family closeness,
that some members of the family were presented in groups.

She

commented that the different ways in which Mom and Dad did their
(separate) family drawings expressed their consistent, complementary
styles.

Mom, showed all family meirbers touching, or grouped in one

big group.

Dad, predictably, according to Rater III, drew only heads

in all the same color.

She did not comment on Tammy's drawings except

to note that Tammy left mm out of both her pictures.
In the area of parental closeness, Rater III stated that in the
father's drawing, the parents were next to one another but not
touching and in the mother's drawing, they were touching (holding
hands).

Siblings, in the father's and daughter's pictures were

presented as separate but in mother's drawing were presented as part
of the general group.
Rater III did not note any interesting information in the areas of
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3BELS 44

toe; conjoint family drawing

subsystem functioning and
Closeness-general:

Some members of the family are in a group or
groups. Mother (of course) is the only one having
them touch. Father (of course) has only heads all one color, no feeling only heads although they
have smiles. Tammy leaves mother out

Closeness-parental:

Father's: parents are placed next to each other
but not in a group e.g. touching or overlapping
Mother's: parents are together in a group
These parents drew family separately rather than
collaborating. There are four separate pictures
- four very disconnected people. Son did not
participate except to mention boring and "a lie"
- what is a lie? the family? the emotions?

Closeness-sibling:

Father and daughter drew siblings separate, mother
present as part of general group

Cross subsystem closeness:
Isolation:

No members of any subsystem are grouped
with another subsystem

No one is particularly isolated, except mother is left out
of daughter's drawing

Crowdedness:

Little or no crowdedness

Fragmentation:
Divided picture:

Not fragmented; elements of the picture are related to
each other
No such line

SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT .INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS._.OR fimS-TO
W INFORMATION
The fact that they all drew separately = individual's separateness.
Also Luke's remark about a boring lie, indicates some strong feeling
about something very wrong: possibly the family, or the emotions
being expressed
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m*LE 44 (CONTINUED)

HI
size of figures:

Prominence:

One figure stands out an unusually large in relation
to others. The father in the mother's drawing.
Mother labeled at #1 but drew father much larger
than everyone. He is important. Father made all
heads but made Ma and Pa equal

Father is prominent, drawn by mother

Disproportion in realistic representation:

r&jor disproportion - no
body's in father's picture

.SUIIMY QE. ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS OR ADDS TO
.INTERVIEW INFORMATION
There is a sense (as in assessment) that the parents are in charge.
Father is very important to mother but she deals with children. Does
she want his help?
EESQNANCE - USE OF COLOR
—

Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

Two, one for figures, one for names
Medium

Ways color used to express connectedness, isolation etc.: same color
= same family but that's about
it
MOM
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

Four or more
Intense

Ways color used to express connectedness, isolation etc.: all
different colors, all family
members different, all isolated

mm
Number of colors:

Four or more
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TABLE 44 (CONTINUED^

mm.iocwr.)
Intensity of color:

Contrasting strong or weak colors

Ways of color used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.: Made
herself and Luke the sane
colors with a line connecting,
but no real connection
LUKE
Number of colors:
Intensity of color:

One
Strong, intense color

Ways color used to express connectedness, isolation, etc.:

None

RESONANCE,-_ FACIAL,EXPRESSION

All figures have dumb smiles that mean nothing
RESONANCE - SEX DIFFERENTIATION

There are primarily cultural (hair and dress) sex differences for all
SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS, DENYS,OR,ADDS.TO
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

None
FAMILY DEVELOPMENTAL LIFE CYCLE

Type of Portrait:

Groudedness:

Mother - full figures
Father - heads only
Daughter - full figures

No one is drawn along a base line (all)

snnnARY OF ASSESSMENT INFORMATION WHICH SUPPORTS. DENYS QR ADDslTQ
INTERVIEW INFORMATION

Father, not "all there" in family
Mother more involved
No one is centered or together in family life
Daughter's place unclear, need more information
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cross sybsystem closeness, isolation, crowdedness, fragmentation or
divided picture.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Supports, Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III commented on the parents inability to do a conjoint
drawing.

She thought that this indicated the disengaged boundaries of

the family.

She also noted Duke's refusal to participate in the task

except to write "boring" and "it'sa lie" on the paper.

Rater III

thought these comments might refer to either the family or to the
"mushy" emotions being expressed by Mom.

Family Hierarchy
Rater III thought that Brian's size in Mom's drawing stood out as
unusally large.

She also noted that Mom labeled herself as number one

in the drawing but made the father much larger than she was.
thought this indicated how important Brian was to her.

She

She also rated

Dad as prominent in Mom's drawing.
In Brian's drawing, commented Rater III, although there were only
heads. Mom's and his heads were equal.

She also remarked that Dad's

"heads only" portrait represented a major disproportion in his
drawings.
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amrotY Ofi Assessment Information Which Support, Denier, or Wte t*
Interview Information
Pater III stated that there was a sense from the drawings of the
parents being in charge.

She did not comment on this futher.

She

also noted that father was seen to be very important in Mom's drawing
but that Mom was the one who dealt with the children in the interview.
Rater III thought this might indicate some of the unspoken requests
which Mom had of Brian.

Resonance
Use of Color
Rater III noted that Dad used two colors - one to draw the heads,
and one to write their names.

She remarked that using the same color

for all the heads might indicate their belonging to the same family
but she did not see this as a particularly strong statement.
Mom used a different color to draw each member of the family.
Rater III thought that this might symbolize, to Mom, the differences
and isolation of family members.

Tammy's color use was not found to

be particularly informative to Rater III except her drawing of herself
and Luke in the same color.

She assessed Luke's color use as one

strong, intense color which did not express connectedness or
individual metaphor.
In the areas of facial expression and sex differentiation, Rater
III did not find any significant information.

In fact, she did not
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find any assessment information in the category of Resonance which
added any significant information.

Family Developmental Life Cycle
Rater III stated that Item's and Tammy's drawings were "full
figure" portraits and Dad's was a "heads only" portrait.

She stated

that no one in any of the drawings was drawn along a base line.

Sminarv of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds To
Interview Information
Rater III thought that father's "heads only" portraits indicated
his distance from the family, the mother's portrait indicated her
greater involvement.
made.

These assessments supported earlier assessments

The lack of base line, seemed, to Rater III, to indicate the

family's lack of cohesiveness and to support the assessment of them as
being unable to complete the "nest building" stage of family
development.

She also stated that the daughter's drawings indicated

that more information was needed about her position in the family.

Table 45 - The Conjoint Family Sculpture
Description of Individual Sculptures
Rater III described Dad's sculpture as an isolated and self
contained Sun of God.

she found it interesting that the rays of the

sun reached out but did not touch anything.

She described Mom s
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mas,

m - rater ttt

EBELE-45 ~ THE CONJOINT FAMILY SQILPITJRR

DESCRIPTION . OF INDIVIDUAL SCULPTURES
Tanmy made self larger than brother - made than fighting but still
separate.
Mother made hers all over the place, like picture, coirplementing the
husband's very self-contained sun.
Father - isolated Sun of God - rays reach out but don't touch
Son - the "different" one. There is not enough food (love) even
though there's all this emotion from mother and sappy religious stuff
from father
DESCRIPTION _ OF _ CHANGES, HBEEL3B. CREATE_CQNJQINT_ FAMILY. SCULPTURE
Mother changed into wall (arms) = some containment, containment of all
the other staff
The final sculpture is very messy - they are disconnected from each
other yet they are finally partially contained by the wall
ASPECTS.CQNSIDSRED.REL mimm

Categories
Mother's change from chaotic mess to orderly arms - mother's awareness
of what's necessary
Luke's assessment of lack of food
Father's metaphorical suggestion as to how to solve problem
Tammy's first clear statement about problem
Father wants someone loose, mother wants someone tight
Appearance of continued chaos even after valient attempt to straighten
things out (trying very hard, not getting anywhere)

”sS5ARY~QFA55issiSiIi5iQETS,iQNTii2ISigSsIlDSxLQLSDLS
^
mmim-iwQmmm
Although~thIs"famIIy may appear high functioning superficially their
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T^LE-45_lCQNTmEDl
™L^_QE_^S^SL®iT_ILIEQELmQLLiCQ^Txl
roles are very rigid. All theri art work was the same, reflecting
their isolation from each other, the mother's non-containment and the
father's reserve
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sculpture as a complement to this self-contained creation.

Atom's

sculpture, stated Rater III, was "all over the place like her
picture."

Tammy's sculpture presented her as fighting with her

brother but much larger and not touching.

Luke's sculpture, according

to Rater III, demonstrated again, his "differentness" in the family.
He made a sculpture of the unsatisfactory food in the house.

Rater

III commented that this seemed to be a metaphor for the lack of real
love in the family even though there was a surfeit of emotion from the
mother and spirituality from the father.

Description of Changes Made to Create Conjoint Family Sculpture
Rater Ill's comments emphasized the changes Mom made in herself.
She commented that by changing herself into a pair of arms Mom
achieved some need containment.

She did not ennumerate other specific

changes but assessed the final sculpture as very messy, with family
members still very disconnected but being partially contained by the
wall of arms.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment Concerns,
There were a number of the aspects of the sculpture which Rater
III considered relevent to Structural/Directive assessment categories.
She stated that Mom's atteupt to change the chaos into an orderly mess
and to contain the family seemed to indicate an awareness on her part
of what she needed.

The containment of the family by a pair of

wall-like nurturing arms might, Rater III commented, also be an
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expression by Mom of what she wanted from Dad.

in fact, the

complementary relationship between them would indicate Mom's desire
for someone to help her become more contained, and Dad's wish for
someone to help him "loosen up."

The father's self-contained "sun"

seemed to be an offer of a way to solve the family problems.

He

offered a structured solution (following the dictates of a highly
organized religion) which, Rater III remarked, was consistent with his
behavior throughout the interview.
Luke's and Tammy's sculpture also seemed to be clear problem
statements which they had not made before.

Luke seemed, to Rater III,

to be highlighting the need for direct communication and realistic
nurturing behavior.

Tammy stated her view of the relationship between

her and her brother more directly than at any other point in the
interview.
It was also important Rater III noted that although there had been
an attempt to clear up the chaos, the final sculpture was still very
chaotic.

She thought that this might be a metaphor for the family's

sense of frustration.

They (especially Mom) seemed to be trying very

hard but not getting anywhere.

Summary of Assessment Information Which Support?«

Q.F

—

interview Information
Rater III summed up her assessment of the family in the following
statement:

"Although this family may appear to be high functioning
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superficially, their roles are very rigid.

All their art work, was the

same, reflecting their isolation from each other, the mother's
non-containment and the father's reserve.

Table 46 - Hypothesis Testing
Description of Tasks
Rater III described the spouses' task as to draw each other and
then correct each other's drawing to the way they wanted them to be.
She described the children's task as to decide on a subject and draw
it together.

Aspects Considered Relevent to Structural/Directive Assessment
Categories
Rater III thought that both spouses drawings were consistent with
the rest of the art work which they had done.

Brian drew himself as

only a head and Mom drew a "romanticized" version of herself.

Rater

III also thought the changes which Mom made in Brian's self portrait
were totally predictable.
more attention to her.
and reserved.
much.

Mom wanted Brian to be brighter and to pay

Brian's changes, noted Rater III, were stingy

He gave Mom a little more color, she noted, but not too

Rater III thought this indicated a puritancial concept of

physical appearance and, appearance and, perhaps of sexuality.
The children seemed, at first, as if they were going to carry out
the task.

However, commented Rater III, the task was sabotaged by

Tamny's decision to change her subject without informing anyone.
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EMtfLX.III.r.B&EEE.III
T^LE_4S_z_SffiQTOESIS_TESTILG

I3XEQTHESIS
To explore the spouse subsystem as to flexibility, images that each
spouse has of the other, willingness to change.
To explore the sibling subsystem's apparent inability to cooperate,
and learn more about general subsystem functioning
DSSCBimQLLQE_TASK3_DQNE
Spouses draw each other and then correct them to the way they wanted
then to be
Children decide on subject and draw together

ASSESSUENT.C^TEQQBIES
The initial drawings remained true to form.
Mom a ramanticised version of herself

Brian drew only a head.

Korn's changes were consistent with her message - look at me, notice me
Dad's changes were confined, and stingy - a little more color, but not
too much. Puritancial concept of physical appearance, (sex)
Children at first appeared to be able to do task, but Tammy sabotaged
it by changing her mind in the middle and not telling Luke
Children did not discuss this with each other, Luke accepted change
with no comment, no request for help

mrnizd-mQmmiQv
The spouse task made clear the contrast in the couple in the way they
each drew themselves. The contrast supported spouse role, boundaries
as well as individual stuff
Rigid complementarily to deal with chaos - avoid deep rooted
differences - reinforce rigid complementary roles
__
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I^LE_4£_i£QmLJyEDl
^mY_QF_^SESSL®W_lNEQEimiQLLICQNTxl
Children's task confirmed dysfunction sibling subsystem
Tarmiy drew herself like Mom and Luke like Dad - sibling conflict might
be a metaphor for parental relationship
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Rater III stated that their failure to discuss what was happening
during the task was similar to their lack of conversation throughout
the interview.

&mina.ry of Assessment Information Which Supports. Denies or Adds
Interview Information
Rater III stated that the task which was done by the couple
highlighted the contrast in their styles and needs.

'This contrast

supported Rater Ill's previous assessment of roles, and boundaries in
the spouse subsystem, as well as individual characteristics,

the

rigid conplementarity of roles and the chaotic life style of the
family seemed, to Rater III, to function as a vicious cycle.

The

complementary roles were an attempt to deal with the chaotic life
style which only served to reinforce the rigid roles, since the chaos
did not allow the flexibility needed to change these roles.

The

children's task confirmed the dysfunction in the sibling subsystem,
which Rater III thought, might be a metaphor for the parental
relationship.

The inability to cooperate, and maintainance of

dysfunctional roles supported previous assessments.
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